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Since this text was written by Comrade
Posadas, the military in Ethiopia has
announced the nationalisation of the
Banks and Insurance Companies and
declared that the road ahead for
Ethiopia is now the one of Socialist construction, as part of the Socialist transformation of the whole African continent. The Ethiopian Trade Union centre
has declared its support for the military;
Students have been sent to the countryside as part of a massive plan of elimination of illitetacy, and this is to be
accompanied by the construction of
Communes according to the example of
the Chinese Workers State.
As Comrade Posadas poses in a more
recent text on Ethiopia shortly to appear,
the military, not one sector or other of
the military but the military as an institution, Is acting Increasingly as a political
Party abandoning the camp of the
capitalist system, abandoning the conceptions of.ihe capitalist system, such as
those of "Hierarchy" and the defence of
the "Fatherland." They no longer act
with the arrogance of people who want
to impose, but as a function of putting
themselves at the service of the people,
Ifor the development of the economy,
and of the country. The latest measures
of the nationalisation of the Banks and
Insurance Companies are not important
because of the amount of capital
involved, but because of the fact that this
brings Ethiopia rapidly on the road
towards the construction of the Workers
State! This military leadership does not
act for the interest of the military, or for
one or other group in Ethiopia, but as
they say, "for the development of
Ethiopia and of the whole African Continent". This is beyond the simple
nationalist conception, it is a revolutionary conception, the one of the direct
confrontation with imperialism and for
the construction of Workers States
everywhere in Africa, the planning of
their economies, as part of the construction of Socialism in the whole of Africa.
The process in Ethiopia towards the
Workers State shows also that In this
stage of history, there is.no W€fY by which

imperialism can retain such countries
within its orbit, and that the development
of the economy, of human relations, all
the pr<ilgress of humanity has to be made
outside capitalism, by breaking it. The
force and strength of the Soviet Union
and the other Workers States in the
world, and the process of the Partial
Regeneration, as Comrade Posadas
analysed, constantly feeds, sustains,
stimulates and supports the revolutionary processes everywhere in the world.
When this reaches the point that in
!Ethiopia the army as an institution fulfils
a role which approximates the one of a
revolutionary Party, it means that the
process of the disintegration of the
organisms of bourgeois power on a
world scale is well advanced. This is the
index of the actual level reached by the
world revolution and the degree of
Penetration of the Workers States inside
what is left of the structure of the
capitalist system.
The Labour Party and the trade union
left must draw the conclusions from this
text that even if the army of Britain, a
deeply structured army in the imperialist
role cannot be completely won as an
institution to the programme of
nationalisations and the planning of the
economy, nevertheless, the structure of
the capitalist state in Britain is deeply
affected, disorientated, shaken in its
centralisation by the same process as
the one which promotes such a world
situation, and moreover, by the total
crisis of the capitalist system itself and
the constant interventions of dual power
by the working class. It is necessary to
make a whole activity towards the
further weakening of the state apparatus
and the application and extension of the
programme of the Labour Party basing
oneself on the absolute confidence that
there is in this stage no possibility of
holding the process of nationalisations
back by means of increases in the
"mixed economy", or by more consultations with or participation of the working
class in the running of a totally collapsed
and irrational economy, or by "Workers
Cooperatives''.

The most important conclusion from the events in Ethiopia is the resolution
of this military team to take the decisive measures of shooting, killing generals
and colonels. All the people they killed were the bosses. When they kill
them, it is not the result of ~ar or to replace them in power, but they
kill them in the name of the programme, of ideas, of the objectives of progress. And when they take such measures it's because the decision and
support which they have is very profound and it does not only exist in
Ethiopia. If it was simply an Ethiopian support, this would be very small,
it has little strength, the support is world wide and this world support is
the world course of the revolution, the relation of forces favourable to
the revolution, to the struggle to impel the economy, social relations, the
life of all the population. This is expressed everywhere, and when the
soldiers are stimulated to shoot the other soldiers who are agents of Yankee
imperialism, they do it in the name of this support, this strength to impel
the progress of Ethiopia. They didn't do it as the function of one camarilla against another, they didn't do it through fear, through the struggle
of a group but against a sector linked to Yankee imperialism. They show
directly that they support a position directly opposed to Yankee imperialism,
and they do it in defence of, in support of a position to impel socialist
measures because they have eliminated an important layer of military
support and of a structure which supported the landowners, the feudal
lords and the agents of Yankee imperialism. This means a very great
progress of support for measures which are going to be expressed socially,
very soon,
It is clear that they have in Ethiopia a very great backwardness, that
they have great economic difficulties. It is a country which produces very
little, which just produces some agricultural products and some oil. But
on the other hand they have very great decision, as in Portugal, as in
Somalia, in Dofar, and in South Yemen, they are now going to find how
to apply a policy of production for the transformation of raw materials.
This is going to be an example
When the soldiers take such a
decision in a country which has noto all the world revolution movement and it is going to influence
thing and break with the Yanks who
the Workers States, the Communist
supported them, this shows that they
don't fear the economic, consequenand Socialist Parties, the radical
ces, but that they are taking measmovements of the left, the left natures to eliminate the domination of
ionalists, the left catholics, to show
them that to be able to advance in
the Yanks and that they are going
to find a way to be able to pro·
any progressive measures, such steps
gress with a programme of which
are necessary and that imperialism
is always going to be able to find
the essential basis must be as the
Chinese Commune, and with the
the means of the counter-revolution.
The counter-revolution cannot be
support of the Workers States, they
are going to resolve all this. And they
dissuaded by democratic measures
have to carry out a task as in Dofar
from a bourgeois structure and reand South Yemen of education of the
gime. The democracy resulting from
masses on the way so that they
the bourgP.ois structure is very limited
intervene as an essential factor in
because it is made by themselves.
The essential base of democratic
production and leadership.
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functioning is the judiciary, parliament, the president, the treasury,
the police, the army which is in
their hands.
It is necessary to foresee that
the strength of the enemy, of the
bourgeoisie, of imperialism, is based
on this structure and it is going to
be utilised, as in Chile when they
believe it convenient. And they are
going to rebel and make counterrevolutions as in Chile. The attitude
of the soldiers of Ethiopia shows
that this is the way to act, not to
wait to be able to win a parliamen·
tary majority or an administrative
or judicial strength in order to im·
pose, and so giving the opportunity to the counter-revolution to intervene. Thus it is necessary to intervene as the soldiers have done
in Ethiopia, and all the new revolutions, all the revolutionary process
of the world is going to learn that
this has to be done.
It is necessary to intervene on,
to show, to stimulate, to advise on
and to develop these experiences
so that all sectors see that this is
the way to contain the counterrevolution which is certainly going
to come. It will be a base of extension of influence in discussion with
the Communist Parties, Socialist Parties, in the world workers' movement, the catholic trade union movement of the left, the left nationalists,
the soldiers, to show how it is necessary to prepare the measures to
confront the counter-revolution.
This action of the soldiers is
going to intervene and weigh in the
orientation of the discussion, the
experiences and the resolution, that
it is i.n this w;;iy ~hat it Js necessary
to intervene, to block the counterrevolution, to keep a step ahead of
the counter-revolution. The Yanks
were preparing a counter-revolution
and this blow smashed the counterrevolution.

THE ROLE OF A SMALL TEAM
OF SOLDIERS BASED ON THE
WORLD FORCES AND ON THE
WILL OF THE MASSES
They have killed capitalist, landowners, financiers, a whole essential base of the general staff of
Yankee imperialism and the Ethiopian bourgeoisie. This is going to
have very great importance and at
the same time it shows an elevation
of the soldiers again in Ethiopia
after the experience of Portugal,
Peru, Ecuador and Somalia. The
attitude of the soldiers shows a
very great security in intervening,
which cannot be at the service of
interests, of competition, of disputes with others. It can only be
done when there are superior ideas,
a superior programme to confront
Yankee imperialism. They don't do
it in the name of the bourgeoisie, of
the financiers nor of the local interests of the ·landowners, but in
the name of the policy, the programme and superior objectives. This
gives them strength and explains
their attitude.
What is influencing the soldiers
and wins them is their superior function supporting progress in history.
They feel that they are represen·
tatives of a force which utilises
them to sustain elements which progress in the economy, in social relations, to improve the standard of
life of the ·population. To achieve
this, they are going to learn on
the way that they are going to have
to take measures of socialisation,
nationalisation, planning of production, and this stimulates them to the
understanding of the need for Social-

ist measures and economic measures of planning and of a Socialist
programme.
This shows that the soldiers, above
all in the very backward countries,
are sensitive to the world influence
of the revolution and that the concept of the defence of the fatherland, of these sectors is being broken. They see the fatherland is an
instrument of the capitalists and
they do not work as a function of
the defence of the fatherland which
is to work in the defence of the
interests of private property but
they wmk in the defence of the
interests of progress in each country. Thus they associate the defence
of the fatherland with the defence
of the capitalists and they judge
socially. They see that the Workers
States are superior to the capitalist
regime, that the economy developed by the landowners, by the feudal
lords of Ethiopia was in the service
of a small layer of the population
against the immense majority, and
the world development of the revolution has a very great influence
over them.
The local relation of forces was
important and favourable to the
soldiers who made the insurrection,
but on a world scale they were
favourable to the soldiers who took
such an initiative. If Yankee imperialism or world capitalism had real
strength it would have rushed to
the defence of the Negus, through
Djibouti or some other region and
would have given the necessary arms,
the army and justification to intervene. When they could not act as
they have acted before, so that they
cannot..support their own aHies,cit
is because the relation of world
forces no longer allows them. The
relation of world forces is above
all the Workers States, who have
the military strength to intervene.
The Workers States are accepted
by and have authority over the masses of the world and they have to
intervene in any event in favour of
the development of the progress of'
the revolution or of democratic measures which advance towards the
suppression of capitalism. Now, it
is not possible to exclude the Workers States, they have to intervene
and also the masses of the world,
who in front of events like this, if
imperialism intervenes, increase their
decision to smash capitalism, above
all the North American masses. And
imperialism has to take into account
the North American masses.
This is the world balance of forces, the economic and social world
crisis of capitalism, the political crisis which was expressed in the last
elections in the United States, in
which only 38% of the population
voted. This shows a concern of the
population of the whole world, and
particularly of the United !:itates
with the problems of the world
situation and against the intervention of world capitalism and imperialism. Imperialism is more and more
disunited, and the profound level
of competition leads to constant
confrontations within capitalism. Economically they are competing, but
socially they have to agree to confront the Workers States and the
world proletariat.
This is a condition of the relation
of forces unfavourable to imperialism. If it had been able to unite, it
would have united, and the Yanks
would have provided the forces to
contain the process as they did
before. When they do not do it now,
it is because of these conditions:
the arti tude and the intervention of

the Workers States, the relation of
world forces, the intervention of
the masses who intervene in all the
world events, and are ready to intervene and to weigh. This is the world
base of forces on which the soldiers
find .support even without understanding it. At the same time, as the
captains shot all this rubbish, who
were the bosses of Yankee imperialism, who were organised to stop or
disturb the revolutionary process in
Ethiopia, it must be seen that these
decided measures did not originate
with Ethiopia, but· from the world
because internally they did not have
the strength to make such a confrontation, and to have a base of
support to confront the Yanks. It
is the world course of the revolution,
which influences them and gives
them such a decision. The concrete
and decisive experience which arises
from Ethiopia, is that a small military team based on the will of the
nation, and on the world process,
can act like this in Ethiopia, not
working as a camarilla but as a
small decided team, which attracts
the rest, because it has matured
to do this. Hence the Communist
and Socialist Parties have to take
example from this. If in the army
there is such a case of unanimity,
of uniformity in the decisions, in
the masses this is much more. if
the masses do not have a unified
and centralised attitude in the elections, it is because seeing an electoral
solution, they accept the apparatus
which exists. On the other hand
when they see military resolution
to resolve the problems then, they
support it. Ethiopia is an example
of th is. These are the conclusions
of this experience.

ORGANISE A DISCUSSION OF
ALL THE MASSES ON THE PRO.
GRAMME FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ETHIOPIA
It is necessary to organise an open
discussion in Ethiopia, and to appeal
to all the peasant masses, the workers' masses, the students, to discuss about the future in Ethiopia,
about progress posing the need to
collectivise, to distribute the land,
to make a plan of production on the
basis of collectivisation, and nationalisations and with the participation
of all the masses. It is necessary to
make a plan to overcome illiteracy
on the basis of the progress of the
revolution. The way of overcoming
illiteracy, should be on the basis of
the themes which deal with the
development of the economy and
the revolution, and making an appeal
to all the Workers States to intervene in economic life.
It is necessary to appeal to al I
the Workers States, to the Socialist
countries, so that they give one
'day's work a month in support of:
the world development of the revolution including Ethiopia. Between
them, all the Workers States could
procure monthly more than 15,000
million dollars, and this could be
used to finance and help this process.
It is necessary to make a plan
of discussion with the Erithrean
Front and the basis of the discussion should be the complete development of Ethiopia which includes
the right to self determination of
Erithrea but making a Federation
for the complete development of
the economy, and appealing for agreements with the other countries
of Africa, to develop the economies
of all the countries. It is necessary
to see that the world workers' movement gives support: the trade un. ions, the workers' centres, the Com-

munists and Socialist parties, to oblige even capitalist countries to support these countries in Africa. It
should be shown that if they support
·them, it is because the revolution is
imposing it, for example, if Italy
or France give support. It is necessary to appeal to all the Workers
States to support them. To have the
support of the Workers States, of
the workers' movement, of the Communist and Socialist parties, the left
radicals, the left Catholics, the left
nationalists. There must be a programme of the economic transformation of the country. Power was
in a few hands, and this facilitates
the rapid step towards more important economic measures. There it
can be shown also that it is possible
to go from the tribe, to Socialism.
As in South Yemen, Somalia, Dofar,
as in Vietnam, China, which progress
from feudalism to Socialism. They
do not proceed through the stage
of the bourgeois revoluti.on but go
directly to Socialism.
Now, certainly they do not have
the strength in Ethiopia, but neither
did they have it in Dofar or South
Yemen. They do not have the stren·
gth nor the social or economic conditions to advance from:the tribe to
Socialism, the strength is worldwide.
It is necessary to nationalise, to
make a plan of production, to call
meetings with the peasants and to
pose to them the perspective of economic development to resolve the
problem ot the economy, of all the
peasants. It is necessary to show that
the development in an individual
form is difficult, that it cannot be
dpne, that it is necessary to do it
in a collective form; that what they
would seek to achieve in the individual form of property, they can
succeed in doing in a collective form
with the support of the State, and
appealing to all the Workers States
for support. It is necessary to show
the need for planning by means of
electrification, so that the peasants
discuss, to take measures which lead
to the satisfaction of the needs of
all the population, collective planning, combined with the support
of the small proprietors, of small
peasants, and to appeal for a combination of the collectivised pro·
duction, or for Socialist Cooperatives to develop production.
And an important and fundamen tat aspect is that all the population should intervene, all the peasants, and that they participate, see
and feel that this is the way. It is
necessary to see that the functioning of the regime is changed from
top to bottom, that wages should
be arranged according to needs and
that there should be a maximum
income.
A campaign should be organisedalthough immediately it is not going
to succeed-to win the soldiers over
to this function, and to associate
with this, the students who are one
of the essential factors of this movement. All the students should intervene, it was they who demanded
that the assassins should be eliminated and killed and they should
intervene with this programme. Such
a programme of production should
be done in a combination of workers, students, peasants. All the people should discuss a plan of increase
in production, to finish with droughts and hunger. The forms and the
functioning of the State should be
very modest and should be open to
the control of the population, so
that all the masses who intervene in
a democratic form, should be able
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to control, decide and prevent the
formation of camarillas, and deal
with the question of wages, of production, of planning, so that it
should be under complete discussion and everything should be discussed to produce in accordance
with the needs of the population
and exports. This is not like the
Russian revolution, which encountered the world retreat of the revo·
lution, here, Ethiopia finds the world
in progress. It is necessary to be
based on this, on a perspective of
development and of very rapid worldsupport, because the process is advancing. It is imperialism which does
not have the strength to prevent
the triumph of the revolution in
Ethiopia because of the world instability of the capitalist system.
The world crisis forces them to
have a constant preoccupation through their economic and social crisis. There is a very great inter-capitalist competition and internal struggle. They have all manner of monetary and other crises. Thus, it is
.necessary to make the masses and
the military leadership feel that they
can support themselves on this favourable process.
It is necessary to construct im·
mediately a revolutionary leadership
with a programme, which seeks thti
development of the economy in a
centralised and planned form, so
that they carry out agrarian reforms,.
distribute the land to peasants' sec·
tors, and so that they expropriate
and plan tlle big landed estates, and
make .them produce in a collective
and nationalised form. It is necessary to make a federation with
Eritrea, posing the necessity for nationalisation and economic planning,
with Somalia, South Yemen, and
the other countries of Africa. It
shou Id be shown that the right to
independence is not with the object
of increasing the historic difficulties
with the formation of new states,
otherwise it would be to maintain
a series of attitudes which are still
of the past in relation to the right
to independence. it is necessary to
propose that all these countries are
developed and for this, it is .necessary to plan the economy, maintaining the ethnic differences which
there are,-they are not many-in
the same way as we pose with the
Jews and Palestinians.

ORGANISE THE REVOUJTIONARY PARTY WITH THE ANTl-

IMPERIAllST
AND
THE
ANTI-CAPITALIST
PROG·
RAM ME
It is necessary to form a revolutionary Party with the programme for
the development of the country, to
open discussion throughout the
country, to show thatto develop the
economy, to finish with drought, to
develop agricultural production
and to establish factories; ii is
necessary to act like the Workers
States. Pose the example of Hungary, which was very backward. of
the USSR and China, which had
nothing, and today China is one of
the most advanced countries in the
world! And China, has only26 years
of being a Workers State! It is
necessary to make a campaign to
overcome illiteracy and to discuss
all these problems.
It is necessary to discuss that
democracy is not an abstraction,
but that is a means and a form of
relation, and that democracy is
needed which allows the development of the country. It is not a
democracy which allows· formally
someone to say who he is voting

for, or who can order him about or
arrest him, but a democracy which
allows all the population to intervene in all the problems of the
economy to develop production on
the basis of the needs of the population not to see who gets the most.
It is necessary to show that this is
what is to be done and that
imperialism was defeated because
people wanted to make an
economy which corresponds to the
needs of the population.
The attitude of the soldiers is very
important. Their resolved attitude
is not through a problem of competition, of military conflict,
because ii it is, they would respect
the others so that tomorrow they
would not kill them. When they kill
all of them, it is because they want
something infinitely superior. They
are impelled by the world revolution, and the comrades of Ethiopia
have to base themselves on this.
We salute and embrace all the students who have been a factor of
progress in all this, have been
transporters of revolutionary ideas,
of the revolutionary decision and
will to impel the revolutionary
struggle in Ethiopia. Now, they
have to intervene and it is necessary to organise the revPlutionary
Party with the programme of
nationalisations, state intervention,
planning of the economy and complete democracy, for all the masses, formation of peasant trade
unions, nationalisation of the more
important land, distribution of the
land to certain sectors of the
peasantry and form cooperatives,
resolution of the problem of product ion, of water, of the problem of
the transformation of raw materials
and to ask for aid from all the Workers States. A monthly wage from all
the workers States to help
Ethiopia, and all the revolutions,
plus Sino-Soviet unification. It is
necessary that they demand SinoSoviet unification which is the
essential problem for the progress
of humanity.
These soldiers are intervening in
the resolution of a discussion, on
the conclusions of the transitory
defeat of the revolution .in ·Chile,
and in their turn, are an expression
of the world force of the revolution,
the two aspects. Therefore it is
necessary to take the example of
Ethiopia to generalise it, and
immediately in a country so back·
ward to be quite clear about what
economic measures to take.
Ethiopia is very backward and has
to take measures which are quite
primitive although this is not the
epoch of primitive measures.
Meanwhile, it is necessary to
appeal to the Workers States to
intervene so that they send
machinery, technicians, money,
food and plan the economy.
The attitude of the Chinese is the
opposite, that is every country is
supposed to advance by itself. It is
not a question of a problem of
competition between one country
and another, as with the capitalist
country, but of the help of the more
developed to impel the development of all and to suppress the historic backwardness, to suppress
war, unemployment, misery,
hunger, everything which is produced by the capitalist regime. It is
a contribution to the world
development of the revolution, and
the experience of the masses to
intervene in the revolution. At the
same time, it is the confirmation of
the conception of the permanent
revolution of the Trotskyists and

the Posadists. In the most backward places, it is possible to make
the revolution with the most
advanced objectives, because
these base themselves on the world
process which prevents capitalism
from intervening or containing.
And this revolution should be
based on the most advanced
experiences so that it takes the
economic and social measures, the
most relevant examples to develop
the economy.
The triumph of the Ethiopian soldiers is going to impel enormously
the peasants in the revolution,
towards measures which lead to
the progress of the revolution. At
the same time, they disintegrate all
the schemes and the strategy of
imperialism. They are the direct
and indirect allies of the Workers
States. It is necessary to consider
then, that for the triumph of
Ethiopia, the existence and armed
strength of the Workers States is
decisive. The existence of Sth.
Yemen, Somalia, Dofar, the former
Portuguese colonies, show that
they are part of the world process
favourable to the revolution. All
these relations of forces which are
favourable are to be counted upon
for the development of the revolution, and the development is going
to be made on this basis.
Capitalism and imperialism are
going to intervene but they do not
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have the strength to say when and
how. The liberation of the Portuguese colonies has a great
importance for this struggle, it
stimulates G;normously the attitude
of the Ethiopian captains, it stimulated them to make a revolutionary
intervention. The liberation of the
Portuguese colonies is a combination of mass movements for the liberation of the colonies and the captains of Portugal. The relation of
forces is more and more favourable
and more and more united to the
development of the revolution. The
Communists and the Socialists
must consider this for the
development of the United Front.
There is a real world United Front
which exists. It shows the conditions pf maturity of the masses of
the world, of the captains, of the
soldiers, to make the United Front
on the basis of which they are
maturing on the measures to take
and on the understanding of the
socialist resolutions. Today, it is
easy. People see thatthe solution is
social, and through their experience in the economy, that human
relations to develop have to be
Socialist. The Communists and the
Socialists have to discuss, to
deepen this conclusion. Humanity
is ready for Communism, and consequently, ready for the World
United Front
J.POSADAS
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because they all do it. But this is
the relationship that exists and
therefore the individual contains

continued from page 1

them, put on the lights within
and without. Then explain it, and
if it is possible realise the intenand represses in his mind these tion if it does not clash with the
activities and the mind is vigilant objective necessity, with scito see that these don't emerge. ence, with moral relations, with
But suddenly this attitude can the objective conclusion, disescape when the concentration cussing it. If not, if it clashes with
of the desire is more powerful this.and is against, say: "No, this
than the mental container, and it cannot be done.", and explain.
emerges. This is when people Therefore in the mind the desire
say: "He made a gaff, he com- does not just remain deposited,
mitted an error". This is an unconscious sensation,
capitalist society because ii has originating from the sensations
produced by capitalist life, Life
to repress relations which it
encourages which are gross, in this society penetrates shelters itself in the unconscious,
impure and corrupt.
As we do not live this life, we and afterwards is sustained by
do not need to have the division. means of sensations. Thus, you
in the brain submitted to fear explain it, "No, this cannot be
and inhibition, but subordinate done", and discuss it as if you
were discussing it with us. It is a
to the need to organise the mind
very beautiful discussion withso that it gives us ideas: To feed
out external words, but within,
the mind so that it organises and
lives; instead of repressing, to there is a very beautiful
stimulate. Hence we can makeat dialogue. Therefore. dominate
any moment an exposition of a and organise the mind so that it
few hours, without a guide, responds to what is necessary,
without notes, an intervention of so that it does notfeel obliged to
lie, to deceive, to deviate, but
h
h' h '
some ours w IC is very good, that it works with purity. Thus,
which is not a commentary,.
statistics and information, but the unconscious and the sub.
conscious constantly provide
analyses, analyses, analyses.
suitable ready, scientific materThis is the form in which we
ial for all what we are doing,
organise the mind which tomorwithout any problems.
row will be infinitely superior
I return to insist, it is because
than now. This isa guide to what
we are doing in social relations of this we can make a meeting, a
now. We have nothing to rep- comrade comes, gives a report
ress, we explain. It is not a ques- and we speak eight hours, and
tion of repressing anything, but produce three texts, because
of explaining, explaining, exp- the head is organised for this, it
has nothing to repress, it ha,;
laining. If there comes about a
nothing to conceal. Although
desi're which is unjust or incorthere may be things which canrect, or inconvenient let it come,
not be said, they are not immoral
and explain it to yourself. Don't
repressions, but simply one
just take hold of it, conceal it, or
cannot pose such and such in
close your eyes to it, no, open
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The Closing Speech of the Fifth World Cadre School of the Posadist IV International
J.Posadas.
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Workers of the World, Unite!

- The closing speech of the Fifth World Cadre
School of the Posadist IV International •••
J. POSADAS
31st December 1974
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I VIVA THE CONTINUED

NATIONALISATIONS IN PORTUGAL!

- Trade Union freedom and the class struggle
in Portugal.
J. POSADAS 23re January 1975
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I VIVA THE TRIUMPH OF THE MASSES

- Viva the 30th Anniversary of the crushing of
- nazism by the Soviet Workers State!
Page 2

OF VIETNAM AND CAMBODIA WHO ARE
LIQUIDATING YANKEE IM'ERIALISM!

-

REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS' PARTY (TROTSKYIST)
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proletariat to overthrow the capitalist systern
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CARRY THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE COMMON MARKET INTO THE FACTORIES
ON THE BASIS Of THE ANTI. CAPITALIST PROGRAMME
The crisis over the Common Market is not simply a crisis of the Labour
Party but an expression of the concentration of the total, world crisis of
capitalism, in the Labour Party. The complete isolation of Wilson and the
bourgeois right in defence of capitalism, the fact that Wilson can no longer
rely on a majority even in the parliamentary Labour Party, confirms the
fact that the apparatus of the Labour Party, which has been the last line
of defence for British capitalism, is being lost to it. The Common Market
issue focuses the crisis of capitalism because it is, in depth, a question
of the very survival of the system and it has destroyed any possibility for
Wilson and the right to manoeuvre, to try to support a programme for the
reform of capitalism. They have had to stand openly with their allies in
the Tory and Liberal Parties and vote on a position of defending the
capitalist system. In this debate all the power of the world revol11tion, the
world balance of social forces, the Workers States and the irreversible
crisis of capitalism have weighed. The debacle of Wilson, his defeat and
isolation in the Labour Party, the fact that he spoke in favour of the Common Market at the Scottish Labour Party conference, and then literally ran
before J~e conference voted ~"~a inst tb~.. ~.9m!J1.Q~ .M,a.rket, mjrrors the debacle
tile' humiliation and defeat" of Yankee 1mpenahsm at the hands of the
masses of lndo-China. At the same time the fact ttiat the crisis of world
capitalism, of imperialism, is social - that it has no social support - is
emphasised by the failure of tfle attempt of Yankee imperialism to appear
before public opinion as humanitarian by 'rescuing' so-called orphans
from Vietnam. The result of this cynical, hypocritical manoeuvre has been
a chorus of criticism on a world scale. AssassiflS like Ford cannot, at
this stage of history, hide behind babies and sectors of the t:.uropean
bourgeoisies - like Sweden a.nd Britain - have been forced by the pressure
of the masses, by the necessity to try to retain what little social support
they have left, to repudiate the policy of Yankee imperialism and to send
aid to the areas of Vietnam liberated by the army of the North Vietnamese
Workers State and the armed masses of South Vietnam.
The smashing of Yankee imperialism and its allies in Vietnam would
not have been possible without the
struggle and the Communist dedication of the Vietnamese masses, but
neither would it have been possible
without the support of the Workers
States, in particular, that of the
Soviet Union. It is the advance of the
Workers States, the change in the
policy of the bureaucracy, the process
of 'Partial Regeneration' which determines the course of the world revolution and it is this force which has
intervened very directly in the crisis
over the Common Market in the
Labour Party. The visit of Shelepin wll ich we analyse in more depth
elsewhere in this issue of Red Flag and his discussions with trade union
leaders brought with it the weight of
the social and eeonomic superiority of
the Workers State. When he says that
the problems of unemployment and
inflation are solved in the Soviet
Union, he is saying - in an indirect
way - that the Workers State, the
nationalised, planned economy is the
road for the advance of the Labour
Party in this country, and when he
toasts the British proletariat he is
pointing out to the trade union and
Labour Party left what the forces for
change are. At the same time even
without expressing it in a programmatic form, his very presence emphasises the fact that Europe is already
half in the system of the Workers
States.

reaction of panic, the reaction of
someone who feels that the alliance
of capitalism is falling apart under
the pressure of the struggle of the
masses and the intervention of the
Soviet Union. The majority in the
Labour Party, which is against the
Common Market, the debacle of imperial ism in lndo-China and the Middle
East, and the success of the admittedly limited policy of interpenetration
followed by the Soviets, are the very
real basis of the fears of Callaghan.
After all, the attack on the Common
Market by the majority of the Labour
Party is also, in the final analysis,
an attack on NATO, since one cannot
be separated from the other• It is an
expression of the crisis of capitalism
that whilst Callaghan defends the
Common Market he feels that he cannot trust the other European bourgeoisie not to give more concessions to
the Soviet Union, in the Workers
States in the coming European Security Conference.

The advances in the policy, the
world policy of the Soviet Union, of
the Workers States, is an expression
at its centre, of the crisis of all the
apparatuses of the workers movement.
The most fundamental aspect of the
present crisis in the Labour Party is
that the domination of the Party by
the Parliamentary leadership is being
broken, and the Labour Party, as a
Party, is being forced to mobilise its
base outside the electoral, parliamentary arena. This means that the
The plea by Callaghan for a mee- whole structuring of the Labour Party
ting of heads of NATO States is a with the capitalist syste.m is weaken-

ed. Already the actual organisation
of the referendum is a blow at the
authority of the bourgeois parliament.
Even if the NEC of the Labour Party
did not find the strength to make a
formal decision to use the apparatus
of the Labour Party in a campaign
against the Common Market - and
since the majority of them have a
parliamentary, careerist interest -
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this is not surprising - in practice taken up by the Labour Party and
the Labour Party is going to be used trade union left, with meetings in the
in this way. The statement of Benn factories and workers areas, but on
that the campaign against the Common the basis of a programme. The worMarkef has to be carried to the fac- king class by its nature and in its
tories, is a logical development from actions, demonstrates that it is not
the situation in which Labour finds interested in 'nationa I sovereignty',
itself, now the campaign has been or 'parliamentary sovereignty', and
taken out of the Parliamentary arena. the links of the proletariat with the
This proposal of Benn has to be proletariat of the world are already
tum to page 2
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We publish this text of Cde Posadas on the Portuguese situation because
a !though it was prompted by the question of the single trade union centre in
Portuga I, it poses the orientation for the process there which re ma ins va Iid
now.
.
. .
. . . .
.
. The arf!ly.1s thinking of turning itself 1~to a ~arty - we
are not ag~1nst this, but. it 1s necessary .to have a full d1sc~ss1on ~f ~he
programme rn the army, with the latter subject to the democratic functtontnf!
Th~ army h~s also confirmed its politica.1 control in the ~ountry., This
has arisen quite naturally because allowing the bourgeois parties to
operate for elections.- which ar.e.not at all necessary - has led to attempled coups from the right. Empirically the Movement of the Armed Forces
has realised that su.ch 'constitutional ism' is only of use to the right - why
allow rights to the bourgeoisie who for fifty years imprisoned the Portuguese masses?
The united front of the trade
unions and the Armed Forces /s
fundamental in Portugal.
It is
necessary to appeal at the same time
to develop the organs of the working
class in which the petit bourgeoisie
can intervene, to develop the organs
which exercise the function of control
to cleanse the country, not accidental
organs but those which have economic
trade union and political base.
There must be organs of leadership
of the country. It is necessary to
recognise the exrstence of such
organs and to nationalise. It is the
same tor the Single Trade Union
Centre, the leadership must not be
allowed to dominate, but responsibifity must fie with such popular
organs. It is necessary to centralise
the workers movement in a Single
Trade Union Centre, but to decentralise its functioning. It is in this way
that the Workers State also functions.
This does not allow decisions to
remain just within the hands of a few
individuals, hindering in this way the
working class from thinking and deciding.
The apparatus tacks the
principle qualities, which are will,
decision and resolution. It does not
have them, quite different from the
masses; for this reason the members
of the apparatuses are almost always
in a state
of depression.
ft is necessary to discuss where
Portugal is going.
The elections
which they are preparing are means,
an excuse, for the right, which it is

necessary to condemn, and to do this
by resorting to the organs in the
countryside, in the towns, and in the
factories. The Commissions of the
Serjeants which have been formed,
show a very great maturity.
It is
necessary to be based on them to
intervene and to generalise these
organs throughout the Armed Forces.
The fundamental aspect remains the
choice of programme.
Those who speak of 'trade union
liberty' speak of liberty to do what
they want and not of trade union
liberty.
The centralisation of the
workers movement is one of the most
powerful instruments against capita/ism. A reformist centralisation of
collaboration, of submission to the
management's
leaderships,
serve
nothing. Only centralisation on an
anti-capitalist
programme
which
impels the class struggle, is of use.
It is necessary to see that the unification is founded on the basis of a
programme of class struggle, of
struggle against capitalism: tor trade
union democracy, for the right of all
the workers to discuss and intervene.
This programme must impel the class
struggle against big business,. in
order to improve the conditions of
life, of work, to impel the economy
on the basis of nationalisation, and
to do this in conditions favourable to
the development of the economy. It
is necessary also that the peasants
intervene.
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It is necessary to show to the
small peasants in the countryside the
need for state credits.
The trade
unions must intervene on all. these
problems. It is necessary to discuss
throughout the workers movement that
the only form of development of
Portugal is through the nationallsation of the key centres of production
and exehange It is necessary to aid
the small a;d medium peasants to
expropriate the big landed proprietors
'lnd to make them work in a collective
fashion tor the State. 11 afterwards
there is no means tor a great industrialisation and mechanisation, it is
necessary to demand aid from the
Workers States and to form Communes.
It is necessary to carry forward this
discussion in the factories, in the
workers areas, the workers quarters,
the houses, and also the parties:
a united front of the I> art/es and the
trade unions to support this programme! This is trade union liberty!
It is the liberty to struggle, to satisfy
the need of the population on the
basis of such a programme! The
other liberty, which Is what the retormists and the reaction want, is freedom for the division and fragmentation
of the trade union movement. This
is not liberty. To be cut into little
pieces does not mean liberty. Liberty
means struggle, and it is not to
struggle tor any idea dreamed up by
anyone.
Private ownership wants
liberty to kill, but real liberty means
organisation so as to be able to
struggle for the interests of the
oooulation and for the development
of the country. Liberty is subjected
to that.

To speak of freedom is an abstractlon. The Socialists speak of
liberty, and unite themselves to the
Episcopate which is a band of
assassins. This is the freedom that
they are demanding! They pose as
a condition 'trade union liberty', but
this liberty is for whom, and faced
with what? It is not fascism which
governs.

tum topage6
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in course of being organically constructed. This is shown in the meeting in the country between Portuguese
and British workers in the Plessey
company, by the Durtlop/Perelli
strike, and by the decision of the TUC
and the Soviet Trade Unions to organise exchanges of workers at al I
levels in the unions. Yes, there has
to be a campaign in the factories and
workers areas on a programme of
nationalisation imposed by workers
control - as the Portuguese bank
workers did recently - of the planning
of the economy, of direct links with
the proletarian centres with the T .U.S
and Workers parties including those
of the Workers States in the Europe.
All the conditions exist for the Trade
Union and labour Party left in this
country, basing itself on the authority
which the British proletariat has, to
take the initiative to call a conference
of the Trade Unions and Workers
Parties in Europe to discuss a common anti-ca'pitalist programme and
strategy which has the perspective of
the extension of the system of the
Workers . States, the creation of a
United Socialist, Soviet States of
Europe.
There has, in the last period, been
a differentiation in the anti-market
camp which has tended towards the
isolation of those sectors who attack
the EEC oa simply a bourgeois economic basis as a means of containing
t~e struggle. The idea that somehow
Britain can. be isolated from the total
world crisis of capitalism - as
Douglas Jay and Peter Shore' argue is so much nonsense. The problem is
not with the 'nine', but with the whole
capitalist system and it Is not only or primarily - an economic crisis.
The left has to differentiate itself
completely from the pro-capitalist
elements in tile anti-market. camp including the Tories and the National
Front "'." on the basis of an anticapitalist programme. This programme
has to include not only out of the
Market, but out of NATO as well.
The EEC is the econ.omit base for
NATO, and NATO is part ofthe war
alliance of the European bourgeoisie
led by Yankee imperialism. It is
already immen~ely weakened .and the
loss of. the Azores base as a result

of the Portuguese revolution is another blow which weakens it still
further. However, imperialism prepares for the war against the Workers
States and civil war against the
masses. The statement of General
King, the head of the army of British
imperiaUsm in Northern Ireland,
warning the Labour government
against the release of prisoners from
Long Kesh, is part of this preparation.
The British army demonstrates that it
defends class interests and it is
willing to oppose Parliament when
Parliament does not directly serve the
interests of the bourgeois state - and
under a Labour Government it doesn't.
King is reacting to the fact that the
policy of the Labour Government in
Northern Ireland is weak and uncertain
from the point of view of British
imperialism. Capitalism is going to
lose any war against the masses at
this stage - Vietnam shows this and the Workers States are prepared
but its means of repression - the
army - can and must be weakened
beforehand. The demand for the end
to NATO is part of this process.
Bourgeois commentators are now
expressing the very real f1!ar that the
struggle in the Labour Party is beginning to overshadow the discussion
of Britain's membership of the EEC.
They have good reason to fear this
because the proletariat has already
decided on the question of the Common Market, it is against; and the
resolution of the TGWU adopted by the
Scottish Labour Party, expresses this
well. This resolution takes a basic
class position that the Common Market is anti-working class and simply
a device to try to ensure the survival
of the capitalist system. The working
class - as a class - is going to vote
'No' in the referendum in order to aim
a blow at capitalism and in order to
to finish with the right in the Labour
Party. The referendum campaign has
to be seen by the Labour Party left
.nof as··airentririifself, tiulas'parfof.
the process of the transformation of
the Labour Party. This can't be done
overnight, but a decisive step has
already been taken, and that is the
beginning of a functioning of the
Labour Party as a party which mobi-
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VIVA THE 30TH. ANNIVERSARY OF THE CRUSHING
OF NAZISM BY THE SOVIET WORKERS STATEJ
With all our joy and enthusiasm
we salute the anniversary of the
Red Army's crushing vletory over
nazism, irrefutable praof of the
superiority of the Workers State.
It led immediately to the expansion of the number of Workers
States In Eastern Europe and
China. The victory over nazlsm
a continuation of October 1917,
laid the basis tor the collapse of
Stalinism and the partial and
total regeneration of the Workers

States.
The heroic action, the indestructable will, the total dedication of the Soviet masses, was
the basis for the victory ot Vietnam over Yankee imperialism, the
basis for the present crushing of
Thleu, the onward fotee of communism throughout
the world.
Since 1945 the Workers States
have gone from strength to
strength. The expansion of the
Industrial base has permitted the
formidable development of the
armed forces of the Warsaw Pact
in all sectors, land, naval and
air; nationalised property has
generated ever greater confidence
and security in the Communist
future of humanity. And what is
the state of the imperialist armies,
flATO, the Pentagon? It is one of
decay. internal collapse, demoralisation.

Stalin. His incompetence reflecting the primacy of the bureaucracy of that period allowed the
surprise attack by the nazis. He
had previously decapitated the
leadership of the Red Army in
trying to eliminate all those directly linked with the Red Army
of the October Revolution.
In the second World War,
Yankee and British imperialism
wanted the nazis and the Soviets
to bleed to death, so that they
could re-establish their hegemony. The nazis concentrated all
the force of the world counter
revolution to throw humanity back
into a military barbarism (the
Chilean junta had similar objectives and is going towards a simitar collapse). The nazis were the
the expression ot the utter degeneration of capitalism, its total
incapacity to solve humanity's
problems.
The 'democracies'
collaborated with the nazis and
with Stalin to destroy the Spanish
revolution and then to prepare for
a world war to settle accounts
with Socialism.
British and
French imperialism showed all the
inertia of a tired and satiated
imperialism. Soon after the nazi
attack, the French army and
bourgeoisie collapsed. The British army collapsed in Greece and
nearly lost North Africa. In front
of the Japanese, they collapsed in
Malaya.

An army of NATO, of fascist
vintage, the Portuguese army, has
The wars in the Middle East
in the majority gone over to the
programme to eliminate capitalism. and France were puny compared
with the massive battles on the
The Italian conscripts cannot be Eastern front, Moscow, Stalinrelied upon to function in a war
when the base of the army con- grad, Kursk etc.
Imperialism
sists of Communists and Socia- waited for the very last moment
lists. The French army is con- before attacking the . nazis fn
Europe. The Soviet Workers State
tinuously in crisis and upheaval lost twentythree million dead.
from rebellioifs the conscript whilst the Churchill-Roosevelt
base.
The Dutch, German and clique hoped for the exhaustion of
Swedish armies acquire trade both sides. But the victory in
union rights, thus disintegrating 1945 announced not the exhaustion
the int~rnal structure o.f autho_rity of the Soviet Union, but Et new
of the
essential for bourgeois armies. phase in the e pansi
As for the Yank!e army, 1f ~howed world Socialist r:voluti::
the degree of its demoralfsatlon
•
in the war in Vietnam. - drugs and
In spite of .initial reverses the
desertion. British imperialism is
obliged to limit its military ex- Soviet masses realised their hispenditures much to the horror of toric responsibility to save the
NATO and its army, to advertise aains of October 1917 and to save
itself openly as an army tor in- humanity from the savage carnage
ternal repression.
The over- of the nazi counter revolution.
whelming power of the superiority The Soviet workers and peasants
of the Workers States, weighs as a fought back with the most increterrible burden on the spirit of dible courage, with a fury and a
capitalism. The l«tter has becort)e will to defend the Workers State,
a series of fears and tremblings. which completely surprised the
It trembles to launch the nuclear nazis. All the population threw
war but its organic necessity to themselves into the struggle enresist as a form of property, leads couraging the peoples in all the
inevitably to nuclear war.
occupied territories to resist and
create chaos in the rear ot the
Imperialism can launch the war nazi army. It was a fight to the
at any moment but the Soviet death, and world capitalism lost.
Workers State is preparing in a This began the process whereby
way tar superior to the time of the balance of world forces began

in

to move against imperialism ana
capitalism. Yankee imperialism
for a period could intervene in
part to contain the process of
revolutionary advance, but what
has happened now in South Vietnam is .the conclusion of Moscow,
Stalingra~, Kursk. The graves of
the. naz1s were tbe graves of
Yankee and world imperialism
also. The scribblers ot capitalism
try to pretend otherwise, but the
victory of the Red Army proved the
total superiority of the system of
nationalised property over capitalist social relations.
World imperialism is preparing
for war. Its ineffectiveness In the
Middle East or Vietnam does not
alter the logic of the system of
capitalist relations; it will not
give up without war. This situation has to be met with historic
decision.
This is why on the
basis of prior preparation, the
launching ot Socialist programmatic appeals, with social, technical and military aid to the world
revolution, we appeal tor the military intervention of the Workers
States, the launching of the first
strike, the preventive. war in every
respect. The nazis were allowed
to strike first, there is no reaSOl'f
to allow Yankee imperialism the
same privilege.
The Workers
States have all the advantages.
Yankee imperialism is demoralised, its leadership in disarray,
whereas the nazis had a certain
centralisation, and confidence.
The way is open for the total
paralysis and pulverisation of
world Imperialism.
The issues
are political and social, but the
form of the decision is military.
We salute with all our Communist lo"'e. a£!5!,{f!'!Olt!l(!'JJJHX fl!!'!!!..
the magnificent ·S'ffuggles · <ff the
Soviet masses and the Red Army
which liquidated nazlsm.
We express our joy in every
Spviet tank, plane, missile, submarine, every military unit, every
air squadron, every flotilla, preparing to confront imperialism and
throttle the life out of private
property. We salute the decision
of the Red Army, armed with the
latest and the best, superior to
the armies of imperialism because
its origins lie in the October
Revolution,to confront and destroy
imperialism in the fight that Is
coming.
.We salute the Red Army In this
period of the Partial Regeneration
of the Workers States, with the reanimation of the traditions ot
Lenin and Trotsky, the first seven
years of the Workers State.
VIVA THE RED ARMY, WEAPON
FOR THE WORLD VICTORY OF
COMMUNISM.
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(SYNTHESIS ON THE PROCESS OF THE CRISIS OF CAPITALISM, THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE WORKERS STATES, PARTIAL REGENERATION

Dear

Comrades,

COMMUNIST

It is an indispensable historic necessity to prepare scientifically.
Socialism is a scientific necessity of humanity, not a desire of
lfumanity. The desire exists but it is secondaty. Socialism is an
objective necessity of history. If the economy continues in the
hands of the capitalist system, the possibility of progress in
science and human relations is destroyed. It perverts to the maximum level of criminal desperation all human relations.
The economy cannot continue in a brutal, blind and anarchist
form. It has to be consciously controlled. The forces of science
the development of technology, the development of human capacity,
to think, to reason, to put itself in agreement with itself, the
structure reached by these essential factors - above all due to the
existence of the Soviet Union, China, Cuba, Poland, Czechoslovakia - creates the conditions for the world transformation, without
great retreats in human life, without many dead, without many consequences. Imperialism will make the war, but as in the others, it
will be vanguished. It is this objective necessity which determines
the necessity of Socialism. The forces which represent this necessity are the working class, the Workers States, marxism, the Communist parties and in part the Socialist parties. The working class is
a representative of this necessity of history; and this is through
its function in society, in the economy. It represents the objective
interests of the progress of history. Capitalism ·no. · Capitalism
has individual interests, it mObilises through the accumulation of
capital a particular class interest; as a consequence it subjects
progress to its own interests. The working class through its function in society and the economy determines its interests in accordance with the interests of society, because it kl not a proprietor,
nor can it become one.

This is the essential reason for
the necessity of Socialism. It is a
necessary conclusion to overcome
the difficulties, the crisis, hunger,
unemployment, war. It is an objective
historic necessity which the working
class represents.
And our Cadre
School Is one of the essential aspects
also of the necessity of history.
Partial Regeneration is indispensable
for the progress of history. It is not
a question of hoping tor it. It is an
objective necessity. of history, it has
developed in the process of the
development of the economy, of the
policy, of the working class, of the
petit bourgeoisie, of sectors of
capitalism which are won intellectually.
They do not abandon their
bourgeois function, but they do not
collaborate, they are not active
intellectual
partfcipants
in
the
defence of the capitalist system.
The capitalist system is disintegrating. Whether it's the Church, or
the Army,or the forces of nationalism,
or the bourgeois intellectuals, great
sectors are won by the revolution.
They find that to have a worthwhile
function in life, they have to struggle
for progress in general in society and
the concrete progress of the economy,
of society, tor Social ism.
But
Socialism is not only the economy
but superior human relations. This
progress disintegrates al I the organisms which capitalism has erected,
part of them are won to the revolution,
part of them are neutralised, part of
them just abandon the system. Only
when the means for historic transformations are developed could such
a process take place, otherwise the
existing regime has the means 1o
stimulate, to develop and attract
interests to support it.
When the regime doesn't have any
more means to sustain, to attract or
stimulate its defence, it is because
it is senile. It is because already in
the sources of nature, in the existence of thought, it is condemned, and
it is useless. This School following
the teachings of our masters, of Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Trotsky, of the
Bolsheviks, prepares scientifically
for the task of understanding and
intervening.
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We have prepared scientifically.
The fundamental conclusion of the
scientific preparation is that It allows
the organisation of the capacity to
foresee the possible course of
histoty, to develop as a consequence
the intelligence to organise the
means. The preparation of the School
the development of the School, has as
an objective and the next Schools
wi II have as an objective: the
scientific preparation of our cadres
with the objective of understanding
the nature,the basis, the development
of this process. To be- able to uilderstaiid it, it is necessary to live it,
to feel it and to participate in it.

To participate, it is necessary to
feel fused to the objective progress
of history, otherwise science is
no use. Science is useful for the
objective progress of humanity, when
it is utilised by whoever participates
actively in this progress; otherwise
it is senile and doesn't allow the
possibility
of
seeing,
testing,
Daily the
deducing, comparing.
process is extended, changes, modifies, concentrates, centralises, and
it is necessary to foresee the course
which it is going to foflow, and be
able to determine what policy, what
tactic and what objective are needed.
The scientific preparation tor the
struggle for Socialism, the struggle
for the Party, does not diminish In
any way the wor,d development of the
class struggle. On the contrary it
deepens its necessity. The struggle
for Socialism is not the product of
chance, of desire and wi II, or of
incidents of history. It is the product
of the necessity which is developed
in economic relations. These affect
the human mind and determine the
conduct of humanity, and it allows
learning, teacfiing and deducing. By
foreseeing, we can determine what
policy, what programme, what will be
the course of the mobilisation of the
class struggle of the Communist
Party, the Socialist Party, the Workers States, capitalism; what will be
the possible course and in front of
this, what policy to adopt, what programme, how to prepare to intervene,
how to determine slogans and what
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slogans shOuld be the axis of the

process.

The correct slogan is the axis of the process, otherwise it is of
no use. The slogan doesn't arise from a deduction, or a desire of
the Party, it must respond to a possibility and a capacity of foreseeing the process which is developing. The slogan as a consequence, determines the attitude to take. It is necessary to give
in. consequence, fundamental importance to the character of this
Cadre School, as it is the preparation, the scientific foresight of
the course of the process of Partial Regeneration. This is determined in its turn, if not absolutely, by the crisis of capitalism, the
crisis in the bureaucracies of the Workers States and in the Communist parties; both: crisis of capitalism, crisis in the workers camp,
feed this process of Partial Regeneration. At the same time as
this dual crisis sustains it, it is the planein which the process
develops.
The crisis of the Communist parties is a crisis of growth l!lnd
not a disintegration. It is a crisis in which policy is being rectified. It obeys an internal struggle, the pressure which is rece/Ves
from the masses, the crisis of capitalism, and the progress of the
revolution. The crisis of capitalism is different, it is a crisis of
destruction. There are all types of crises, when these occur at the
same time, the crisis of capitalism and the crisis of the Workers
State, it is through the absence of an essential factor, the ractor
of leadership.
If there had been a leadership, the
crisis of capitalism would have meant
the taking of power, not the crisis in
the Corrmunist Parties,
When the
crisis is produced 1n the O:>mmunist
parties, it is a crisis of growth. One
can see easily that the changes of.
policy in the Communist parties occur
because their leaderships do not
answer objectively, harmoniously,
consistently, to the.. changes in his~
tory. . Hence ttiere is a crisis.
This meeting is to study this pro-

cess and how to intervene to help the
Communist parties. It is to help the
comrades of the Corrmunist Party, the
leadership to understand, to elevate
the scientific understanding, to animate· them In the resolution to intervene iri this proce,ss, to adopt the
policy .which is necessary,. and. in
that the fundamental aspect is the
unity of the world Communist
movement.
Unity is not a device, it is a conception for an objective. Unity is to
take power, to finish with capitalism.
Unity in itself increases the forces of
the world Communist movement. But
if this does not lead to the anticapitalist policy, the forces are re-'
duced.
It increases the internal
power for economic relations, but
also increases the forces of capitalism if it does not answer with a
revolutionary policy.
We see and feel this progress,
and we have dedicated this School of
Cadres for the preparation of this
process. It
necessary to see that
this needs scientific study, scientific
conclusions, scientific comparisons.
Marxism is based on material, dialectical. rational thought, that the
whole of history of human society is
the history of human struggle. The
history of nature is not the class
struggle, it is a struggle without
consciousness, it is a struggle ot
nature. There aie elements which are
not organised, that is to say organised
in the way of nature.
The class
struggle can foresee and nature also.

is

AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE

Sti II we do not have the means to
intervene in nature, leading it adequately in the need to develop the
harmony of human society with it.
But insociety, yes.
At the same moment as the crisis
of capitalism is produced, there is
the crisis of growth of the Communist
parties and there are changes. Small
rectifications, light rectifications,
but changes which are going to
damage the bureaucratic structure of
the bureaucratic power of the Workers
States, and impel them as they are
already, to rectify partially their
policy by supporting the world antiimperialist movement. When the world
course elevates the Communist bat;e
to discuss all the problems to advance
to power - and even parliamentarily
and electorally, the Communists are
going towards power - it means that
they are. answering a superior pressure
of history.

Marx and Lenin SUggested the most
complete and beatAiful thoughts,
without any contradiction with human
dignity and human fraternity. This is
the most beautiful which can exist.
There are things which impress the
sight and the feelings are excited
because they are determined by capitalist relations. On the other hand the
thought of Marx and Lenin do not
excite, they organise the capacity of
thought. The beauty which capitalist
lite organises excites sensations, and
does not give ideas. At the maximum
it gives ideas which appeal to individualist joy and satisfaction. On
the other hand the ideas of Marx and
Lenin and the Bolsheviks and those
which we developed ourselves are
ideas which are united to the progress
of humanity.

This Cadre School being limited
through time and the level which it
must have, has posed the essential
problems. It tias elevated the concern of our cadres to feel that we do
not come to organise ourselves so as
to win a strike or a Communist militant. No, we want all the O:>mmunist
militants to remain in their Party and
help the .Communist Party to take
P()We[. If the Qommu.nist parties take
power we take it also.
We feel the joy more than the
Corrmunist leaders when the Communist Party takes power. The Communist leader still has the pride of the
Party, the sense of possessing the
He translates into Party
Party.
relations, the same organic relations
which exist in the capitalist system.
It is everything for 'me'. But the
Party of Lenin, the International of
Marx, and Marxism, were an objective
property of history, and Communism
is a public praperty of history, Communist Society as much as Communist
Party.

The masses do not seek work,
employment to live, but they seek
to finish with human indignity, which
The Communist Party has to premeans taking power.
This is the serve itself and struggle against the
plane, the place, the structure of capitalist system, against the rehistory in which we .live and during organised currents of reformism, of
which we make this School of cadres. Communist compenetration. It needs
As a consequence, every comrade has then differentiation within the Party,
to dedicate himself or herselt to study It needs to organise speciflcal/y the
Undoubtedly, there is little time, I Party for this objective. It has to do
understand this. Time is not elastic, this, and we have to help the Commuwe make it elastic. But if is neces- nist Party with this.
We identify
sary to seek time to study, to read and ourselves with the Communist Party
to understand.
and the Communist objectives, but at
the same time we feel the limitations
of the Communist parries in carrying
on this policy. They have a bureau. Although there is no time for study cratic,
parliamentary,
careerist
and to understand more profoundly, conception which now Is elevated to
it is necessary to reach this under- the plane of anti-capitalist action.
standing: one cannot intervene in the even electorally and on the Parliaprocess of Partial Regeneration with mentary .plane, they are against the
a normal policy, of trade union capitalist system. But this is not
demands, trade union conquests, or homogeneous, because the apparatus
electoral demands. No, no. It is the comes from the past, from a developmost beautiful policy and also the ment or reactions and actions of
rrx>st complicated, complicated if we reformism and affiances with the
do not dedicate ou.rselves; but if we capitalist system, which is a consedo, it is simt:>le.
quence of th_e policy of Stalin.

Beauty is not a form. Beauty is a human relation. Everything
is beautiful which impels relations worthy of humanity. Lenin and
Marx are the most beautiful people in the world because the memory
of them is of purity identified with the progress of humanity; historic
objectivity dedicated to the progress of humanity. Is there anything
more beautiful than this? The beautiful must be that which suggests
ideas to human relations, it must suggest thought, deduction which
determine the course, the way to think and to work~ The thought of
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There are slight changes, but not
of structure, and it is necessary to
make changes of structure. Our intervention with the Comm1,1nlst Party
must not be done without developing
and fortifying our organisational,
theoretical cohesion: otherwise it
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deals with me prer>sure of this task
it yields consequently to careerism
and the dawn of a new reformism,
which can be the consequence of the
delay in the revolutionary process.
We are not 'helpers' of the Communist
Party, we are Communists! We proclaim ourselves and we have proclaimed ourselves as representatives
of Communist thought.
We do not
come from outside but from within the
Corrrnunist movement. We arise from
the Russian revolution, we are a wing
of the world Communist movement,
which in its epoch, separated itself
through the consequence of the need
tor theoretical, political, programmatic and organisational discussion.
The previous stage of history, right
up to the second world· war, and after
the second world war, created the
conditions for the weakening of the
Soviet Union and of the Communist
parties. This stimureted the development, evolution and growth of opporrumst tendencies which led ·to the
Garaudy's, the Ota Sik's, Dubceck's
and Soljenitsyn's.
This stage which defines an
epoch of humanity, is drawing to a
close. The end of an epoch of human
civilisation, the end of private property draws near.
The Communist
parties are not prepared for this. We
see the French, Italian, Belgian
Communist parties; they discuss
internally on policy, tactics, and
objectives. There are wings which
seek to retain links with parts of the
capitalist system, and others, the
majority, the preponderent majority,
who prepare the triumoh of the Popular Unions with anti-capitalist
programmes.
We support this.
At the same time, the changes in
the Workers States are not consistent,
they are not based on a programme
on consistent revolutionary objectives. As a consequence, one cannot
expect a constant progress in elevation; an elevation so structured that
it would generalise the progresses
against the capitalist system. There
is a progress, but there are internal
struggles. The basis to be able to
use the level of the progress of the
internal struggles within the Workers
States, and the Communist Parties to
overthrow capitalism, is: what prograrrrne, what policy, what internal
relations do they have.

The professional dangers ot power
do not begin in the Workers States,
they begin in the Party, where the
leading structures feel themselves
to be the proprietors, and translate
into the functioning of the Party the
same capitalist conceptions of power.
The revolutionary Party cannot, must
not, develop in the conception of
power, but in the conception of the
Soviet democracy, to unify the sentiments, the capacity, so that each one
is responsible and participates in the
Thus the
decisions of the Party.
organisation, the crystalisation and
the development of bureaucratic
tendencies is impeded. It is necessary to intervene on this and the
School must discuss this.
Hence, it is necessary to prepare
better than now, the preparation is
not bad but it Is insufficient. Constantly It is necessary to approach
more aspects of the acUvity, it is not
a linear process in which it is necessary to continue straight on. It is
possible to do this, but it Is insufficient.
Daily, new problems are incorporated, problems of the economy,
science, technology, human relations,
the child, women, sex, love. Problems of the incorporation into the
world Corrrnunist movement of tendencies and movements and religious
tendencies. Not one, two, five or ten,
but complete tendencies, religious
tendencies which are won by human
dignity and find in Communism the
struggle which they sought in religion.
As they find it, they find it in
Conmunism, and find a/so, as a consequence that there is no tradition,
there Is a leap, a void, between the
objectives
which they proposed
before and the actions which they
want to put forward now. This is the
same with the soldiers, before the
uniformed servants killed people,
it was horrible and they received the
hatred and repudiation of people.

On the other hand now they find
that people value the uniform, they
are no longer cut-off, because they
have now acquired a new function.
This is not the case for all the
soldiers, undoubtedly. But yes, part
01' the armies of the world, Peru,
Portugal, Ethiopia, Dahomey, Somalia, South Yemen etc., a very great
number of armies! This School of
It is not a question of simply cadres cannot deal with all the
proclaiming Soviet democracy; the necessary points, it does not have the
masses of the USSR, as those of time, the means, nor does the situaChina also, part of the leadership of tion allow it, but the International
the Communist parties within and has made an enormous effort preparing
outside the Workers States, aspire to itself sclentifical ly to resolve the
return to Soviet democracy.
This problems of this stage to advance in
return to Soviet democracy is deter- understanding and to intervene conmined not by a political aspiration on sciously in the process of advance of
the part of the leadership and the the revolution. Consciously means
militants, it is an inviolable necessity that we prepare to be an objective
of economic, social, scientific de- factor as the subject and object of
velopment of the Workers State. history, not as propaganda and agitation.
We propose to continue our
Capitalism moves on the basis of intervention, to improve it, and
stimulus and interest from private elevate it, preparing scientifically.
competition. Capitalist competition
We have been able to define and
in trade, in science, and in technology, determines the course of their determine that the study of all the
progress. In the Workers States, in texts of then and now are necessary.
the Communist parties, the base of The study of all our texts and those
the development of the cadres and the that have come out in the School,
sentiment of security is Soviet demo- is to understand that in the world
cracy, the capacity to discuss, Conmunist movement the process of
We have discussion, of objectives, of revolueverything, everything.
nothing, we resolve everything and tionary conclusions is going to
we conquer everything. This was the accentuate, but these discussions
slogan of the Bolsheviks.
are not the same. They will not be
simultaneous and similar, because it
And this is the slogan of Commu- is an unequal and combined process.
nism.
We discuss everything, and But in this unequal and combined
discussing, we resolve everything. process as in capitalism, it is the
The essential base of the triumph of combined process that wins, and not
the anti-capitalist struggle is the the unequal.
active intervention of the masses
It is necessary to make a plan of
through the instrument. It gives a
security to those who decide and study for a better activity; the Comimpedes the organisation, the forma- munist leaders do not have a tradition
tion, the development or the reitera- of scientific discussion, of historic
tion of bureaucratic organs: whether investigation. Historic investigation
in the Communist parties or In the is one of the most beautiful activities
Workers States, because the 'profes- of life; In Communism it will not
sional dangers of power', exist and exist, but here yes. To investigate
history means to seek examples which
will exist.

Errata:

a/ low us to understand that what we

are doing today has roots in history,
including the epoch of the Greeks.

This process is not unknown to us,
we have to investigate without being
delayed. Investigation does not mean
being detained In history, it means to
seek roots, points of support, antecedents in human history to show the
historic roots of our activity. There
are the problems of women, the child,
of the class, of the strength of the
working class which attracts the
petit bourgeoisie, of the influence on
the revolution; these are decisive
facts, unequalled and incontestable.
Ethiopia shows that this has matured
a number of armies in the world to be
won to the revolution. The impulse
which comes from the proletariat is
missing. This ha~ to come from the
Workers States; Ethiopia shows it.
There are a number of armies ready to
be won, not all the armies, but a
Also complete
number of them.
sectors of the Church can come over
to the side of Marxism.

Sectors of the Church find that
there Is no contradiction between
Marxism and the objectives of the
Church. If they come, we say to them
'Come, we are together'. The force
which wins is the historic objectivity
of the proletariat which shows that
it was not a struggle for itself, but
struggles representing the necessity
for the progress of humanity. The
Communists do not base themselves
on this.
Hence, the proletclriat
weighs very little on the Communist
parties, very little. In some parties,
the weight of the proletariat is almost
non-existent.
For this reason the
trade union leaderships exist independently of the parties.
This is
absurd. The trade union leadership
must obey and push forward the line
which the objectives of the Party
determl ne.
When they coincide,
negotiate, make mutual agreements
and concessions; it is because the
objectives of the Party are not
consciously revolutionary. Its programme is not consciously revolutionary, the trade unions have to obey
the Party.

As the Communist Parties do not have a consistent revolutionary
line or anti-capitalist positions - when they have to they are anticapitalist although parliamentarians - they allow freedom to the
trade union leaders. Now, the process is mature, so that the trade
unions elevate their functioning, and influence the Communist
parties. They influence as in Italy, where the Factory Councils
have imposed on Fiat an agreement which overthrows the secrets of
private property, the private exercise of private property. Without
having a transcendental importance, it opens the gates for the
unions to develop the function of control and co-directors of the
capitalist enterprise. In this there is a risk that it they do not take
power, that capitalism can associate a part of the trade union
bureaucracy with the administration of the factory, and then a new
form of trade union reformism will advance. This can exist, but it
will have a short perspective. It will be like a birtl with the wings
cut oft and a tremendous wind. It does not have the possibilities
for any perspective of advance.
These are efforts of the bourgeoisie which must yield to accommodate itself to revolutionary progress. They yield, seeking the
weakest side, and in this, the division of the separate functions
of trade union/Party. This is true. The function of the trade union
is separate from that of the Party; we are in agreement, but it is
not against. It has a different function, in the performance of
of functions, It ;s different, but the historic objective is the same.
If the trade union just aspires to better wages, it dies, because
capitalism, as in Fiat, yields. The other capitalists, the capitalist
states, the totality of capitalism, increase the cost of living on
every side. This is to say, it is the system which Is responsible
for the consequences of crisis, unemployment, the rising cost of
living.
The Party must determine what line does the trade union put
forward. To proclaim it and say, the working class is in agreement.
The workers made the whistlings in Bologna, 'behind each whistle
there was a bullet waiting', as the workers have a very conscious
opinion and criterion they kept the bullets and continued with the
wlistlings. As they still do not have the need to use the ,bullets,
the whistling was sufficient to impose the agreement on Fiat. And
the whistling Is powerful, otherwise it would not have led to the
triumph in Fiat.
The
workers
congregated In
Bologna, they came from every part
of Italy, they were not called any
leadership previously, they were
distinct tendencies, from distinct
regions from Italy; they assembled in
a meeting and unanimously, without a
visible leadership, but not afraid
being concentrated through the unanimous will to overthrow capitalism.,
they whistled. It was the most complete symphony of whistles. From
the depths of the tomb, Beethoven
got up and said: 'The Tenth Symphony'. This will of the masses in
Italy, it is not an accidental tact,
determined by the local conditions of
Italy. There exist loca I conditions
in Italy, but in what country does
there not exist the local conditions
to produce the same as Bologna?
The whole world exists in this.
It is necessary to consider that
one cannot expect an uninterrupted
process of advance in Partial Regeneration. It is necessary to intervene. Our function is indispensable.
Our intervention means to learn from
this cadre School, to study, to have
the scientific preparation, to impel
this progress of the Partial Regeneration and the Historic Re-encounter.
At the same time, it means the

preoccupation, the dedication and the
wi II of our comrades throughout the
world to intervene in this process.
We have to communicate our sentiment of joy, to all the Members of
the Communist parties, to a// the
militant Communist cadres, that the
Posadists have met in a School of
cadres - or part of the cadres - tor
the task of impelling the Communist
Party into power. This is the complete absence of egoism of the Party,
of conservative interest. It is the
most elevated expression of human
sentiments of fraternity, of objectivity
in history, of being the public
property of history.
We are not
idealists, we are dialectical materialists. Materialist dialectics is that
which has the most complete notion
of human life and struggles tor the
progress of humanity.
We do not
struggle in an abstract form; we
understand that the struggle demands
What
the scientific preparation.
before was called abnegation, must
now be changed, and substituted with
conscious dedication, which is a
dynamic force.
We have everything in front of us,
all the world is one. All the world
wants Communists.
Hence the
leftists have tailed in their attacks
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on the Communist Party, hoping that
the Communist Party would dissolve.
We

are

against.

There

are

aspects and activities of the 'Leftists' which are right, which try to
stimulate Communist activity, but
they have neither programme nor objective and they end in criticisms of
the Communist Party which do harm. •
We appeal to the Communist Party, to
the cadres, to the members of the
Communist Party, to extend the internal life, the internal dialectical
life, to discuss the texts of lsnin, to
discuss that it is necessary to have
cells, cells with an internal democratic functioning. It is necessary to '
discuss all the problems, among them
why did the soldiers take the power.
To overthrow capitalism, it is necessary to destroy the eapital/st apparatus, yes or no? We say yes, as Lenin
did. This was proved in the revolution.
To overthrow capitalism and
destroy the apparatus of the state, ·
is it necessary to create new organs,
yes or no? Will capitalism assist its
own removal and go with some valuables somewhere else? Capitalism Is
going to defend itself! If it was just
a question of ualuables, we would
take them on one side and close all
the ports. It is not a question of
this, it is a fact that capitalism is
going to defend itself.

All this has to be discussed, and
in this wf¥ are Chim and the USSR
divided? Why is there no centralisation and unification of all the Workers
States. It is necessary to appeal tor
a world discussion in the trade union
movement, the world workers move ment, to unify China am the USSR.

The division comes from the leadership and in particular the one most
responsible is the Chinese Leadership. It is necessary to act in such
a way that they live in a Soviet form,
and this is going to be a pole of
attraction, of education of the Chinese··
an:J North American masses. We
and North American masses.
We
cannot define the stage, but It is
short. Capitalism prepares in every
way the war, it cannot decide when,
who or where, it seeks points of
support but it prepateS the war.
The Communist parties do not
prepare for this, It is necessary to
take the power without expecting
parliamentary conclusloFJs, to win the
support of the majority of the worker
and petit bourgeoisie camp, but it is
necessary to realise that capitalism ,
is going to reply with civil war. If
they cannot launch it in one 1Brticular
place, they will launch it in the rest
of the world. All this has to be discussed in the Communist Party.
ft is necessary to discuss why aa
Slk existed, why the crisis in Yugoslavia which reached the point of
paralysing the economy and introducing imperialism within.
The
force that stopped all this was the
working class. It is necessary to
discuss that the working class,
through its function in history, is
objective and anti-capitalist. It is
necessary to make the working class
participate in the organs of the party,
not one worker, the working class,
because it is possible to bureaucratise, administer and neutralise the
one worker. The working class in the
trade unions, and in the Party, must
The workers
discuss everything.
must lead, not one worker. The working class discusses from the point
of view of past experiences and this
should go directly from the factory
Into the Party.

It is necessary to discuss all these
problems to impel this crisis of
growth ot the Communist Party. It is
necessary to help them to take power
to help our integration in the world
turn to 1JBge6

Comunista'
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SHELEPIN'S

VISIT ENCOURAGES THE BRITISH PROLETARIAT

The recent visit of Shelepin and
the Soviet trade union delegation has
been the pretext for an ant'i-Soviet
campaign without precedent, an antiKGB, anti-Soviet fury, on the part
of the bourgeoisie.
All sorts of
slanders were thrown at the Workers
State, from the 'lack of freedom and
the 'crimes' of the KGB', to the 'lack
of free trade unions in the USSR, etc.
All this was intended to provoke demonstrations
to
repel
Shelepin.
However, it failed miserably, for only
a few Ukrainians and Polish emigrees
who had been bribed and recruited
from Scotland and Wales, turned up to
never total more than 300 !
The
bourgeois hysteria has been purely
and simply a reaction of fear and
panic. None of them mobilised any
one, and no Conservative found the
strength to demonstrate against the
visit. Capitalism tried to intimidate
the TUC and Labour Party with this
campaign, but neither one or the other
finally were influenced by it, but
showed every sign of being influenced
by the confidence of Shelepin and of
the delegation. The bourgeoisie feels
that it has no social support to cope
with this situation of increase in all
the conditions to advance in Britain
towards the nationalised and planned
economy.
It sees the debacle of
Yankee imperialism, .the advances of
Communism in Portugal, the hopelessness of NA TO.
It feels and
reacts like a wounded animal for
there is nothing it can do to stop this
process.
This visit was an intervention by
the Workers State to the British proletariat. Shelepin saluted the British
working class, went to factories, Jo
Scotland, and arranged for a continuous exchange of British and Soviet
trade union delegations to take place
in future. This visit on the part of a
member of the Central Committee of
the Soviet Communist Party, had a
class" content. It was political. It
means that the USSR is no longer prepared to make agreements .with the
···· c::api ta Ii sj..JiW!aJlLv.,TmHke4.the ··trade
agr~'6ments - and to get nothing in
exchange for it. It is interested in
obtaining in return stronger links with
the British proletariat. In this stage
this has revolutionary implications,
even if the intention of the Workers
State's leadership is sti 11 not a revolutionary one. The Labour left should
have intervened and welcomed this
delegation, which is from a State
where the programme of the Labour
Party has been applied. The Labour
Party comrades have to involve themselves with passion in.this discussion
for it is an event which concerns them
very intimately: what is at stake is
the means by which the British working class is going to make a functioning and a structure in the Labour
Party by which to construct the
Workers State in Britain. In every way
again, it is demonstrated that the
working class is using its trade
unions to intervene to impel the
Labour Party. Once again, it is the
trade unions that have responded to
the passionate desire of the working
class to link with the Workers State
and the programme of the nationalised
and planned economy.
The Labour
Party left must discuss and draw the
conclusion that it is through the trade
unions that. the working class weighs
in the Labour Party and that therefore
the Labour left must support itself on
the trade unions, and involve itself
on the trade unions, and involve itself
in all the discussions of the trade
unions. The Labour left has to come
back on the slanders made of the
Workers States by the bourgeoisie,
through the anti-KGB campaign. It
has to discuss as J. Jones did, the
second world war and the defeated
fascism. It has to discuss as C.Jenkins did, the role of the trade unions
in the USSR, which are engaged in
the construction of Socialism. It is
not enough to leave the slanders of
the bourgeoisie unanswered.
The
wtirking class wants a leadership that
gives answers. Tl'lis is an inevitable,
unavoidable necessity.
All the

TO

OVERTHROW THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM

bureaucratic I imitations. The Workers nypocrisy l
n 11:> not permitted to
State is preparing for the war, and is leave such discussions aside, as If
giving the working class a support to there was nothing to say. The Labproceed on the road of the nationa- our left has to discuss the necessity
tised and planned economy in Britain. of the independence of the trade
This is very central in this stage. unions in the Workers States, the need
to link: themselves wi.th the Soviet
OF THE BRITISH AND SOVIET trade unions, so as to al low them to
TRADE UNIONS
advance further the political revolution in the USSR, which is part of the
This visit is a blow at capitalism Europe and the world, and a. perma- anti-capitalist struggle, to finish
nent continuous functioning with the with the conceptions of private proin every way. In this stage of Communist advance everywhere in the Soviet trade unions; the permanent perty. The Labour left must discuss
functioning with the Soviet trade the second world war, when the USSR
world, of the total crisis of the capitalist system, of the adoption by the unions wi II be a source of stimulus defeated fascism. It must reject the
to help transform the Labour Party bourgeois pretence that it was 'all the
Labour Party of an anti-capitalist
programme of nationalisations, the and construct it on the basis of a allies' which finished with fascism.
Everywhere it could, the bourgeoisie
USSR intervenes to support the Bri- marxist leadership.
collaborated with fascism in order to
tish trade unions in their antiThe Labour Parliamentary left has smash Communism.
In China, in
capitalist determination and programme. This is going to be a pro- shown its timidity and irlJ;ieed fear, France, in Italy, in Germany, and l>Y
The
in front of this visit. The orientation letting the USSR fight alone.
found stimulous to the intervention of
of the visit was not towards the res- Labour comrades have to discuss this
the working class i.n Britain to conpectable organisms of the bourget>isie in the context of the present world
front the ci vi I war which the bourgeand its monarchy or parliament.
It situation, make texts on this, for tt is
oisie is preparing against it. In this
was towards 'Her Majesty the British only in this way that the Labour Party
stage of the crisis of transformation
of the Labour Party, the role of the working class'. The absence of re- can successfully lead the struggle for
action from the actual parliamentary radical transformations, the nationalitrade unions is fundamental, and once
left shows that the visit had the sations of the economy and the conagain it is the trade unions which
show themselves most sensitive to
sense of stimulating sect6rs which do struction of the nationalised planned
the pressure .of the class; not the
not invest their faith in the parlia- economy - the Workers State - in
Labour 'left' which reacted weakly to
mentary system of bourgeois 'demo- Britain. We cannot remain in a situthe visit, but the trade unions. This cracy'. The sectors of the Labour ation in which no one in the Labour
is again a confirmation of the fact left which are more linked to the Party has anything to say about the
that the working class uses its trade trade unions, have to base themselves fact that the bourgeoisie generated
unions to change the Labour Party, firmly on the trade unions. They have and would generate again, fascism if
to organise themselves into left it could, and that now it is preparing
impels the Labour Party towards
clo.ser relationship with the Workers currents, not in the belief that one can war, and civil war. This is too close
still legislate for the working class, to the most intimate interests of the
State, and stimulates in it marxist
but by basing themselves on the mo- Labour and working class vanguard to
tendencies and rejection of the bourbilisation and the programme of na- remain undiscussed. When the workbeois leadership.
tionalisations of the working class, ing class invites Shelepin over
We call on the trade union leaders so as to completely transform the through its trade unions, it is a conwho welcomed Shelepin to extend the political life in the Labour Party. scious effort to use the trade unions
discussion and the conclusions on the They must reject the anti-KGB cam- to provoke changes in the Party.
visit of Shelepin in the factories and paign of the bourgeoisie, denounce
all branches, in texts and publica- instead the continuous murderous
This visit has been a success,
tions, so as to influence consciously
activities of the CIA and their like, over and above all bureaucratic limithe Labour Party: We cal I on the left
and make comparisons.
They must tations, because it has provoked a
sectors of the trade unions, trade
discuss the question of 'freedom of discussion on the most fundamental
union leaders, trade union middlethe trade unions in the USSR', which topics for the construction of the Worcadres, Shop Stewards, Shop St~wards
are not free because the 'sta.te con- kers State: the nature of the Workers
trols them'.
The thing is that the State, the role of the trade unions in
Committees and the workers in tne
factories, to organise the left in the
most virulent exponents of this line constructing the Workers State, the
frade unions and the ··Labour Party.on·· . arelfre·(;onservatlVesWho·~memserveiC aggressiv~e-nattireofworldTmper1aHsnf
the basis of the programme for full
have struggles all along history and the utter feebleness of the boursupport to the Workers State, for tne
against trade unions and trade unio- geoisie, the authority of the USSR in
unconditional defence of the Workers
nists, and now do their best (which is Britain. This discussion mast conState in the war which is coming, for
little), to make the Labour government tinue everywhere
in the
labour
a Single Trade Union Centre for
control the trade unions by law! What movement.

struggles in this present stage are did not direct itself completely direcfor the construction of this leadership tly to the working class. However,
and this visit is part of the means the the superiority of the Workers State,
working class has. fo construct oh the its policy tending to be on the antibasis of the Workers State which is, capitalist and anti-imperialist line,
as comrade Posadas has said, 'The all this came to light in spite of the
material expression of marxism'.
FOR A PERMANENT FUNCTIONll'{G
The Soviet Union has intervened
by sending Shelepin, who showed an
Feeling thf:l
enormous confidence.
support it.has in the British proletariat, the USSR did not hesitate to
send a member of the Central Committee of the Political Bureau. The
discussions with trade union leaders
were on major issues: on Chi le
against the junta, on the Middle East
against imperialism, on the second
world war and the triumph of the Workers States over fascism, on the
superiority of the Workers State. It is
not a small tribute to the intervention
of Shelepi n that Murray and Jones
described it as 'historic'. They did
oot have to say that. If they did, it is
because in every way they have been
impressed by the visit. The declarations of the timid Murray after the
visit were stronger, with more force
and. spite against the bourgeoisie.
This is an image of the way the Soviet Union intervenes giving confidence, an impression of superiority
and strength which is communicated
to the British trade unions, over and
above the interests of just the Sovi.et
bureaucracy, impelling the British
trade unions forward irresistably.
When Shelepin said: 'In the USSR.we
have finished with inflation and unemployment', this is clearly to show the
superiority of the Workers State •.
When he made a toast to 'Her Majesty
the working class', it is both a blow
at the backward and ridiculous sys:-:tem of the monarchy, and an emphasis
on the role of the British proletariat.
This does not belong to the realm of
previous contacts between the capitalist system and the Workers States:
it is no longer the pol icy of pure conciliation, but the policy of 'interpenetration', as comrade Posadas has
characterised it; sho.wing that the
Workers State's leadership no longer
just submits but is following a.policy
which tends to be against the capitalist system and imp(lrialism, .and to
support the proletariat; and this is
more and more marked. The discussion on. the second world
war. was
.
very important, for it stresses inevi:tably that it was not the capitalist
system that smashed fascism (the
capitalist system generates it), but
it was the USSR in Kirsk, Stalingrad,
and Moscow. Millions died, but the
world changed course. The fact that
this discussion was raised is. very
important for it shows the preoccupation of the Workers State to come back
on these experiences; if it was irrelevant today it would not be raised.
The fact that this is raised in such a
visit, has the implication that today,
again, we are inde.ed in the situation
when war was coming against the
USSR and the Workers States and that
this time the USSR thinks in terms of
not repeating the .crime of Stalin who
al lowed thf:l Workers State to be surprised. Another interesting event was
when Shelepin said that if anyone in
the Soviet leadership considered war,
'he would be thrown out'. The fact
that the question of war was raised in
the contaxt of today and of this visit,
again raises the question of the
significance of the visit. The appearance of a Soviet destroyer and three
Soviet submarines in the North Sea
near an oi I rig by the Scottish shores,
when the visit was over, is part of
this. Indeed, it represents a warning
to the British and European bourgeoisie that war is in the mind of the
Soviet leaders.
This confirms that
that this visit is part of the overall
strategy of the Workers State to I ink
itself with the world proletariat in
view of the bellicose plans of imperial ism, and its preparations to attack
the Workers States.
This is what
comes out of this visit, however
limited by the fact that it came from a
sector of the Soviet bureaucracy, and

THE FUNCTION AND THE SENTIMENT
OF PROPERTY AND THE REVOLUTIONARY
PROCESS OF HISTORY FOR THE ABOLITION
Of EVERY FORM Of PROPERTY
J. POSADAS
The system of private property developed humanity in the confidence,
in the inclination, in the organisation of the mind to take hold of
property as a means of securing a
stability in life, and for it to possess
and accumulate. The development
of humanity is based on possession,
and accumulation, which is a form of
possession.
This bas developed the ambition to
possess, in all the stages of private
property.
The confidence of the
human being has developed in a
system of power, of money, of domination of wemen. As for the development of the economy, there was
the need to make a state. this affirmed these conclusions. Capitalism
affirmed the conclusions of power,
;tnd in the human mind, there is this
conclusion. It is necessary to demonstrate wi.th practice that it can
be eliminated: which is with the
Workers State.
But the Workers
State does not eliminate years and
years of intervention of a conduct
and submission to power as a means
of living and of accumulating. To
accumulate .is to have power to conquer the other, to conquer in front of

1ST. JAN.1975

a world in which production is in- to eliminate them. Particularly after
sufficient. This develops the basis Stalin who affirmed 'the professional
for power.
dangers
of
power.'
In the. Party, people come with this
habit, and with this way of thinking.
The sub-conscious and the uncon:scious have been formed on the basis
of this development of humanity. The
desire for power is inherent in human
beings in this stage of history.
With philosophical thought, particularly from Marx, the confidence and
the objective knowledge of society
develops showing how socialism is
a necessity of history. Human aspiration does not yield to this, because
the structure of the economy, the
regime of property leads to the capita list system, to be able to exist
and todevelop the economy. In developing the economy it overcomes
the capacity itself of a system of
leadership and makes capitalism unnecessary. It creates the conditions
for a new form of society, and the
conditions are created to eliminate
every form of acc;umulation. But
meanwhile, there are thes-e conditions, customs and tendencies,
and a period is required to be able

With the development of production
and the conduct of people,the sources
of the origin of power are eliminated.
When the generals who have power
now go to the masses to support
them, it is because the human mind
has developed itself. It is for this
reason that humanity is ready for
Communism and for this reason
humanity seeks to put itself in
agreement with itself. Hence 'the
professional dangers of power' exist
and will existi but to the extent that
the revolution advances the strength,
the pressure, the historic conditions
which allow them to develop, diminish
and the function of thinking of humanity is elevated.
To think is the most beautiful thing
which exists in life. The forms
of thinking can change, but thought,
no. The means of communication
can . change but not thought. The
word is for now, the most direct
means of communication, and for
many years it will be like this. But
it is not always going tq be like this,
turn to page 6 ·
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~anu"1~~3 CLOSING SPEECH...

Communist movement as a Posadist
wing-to contribute to the development
of the world struggle tor Socialism.
This cadres School was organised tor
this.
We sat ute the comrades from all
the sections. We salute the comrades
whom we have invited to this meeting.

we salute the contribution which they
have made, which is of very great
importance for the activity of the
International. It is tor the activity of
the development of the struggle for
Communism.
It is the activity to
struggle for human dignity, to liberate
humanity from every oppression.

We must tender homage to Comrade Federico. He is an example
of the coastruction of Communism. He died conscious of the fact
that he was dying, and he ended dying as if he was a cell. He
finished by militating, he died by militating, this is the preoccupation of the Communist militant. He is not an exception; Federico
was an exanple and thousands of thousands of Communists do the
same thing. The Soviet masses gave the example of dignity, fraternity, Comriunist human relations on the highest plane. They defended Stalingrad and Moscow; they fulfilled their task of repres~n
ting the struggle for progress and historic dignity and Federico did
the same. It is an example tor us, there are the c.adres which the
International constructs.
We dedicate this memory to Comrade Federico and we feel the
joy of seeing that he died as a noble combatant for Communism, as
a Posadist who dedicated his energies, preoccupations and thoughts
to leave behind his experiences in the service of the Party. In the
same way Trotsky, when he was assassinated and dying, his last
words were: 'I believe in the triumph of the IV International. Forward'. There was aot ose word of vengeance, hatred, or contempt;
there was no personal preoccupation. And neither was there in
Federico. He had the objective preoccupation for the Party. In the
Communist movement, there are millions who do this. It is necessary to feel that we record comrade Federico, as an example of the
dignity which develops and organises our International.
We salute the efforts of all the
sections, the comrades of different
languages, who have made a very
great effort to attend this meeting.
We salute also the comrades of Latin
America for the efforts which they
have made for this meeting.
We
embrace them with all our Communist
affection and we determine our conclusions and our conduct with the
necessity that one has to study, apply
and develop everythfag which this
School has developed upon.

I propose that we sing the International (The International is sung).
VIVA THE WORLD TRIUMPH OF
COMMUNISM! VIVA THE UNBREAKABLE UNI TY OF ALL THE WORKERS STA TES, OF CHINA, OF THE
USSR! VIVA THE INCORPORATION
OF PQSADISM INTO THE WORLD
COMMUNIST MOVEMENT AS THE
CONSCIOUS WING OF THE REVOLUTIONARY
AND
COMMUNIST
MOVEMENT!
J. POSADAS

VIVA THE IV INTERNATIONAL!
VIVA THE CADRE SCHOOL OF THE
IV iNTERNATIONAL! VIVA COMRADE
FEDERICO!
VIVA THE
COMMUNIST MASSES, VIVA THE
SINO-SOVIET UNITY! VIVA THE
UNITY OF THE WORLD COMMUNIST
MOVEMENT, VIVA THE TRIUMPH
OF THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION!

31st December 1974.

1. This refers to the demonstration
in Bologna after the provocation on
the ftalicus train in August 1974, in
which the fascists were involved.
In relation .to this, there ls an article
of comrade Fbsadas contained in the
Red Flag, Number 230: 'The crisis of
capital ism in Italy and the necessity
for the government of the Left'.

THE FUNCTION AND THE
SENTIMENT OF PROPERTY•••
above all when humanity liberates
itself from every subjection of power
because this will liberate unorganised forces.
There is a quantity of forces that
exist which are not organised. Today,
the mind is organised on the basis
of conscious, sub-conscious and
unconscious. When private property
is eliminated and humanity passes
into a period in which its security
wi II be firm, everything is going tc
change: the structuring of the mind;
and in the mind a new form of structured thought will arise, which will
change the form of thinking.

The order and the form of thTnking
are determined by this. Marxism is
the method to think, to reason and to
conclude,it is not an order of thought.
The most important aspect in every
discussion is to learn the marxist
method, to discuss as an instrument,
not in a private struggle but as an
instrument. · History is measured by
means of the instrument which has
the capacity to foresee. The most
beautiful and attractive capacity of
thought is the capacity to foresee.
To foresee means to draw the conclusions, to deduce and to organise
the way to think, and to prepare the
understanding so that what is coming
The 'professional dangers of power' is already structured in the mind.
are .a consequence of the organisa- We foresee the tendency of the
tion of history, of the relation of economy, of society, of the thought
of people and this leads to the
the economy with nature.
organisation of action.
This is
Consciousness, thought is a conse- marxism.
quence of the life of private property. J. Posadiis
4th January 197 5

----~--

factory committees, the committees
lises, which acts outside parliament- of the workers areas.
ary and electoral interests. This
process has to be continued on the
The conference of the NUS which
basis of the programme of nationali- passed resolutions on nationalisations
sations of the Labour Party, on and aiainst the Common Market, for
housing, on aII the problems created the expropriation of land and property
by capitalism, and on the basis of to solve the housing shortage shows the creation of the organisms of the given that the majority of students are
class to impose this programme - the from the petit bourgeoisie or even the

continued from page 1
It is necessary to pose the Single

Trade Union Centre with the programme. We invite the Socialists to
discuss the revolutionary programme,
that is the functioning of revolutionary democracy for everyone: the
right of tendency of minorities to be
able to express thought. But also a
revolutionary programme of expropriations
without compensation,
of
planning of production, on the basis
of the participation bf the masses, in
control of the leadership of the
economy and equally of planning.
This is trade union liberty.
They make believe that the
Communists are opposed to trade
union liberty, that they wish to
monopolise. It is necessary to discuss what value trade union I iberty
has. In defence of whom? To confront capitalism or to collaborate
with it? The MFA has taken a good
position in this discussion; they are
against capitalism.
On the problem of the obligatory
trade union contribution which is
posed, it is necessary to launch a
plea to develop a revolutionary programme in the trade union. Thus each
worker is going to feel that he participates, that he is called upon to
intervene, to give opinions and
It is necessary to
judgements.
develop a functioning in assemblies,
with the right to speak, the right of
tendency, to express thought, to make
known the. opinion of each tendency,
with publications and broadcasts on
the radio. It is .in this. way that one
secures the intervention of the
working class in the trade unions.
We are against the payment of trade
union dues in an imposed way. But
we are tor an appeal that everyone
joins the union, that trade .union
contributions and membership are
controlled, that the leaders have no
more than the worker, that they do
not have extra privileges, that they
don't live in hotels, or utilise private
cars. They can have a car for the
needs of the .trade union, but the car
must always be at the service of the
union.
There should be a strict
control over trade union funds, and
the principal of immediate recall of
delegates should be established.
It is necessary to oppose the right
participating in the elections. It is
necessary to pose that liberty is not
for the assassins whom it is necessary to liquidate. It is necessary to
propose that a united .front should be
presented in the elections on a programme of nationalisations,
the
elimination of the debts of the poor
peasants, the collectivisation of the
big financial houses, the planning of
production to increase the level of
consumption of the population and to
lower prices.
It Is necessary to
appeal for the establishment of an
alliance with the Workers States, with
the Spanish proletariat, to make a
discussion to show that the economy
cannot elevate itself, or develop, if it
fs not nationalised. Otherwise this
is simply to change the name and to
maintain the same centres which
engendered fascism, that are big
business, high finance, the big traders
and big import/export concerns, the
great landed proprietors. Those who
originated fascism still live, that is
tbe big proprietors. It is necessary
to liquidate them, and tor that, to
deprive them of economic power.
This is what is meant by Jrade union
freedom.
,..,..,...._

_____ _

bourgeoisie - that au mese layers of
the non-proletarian population are
being won to the anti-capitalist, to
the revolutionary struggle. It is the
same with the demonstrations of tile
trawlermen and the farmers. They see
n() perspective for the future of capitalism. The nature, the consciousness,
and actions of the workers like those of the Glasgo111 dustcart

We believe in adjourning the finances them to sabotage Portugal.
elections, It is necessary to pose
It is necessary to plan production
to push forward a discussion on and let the masses intervene. It is
nationalisations, planning of pro- necessary to discuss openly: why do
duction, workers councils and support not thev discuss the fundamental
ff the
for the peasant movement, and if problems of medicine?
there are elections, it is not neces- problems of the diffusion of knowsary for the right to intervene. rt is ledge, why do not they discuss the
not a question of democratic rights in economy, planning, factory councils?
the abstract.
The big bourgeoisie It is necessary to show that it is
were the origins of fascism and necessary to know where the Commumaintained it for 50 years. To let it nist /Socialist alliance is going,
intervene now is to allow it to return
which is an alliance in the heart of
It is the government, but not organic in any
to the previous situation.
necessary to pose that to allow the way. It is necessary to pose that it
big bourgeoisie to intervene in the must be done on the basis of the
elections is a parody of democracy. transformation of the economy of the
We are against It. The programme of country. There is no other way to
the I iberation movements of Mozam- progress. Also it Is necessary to
bique and Guinea Bissau is against discuss the problems of democracy
the big bourgeoisie. It is necessary and of liberty. In capitalist demoto show that to al low the right to cracy the workers, or the trade unions
intervene is. not the road of democracy are not allowed to speak. Only the
which doesn't mean that everyone has bourgeoisie Is. Now the bourgeoisie
is equally a/lowed to speak. It is
the right to speak and writ<e. Before,
the right hindered this, and to allow necessary to show that democracy
it now, would be a parody of demo- and liberty must serve to construct
the country. 90% of the population
cracy.
are against the bourgeoisie; it is
The Communists accept democratic necessary to discuss this openly.
liberty, the democratic game with the
It is necessary to launch an appeal
bourgeoisie but not with the workers
movement. It is necessary to pose to the Communists, to the Socialist
that if they allow the bourgeoisie to base, to form a movement with a proappear electorally, we are against. grarrme of expropriations and planThey must give the right to all the ning of production on the basis of the
workers tendencies to present them- Workers States, of Algeria and Peru.
selves and to facilitate their inter- It is necessary to show that these
vention, the right for all, including countries progress because they have
Every
leftists. It is necessary to resolve nationalised production.
problems by discussions, by posi- opposition to this necessity favours
tions, by analysis, by making the capitalism, favours the conditions
intervention of the workers movement which have given rise to capitalism.
mature
of the workers vanguard It is necessary to discuss it. People
The
are in agreement with this.
and the pettt bourgeoisie mature
liberty which the bourgeoisie demands
The right seeks to make an is the liberty for a small group.
alliance, seeks a point of support Liberty must serve to construct the
around the Socialists to serve as an country and not to respect under inexample for other countries. Econo- different or superficial form, private
mically Portugal has little importance rights. The big multinationals demand
Why? It is necessary to
but this is not the case politically. liberty.
It is for that reason that capitalism is discuss this. It is necessary to pose
so preoccupied, the capitalist press now the nationalisation of the Banks,
analyses and sees that the army has to appeal to the Bank employees that
The present polemic they prevent the flight of capital. It
escaped it.
between the Socialists and the is necessary to eliminate NA TO from
Communists involves aspects which the country and all the bases of
are a lot more profound and decisive Yankee imperialism.
than those that appear. A general
It is necessary to incorporate the
and precise orientation is being discussed: where is Portugal going? Serjeants into the poHtical leadership
What is the programme?
Is it a of the army, so that military service
question of the reforms of capttalism is used in the wor/<ers areas and the
or of the· transformation of Portugal? factories as the Movement of the
This is what is in discussion and the Armed Forces proposes. The mobilisame discussion is taking place in sations of the soldiers must be
the workers movement. It is neces- determined by social and political
sary to show that the reformist Interests. It is necessary to propose
road has been no use. Capitalism that the. soldier must be mobilised
doesn't give a damn tor reform. only on the recommendation of the
With the existence of capitalism, trade unions, with prior discussion.
Portugal cannotprogress economically The soldiers must make the trade
or socially. It is necessary to plan unions intervene, and the trade unions
production,
the
most
important must maintain their independence from
sources of production, and also the state apparatus, impel the state
develop democracy in such a way that to nationalise and to lead antia/f the population intervenes.
capitafist actions.
All the population must intervene
in Portugal.
It is necessary to
A great discussion on Portugal
organise workers district committees, exists in the world Communist movecommittees in the factories, in the ment. When forces as important as
countryside, to hold worker and the Army support trade union unity as
peasant meetings, meetings in which an instrument of progress, this means
agricultural workers can discuss the that the situation is ripe to advance
programme of planning and nationali- towards the Workers State, or from
sation. With all the difficulties and the Revolutionary State to the Workers
the poverty which exists, it is State.
necessary to establish a plan of production in such a way as to contain
the sabotage of the managements who
will trv to cause losses. Imperialism J. POSADAS 23rd January 1975.

drivers - have already attracted the
mass
of the population, in
a
previous period the miners through
the flying pickets created organisms
to link with them directly. The conditions have already been created by
the proletariat in this country as part
of the w<1rld revolution for the left of
the Labour Party and trade unions to
gain a decisive NO to the Common

IVlarket, and to use this referendum
campaign as a means of advancing the
process of the transformation of the
Labour Party into an instrument of
class and revolutionary struggle, an
instrument which allows the vanguard
of the working class to play its role
as a leadership of society, for the
construction of the Workers State,
fully.
13th April, 1975.

............................................................

On the defeat of
Yankee imperialism
in Vietnam:
J.POSADAS

~

The crisis in Greece, the profusion of groups

and the class struggle. J.Posadas.
GREECE is entering a much mor~
clear and decisive period.
The
experience gone through by the Greek
people is revealing itself very powerfully. There have been very great
peasant mobilisations, the same as
those of Italy and France. There have
been mobilisations of small peasant
proprietors which are important and
who unify themselves around the

20.2.75.

workers. This shows a profundity of the petit bourgeoisie, even of the
the process which neither Papandreou bourgeois sector which wants to devenor the Communists represent. lop the country. This sector is
represented by Mavros who bases
This shows that there are all the himself on the petit bourgeoisie and
conditions for a very great process on the policy of the Communists and
and an advance. Hence the policy of Socialists.
the United Front is necessary and the
turn to page 4
trade unions must intervene. There
is not a reply of the working class, of
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, Vietnam could not have made this offensive, taking Hue, Da Nang, if it
did not have the support of the USSR and China. It does not do this on
its own account. It does not have the military force, nor the auttiority,
nor the economic means. When they make such an offensive it is because
they have the support of the Chinese and the Soviets. And the Yanks do
not intervene because they see that, if they do, the Chinese and the
Soviets wi 11 also intervene. This already has much weight also in the
United States, in which the population does not want imperialism to remain in Vietnam. They want it to leave Vietnam,
A small nucleus, the Vietnamese, have such decision! They did not
triumph by means of arms only. The arms are important, but secondary.
It is the moral authority of the Vietnamese Workers States which is decisive. People see that North Vietnam in one year, since they threw 9ut
the Yanks, the country has been reconstructed. In one years. And tht
Yanks are in full crisis. How is not this going to have an influence?
It is the epoch of intelligence and reason! People are moved by intelligence. In one year they see that they have rebuilt the country; meanwhile the capitalist countries live twenty years of tragedy. There is aid
from China and .the USSR. This is certain. But this aid is quite insufficient, it is the Vietnamese people who have done this! This is Socialism!
They do not have the economic means for the socialist life, but they have
the socialist social relations. It is necessary to feel all the joy of this!
This is Communism!
The resolution of the Japanese Trade Unions to oppose any aid that
the Japanese government seeks to give to those fleeing from Vietnam, is
very important. Those who are fleeing are the bourgeoisie! They are not
the people, they are bourgeois! This resolution indicates a maturati~n
and a hardening against imperialism, and against the policy of concl11ation, of bending to imperialism.
What does Vietnam show? The fall of capitalism! But does this signify that capitalism is going to retire? No, it is going to prepare a response from elsewhere. It withdraws, but develops the concentration to
respond to the defeat which has been inflicted. How is it possible that
Vietnam, being so small, could triumph? Who gave i.t the. strength? It is
the existence of the Workers States, otherwise this triumph would be
impossible. The heroism of the Vietnamese people has triumph.ed: The
unity that Vietnam has is not provoked by the fear of the war; 1f 1t was
so, they would have escaped. They would have escaped from North Vietnam, from Cambodia, from Laos. But it is the bourgeois which has goneThe confidence that the people has, the Vietnamese masses have, is the
resolution of the Vietnamese Communist Party and the support of the
Workers States and of the masses of the world.
It is necessary to discuss th is in al I the Communist Parties. demonstrating how all the world development of the revolution is concentrated
in Vietnam, through the Workers States which support Vietnam, and the
masses of the world which oppose Yankee imperialism. As part of this
there is this resolution of the Japanese Trade Unions which is a very
great blow and which it isnecessaryto utilise and to publicise throughout
the world, posing: 'Let us do tne same.' Throughout the world the Trade
Unions must oppose the reception, the giving of support to those who flee
from Vietnam. They are not poor people, refugees. They are assassins,
which had to escape! They are nazis who had to escape! Ninety per cent
of them are bourgeois assassins. If not they would stay. They do not
have to escape. As in North Vietnam, no one escaped. They all stayed
and none was assassinated, jailed or repressed.
They are all free!
The defeat that the fall of Da Nang means to the Yanks and now which
is ¥Ombined with the flight of Lon Nol in Cambodia, is eecause the world
relation of forces does not permit them to invade, as they would have an
interest in doing. First of all they had the c-0nception that 'Asia is vital
for the world'. Now, 'Asia is not important'. Why is this? What has
changed? The change is that the Soviets and also the Chinese are present, but above all the Soviets. The Yanks see this, and it is because of
this they do not intervene. It is obvious and it also appears clear why
Breznev suffered from the 'flu. Breznev was ill and the policy of the
Soviets hardened against the Yanks. All this is going to have an immense
influence on the Christian Democracy everywhere, on the Christian Democrat base which is Communist.
fht::y believe in God, because they were not taught anything else, but
not because this is the guide. There is no guide tor them.
To receive arms in South Vietnam is complicated and dangerous. They
could receive them from North Vietnam, but not a lot because of control
by the Yanks. But the Yanks who saw that the arms were arriving had to
shut up.
They threatened but did not bomb, and the North American
people are shown the defeat of imperialism and the triumph of Vietnam.
Because it also exerted pressure on the Yankee government; had the North
American people been passive, the Yanks would have intervened. On the
contrary, they find that the North American people are against, they do
not wish them to intervene. 'Leave Vietnam', they say. The Communists
should put this on the front page: one of the main allies which support the
struggle in North Vietnam, South Vietnam, in Cambodia, Laos, is the
people of North America!
For if the North American people supported
their government, the latter would have attacked Vietnam. On the contrary,
the North American people make them look stupid. How can a people be
stupid, people who, with the wealth which it has, tells the government:
'Do not intervene in Vietnam; leave it! They are Communist, let them be
Communists.
I am not Communist. If they want ·to be Communist, let
them be so. What does it matter to me!' This is the response of the
American people.
A whole defeatist wing in United States imperialism feels that the
North American people is against them, that the Soviets and the Chinese
are going to intervene. And that this offensive that the South Vietnamese
and the Vietcong have made is accompanied precisely by the cleansing
which they are making in China.

turn to page 3
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BASE THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE COMMON
MARl<ET ON MARXISM, THE WORl<ERS STATES,
AND THE MOBILISATIONS OF THE MASSES
The virtual nationalisation b[ the
Labour Government of British eyfand is a heavy blow at British
capitalism. Even if compensation is
to be paid at a level which values
the shares at a level higher than the
bourgeoisie themselves does, and
even if the Labour government is not
proposing workers control, it is still
a heavy blow because it has taken
one of the main pillars of the British
capi tat is t economy out of the hands
of private property. At the same time
it is not sinf)ly an economic measure
against capitalism, but an enormous
blow to the social authority of the
It demonstrates that
bourgeoisie.
they are not capable of running the
economy, not capable of maintaining
what has been one of the most important enterprises in the capitalist
economy in this country.
In this
measure of nationalisation the bourgeoisie have suffered a defeat which
is not determined only by the process
by the balance of social forces in this
country, but by the world advance of
the revolution.
It is - in another
form - a direct expression of the
defeat of Yankee imperialism in
Vietnam, of the mobilisation and
general strike of more than 12 million
italian workers against the fascist
assassins, a mobilisation which
expresses the will tor power of the
Italian masses, and the advance of
the process of the permanent revolution in Portugal, where the masses
are already going beyond the i::xpropriation of Portuguese capital1s_m
to the expropriation of foreign capital. This is the significance of the
demands for the nationalisation of the
Port wine industry which is largely
owned - or was by British
imperial ism.
The insistence by the army in
Portugal that they will not allow the
election results to impede the advance of Portugal to Socialism, has
found an immediate response in the
lnterventfon of workers and soldiers

THE NATIONALISATION AND
The fact that Healey is able to
launch a budget which is profoundly
anti-working class, which is a measure of civil war against the working
class, is not an indication of any
strength or perspective on the part of
capitalism, or the bourgeois right of
the Labour Party, but of how much
the submission to the bourgeois par-

in a conference which discussed the
necessity of Soviets - basing itself
on the experience of the first seven
years of the Soviet Workers State and the transformation of the army
into a 'Workers Army'. It may be that
much of the criticism directed by the
group which organised this conference
against the Portuguese Communist
Party was not correct - inasmuch as
it was destructive - but the conference has played a role in the development of the permanent revolution in
Portugal precisely because it raised
slogans which answer the necessity
of this process. The support which
they received, in intervention of
workers and the soldiers, in this
conference expresses the level of the
Portuguese revolution far better than
the results of the elections. In any
case the parties of the left Communists, Socialist, MPO - gained
at least 56% of the poll. At the same
time the fact that these same Plessey
workers, who intervened in a discussion on the necessity of the
Soviets, recently sent a delegation to
discuss common problems and ·strategy against the 'multinationals' with
workers in this country, shows the
possibilities which exist for the
extension by the Labour and Trade
Union Left of the campaign against
It shows the
the Common Market.
necessity to campaign for the finks
which already exist between the proletariat on a European scale to find
concrete, organic expression at the
highest, anti-capitalist level nationalisation under workers control,
the organs of the working class,
soviet functioning.
The special
conference of the Labour Party has
confirmed the line of opposition to the
Common Market and, beyond this, for
the whole party to launch an extraparliamentary campaign. Now it is
necessary to take all the experience
and advance in Portugal as the basis
for meetings - as Benn says - in all
the factories and, as we insist, in the
workers areas also.

the mobilisation and organisms of the
working class.
However, even in
these conditions, the reality of the
total world crisis of capitalism, and
the balance of class forces which is
decisively in favour of the working
class imposes itself.
Healey's
budget is immediately followed by the
nationalisation of British Leyland
and Fineston - chairman of the
British Steel Corporation - who,
stimulated by the budget, proposed
the contraction of the steel industry
and the sacking of 22,000 workers, is
attacked by Benn and told that a
nationalised industry is not run with
the concepts of private property.
This is true, but the question is
raised in a very acute way now:
'How is it to be run?', and the occupation of the Ford factory in Swansea
and the statements of trade union
leaders in British Leyland give the
answer of the working class: 'Under
Workers Control!'

In the measures of nationalisation
of British Leyland there is, in part,
an intention to contatn the struggle
of the working class within the confines of capitalism. But such measures do not contain. On the contrary
even the most limited anti-capitalist
measures serve to stimulate the
working class. The. car workers in
Swansea have given most decisively
the answer of the class to the crisis
of capitalism. All this will tor power
of the working class still finds its
most powerful expression through the
trade unions in the decision of the
special conference of the Labour
Party against the Common Market and
in opposition to Healey's budget.
However, protest and complaint is not
enough and neither, in itself, is a
programme of nationalisation. What
is necessary now is a policy for the
implementation of this programme and
more than this, there is a necessity to
formulate a policy for the planning of
the economy.
British Leyland is
being nationalised, the proposals for
the contraction of the steel Industry which shows the complete lack of
perspective, the complete bankruptcy
PLA~ING
of capitalism - is being opposed, but
it is not possible to continue to give
fiamentary functioning debilitates the government finance to a socially
Labour Left. To oppose the budget unnecessary industry like the car
in anything more than simple prorests industry.
Clearly, the question of
and complaint necessitates action using the industrial capacity of
outside of the parliamentary arena British Leyland tor the benefit of the
action based on the programme of masses is posed, but it is not possinationalisations - which the Labour ble to plan one enterprise without
Party and trade unions have al.ready planning the whole economy. At the
adopted - and on workers control, on
turn to page 2
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THE BUREAUCRACY OF THE.WORKERS STATES, AND THE WORLD PROCESS
OF THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION
has the

The bureaucracy does not have a future but it
apparatus. It
reproduces itself, therefore, clandestirrely. It does not. do so openly, because this clashes with the apparatus, with the necessity of planning and
of havins. a policy, The most eloquent case is Breznev. Breznev is a form
of the dimintshed reproduction of the bureaucracy, he continues leading,
but he does not have his previous power, he has to speak in a language
and with a policy which are not the same as before. This gives an idea. of
the bureaucracy. The same Breznev who 1 two mohths ago, was a direct
representative of conciliation with the Yanks, accompanied with a policy
of supporting the anti-imperialist revolution, today has to attack Kissinger
who up to yesterday, he was supporting. Yesterday he presented him as
someone with whom to negotiate, and to discuss, and presented him as a
decent character. Today, he has lo demand that the conditio!l' to negotiate
over the Middle East is that the Israeli withdraw: 'Only when the Israeli
come out and hand over what they have stolen, will there be peace'. This
means: 'We are going to support th rs conclusion'. Before they did not do1t
like this, before they said the same thing, but as a hope for the future.
Here,. it is posed as an immediate objective. He continues being the same
bureaucrat, but doesn't any longer represent the same interests, i.e. the
Diana policy ot relations with capitalism, now, he represents the po.llcy of
confrontation with capitalism. It is not strictly a policy of confrontation,
it is not dirett, but it is an impulse to the resistance to capitalism. To the
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policy of conciliation with a certain
firmness, the firmness/conciliation
relationship,
favourable to conciliation, without ceasing to be firm.
They make appeals to the Yanks for

extent that the economy .of the Wcrkers States advances, with science and
productivity, conscious planning, it demands the transce~dent nee~ of
~ning aml_production. This means ~hat to th~ extent to which the scientific capacifY of the Workers Slates advance.s, 1! can plan in a more extensiv,e, more elevated, more profound form, to achieve superior levels. To
do this requires objectivity, objective interest, the objective consideration
of the factors of the world market, of the forces which exist. It is not
possible to think then of the immediate or mediated limitations of the
bureaucrat because he cannot see the perspectives. The economy, wh i Isl
advancing,' pushes against and elimina~es the ~ure?ucracy •. The working
class in its struggles and development 1s elevating its capacity for understanding for leadership, and it is showing that freeing itself from the
bureaucr~ts the leaders, it is capable of judging and deciding. The French
May* itself 'shows that the bureaucracy is not an omnipotent power, that the
masses erupt into history and make 11 advance against )lureaucratic powers.
To the extent to which the economy
advances, science, technology, the
maturation of the working class, the
bureaucracy weakens. The security
of the leadership of the working class
advances, not only in the Workers
States but in the world. To the extent that Italy, France, Japan, Latin
America, Africa, Asia, find the clarlficatlon to the problems of the revotution, then the weight of forces in
competition with the previous weakness increases, and d_eprives the
bureaucracy of strength. The bureaucracy, then, can no longer judge, plan,
decide, or lead in an arrogant way.
It has to confront the working class,

the control, the planning, scientific
relations in order to be able to advance. This ls against the bureaucracy, because the bureaucracy is
empirical, disorganised and without
methods.
If .the bureaucracy had a
method, order and discipline, it would
not be a bureaucracy, it would stop
being one. The bureaucracy is like
this, through its lack of qualities,
because
the interests which
it
defends, do not demand of it such a
representation.
The
advance of
science, technology, the class struggle, the progress of the Revolutionary
States, the progress of the struggle of
the masses, deprives the bureaucracy
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vari f ied planning, critical judgement,
critical proof. Ttre planned economy
its scientific development, demands

economy demands superior planning,
at a level which Is much more complate and precise.

For example in the Soviet Union, they formed the Kolkhos,,
The
Kolkhos are an indirect form of property. lie members of it are not the
owners of !he land, but they make a usufruct of it as proprietors, and they
can rent it out. They cannot sel I it, but they can pass it on. They do not
have the titles of property but they utilise it as property, it is a form of
prnperty. The bureaucracy did this to have points of social support against
proletariat and against the revolutionary intellectuals. At the present
moment, the bureaucracy, through the process of Partial Regeneration, is
dep.riving the Kolkhos of the form they had previously. This is reducing
their social anCI political power and increasing the weight of the proletariat
in ih.e Kotkhos, and in !he Sovkhos, also. This is inc.reasing the forms in
which the proletariat intervenes with greater weight in societv. Amo111! the
aspects which show this factor is the resolution of the supreme Soviet
rejecting the K olkhos, and seeking to make a form of organisation which
brings together the Sovkhos and the Kolkhos. They resolved to give a
proportionately greater increase to the number of workers in elections of
Deputies, as Memlms of the Soviets and also in the Party. Thus, there is
an increase in tlie number of workers in the composition of the leadership
of the Party. And also, the number of sons of workers is increasing in the
composition of the students. This measure Is not bad, it tends to give
access to the working class. These are selected, qualified workers; even
so, it is an indication of the re-composition of the bureaucracy.
The previous layer which arose
from the layer of Stal in and Kruschev,
feels obstacles in the way of its
development. It does not find now the
points of support of the previous
period which were founded on empiricism and the policy of conciliation
with capitalism.
This no longer
exists, they can no longer now conc i I late with capitalism.
They can
make compenetration which is a
policy superior to conciliation, it
deprives capitalism of margins within
which to negotiate.
The development of the economy is
developing new bureaucratic layers
which came from them, but not now
with the power, the points of support
and perspectives of before.
The
bureaucracy does not have the points
of support and perspectives of before.
because now there is a revolutionary
process, and consequently it does
not have a perspective without
obstacles. The composition, the objectives and the functioning of the
bureaucracy is changed, and therefore in part its function.
This
weakeas the pr.evious layers and develops new layers without the previoue
power. but bureaucratic llayers of al I

-------- *

This

sorts, who have the power to lead and
determine bureaucratically. But their
function, their form and their weight,
and also cqnsequently their capacity
of reproduction, is weakened.
Hence, the bureaucracy cannot
reproduce its power in its own layers.
It has to proceed by conci llating.
The liquidation of She lest is decisive.
It is not the liquidation of a leader of
the Centra I Committee, of a bureaucrat, of a regional tendency. It is the
elimination of the regions and an
attempt at unifving al I the regions of
the Soviet Union.
This, of it self
creates superior conditions to ut1neralise the homogeneous revolutionary
thought, a capacity that the bureaucracy does not have.
This does not mean that the
bureaucracy is not going to succeed in
reorganising, regenerating and reproducing through itself. It simply
means a weakenlilg of the bureaucratic structure. At the present moment
there is an agreement in the Central
Committee of the Soviet Union. They
put themselves in agreement for a
policy of confrontation with imperiAlism. Breznev pushes forward the

is referring to May 1968. -2 -
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investments of capital whl 1st supporting the Middle East and Latin America.
This
is
the relationship.
Conci I iatlon on top, and force down
below.

This changes the composition of the bureaucracy. Now, it does not have
the previous power. But this does not mean that it changes on its own
account. The economic, social relations, the world class struggle, the
preparation of imperialism for the war, has made it sensitive and the relations of the bureaucracy consequently change. It does not modify its nature
or Hs structure. It is obliged to change politically. In changing politically,
the functioning, the structure and the reproduction of the bureaucracy is
weakened, and it gives access to a more preponderant form of the proletariat This does not annul the political revolution, but it facilitates it. It
weakens the bureaucratic power. The bureaucracy is a structure with an
iAfinity of layers, sectors which conciliate and coordinate because they
have a common interest, a bureaucratic interest and bureaucratic conceptions, with forms of observing bureaucratically. But their rival interests
clash. There is the bureaucracy of the army, the Party, of the. police, of
justice of !lie economy, of a factory, !he administrators, of the workers
areas. of the Kolkhos, of the Stales, of the organ.s.
This is a consequence of bureaucratic power, nol because it must be, bu! because history
did not allow the Bolsheviks the time to organise Bol.shevik power in the
Workers State. It lasted S'even years only. This is not a mistake of the
Bolshevik comrades. History did not allow it to continue., because the
process as a whole did not facilitate, did not provide the elements to accomplish this task, But the Workers State showed such a historic necessity
such a historic justice, that it put up with Stalin and the nazis. The Workers State is developing. 13 more Workers States have developed. Stalin is
dead. The nazis are dead. And the fascist state, which was an effort of
the reorganis<ttion of world capitalism at the cost of the Workers State, is
buried.
This is to say, the bureaucracy
reproduces itself in a less potent
form, less capable with less weight,
with less authority because the need
of science, of technology, of the
economy in society, in policy advance
nt>He and the final settlement of
accounts comes closer.
All this
reduces the power of the bureaucracy,
It does not annul it, but it reduces its

ne.arer to the working class. One of
the symptoms of the preparation of the
war, is the pol icy of the Commun 1st
parties who seek to draw nearer to the
proletariat, to the working class and
to ourselves. It does not mean the
war tomorrow, it means that the
bureaucracy foresees that capital ism
is preparing the war. Hence, they
make a film in the USSR against
Stalin. Hence cne of the most important discussions In the USSR is
oot to repeat the errors of Stalin, not
to allow the Yanks to take them by
surprise: 'We experienced that before'.
Hence the new forms of the bureaucracy do not diminlsh its malignant
function, but yes, reduces its theoretical, political, economic and soc lei
capacity. This is the index of the
advance of the world revolution which
faci I itates changes. It facilitates the
influence within the world Communist
movement and the Workers States of
discussing objectively all the problems of world Communism. And in
that - It is the problem of world
Communism - the world crisis of the
capitalist system.
The Communist parties have to reorganise programme, policy and objectives, and also in the Soviet Union.
It is not that there can be a voluntary
change of the bureaucracy, but yes, it
has to yield before the progress of
history, the economic, scientific, social, political, revolutionary advance
of the masses. Th is allows progress
to advance in the Communist parties.
The Communist parties have to discuss objectively In a much more pronounced form the necessity of going to
the govemment and to the power.

power. Its reproduction is not allied
now with an increase in power, but to
a d imi nwon in power and number.
But as it ls.an apparatus which dominates everything and has the power
to dominate everything, it still conserves and is going to conserve for a
period, power in its hands. But in
confronting the preparation of capitaHence the bureaucracy, without
l ism for war, It is obliged to draw changing its nature has to change the

methc-; and the objective and loses to dissolve the anti-bureaucrat!o from that which he exercised before.
strength and weakens. Tt.1is allows movement, but the needs of-history are
the advance, the progress and the superior to them.
In consequence, In spite of the fact
ascent of the re-volutlonary process,
The bureaucracy does not have the that the bureaucracy reproduces Itself,
The new bureaucratic layers have to historic means to reproduce itself as its power, perspectives and weigh.I
develop in this condition.
The before.
As it is an apparatus
As it is an apparatus, it d 1minish.
bureaucracy is not a class, hence It can still reproduce itself, but not with still, and for some time, ·•t will be
cannot reproduce Itself In the most
the power of before nor w Ith the em- able to oppose, to disperse and attenstable and most fixed form of. reproplri ca I bureaucratic conception of uate the advances of the revolution,
duction. Moreover, to facilitate this,
before. lt has to be more corn istent the advance of revolutionary tendenthe bureaucratic family would require with the needs of the Worksrs State, cies. But it is obliged to discuss
inheritance of power, lnheritence of and of the objective to suppress the needs of the scientific process of
property.
capitalism. Hence Breznev was cen- history. It Is discussing now and in
sured: when they speaK about the all this It is going to .discuss why
The bureaucracy has been obi iged influence of Breznev, it is a question Stalin, how to justifv Stalin, why the
to yield and in consequence it has of the influence over the Breznev agricultural backwardness of the
been obliged to modify it<· · "'"tioning because they have obliged him to ex- Soviet Union.
The only ones who
and objectives and :1as
as a ercise another function different have written on this. are ourselves.
consequence its own
cause now the a II ian.
...rpenetration, the cone ilia•• ,•n
the
capitalist system is nN <J•iOW•3d any
longer. A II the buree·1crn·...·1 of the
Mandel wrote that the agricultural backwardness of the Soviet Union was
Soviet Workers States and the other
because Stalin between 1930 and 1932 killed six million p.easants and 12
Workers States de·•elcped in concilimillion CflWS afld destroyed an enormous quantity of agricultural machinery
ation with the capitalist system.
Today, it can no longer do this. It and this weakened the Soviet Union and this lasted until now. But the
has to confront it and then the s truc-:cause of thisagricultural backwardness is not this.
It is the form of
ture and constitution of the bureau- Kolkhos production and the form of Soviet bureaucratic production. By
cracy changes. Its internal re•ations
planning collectivisation, by introducing Soviet democracy, the Soviet
are modified, and then it has to 'lllow
Union would produce double the output of the United States in five years ..
access to new layers rnore linked with
Today this could be done and the Soviets are trying to do it. There are
the proletariat, with the development
of the economy ,wiH, th<i' vbjective anc about 31,000 collective farms with an average cultivated area of over 3,000
the necessity of progress In the antihectares and more than 17,000 state farms with an average of 6,000
capitalist strugg-le, although this may
hectares , the process of co-operation will lead irresistibly to larger and
not be on the level of civil war. This
more rationalised units. These are still the timid measures of the bureaucthen modifies the structure of the
racy, who fear to confront bureaucratic interest, because all this process
bureaucracy and at the same time
goes against it and develops the collective preoccupation, the necessity
with the advance of the world class
struggle, it modifies also the passithe intelligence, and organisation. The masses take this and apply it also
vity. This does not give more access
in the factory, in the life of the Party and in the city. Hence the bureauand more support for a new repetition cracy limits the perspectives and 1t needs to progress economically and
of bureaucratic layers, ;;1ut it gives
scjentifica Ily, but a !so to defend bureaucratic conception and interest.
access to the deYAiopment of more
But between its own interest, its limitation, its impotence and incapacity
anti-bureaucratic layers.
As they
have the power, they resist sti' I, they
and necessity, it is necessity which triumphs. Hence now the necessity
oppose and they try to dissuade and
for the collective transformation of production is posed.

BASE THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE E.E.C.,ON MARXISM...
continued from page 1

industr.y, the land and the banks; and
- samecc-t/me-.. a ... p/anrliil.d .~Qfl-Olm/.•.. d.e=, .. nat Iona Iisat Ion, .'8s Portugal demonmands the nationalisation of all major strates, demands workers control.

THE STRUGGLE IN THIS COUNTRY IS
The decision by the British Leyland
National Shop Stewards leadership to
call a conference of delegates from
the shop stewards committees of the
entire motor industry is of fundamental importance; it Is a step towards
organising and central/sing a central
part of the workers vanguard In this
country, and it Is a response to the
nationalisation of British Leyland.
This meeting has to discuss and
adopt a programme which contains the
demand for the extension of national/ sations to the whole motor industry
without compensatli:m - and to demand
that no compensation is paid to the
former owners of British Leyland and for the organisation of a !\lationaf
Committee of factory delegates from
the industry with delegates subject to
imnediate recall.
Together with
this has to go a programme of meetings and discussions in the factory.
in each shop and department, as a
oreparation for the imposition of
workers control; a meeting which also
incorporates the local population, the
women and children from the workers
areas and representatives of the Left
of the Labour Party.
The maturity of the world process
and the process in this country
which is integrally part of it - give
the conditions for the discussion and
the formulation of coherent anticapitalist programme and policy and for the mobilisation of the working class to implement it - in the
Labour Party Trade Lhions, and shop
stewards committees. This maturity
is expressed in the decision by th.e
NUJ to impose a 'closed shop'
aga Inst the wishes of its leadership
which means to control the editors.
This is democracy - the democracy

FOR POWER

of the proletariat! There can be no
freedom for the bourgeoisie to run the
newspapers as instruments against
the progress of humanity.
This
decision responds to the advances· in
Portugal, to Vietnam, to the whole
world advance of the revolution. At
the same time the NUJ is a small
sector, quite distant from the working
class, a petit bourgeois sector, and
it could only find the confidence to
take such a measure in the security,
In the ambience, which the conscious
advance of the working class creates.
In a sense it is a measure of dual
power and part of the struggle in this
count:y, which is a struggle for
power.
This maturity is also expressed
In the conjunction of 2 fundamental
developments in the workers movement in this country in the last
period. One Is the decision ot the
Labour Party to ca(1'1paign as a party
outside of Perliament and against the
decision of Parliament to keep Britain
in the Common Market, and the other
is the advance of the links between
the Labour Party and the Workers
States and the World Communist
Movement. All the hysterical, dishonest and slanderous campaign of
the bourgeoisie over the visit of
Shelepin was intended to impede the
construction of these links, and to
Intimidate the Labour Party and
Trade Union leadership. It failed!
And the failure is shown by the tact
that not only have the trade union
links with the Soviet Union been
strengthened, but now the Labour
Party has invited delegates from the
German Workers State (the GDR) to
attend this year's national conference
of the Labour Party.

MARXISM AND THE.WORKi;RS. STATES WE16H:lf'l"'FHE'ct:.P.
This is a dialectical process which is going to
continue, since the more the total
crisis of capitalism, and the response
of the working class to it, forces the
Labour left to function outside the
reformist, parliamentary structure of
the Labour Party, the more it is
forced to seek Ideas and perspective
which are other than those of the
The only alternative
bourgeoisie.
that exists js Marxism and the Workers States are - whatli'verthe continued limitations of their leaderships
- Marxism Is the concrete, material
form.
The tact that the special
conference of the Labour Party on
the Common Market was closed an
hour early because they had run out
of ideas, shows the necessity for
m1uxism, tor the scientific method of
reasoning which gives the possibility
of a world vision of the process of
the advance of humanity. The invitation to the Comrades of the German
Workers State by the Labour Party and
the very favourable reception given to
the intervention of the Posadists in
the special conference is a response
to th/ s necessity.

The Healey budget is a measure
of civil war against the working
class, it has the intention of terrorising the working class by creating
unemployment, and it has t.o be resisted - as it is being resisted - by the
working class with factory occupations. with the immediate demand that
no worker loses his job. It is an
expression both of the weakness of
capitalism and their preparation to
launch the civil war against the
working class, against the masses.
It is true that the anny is not very
reliable from the point of view of

British imperialism, but they wi II use
sectors of it as they dO' in Northern
Ireland. And they wm use NA TO!
It is not, therefore, possible for the
Labour and Trade Union left to continue to campaign against the Common
Market and, at the same time, to
Ignore NA TO and the tact that this is
the military expression of the Common
Market. It is necessary to raise the
slogan - as comrade Posadas does
in the article, in this Issue of 'Red
Flag', 'On the defeat of Yankee
imperialism in Vietnam' - for Britain
out of NA TO and tor NA TO out of
Britain.

It ls to be seen that the
Intervention of Soviet ships around
thi; coast of this country - an
intervention which petrifies the
bourgeoisie with fear - is a direct
expression of the support of the
Soviet Union, of the .<;ystel'l of the
Workers States, for the struggle for
power of the working class in this
country.
ft is the same support
which has enabled the Vietnamese
masses to deieat Yankee imperialism
and which has prevented NA TO from
intervening directly against the
Portuguese masses.
It has to be
seen also that there is an absolute
unity between the character of the
proletariat and that of the Workers
States which transcends the limitations of the apparatuses, structures
and leaderships of the workers movement. ft is with this understanding
that they have to intervene in the
factories and the workers areas with
a programme of nationa /isatioas under
workers control and the construction
of the organism which are necessary
- the factory committees, the committees of the workers areas, and the
committees which link both.
28th

April

1975.

In Red Flag 242, will be published:
The meaning, the different senses and objectives of the class struggle
in the capitalist system and in the Workers States. J. POSADAS. 14.2.1975
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The Soviet proletariat, the militant
Soviet cadres, the peasants, the lntelle4tuals, the Soviet, Communist
cadres have points of world support,
they have a superior security and a
constant point of support to turn
everything upside down in the Soviet
Union. These are the ones who are
promoting the discussion to transform
and modify the backward structure of
the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, the backward structure of
agrarian production, the backward
forms also of production, They are
developing codes of production as
under capitalism, but they are against
the directors and the bureaucrats,
giving greater access to the trade
unions and the workers.
They are
codes of production, they are not
revolutionary relations. The code In
every way subjects people to orders
and allows very I i.ttle access to the
class; but.before there was nothing,
now there is, They are a 11 changes
which facilitate the intervention of
the class and wi 11 lead to better res~lts ·in the Communist Party. Up
until 1924 there was a real Bolshevik
Party, Soviet functioning, afterwards
this was no longer so. This means
that for 50 years there has been a
structure of bureaucratic power, the
life, production, political and social
relations in accordance with bureaucratic interest. As this bureaucratic
interest did not represent the necess lty .-of history, this process of
modification, of change and of revolutionary relations requires time,
This is the objective of our function.
Th€ bureaucracy cannot reproduce
itselt with the power ot before, This
process doesn't arise automatically,
as conscious regeneration, but yes,
It facilitates the means, the steps In
this advance, creating the later conditions so that afterwards some political revolutions, during or after the
war,. wi II facilitate conscious regeneration,
It is necessary to see that the
masses had a very sfiort experience of
Soviet functioning, only seven years
from 1917 to 1924, The masses of the
world have net been able to experience the Soviet life, the revolutionary Bolshevik party. They were not
able to live this experience.
The
notion of the Communist Party which
they-have is a caricature which Stalin
gave, and afterwards. the development.
of electoral parties. They do riothave
an experience based on the development of revolutionary parties. but of
electoralist Communist Parties play-

Ing an electorallst rote.
Thus the
masses have not had the means of
experience either In the Workers
States within or outside the Workers
States. It Is not a question of having
natlence but of having the understanding that the masses have not been
able to experience th Is. Now they
can do so. The Communist masses
and many Communist leaders don't
have this experience, but on the ether
hand there is an apparatus which has
a whole bureaucratic experience of
careerism, of electoral careerism, of
clientelism.

But the Communist masses have
never been able to go through this
experience. It is the first time that
they have done it, and hence absurd
things are discussed such as 'is it
necessary to break the state apparatus
or to leave it alone?'
The state
apparatus is an institution made for
private property, the thought comes
·from private property. As It is necessary to go forward to nationalised
property against private property, it is
necessary to overthrow all this
apparatus which thinks, acts, judges
and determines and approves In accordance with private property,
And
they are still discussing in the Communist parties •is it necessary fo
destroy the state apparatus?'. Historic Investigation is not necessary,
they just don't represent the experience of history, but we do.
Hence in spite of denying th'e
possibility of war, they say 'it can be
avoided, it can be contained, it can be
impeded. It is necessary to be dad icated to impede the war'. Now they
have to censure Breznev.
Breznev
was not taking a holiday, he was
being censured, and the first time
that .he spoke was to condemn the
Yanks. That was the result of thils
censure.
Before the inf.luenza, he
was flirting with Kissinger, after the
i ntluenza he was chucking stones at
him. The immense masses of the !Co.mun ist parties want power and a very
great part of the leadership of the
Communist parties want power, but it
is the first time that they discuss in
an objective •torm. Henc'e Trotsky is
advancing and the Communist parties
pub I ish Trotsky; not only the Italian
Communist Party, but Communist
parties in other parts of the world,
pub I ii;h Trostsky, in Yugoslavia a ls4

It is necessary to take this experience and !his analysis of the bureaucracy with the consciousness, the understanding that !he masses of the
Communist Parties do not have any other experience. What experience did
Stalin give? Desolation, ruin, death, bureaucratism, conciliation with
capitalism, betrayal of revolutions.
If the course of history had been
decided by the bureaucracy, capitalism would have imposed fascism everywhere. As the bureaucracy does not represent necessity, it is the bureaucracy which is being liquidated and it is the revolution which advances.
Marxism is clear and decisive, the proletariat is the representative of the
necessity of history. If its ol:tjeclive class interest did not coincide harmoniously with !he necessity of history, the proletariat wou Id not have
the strength which it has. As it represents the objective necessity of
history, to order and to harmonise life, to eliminate every form of proper.ty
and violence, it represents the objective interests of humanity.

On tl1e defeat of Yankee imperialism
in Vietnam.
continued from page .1
It is necessary to give much importance to the triumph in Vietnam.
It is going to have repercussions throughout the world, against all the
capitalist world. Already there is the immediate reaction, that of the
Japanese Trade Unions, which is formidable!
In Japan, there is very
great unemployment. And there is the reaction of the Japanese Trade
Unions which is going to be followed and has to be followed by all the
trade unions of the world. It is necessary to pose the formulation of
resolutions of all the trade unions and parties, posing that those who flee,
from South Vietnam now, are all assassins; they are not sectors of the poor
people, they are assassins who flee with money, with support. All those
who can go now in planes, in boats, are not the people. The people want
to throw.them in the sea. The people have stayed. They stayed with the
Vietcong, for this reason. they put banners in every wlndowwhen the
Vietcong arrived. With one blow, the Vietcong enters, and in an hour
thousands and thousands of Vietcong banners come out. They were waiting for them! The others, on the other hand, they escape, take flight!
It is necessary to call on all the world, on the workers movement, on
the trade unions, on the Communist parties, the Socialist parties, on the
nationalist. anti-imperialist movements, the left Christian Democrats, to
discuss declarations and resolutions of support to Vietnam and also Cambodia: not to give any support to those who flee. They are assassins who
do not merit any support. It is necessary to call for support for South
Vietnam and to make strikes, demonstrations, discussion in all the workers movement, combining this with internal !Dtruggles, with the necessity
for the sliding scale wages, and hours, no sacking, no factory to be closed,
against the increase in the cost of living, tor state control, tor workers
control, to smash Yankee imperialism. It is necessary to pose: 'NATO
out of Italy; Italy out of NATO!' As our German section posed for Germany
and as the Italian Communist you1h has posed, spread. this slogan to the
whole of Europe: 'Out with NATO; Europe out of .NATO!' And for the
world anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist United Front.

J.

Posadas

:.nth M"rr.h 1i:!7S

THE CRISIS IN GREECE,THE PROFUSION OF GROUPS
AND THE CLASS STRUGGLE
J. POSADAS.
continued from page 1

In front of this lack of response,
the left groups have quite a lot of
possibilities - at least in the petit
bourgeois student field - to publicise
positions which are necessary. What
characterises the life of these groups
is that they push forward political
initiatives, positions, conquests,
objectives which the Communists and
Socialists don't develop and they
remain passive.
These groups,
through their nature, through the links
which they have with the young people
above all which is dyqamic, whilst
the Communist and Socia list Parties
are not, have a series of positions
which are very useful and necessary.
In the recent elections in Italy fllr the
delegates and the school councils, we
'made an appeal to the groups there in
which we recognised that they have a
certain vallle, but they have bad
methods and objectives.

The rupture that there is in the
Greek Church corresponds to what is
the case throughout Europe, in Italy,
in the Vatican. In the Vatican, among
the old bosses there are those who are
on the left, not because they turn to
the left, but the weight of history
doesn't give opportunity to the
·bourgeoisie.
All these problems which are lived
in Greece are not discussed in the
workers movement.
The students
succeed in mobilising an enormous
number of people, almost a million
against the Yanks. There is a very
extensive anti-imperialist hatred, in
the movement of Mavros and in part
that of Karamanlis which is sustained,
supported and led by the Greek bourgeoisie which wants to develop the
country.
In part the soldiers of
Papadopolous d.id this. They wanted
to develop the country but they didn't
know how; they wanted to advance
without coming out of the bourgeois
camp, and they could not.
Any
important measure for the development
of the Greek economy goes beyond
capitalism. Hence our concern to
th
f
impel and support e progress o
Mexico and Algeria. Algeria is now
almost a Workers State, r~exico is a
capitalist country. but Eche.varria has
positions which have nofhfng lo do
with capitalist interests and Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru.
progress on this road.

attacks and provocations of impenaIism in South Korea'. But th is is
not the motive, beside after many
months the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the USSR is in Pekin, and
China stopped attacks on the Soviet
Union.
And now the Yanks are
sending picked mercenaries to Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait. They are all
preparations for the war although they
don't launch it immediately. On other
occasions they have prepared and
postponed, but they are all preparations for the war and in this prepa.ration Greece is not a direct instrument
of imperialism. The reasons why it
is not, is the resistance of the
masses, of the petit bourgeoisie who
see that to live they have to be independent of the Yanks. As they are
afraid because they fall into the hands
of the advance of the proletariat,
they try to seek an intermediate road.
Hence there is an important division
of parties.

economic programme to resolve the
problems of the three countries,
with the support of the aII iance of the
Workers States. It is necessary to
appeal to the Workers States.
Neither Greece, nor Turkey, nor
Cyprus have their own solutions. It is
necessary to propose a Federation, a
plan for economic development, in
which the right of the Turkish and
Greek minorities~ be. represented is
discussed, bu.t with a plan of the
unification of production. The problem of natlona lities has to be submitted to the problem of the development of a11 of them together.
What future can Cyprus have when
isolated? It is a tourist isle, which
was a base for imperia Iism. A11
these countries, isolated, do not
have their own strength in a way.

Greece cannot develop econ om ica lly
within the structure of capitalism. It
is not going to emerge from the world
of the artisans, from economic backwardness, by continuing in the regime
of capitalism. It is necessary to show
the example of the Workers States,
Hungary, Bulgaria, Rumania, Yugoslavia, as these countries develop.
It is necessary to appea I to the
Communist Party to make this discussion and to Papandreou also, to
make a policy aimed also at the movement of Mavros, where there is a left
tendency. This is the task of our
Party together with the publication of
bulletins. In Greece there is no world
I iterature, it is aII loca I I iterature.
When a country is backward, the
more the effects of localism are
developed. Then each region wants
to oppose the other. The bourgeois
sector is centralised with the economy, it can dominate, and it becomes
a centre of communication with all
the centres of the petit bourgeoisie
and the artisans. They represent
this, but they have not developed the
Greek economy which has remained
as it was 200 years ago.

It is necessary to propose the
Socialist unification of Greece,
Turkey and Cyprus, to appeal to the
workers movement, the Communist and
Socialist movements. for a united
front for this resolution. It is necessary to discuss these problems of
Greece, seeing that there is no possiBut in their turn these positions
bility that imperialism can return to
which they diffuse, or the appeals
The Communist Party of the inte- the stage when there was a King
which they make. in the struggle, the
rior has no weight and the pro-Soviet being an agent of imperialism. There
th
Communist Party has little dynamism, is no possibility of this. They can
It is necessary to develop an
dynamism which they deve 1op in e
but on the other hand has quite a lot return to install a didatorship, but it ordered life ot the Party: programme,
struggles, as they do not have the
necessary programme, as they do not
of strength. The percentage . which cannot last. Already it is no longer policy, objectives. It is necessary
k
t
t
they
got in the elections where they a question as in previous stages to appeal to the workers movement,
1
have logical objectives, 1ac a 0 a
presented themselves as unified, is where the King could maintain agree- to the workers parties, to Papandreou,
policy. They do not have coherence
equivalent to 30% social weight at a ment between all the bourgeois ten- to the left of Mavros, for a united
and thEIY are disordered movements.
minimum.
This means that the
dencies. There is a dislocation of front with a programme of nationali+hheeyy m'~~~ ~~fu ~~~hymun~fqu~~hreyrfu~:.·
elections don't represent the reaJ
this front, there are bourgeois sectors sations, distribution of the land and
relation of forces. Papandreou also which feel that now they cannot planning of production, to appeal
for example now all these groups are
presented a programme to the left, a continue as in the past. It is impor- with this programme.
Democratic
paralysed when there· are all the
t
G
h
•
I ·
,.,ftnditions to move. They· do not have
socia 11st programme.
t 1s no a tant to see that in reece, t ere 1s a rights have no value if they are not
\.IV
•
•
There is no economic or social merely electoral programme.
bourgeois sector, which wants a accompanied with economic developclear objectives.
future for Greece within the limits of
relation with the Soviet Union, and in ment, and it is evident that capitalism.
A d 1"t .
ary to have clear capitalism. Greece is not isolated
There is a political maturing in the this, there are included Royalist is collapsing. Therefore, they have
. n.
is necess
. G
from the world and the world process petit bourgeoisie and in the workers soldiers. This does not mean that to accompany democratic rights with
ob1ec;1ves b~ca~se where IS reece shows that there is no capitalist vanguard. Although the proletarian they are revolutionaries, but it shows a programme of. economic developgomg. Cap1.tahsm has made ;_ver! solution. On the other hand it is weight is small, there is a very great that there are sectors of the bourge- ment. And the workers movement
effo~!1 to r:t~i~.pow~ :r; 0~;~ s:~!n necessary to see that in Greece there maturing. It shows the influence oisie and the Monarc'hy who see that the united front, of Communists,
~~~ ~~ ca~not a~a~n~in power and is a very profound anti-imperialist wh!ch the world course of the revo- !hey ~o ~ot have a future with Yankee Socialists, the left of Mavros, and
th t th
·
ture in tbe equi- tendency.
lut1on has on Greece. In part, all
1mpenahsm, and they try to save other sectors of the left have to put
. a. ere .1s a rup_
. a. d
this manoeuvring in Cyprus is also themselves. They are not merely forward this programme. Mavros is
·~·· --~···!~b~mm ~r~~.h:1~~ ~ T_he studenJt su~c!!ede~. i.n mobi- J~u11;n,~d Js~ujmperialism - whic_h manoeuvres, but a consequence of the going to be interested in some points
·-······---·. e;;;pewe .
Tbri ~ The 1i!1ti~~~s·uppor s 1 s orfT-cmrrrfl:tllelWeen-- fact tnat they can no longer depend on of this- programme, because he is
5s n_o t·e~lacmg ~ is eili~ 'co~m~nists the Yanks, and there was a complete groups - to impede a coordination
imperialism. They try to manoeuvre interested in the developmettt of the
ocia is s are ew,re divided The defeat of the monarchy. This shows between Greece, Turkey, and the
with the Workers States, manoeuvres economy.
Hence , he poses the
dre
~!~haav~d ct!=~:n objectiv;s the~ that there is a need for very profound Workers States. It is to create a focus aimed at maintaining bourgeois power. necessity of a refation with China,
0
ot clear what to do They d, not changes. The failure of the Com- of internal dispersion, of dispute, of As they could not do it with the the USSR, all the countries of the
~~ev: a class policy, co~bined with a !'lunist Party of the interior is be.cause st~uggle which alio_ws th~m t.o main.- Yanks, they _look to~ards the Workers world, and he seeks to develop the
policy of alliance with sectors of the 1t h~~ made n~ headway w1!h a tarn these countries _d1su~1t~d, m St~tes. It 1s possible that they do economy so as to contain the developbour eoisie to make a programme of conc1hatory policy.
There ts a groups, and so allow 1mpenahsm to this as a manoeuvre, but also, be- ment of the revolution.
dem:cratic 'rights together with an process of reorganisation in w~ich ~hE int~rvene •. They are all real problems
c.ause they do not have any perspecaudacious economic policy of ex- steps begun by the nationalist wh1ch ex 1st, as for example, the
t1ve. The Yanks have been thrown
It is necessary to ir1sist on the
propriation of imperialism' of the soldiers which failed, because they possibility of a war between Turkey out of Greece, and although they have
landowners, of expropriati~n of the we~e accompanied by .a terror!st· and Greece or in Cyprus itself. not been thrown out all together, they unification of the world Communist
movement, fundamentally the Sinobig landed proprietors and the sectors attitude a~d t~ere !'as neither. clar!tY
cannot control as before.
Soviet unification, with a programme
of the Church linked with big busi- nor coordination m the nationalist
Imperialism has an interest in
tendency, cannot be changed by a fomenting this, it creates a whole
It is necessary to pose a dis- of struggle to smash what is left of
ness.
pro-Yankee policy.
Otherwise .preoccupation and diverts attention
cussion on the economic problems of capitalism, to support and impel the
lfaramanlis, although he didn't do it, from the centre of the problem and in
Greece, to discuss the necessity of world revolutionary movement, in the
It is necessary to pay much atten- would have declared himself pro- this way it can intervene. As they agrarian reform, the transformation of struggle against capitalism. It is
tron to aII these groups of the left, Yank. He is seeking a policy of are problems which ate not only raw materials, relations with all the necessary to show that in front of the
because if they do not have a future negotiation, of attracting the Soviets internal economic and social problems Workers States, planning of produc- electoral advance of the Workers
as groups, in their development they to gain advantages as the Turks did. but problems w.hich interest the tion. It is absurd for a country to Parties as in Chile, the bourgeoisie
express needs which neither the This is to say that because of the bourgeoisie, the petit bourgeoisie, the depend on Onassis. Now, they are is going to answer with coups. It is
Communists nor the Socialists can void of capitalism which cannot army, then imperialism can have nationalising his aircraft factory. It necessary to be prepared for this and
respond to. And in a country where organise anything, and that of imperi- control over them, because by them- means that there are bourgeois forces .to win part of the army to be prepared
there is a complete change - they alism which doesn't have the strength selves, they cannot resolve them, which want
develop the country, to intervene in this process, to appeal
threw out the king, the party of
and they do not do it as the revolu- to the peasants to appear in this
to
decide,
it
leaves
open
the
possithey
need
the
help
that
imperialism
Papandreou had to go to the left,
tionaries do, but in onder to survive. process with a programme of distriKaramanlis has had to discuss bilities for a series of policies which gives, economic and military help.
bution of the land and collectiviare
not
led
either
by
capitalism
or
Imperialism
creates
artificial
conpositions which are against the Yanks
Together with the struggle for sation. The army can participate in
imperialism.
The
latter
can
still
use
frontations,
but
they
are
also
prob- in this situation the Communists
democratic liberties, it is necessary this, not as a political leadership,
lack initiative. Papandreou himself opportunities because neitft.er Turkey lems posed by the backwardness in to pose that the situation in Greece but yes, it can participate in this
nor
Greece
have
their
own
strength
to
all
the
relations
of
these
countries,
doesn't have sufficient initiative,
has no solution with democratic process, and If it organises itself as
and there are all the condi.tions to decide, but there are already expres- in which the bourgeoisie itself has a demands only. The example of Por- a party, then it should have this
sions
of
a
very
profound
crisis
as
whole
series
of
interests
to
serve
have initiative, a mass of conditions:
tugal is clear. They propose demo- programme, planning and nationathere are enormous possibilities for shown in the events of Cyprus. imperialism without being a direct or cratic demands to develop Portugal. lisations. Then it can intervene, and
Cyprus
as
a
country
has
a
very
relapermanent
agent
of
imperialism.
the t'ftlvefopment of a revolutionary tive importance, it has some impordemocratically. But what type of afterwards, it is going to be won by
tendency. Mavros, Papandreou and
economy?
Democracy means the the Workers Parties.
It is necessary to have a discusthe Communists,have about 50% of the tance without ~oubt, but very_ re_lative.
right to speak, to discuss, but it is
Nevertlleless
it
appears
as
it
if.
w~s
sion,
appealing
to
the
Turkish
masses
votes and Karamanlis has a left
within his sectors, hence he is the centre of. th~ world and this is and the Turkish Socialist Party to necessary to plan where the country is
The process in Greece is very
impeded.
because . cap1~al!sm _repres~nted ~Y discuss; to discuss a programme of going.
important,
the same process as
1
1
Yankee . 1~penali~m m P~ ~ ~~1ar is economic development of Cyprus in
It is necessary to develop in Portugal, and Ethiopia. It does not
The Greek army has much strength, reduced m all 1t_s po~s1b1ht1es f?r which the ethnic and national probwhat it does not have is organisation, manoeuvre. And m bemg reduced it lems are taken into account, but Greece a plan for the economy, agra- have the same physiognomy but it is
rian reform, distribution of the land, the same process; and there is an
programme and objective. It has a takes lesser aspects as pretexts to trying to unify through an economic
very empirical life, and a clear proof l~unch the war. They are all prepara- programme. Makarios does not pose collectivisation, expropriation, as important tradition in Greece. Twice,
they are doing with Onassis, of the
is that after the military coup of 1967, trons for the war.
the solution to the problem which it princ ipa I factories, and also expro- they wanted to take power, not with
two revolutions which did not develop
the Greek bourgeoisie did not find the
is necessary to pose, and in their turn priating the Church. It is necessary but which were smashed, which is
means of returning to power. The
This was expressed in the appea I the Soviets utilise them against the to plan production and to eliminate different. It has a tradition which
King failed, the elections failed and which Kim II Sung made in the central Yanks. It is necessary to pose the the Constitution which is reactionary neither Portugal or Ethiopia have; all
they showed that there were the committee to the Korean peopl:e to Federation of Greece, Turkey and and struggle for a Constitution which this is going to emerge now.
conditions to go much further than organise mflitia and training in the Cyprus, which must be made on the gives full liberty to the masses. It is
before, infinitely much further. use of arms- He said 'against the basis of economic planning, a common necessary to analyse and show that J. POSADAS
20th February 1975
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That 'It is possible to go to
power, but it is necessary to
go, arms in hands'!
Forward to the unification of

REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS' PARTY (TRQTSKY,IST)
m__m_un_is__t_M_o_,ve_m_e_nt__,!
BRITISH SECTION OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL (POSAOIST) _th_e_w_or_ld_C_o__
The wage freeze policy announced by Healey is the inevitable cons-

equence of the clash between the decision of the working class not
to carry the burden of the incompetence of capitalism and the efforts
of the centre and right In the Labour government and Party to maintain
the system. At the same time the form of this policy is very weak,
basing itself, so far as the proposals are clear at this moment, on
preventing employers giving wages above 10PJ.,. Such a policy is the
confirmation of forms of civil war at all levels in the Labour Party,
the trade unions, the factories. It is the continuation of the crevasse
opened in the Labour Party over the referendum. The latter issue did
not allow a proper discussion of class policy because of the way in
which the official left kept the discussion within the capitalist framework, but the abstentions in particular showed the decision of the
class to seek much more fundamental conclusions, based on the
rejection of submission to parliament and the need tor a consistent
policy and programme to throw out capitalism.
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The force of the abstentions in the referendum, followed immediately by the decision of the engineers to reject the social contract
and reassert the need tor a comprehensive policy of nationalisations
are manifestations of the invincible decision of the British proletariat
arr:/ its allies not to tolerate a minute more than is necessary the
convulsions and death agony of capitalism. The line of Healey
deepens the line of confrontation, posing constantly and even more
protoundly the need for a policy of strength from the forces of the left,
founded upon a consistent alternative Socialist programme which is
not submitted to bourgeois concepts of parliamentary democracy.
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We salute and congratulate with all our Communist passion the Communist and
the election in Italy as. something
Sociallst parties, the masses of the Communist and Socialist parties, the
internal; it happens internally, but
proletariat of Italy; through the electoral triumph, the proletariat has been
it has elements w.hich come from outthe essential base which attracted the population to this electoral decision.
side Italy and which determine the
These elections in Italy have to be seen i.n the conte,xt of the w.orld
course of history. Without the exprocess of the class struggle. This world process has impelled, prepared
pulsion of irnperialfsrn from Vietnam,
the state of spirit, the decision, the understanding, the corroborative resowithout the decision of the VietWhat is in question is not the problem of 'inflation' but the whole
lution of the working class throughout the world. Thi.s, in its. turn, transrni.ts
narnese masses to conquer the
cretinous system of capitalism. Those sectors in the Labour Party to the other sectors of the population who are stimulated, the need to fight
Yanks, without the decision of the
arr:/ the trade unions who isolate the problem of inflation from all !or wages, freedoms and conditions of work. The election in 'rtaly cannot be
Soviets to, support the Vietnamese
iaken in an isolated form, simply because it is in. Italy that it has. taken
and the masses of the world to conother problems, seek to mask the central issue. But the proletariat is
place. Before this. there was France and, together with this, the great fight
tinue the str.ikes against the capiseeking class solutions and is not governed by the wishes of capitain Britain in which half the party voted against i.ts own leadership; the tn;ide
tali st system, there would be no such
/ism. Hence the Healey policy will act as a boomerang against the
unions are against the leadership and the Party has a programme of arit.1 .... ,
triumph of the.Communist Party.
attempt to contain the process., It cannot be accompanied by any capitalist expropriations. In Germany, a part of the largest trade unions
This showed that it was a triumph
coherent policy to offer social improvements, it cannot guarantee
hold elections and the left Wins. Yankee imperialism was expelled from
against the Christian Democracy,
.
t th b
f't f th
I t'
f"
from Vietnam. It did not go, it was expelled. It di.d not get any medals, but
breaking the Christian Democracy
fut ur~ trans torma t '.ons
O e ene I O
e P.OP!' a ion.. 1t ~ iers no was expelled by force. Imperialism has failed throughout the world. In
and based on the world process of
1
solu.!ton for the cnses of the system. Hence It s.tl policy without a. Latin America, the left continues advancing and very we 11 programmi;i.ticalJ:t.
the class struggle.
This is the
tututtl:~'TiFlilr/Rnttrr:nr·Tltli-Watl<M7f7:1'llSS"Tei.(Olt'lf"s "ftl§l:t§ffl:'·-'frm-rtrtr~wnefffiif inKrgenlrn~·'Or Me·xico.· In Africa; .the-progreis~ of, nationalisations -"···frTiimp'f!Ol'--tii·e ·CommunTst Piirty-;~if~·-··
world structure of the revolution has disintegrated the forces of fascontinues, with the elimination of the agents of imperialism, and the very
is not just a political, electoral, parcism. The ultimate solution from the capitalist point of view can rapid process from feudal and semi-feudal countries to Revolutionary.,States.
ty triumph.· It is a triumph which
only be war to try to flatten the working class,as capitalism tried to
·
expresses the leve.1 of world class
Nagasaki·, the pol1"cy of naz1·sm and 1n P or t uga 1, in
, spr·t e o f a 11 .th e earnrelations
and framework.
that are in Italy,
based
do l·n the bomb1'ng of Dres-'en,
.,,
management
which
defends the
on the world
Hence,
this

Vietnam.
THE

paign which the Socialists have
rnade, the workers of 'Repub!ica'
refuse to work for a newspaper
whioh .carries out counter-revolutionary work. And they decide that it

END OF PARLIAMENTARY POLITICS.

All the present crisis, the open and profound rift in the Labour
Party between left and right, the abstentions of the working class in
the referendum, is imposing a crisis of development for the forces of
the left in the Labour Party and in tl?e trade unions. A change of
direction is being posed by the situation, a pressure to go beyond the
inertias of functioning in the Labour Party, the need to come to grips
with new ideas, to transcend the politics of parliamentarianism. This
has emerged, even if in a limited form, in the intervention of the
Yorkshire miners executive against the MPs who use the sponsorship
of the miners and then adopt policies which have nothing to do with
the miners, and the efforts to liquidate Prentice in the Labour Party.
All this discussion poses the need for members of parliament to be
controlled by a class policy and programme, not to do as they like.
It goes against bourgeois norms. It goes against 'free' choice of
'free' individuals. It poses the question of strict accountability and
the removal of those who reject accountability. All this shows the
current of pressures coming from the working class to change the
functioning of the Labour Party and the trade unions, and to impose
policies not governed by parliamentary limitations. It is linked to
discussions on the tact that there is a limit to changes by means of
parliament and acceptable to the organs of the capitalist state
olpparatus.
The left in the Labour Party only refracts in the most limited way
the force and decision of the working class. This situation is not
confined to the Labour Party. It is true also, for example, of the
Italian Communist Party whose policy and programme is quite distant
from the forces of Italian Communism. The policies of the left MPs
assert the need for the implementation of the Labour Party programme, the need tor import controls, control of capital movement etc.,
but there is still no orientation towards the independent activity of
the masse.-, nor is the programme deepened in any serious direction.
Submission to the parliamentary system has allowed Wilson to postpone na,tionalisations until the next sessio,1, whilst the NEB has been
emasculated. Clearly sectors of the government and the apparatus
are going to manoeuvre, and within th"e parliamentary system successfully, but to submit to this has no sense. The left has to intervene
much more dynamically over a whole series of issues, inside and
outside parliament. Why go along with this invitation to Soarez who
is actively trying to assist the counter-revolution in Portugal? Why
not an active defence of the Portuguese revolution, its achievements
of nationalisations, including the banks (against the wishes of Soares)
its massive developments of popular committees in. defence of the
revolution1 The left has to confront this situation, not just go along
with complaints about Healey and abandonments of the Pf'Ogtamme of
the Labour Party, without drawing the conclusions on the need tor
extra-parliamentary activity. The epoch of social demoeracy is at
tum topage4

is counter-revolutionary, and they
are right. If th.e capitalist state can
decide what is good and what is bad
why can't the workers decide what is
good and bad. and the Workers I'mpose it. They are teaching norms of
democracy to the leaderships of
their own parties. This is democracy, because they are defending
the necessary instruments for knowledge, for understanding, and for the
organisation of class consciousness
because they defend historic truth.
To oppose editing a .book of Solzhenitsyn is not to be against the
freedom of culture, it is to defend
:::ulture, because his book is insidious and lying. It. is a book written
on the most gigantic country in all
the history of humanity which, arising from the most backward conditions in history, prepared the most

counter-revolution; they are right.
The defenders of Solzhenitsyn do not
recal I that this Solzhenitsyn has
just published in 'Le Monde' a' de"'
. t th
.
.
rnanu agarns
e withdrawal of
American troops from Vietnam arid
proposing that the Yanks should'have
remained there to smash all Vietnam.
The workers show the very elevated
·
en't enon
an d very e 1eva t e d a b'1lity
which they have to judge and reason.

TH I

O
S IS N. T A VO..T. E FORTH.E'

'HISTORIC

COMPROMISE'

These e1e'ct10ns ·were made in
this process. And in Portugal also
and In Eth.iopia. How is it pos,sl:ble
to isolate the.'election in lt;:ily, as if
it was a problem of votes? · Before
the vote, the ideas which led to' the
vote, from where aid they come?
This show.s ttiat there r's no h·1,st·o.r1'c
compromise, that the masses voted.
to impel the Communist Party to win
the Christian Democratic teft. There
is an.·· arra.ngement. w.ith h. ist.ory: to
··
overthrow·.the cap· italist system •.The•·
·
masses who voted - and defeated
the, Christian Democracy cou Id have·
won many more votes. The defeat
.
the Christian Democracy could .have
been much bigger, if. th. ey had pushed
.
through a consistent class policy.
This election shows that .everybody
was present in the election iri Italy
and exerted an influence. The wor,;,;.
king class assernb1ed this infiuen'de,

elevated task in fifty years, in spite
of Stalin and with ·stalin - which
shows that it 1·s the proleta ·a
r1 n con·
I'd
t
Ceptl· on of Marx wh'1c h is
va 1 • no
'
n
Solzhenr·tsyn
wr·tes
Stall • ·
1
on
assassinations, crimes, thugs.
In
the Soviet Union there is the most
d
d
.
eve 1ope scrence in history, there
is the most elevated level of scientific capacity, and the biggest group
of scientists in history. The Yanks
had one or two for the atomic bomb.
, t h
Th e Sovre
s ave a hundred.thousand
concerned with al 1 that. And this
S I h 't
·1
'G
A
abov.e all of Vietnam, £thiopia, Por- .
0 z eni syn wn es · ulag
rchi-'tugal, of the paper 'Republi..ca', with
pelago'
•
which they are in agreement. They,
This is not to attack I iberty.
wi 11 do the same in Italy. And the
This is not against the right of tenworkers are completely right.' This
dencies. It is against the right t.o
is proletarian democracy. Otherwise
cornrni t crimes, assassination. We
it is the bourgeois democracy of the
are also against all this. Karl Marx
boss.
,
said this and afterwards Lenin also.
But also Marx as much as Lenin was
lri this electfon the workers had
a partisan of the view that all the
in their mind the· influence "of this
tendencies in the workers movement,·
world process. And as part of that
all those who wanted to speak could
of the Soviet Union and of the Wor- ·
do so, including the anarchists. And
kers States, of the struggles in Al;,;.·
in the Bolshevic Party there was
geria, of the constant defeats' ·of
every type of tendency, including· the
imperialism, defeats, defeats, de;_
tendency of 'proletarian art'; And, in
feats - including that of the 'Christhe worst conditions of history, in
ti an Democracy.
The Christian
the middle of the war. If the workers · Democracy has been defeated everyof 'Republica' refuse to work for a
where. Thus, one cannot speak of

of

is going to have enor:rnous consequences. If is was just an internal
event, it would have no consequence.
As it forms part of a world process,
· this triumph of the Communist Party
with an increase of 6.1 % is equivalent to a real avalanche of votes.
It is an -avalanche of votes led by
the
h world
· ·process of the revolution
w ich impels the avalanche in Italy.
Previ'ously .it impelled in Portugal.
These are the facts which are happen1·ng ~. N 0 t JU
, st on e anu
"'th en another. At ari earlier stage between
one event and another, years or
·rnon.ths went by. Now orily hours.
Days and hours. Because now the
revolution of the working class is
mature; of the petit bourgeoisie and
of the peasants, mature to intervene,
,deciding to change and lead history.
And the crisis of capltalisrn matures
. also, because,· capital ism does not
have the force on which to base itIf
It d
t h
t · h
se • ·
oes no
ave s rengt •
economically, politically or socially,
and it is defeated constantly every
wh
.ere.
Then it is necessary to see this
electoral result as a continuation 1·n
its turn, of what happened in Bologna,. Sardinia, iri. the referendum, in
the elections in Trentine Alto Adige.
It is a conhnuation of this p· rocess.
!.t is the working class which has
maintained the fight with strikes,
strikes, strikes. In the course of the
full electoral campaign, it went on
str.ike and triumphed. With a rn'1ll'1on
unemployed, there is no dejection in
the working class, no sign of weakness, of submission, of fear. There
is no confrontation in the working
class. The .bosses have not been
able to .win a single strike or break
a si.ngle movement. On the contrary,
the proletariat .extends its influence
to the. police, to the _soldiers,and the
proletariat . transmits this through
stri.kes.
This, in its turn, is the
result of the.world process of the
class s.truggle, of the triumph of
Vietnam over everything ultimately.
But• also,. the attitude of the Satiet
Union which makes a more open
confrontation ;with imperial ism, of
Sl,lpport to the movements which
struggle against imperial ism.

Turn to page 2
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Continued from page 1
Bologna, Sardinia, the vote for
the Referendum and Brescia are the
antecedents of this triumph.
And
then the world process of the advance of the working class, of a
total advance, is the force which has
allowed this triumph of the masses.
In the full electoral campaign, the
proletariat did not abandon a single
strike, a single movement. Even at
the risk of divisions, and with the
manoeuvres of the .leaderships, it
continues without interruption al I
the process of strikes,
strikes,
strikes, forcing the management to
modify, to change, to have to yield,
over all its plans, including the
closing of factories. The working
ctass voted, seeing that the strike
was not sufficient to solve the prob-.
lem of unemployment, wages, and the
crisis, and it turned round electorally to accompany the strikes, to
seek a programmatic solution to the
crisis, to unemployment, to the
lowering .of. wages, to the rise in · the
cos t . o f I 1vmg, to the repressions of
·
the bourgeoisie
and of the police.
This is the significance of the
etections.
It is a programmatic
election in which the proletariat has
intervened massively. It voted more
than 90% in an election which is from
the social point of vlew $econdary
in many aspects.
Nevertheless it
voted in a much more elevated way
than in elections for the legislature
and the presidency. The proletariat
is ready to weigh to impel the Communist and Socialist Parties to give
a class solution to the problems of
the crisis of the capitalist system.
The proletariat has felt, has seen,
understands, and does this through
the class struggle, through support
to the Communist Party. With this
support it expresses the fact that it
does not believe that it ls just a
circumstantial crisis, but that it is
thhe crisis of the capitalist system,
t at capitalism is responsible, and
that it is necessary to change the
capitalist system. It is necessary to
advance to Socialism. Hence it voted massively, as massively as it
went · on1 strike, tsupported
d
1 Vietnam
I
massive y,suppor e mass ve Y every
movement for aemadds and made the
d
unite front of the workers, the peasants and the petit bourgeoisie.
These are all the conditions which
show that the historic compromise
This
has not won this triumph.
triumph is against the historic. compromise. The proletariat has sueceeded in defeating the Christian
Democracy, stimulating the left of
the Christian Democracy to make a
new Party, to b.reak the Party of the
fascists. The Christian Democracy
.is the Party of the fascists. It is the
party which protects them, covers
rhem, which gives them all the
support. Thie is the Christian Democracy.
Without this Party, the
fascists would not exist. The latter
are barely more than 40 •

THE MASSES HAVE SMASHED
THE FASCISTS
This election shows where the
fascists are. Where is the fascist
danger? The masses smashed the
fascists with a breath. The crimes
that the fascists did, the assassins
are doing also. The assassins are
protected, not because they have
social strength or perspective. The
election showed that they have no
perspective of gaining strength.
Neither they or the Social Democrats.
On the contrary, it is the proletariat
with its strike.s, with its mobi lisations,· its social behaviour of support
to the revolutionary struggle of the
world, and in that Vietnam, the support to the Soviet Union and all the
Workers States, which has attracted
electoral support.
It is not only the support of the
youth. The support of the youth is
important, but it is not everything.
The increase by the 6.1% of the
Communist Party is not only from
the votes .of the youth. It is a vote
which comes from the Christian
Democratic base, which comes from
the poor and middle petit bourgeoisie
peasants and workers.
If the Communist Party pushes
forward a resolved policy, a class
policy, it would double its support.
It has not gained more because it
pushed through a policy of conciliation with the 'historic compromise'.
All the conditions are open for a
resolved policy of programme, of
objectives to prepare the united front
of the Socialists, Communists and
left Christian Democrats, and to form
a left catholic Party. This is the
slogan to accompany the united front
'----------------------~-Page

of the trade unions and workers the other hand, this triumph has
parties with the Socialist and Com- shown that the masses are seeking
munist parties.
an anti-capitalist solution.
France shows what the road is.
The red banners with which the
It is the road· for Italy. The Italian masses have celebrated the ComChristian Democracy failed because i munist triumph, the same as in
it does not have any more perspec- ; Vietnam, the same as in other parts,
tive nor the means to sustain itself. is an expression of the fact that they
Although it may have support - and take the victory for a Communist
relatively it is a small majority policy with a Communist programme,
wHh respect to the Communist with a social structure for ComParty - and in such a short time the munism.
Undoubtedly, there is a
percentage has been reduced to one conflict with the Socialists who are
percent _ It shows that the Catholic going to resist. It is necessary to
masses receive the world influence make a campaign showing that it is
of the world process of the revo- the capitalist system which is reslution.
This means: against the 1 ponsible for the crisis in Italy, that
capitalist system.
There are the it ls necessary to nationalise, that
soldiers who expropriate the land 1
' they must advance a series of natioand distribute it in Ethiopia, who l nalisations functioning under worexpropriate capilialism and imperia- kers control and workers councils,
!ism; who, in Portugal, expropriate making a programme of production,
the land, and hand it over to the of investment, which responds to the
,,easants, wno nationalise and statify needs of the population. Capitalism
and maintain themselves in NATG has shown itself impotent and inwithout renouncing In any way the capable of guiding the country.
pr,,,.ramme
for Socialism. It Is im_,,
If electorally the Communists and
perla.llsmi whl.ch ·1s· .not ani·mated to
half
throw ·them out, to keep· in with the the Socialists are almost
·
socially, they are infinitely much
petit bourgeoisie - whom it maint- more than half. All the Christian
ains by fear ·of the Soviet Union .Democratic masses who work,support
<ind who would draw the concl.uslon them socially. The election does
'what they want is not democracy 1 not show the true physiognomy of
but to defend the interests ·of .im- I the country, but shows it partially.
perialism'. The Catholic masses of i !n the strikes all the Christian DeItaly receive a II this influence.They mocratic masses who voted for the
do
not seek the 'historic compro- J Christian Democratic Party supported
mise• but an historic party to finish
the Soc ia!ists and the Communists.
with the capitalist system. This is ! It is necessary to make a united
clear and decisive. ·
·,I front with it. If the Communists and
A Socialist and Commu- Socialists presented a programme of
nist united front is necessary. These expropriation, of planning, of worelections open the conditions for kers councils, of intervention, of
this united front. The problem is the workers control, the Christian Demoprogramme, an anti-capitalist pro- cratic masses would support this.
gramme. The left assemblies which Also the sma II proprietors and the
must be formed, which are going to smal 1 peasants. This is the probe formed, must have an anti- gramme which we appeal for.

What decided the election was the
proletariat. It is the conduct of the
proletariat which, with the strikes,
has maintained· the high level of
combativity, of resolution, or confidence in the population who followed the proletariat in the vote. If
the proletariat had not made the
strikes, had not occupied the factories, had not confronted the pol ice,
the government, the laws, the will of
the Christian Democratic masses
would have declined, it would have
been left submitted to the apparatus.
But the struggle of the proletariat
stimulated them to confront the
capitalist apparatus.
Hence the
Christian Democratic masses were
won electorally. This was the conduct of the proletariat. The proletariat reflected and expressed
directly all the world events: Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Greece, Portugal, Ethiopia, Peru, Yugoslavia,
and the conduct of the Soviet Union
which elevates its S\Jpport to the
antF-capitalist revolutionary movements and the
anti-imperialist
movements.

I

change in this way.
We are in
agreement with 'clean hands', but
there cannot be any in a capitalist
administration.
If there are clean
hands,
they cannot. remain so,
because they must defend capitalist
business which does not require
'clean hands', but dirty ones.
The Communist and Socialist
comrades must make a un.ited front
with this programme, so that they
discuss the electoral resu Its in all
the factories. Let them discuss a
programme of expropriations, of
production, based on the functioning
of workers counci Is and
factory
committees, an elevation of the
intervention of the masses in the
Communist and Socialist Parties.
Let the workers discuss in the
factories and trade unions, for the
parties to take the conclusion that
'dirty hands and honest administration' cannot be undertaken in the
capitalist system. It is necessary
to prepare a government of the left
as a step towards Socialist measures.
lt is necessary to reinforce and
extend the left committees, as in
Genoa, with a programme which
shows that .to make a clean city it is
necessary to develop an anticap ital ist programme. In an isolated
way and maintaining the capitalist
system, the committees clash with
the central administration which
dominates all the apparatus - the
repressive economic apparatus. The
organic functioning of the country
is held in its hands. It is necessary
to aim at the advance to the government, to the power: a government of
the Left in Italy.
It is necessary to pose a series
of anti-capitalist economic measures
with a workers administration.

The working class receives all
this and communicates it to the
population.
With its decision of
combat it gives security.
This
triumph of the Communist Party and at an inferior level with the
Socialist Party - expresses the will
of the vanguard of the proletariat
which attracts the population for
changes of structure of the country.
It is necasl)ary to go towards this.
The best democracy and the best
freedom m.ust be to make this policy.
There cannot be democracy and
liverty without the objective conclusion based on the programme of
the economy.
Leaving power to
capitalism means that there cannot
MEANS
THE
DEMOCRACY
be greater democracy. Democracy Is
INTERVENTION
OF
THE
not
independent,
it
is
separated
from
capitalist programme to give soluIt is necessary that the Communtlons showing that if they just reist Party appeals to the Socialists the system of exploitation. DemoPOPULATION
place the capitalists, to administer for a public discussion, that the red cracy requires an identity with the
the capitalist system, they will .lose assemblies which are forming now as economy, otherwise it cannot exist;
This wou!d win over the Christian
it's only for the capitalists.
For
votes.
Capitalism ls seeking a a continuation of the left commune
Democratic base. The world process
rupture between .the Soc·1a11·sts and
th
. G
d'
th'
'th example,· democracy in Italy: What
helps to educate, to stimulate and
like at 1n enoa, 1scuss
1s w1
to give confidence to the Christian
the Communists, a rupture within the the population, not posing immedi- democracy can there be when the
Democratic masses.
Throughout
Comrnunlst Party and within the ately expropriation, but to proceed pol ice and the army have the power
Soci·allst ·p·arty.
It ·s
exerti·ng a developing in the wor k ers movement,· to support the fascists, to sustain
Eµrope this is going to have immense+~.~~·-·-"
1
pressure to make a break. Cap1'tat h
· · ·
f th
· 1· t the fascists, to allow them liberty
repercussions - as also what has
.
tha t e crisis 1s o
e capita is
happened in Britain, that is, the
lism seeks in this way to prolong its system, not of the 'bad adminis- and yet a worker who steals an apple
existence. It is the working class
. , f h
't 1·
I . th
because he has not got enough to
attitude of the left of the Labour
trat1on o t e cap1 a 1sts. t 1s
e
Party which opposed the European
which has prevented this break. It crisis of the capitalist system. If eat can be put in gaol for three years
Common Market. Also the attitude
has maintained a very elevated class the Socialist and Communist triumph Where is democracy in al I this? The
of the French and the Portuguese
struggle without capitulating. This essentially Communist triumph, does masses must discuss that expropriaCommunist Parties, who oppose the
has had a very great authority in the not answer to this need, the bourge- tions shou Id be made so that the
maintenance of the capitalist system
Communist Party and in the Socia- oisie is going to seek the way to economy functions for the benefit
and, on the contrary, take measures
list Party. It is the working class
produce divisions in the Communist of the population and not in accorwhich are anti-capitalist.
of the Communist and Socialist Party Party. It will seek to stimulate a dance with the profit for a few. The
The electoral triumph of the
which has maintained the authority wing of the 'Czechoslovak' type a la Communist Party must discuss this.
Communist Party, and to a lesser
of these two parties, and it has Dubcek and Ota Sik, to make use of Democracy ts not apart, independent
degree of the Socialist Party, is the
maintained it .with its struggles, with them for the benefit of the capitalist or a substitute for the economy.
expression of the fact that the Italian
its intransigent fight and with its system. The crisis is not one of the Democracy depends directly on
social
and
economic
functioning,
masses want changes of structure.
support to the world process of the capitalist administration; it is of the
otherwise
it
is
limited.
The changes of administration in
revolutionary struggle in Vietnam, capitalist system. The crisis is not
It is necessary that the prothemselves do not resolve the probCambodia, Laos, the Soviet Union, to be solved with a better adminisletariat speaks, that in the factories
lems of unemployment, of misery, of
Portugal and Ethiopia, and in sup- tration of 'clean hands'. This is
and in the trade unions, the electoral
the lack of democracy, of the cost of
porting the Communist Party of Por- necessary but, if private property
I iving. A 11 the poverty and the backtugal against the policy of associa:- continues, 'clean hands and better result is discussed and the future
tion with the capitalist system. administration' cannot operate be- programme, not only saying the
wardness of Italy require changes of
Soares did not discuss anywhere cause it determines profit for capiproletariat has triumphed, but it
structure in. the system of property,
what programme and policy; how to talist accumulation. It is necessary must give its opinion, its wishes
production and administration.
must be listened to, so that the
push forward programme and policy. to deal with the structure of private
The triumph indicates that the
proletariat gives its opinions as a
It is necessary to discuss this. They property.
It is necessary to exmasses are ready for this. A change
base for the economic, social and
dem.and 'liberty' !ind 'democracy' for propriate it, as they have done in
of this dimension cannot occur,
Whom, and .. for what? Why don't the Ethiopia, as they have done in Por- political programme.
unless it is motivated by profound
Socialists in Portugal pose exprop- tugal, as they are doing in Peru, as
In Portugal it has been shown
desires, will, experience, and deriation, and workers councils? We
in Mexico, as all the countries are
t.hat imperialism has a great deal of
cision of the masses. A change, an
propose that this is democracy. The doing which pass from the capitalist arms, but that it was overthrown al I
avalanche like this election, is part
workers in Italy, of the Communist system to develop the economy and
the same, and that the Socialist
of the most profound activity of the
and Socialist parties support this. to defend democratic rights.
programme continues. At the same
masses, linked with the world proTheirleadershipsdid.notdeclarefor THE ELECTIONS ARE FOR A moment in which there was the last
cess of the revolution.
It is not
meeting of NA TO, Portugal was
it, and although these leaderships CLASS
SOLUTION
local reasons which produced th is
make statements in an ind I rect form
expropriating the factories - in spite
avalanche, but world reasons which
against the Communist Party of
It is not possible to have demo- of NATO.
The factories function
have stimulated the masses who
cracy
without
impeding
the
power
of
portugal the masses Of Italy Supunder workers control and they are
show an elevated decision and resoport 1·t ' And 1·t 1·s necessary to ·:::apital, because this has the reins
lution to change. These changes do
making committees in the workers
·
support it, just as. it is necessary to of power in its hands. There can be
areas. It is necessary to discuss
not come about in a day or a week or
support the Italian Communist Party better democracy and it must be led
this. If the proletariat is the base
over two years. They are changes
in the expropriation which it is going by Communists and Socialists, but
of this process, it is necessary that
of thought which do not come from
to have to make, otherwise there is it is necessary to change the struc.-.
it discusses, that it gives its
Italy alone, in which the necessary
no solution to the crisis of capi- ture of the country without this being
opinions. It is not simply an award,
struggle and confrontations for this
talism.
immediately now, but to pose it for a
it must give its opinion and interhave not existed. There have been
IT IS NECESSARY TO CHANGE short period together with a united vene.
big struggles of the masses, mobilifront of trade union centres - CGI L,
sations against the fascists, but
THE STRUCTURE OF THE CILS, UIL - Socialist and CommuWithout
doubt, capital ism
is
there has not been the social strugCOUNTRY
nist Parties, discussing and educapreparing coups.
It is preparing
gle of expropriations against capiThe problem of Italy is not a ting the population to show that the
them, but it does not mean that it is
talism as in the rest of the world,
better administration than the one problem is not only a good adminisgoing to triumph, it has prepared
and there has not been armed conwhich exists. This also is neces- tration with 'clean hands' but that,
others and it has failed. To confront frontation as in Vietnam, Laos and
sary, but the base of a good admini- as private property prevails, it is not the coups which it is preparing, it is
Cambodia. There have not been the
stration essentially is that the possible to intervene. One cannot
necessary to expropriate the econoexpropriations as in Portugal and
economy can function to respond to intervene in what to produce, how to
mic· power of capitalism. To exproEthiopia.
But the Italian masses
the needs of the population. In capproduce, to stimulate the small
priate political power it is neceshave seen all this. The will was
ital.1st hands, it is impossible. With
producer, because what capitalism
sary to restructure al I bourgeois
concentrated and the proletariat
the capitalist functioning, it is im- reproduces is for its own profit and
justice, to change the fascist judges
communicated
this
resolution.
possible even with a clean adminis- nothing more. Their profit does not
and the fascist clauses in the penal
Frnm
the whistlings in Bologna
tration, a 'healthy' administration eliminate unemployment, nor the high
codes, like the police resolution
to the elections of 1975, there has
which does not rob. It is impossible cost of living.
which they have just made cal led
been a continuity which was stimuthe real law.
It is necessary to
because the economic base is capiIt is necessary to take as an exlated by the world process of the
advanc.e in this.
talist. It is there for profit. Fune- ample that the intervention of the
revolution; Portugal, Ethiopia, Laos,
tioning io this way, the only effect youth - which has been in a crushing
Democracy means the intervention
Cambodia, Vietnam and the policy
of tliiis policy is to prolong the capi- form in support of the Communist a.nd
of support to the anti-imperialist
of the population. The population is
talist system and to create new more Socialist parties - has not been a
the immense working majority.
It
movements of the Soviets and the
prolonged crises than now. But, on factor which decided the election.
other Workers States.
must intervene. It is necessary to
2.
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r---------------------------------------'------------------On this basis, it is necessary to
have the complete confidence that
this electoral triumph in Italy must
be developed to prepare new advances; hence the need for the Communist, Socialist United Front and
stimulation of the formation of a left
Catholic Party, for a government of
the left with this pro;iramme, a programme of nationalisations, planning
and workers control.
Then it is
possible to make a policy of 'clean
harids' and 'honest' a:Jministration.
The electoral result in Italy is an
avalanche which is the continuation of the whistlings in Bologna,
of the demonstrations of !3rescia, of
the election in the referendum, the
elections in Sardinia, and in Trentino
Alto Adige. The triumph was the
decision to overthrow the government, to impose a government of the
left.
This is a triumph which
emerges from the reasoning of the
working class which attracted the
rest of the population.
The working class attracted the
rest of the country. It remained and
is going to remain concentrated in
the Communist Party to impel the.
leadership towards power. This is
one of the most beautiful events in
history.

measures. This is the conclusion
which it is necessary to draw. ·
The youth have incorporated
themselves voting for the Communist
Party .in particular and the Socialists
as a product of this influence. When
history leads to such a rapid and
profound influence on the youth who
are attracted directly to intervene
in the social and political struggles,
jn the anti-capitalist struggles, is it
because the process is mature.
It
is the proletariat which communicates such a. decision, together with
the intervention of the Workers
States and, in particular, of the
Soviet Union which imp.els and stimulates with its intervention - even
bureaucratically and inconsistently,
but on the line of advance _ the
anti-capitalist struggle.
This
stimulates the youth to intervene
and to tend directly to overthrow the

bureaucratic
dominion,
workers
control is necessary, the intervention
of the masses in the factories, the
trade unions and the workers areas.
Portugal gives a line of how the
population must act. This is democracy because it responds to the
needs of the population, not to the
needs of a group. It does not take
capitalism into account. It is not
necessary to take the assassins
into acco:rnt.
Capitalism has no
value.
Capitalism wi II seek to stimulate
the conciliatory wing in the workers
parties. But the course of history
shows that it is necessary to nationalise, to plan, to impose workers
control.
The intervention of the
workers is necessary in the factories, in the w..:>rkers areas, to
control production, the economy, and

....
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terest, of fraternity, it has initiatives
in speaking. It is not dominated by
the speaker.
People feel secure.
They do not give much attention to·
whoever is speaking, but they are
not against.
The public is more
mature than the speakers. But in the
bourgeois parties, the Christian
Democracy, the pub lie is rigid,
without movement, either in body or
head. The audience waits for what
comes from on top, nothing unites it
to the Flarty, but only the indivi.dual
interest of each one. They are al I
rigid because they do not have any
agitation, .animation aAd political
life. tn the meetings of the Communist Party, and .in part of the Socialist Party, there is collective i.nterest,the social interest of progress
Hence people communicate among
themselves. This is the most notable
aspect of the Communist meetings.
tt is evident that it is like this. The
meetings of the Communist Parties
are fiestas, real fiestas, because
people see the collective communication with joy. They do not go in
search
of
individual soluti.ons,
al'l:hough each one might have this
need. All this prepared the ·electoral
result in Italy.
·

not have to proceed to learning to
organise, now ir enters with the
organisation of political thought as
in the elections in Italy, whose
immediate antecedents are Vietnam,
and Brescia. Sardinia, the referendum, the elections in the sohools,
which. were an outstanding concentration 0f votes,
These elections in Italy wi II
have uninterrupted consequences.
Th is is a measure of a process
presented in a fragmented form.
Now it centralises itself and is
going to communicate to the workers
movement this decision and security
which it gives to the Communist
Party. This process in Italy is going
to develop throughout Europe like the
Popular Unity in France.

VIETNAM
AND
PORTUGAL
VOTED IN ITALY.

capitalist system.
Hence such a
~~l~:P~t~e ~~;:u~~~r~!i~a~i:r~ ~ot~:I~
great number of youth were attracted
example of this process; with worThe elections in Italy have shown
in the elections in Italy. This is the
kers, soldiers and peasant councils,
the sentiment of triumph of the
resu It of the world process in which
as they are forming now. They are
proletariat which has maintained
the young, the adults, the old people,
advancing towards this. When the
unity with the Communist Party and
the workers, the peasants, the petit
revolution is mature, ptaces which
the trade. unions. It weighs and has
bourgeoisie
live
and
intervene
are least prepared economically can
differences with its leaderships and
confrontations, but there has not
actively.
produce the most elevated conditions
been a single rupture. It has sought
All feel that it is necessary to
Already the conditions are mature in
to weigh. What before we said with
THE YOUTH ~BSrRVES THE
change society, to overthrow the
the consciousness of humanity and
respect to the British proletariat capitalist system. This weighed on
in the consciousness of the workers.
WORLD
PROCESS.
it does not break with the Party and
Italy.
Cap ital ism does not have
The workers already have the conReason and receptivity to the
the trade unions,· but abstains
perspectives to seek to intimidate,
sciousness and the security that
The incorporation of the youth. i.n
world process of the revolution has
electorally seeking to exert a
to frighten, to attract the youth.
they can intervene and resolve
the vote for Communists and Sociadecided. It is an immense process
pressure,· and succeeds in this as
They
organise
repressive
laws
and
everything.
Hence,
the
working
lists
is
the
prOduct
of
the
working
of maturing. The working class is
one has seen - the Italian proletariat
in
every
way
the
youth
are
won
by
class,
the
worker
base,
surpasses
its
class.
The
youth
were
attracted
by
like this throughout the whole world.
has done. It has maintained unity
the influence of the revolutionary
leaders, and is ready to resolve all
the working class, by the great
This is the proletariat and its inwith the trade unions and the Comand local struggles; Vietnam, Laos
the problems. It is not afraid. It
struggles, by . the permanent uninfluence over the petit bourgeoisie.
munist Party to secure this triumph.
Cambodia, the intervention of the
does not feel it is contained by fear,
terrupted stn,1ggle, and by the unity
It is attracting and winning the petit
This security is only given by the
Workers States.
to confront capitalism, the army,
of action of the proletariat throughbourgeoisie and the youth.
The
existence of 14 Workers States,
out the country and the world. This
It is necessary to propose as an
imperialism. It has no fear. like
youth - who were incorporated into
Vietnam, and the 16 Revolutionary
attracts the youth, otherwise it would
inseparable form of the process in
the Vietnamese - they had no fear
the voting in Italy, and more than
States.
have been dispersed.
It is not
Italy, the intervention of the Workers
of confrontation - the ones who are
half voted for the Italian Communist
concentrated in the Communist and
States, which is a very sol id base
afraid are the leaders who are inThis electoral triumph forms part
Party ·- are also a product of the
Socialist Party because it has a
maturing the workers, the peasants,
decisive, have no perspective or
of the 'French May' w•1ich ran
influence of the world process of the
political preference and matured.
confidence.
They have no confithe adults and the youth. This is
through the world and which now
revolution through the proletariat.
Its maturJng is the product of the
a very elevated experience from
dence in the instrument which is
appears in an organised form. After
Its constant strikes,
permanent
struggle of the masses and, through
which there can be no retreat. If the
Marxism. The working class, withdrawing the conclusions, there is
strikes, maintained constantly unity
the attitude of the Soviet Union to
parties want to retreat or contain, or
out having studied Marxism, reaches
the effort t.o organise. It is not an
in action, surpassing the leaderships
the anti-imperialist struggles even
paralyse, they will be by-passed by
the same conclusion which deterempirical May. it is an organised
In their efforts to divide and break
bureaucratically and inconsistently.
their own base. There is an historic
mines Marxism.
May based on the consciousness of
class unity. It has given an immense
the masses, and this experience in
confidence to the rest of the working
maturing which is going to seek to
THE ELECTIONS ARE THE But this has an enormous effect,
because the youth sees a unity beItaly is decisive.
It i.s going to
population and attracted them to vote
impose itself anyhow.
RESULT OF AN ACCUMULATION tween
the
Soviet
Union,
the
Commuacce.lerate the struggle of Yankee
for the Communist and Socialist
The youth incorporate themse Ives
0
F
INFLUENCES.
nist
parties,
the
Socialist
Parties,
imperialism which wants to launch
Parties.
directly in the left, not seeking
The influence of the Italian elecand the masses .who seek progress.
the war before it is too late.
better laws, but the overthrow of
tions in Europe is going to be very
Hence the attitude of the left groups
This is an avalanche and in
capitalism. This only happens when
profound because it is going to
in not posing any great obstacle to
HUrMNITY IS READY FOR
revolutionary politics there is no
humanity is ready for Communism.
stimulate all the left wings. They
the Communists is very im.portant.
avalanche because something falls
It has not sought an electoral soluare going to influence all the revoBut the concentration of_Hl.PL!s.ands.
cornMUNIST . , ____
tree-au S-etfl1lfiFis a pfoCess oTfelease
tion.·
They -seek ··to intervene~·to- --iunonarr m-ovements,· me workers
of votes• in· the industrial zones of
or weakening.
It is an avalanche
transform society. The youth wish
movement,
al I the
radicalising
the Party of Prol1:1tarian Unity shows
This is one of the examples of the
which is the product of the maturity
to participate in the transfmoration
tendencies of the petit bourgeoisie
that there is a vanguard which wants
maturing which exists and that
which the world is stimulating in
of society, they feel part of this, and
of Europe. It is going to influence
to weigh and which wants to push
humanity is apt for Communism.
Italy. Vietnam and Portugal voted
are advancing and educating themanti-capitalist
social
transforforward
the
resolution
of
the
working
Humanity is ready for Communist
in Italy. Italy voted for Commun ism.
selves
in
the
conscious
process
of
mations.
It
is
going
to
give
conclass
to
overthrow
capitalism.
Even
solutions. It has a political underFor Italy these are the most memorintervention
in
social
provlems
which
fidence
and
security.
There
are
in
an
inconsistent,
empirical,
disstanding superior to the leaderships.
able days in history, in which
are the essential bases tor all the
going to be better forces available.
ordered form, without a consistent
It receives the influence, underactions overturn everything to conother problems, the problems of the
It is going to show that the working
programme, they are reasoning in
stands the need for structural chancentrate the wi II of the masses.
economy, of society, which historiclass and the youth are dedicated to
this way.
ges in hi story, to overthrow the
This will exists; previously it was
cal ly and relatively are simple, be anti-capitalist measures.
This was
the capitalist regime.
The youth is observing the world
separated and fragmented.
The
cause it is a question of changing
The process in Europe is total.
expressed in the elections in Italy,
process and sees th.e decision, the
elections joined it together. This is
as previously in the strikes, supthe system.
It is not one country or another. It
resolution of the masses, of the
is not a process which appeared
porting Vietnam and not declining in
FOR DISCUSSIONS IN THE
is total.
There is an advance in
Workers States, and in particular of
suddenly. It is an organised avaits activity at any moment.
f ACTOR IES.
electoral
enthusiasm,
reiterated
Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam lanche. The votes to the Communist
decision, the search to resolve
above all, Vietnam which communiParty do not come from peopl.e who
Italy is a French 'May'. It corBut the quantity of votes which the
problems, in Italy, France, and the cated this and organised the youth in
·are lost, who seek protection. They
responds to this, only ten times more
Party of Proletarian Unity received
other countries in Europe. They do
its decision.and political reasoning.
are votes for combat. They· are a
in Mi Ian, in Lacio, the workers
not seek to resolve personal probin its significance. It shows that
Hence, al I the youth of the world
continuation of the strikes, of the
conditions are preparing for imporcentres, show that there is a vanterns, but problems of. social dignity,
supported Vletnam and translated
occupations of the factories, of the
tant leaps. The concentration of the
guard in the workers m:>vement which
and as part of that, the economy
into each country what it wanted to
mob i lisatio.ns.
class sought to impel the Communist
wants to weigh, to impose and inalso. But they want to resolve the
do in Vietnam; that is to say, it is
Party to resolve the problems with
fluence to go towards a policy of the
problems of society. This is going
organising political thought. It does
J.
POSADAS
1a.6.1915.
anti-capitalist measures.of planning
anti-capitalist left. It is necessary
to recur in the strikes, in the occuof production, of statlfication. At
to take into account the quality of
pation of factories, in the solution
the same time the working class,
votes. They are definite votes of the
of economic problems, on the plans
which is not afraid, is preparing for
vanguard which is not sectarian nor
of nationalisation, of concentration
a superior growth. This shows how
anti-Corrrnunist Party, but which
of property in the state, in planned
the working class is maturing and
seeks to exert a pressure. There is
production and workers control. This
how it is receiving the influences of
a number which possibly maybe antiis going to be the influence in EurALGERIA
CUBA
history, how it trans'llits them to the
Communist Party, but essenlially
ope, not because Italy attracts but
Revolution Socialiste,
Voz Pro letaria,
rest of the population.
What has
this is not the case. Essentially it
because already Europe is mature
Group IV International Organ of the POR(T)
is the desire to want to weigh to
for this; from Sweden in which it is
happened in Italy is a class decision
Beite Postale 13,
Mont 12,
and for this reason it is necessary
impel the Communist Party towards
proposed to eliminate the prison and
Alger, Gare.
Apt 11 piso2,
to al low 'ihe working class to mature,
anti-capitalist solutions.
the army, to France where there is
la Habana, Cuba.
to reason, to intervene in all probthe Socialist and Communist United
ARGENTINA
lems, of the factories, the trade
One of the most difficult tasks
Front. And now there is the triumph
Voz Proletaria,
ECUADOR
unions, the workers areas, to extend
and one which requires more attenin Italy which is one of the forms of
Organ of the PO{T)
lucha Comunista,
the process of communication with
tion, is to win the Socialist Party.
the United Front. The Communists
A !berto Longarzo,
Organ of the PCR(T),
the working class, which a41owed it
The leadership is conciliatory, but
and Socialists were not electorally
Gas i Ila N r; 2938 .'
Casi Ila de Correos 37 26,
to influence the workers parties and
its base and middle cadres, no. The
united, if they had been th!=lY would
Correo Central,
Quito Ecuador.
the rest of the population.
base and the middle cadres of the
have won a much greater percentage
Buenos Aires.
~ \l1\ i'·~C~.
Socialist Party want the same as the
f
t
GERMANY
If the proletariat has not won
o voes.
Communist base. There is a distance
BELGIUM
Arbeiter Stimme,
electorally far more, it is becaase
in comprehension and security, but
In Italy, it has been shown that
MEXICO
lutte Ouvriere and
Organ of the
the leaderships have contained the
the Socialists want the same as the
all the youth who intervened to
Voz Obrera,
Arbeidestrajd,
Gruppe Revolutionarer
working class. But in two years,
Communist base.
It is necessary
repress the fascists, do not do this
Organ of the POR(T),
Organs of the POR(T)
Kummunisten
J.l. Hernandez,
from one election to the other, an
that in the factories there is a disby crazy actions, provocations, or
Boite Postale 273,
Trotz kisten,
Apdo Postal 66-587,
avalanche of this nature has not
cussion, that a democratic life of
by unconscious acts, but they act to
Charleroi 1,
6 Frankfurt/M 16,
Mexico RDF
oc•::urred through economic motives
discussion, of proposals, of assemshow that they are ready to check
Belglum.
Postrach 4932 (neu!!)
or irrrnediate necessities.
It has
blies, of ideas and public debates,
the fascists. Now they show it in
Frankfurt,
PERU
BOLIVIA
on social and economic problems, is
the elections.
If there had been
been the product of political reWest Germany.
Voz Obrera of the
Lucha Obrera,
flection which has been to concendeveloped. The masses want social
young provocateurs they would not
POR(T),
Organ of the PO{T), .
trate, accentuate and centralise, the
transformation, the planning of prohave voted for Communists or SociaGREECE
Apartado 5044,
decision to intervene against capiduction in accordance with the needs
lists as more than. half of them did.
Correo Central,
BIBA .Al:IEKOI
BRAZIL
talism.
They are anti-capitalist
of the population.
It is the same
It is necessary to measure this as
Frente Operaria,
EAnHN
MnOZO:IE Lima; Peru.
votes. Th is is not a vote for the
with the other sectors of the pet it
part of the fact that humanity is
Organ of the PO(T)
M
KOAQ.NAKI
Communist Party so that it may
bourgeoisie and the peasants. It is
ready for Communism:
A united
SPAIN
give a better opinion than the bournecessary to prepare the base for
front of workers and peasants and
A
f.('f.
lucha Obrera,
BRITAIN
geois parties. It is a vote to stimustructural changes, for the Socialist
pet it bourgeois, of military sectors,
O:gan of the PR(T).
Red Flag,
late the Communist Party and the
and Communist United Front, and to
of sectors of the police, to change
ITALY
Organ of the RWP(T)
Socialist Party to take power.
win the left Social Democratic base,
society.
This election in Italy
Lotta Operaia,
24 Cranbo.urn Street,
This conclusion of the Socialist
showing that there is no solution in
shows this.
Or;gan of the PCR(T)
London, W.C.2.
11Ue1d:;iii14'1l'1:;- ..
URUGUAY
and Corrrnunist base is the basis to
terms of the capitalist system. The
These elections in Italy are not
Frente ·Obrero
· Casella Postale 5059,
CHILE
impose on the leaderships a united
solution means steps for the planning
a spontaneous decision of the
Organ of the POR(T),
00153 Roma Ost,
lucha Obrera,
front with an anti-capitalist proof production. For this it is necesmasses. It was prepared earlier. In
Trotskista.
Rome, Italy.
Organ of the POR(T)
gramme, for a government of the left
sary to nationalise, and to guarantee
Communist meetings people speak
as a road towards later Socialist
and impede bureaucratisation or
always on the line of political in' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - ' - ' - - - - - . . . . . 1 . - - - - - - - - R e d Flag 11th July 1975 - Page 3. - - - - - - - - '
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' Editprial; f:Olltinu6d from page 1
an end, it is not possible to advance in the Labour Party without
taking into account these factors, the world advance of the Socialist
revolution (on the basis of the paitial regenfit.ration of the Workers
States), the independent intervention .of the working class, vastly
superior to any parliamentary decision, and finally, marxist method.

THE DECISION Of THE A_U_E_W_ WITH

RMQBflfSAJiONSge

.

TO IMPEL THE LABOUR GOVERNMENT

IMPORTANT DECLARATION OF LATIN AMERICt.N COMMUNIST

The statement by a delegate to the national conference of the TGWU that the itself on the mobilisations of the
crisis of Britain is not 'a temporary crisis created by oil costs or acts of working class.
PARTIES
God.', but·•e. lasting crisi~ of capitalism', is an expression of the fact that the
The leadership of the Yorkshire
The confrontation of class aga.inst clil.ss, of system against ~rocess .of the construction of a new le.adership - and '.he developme~t of miners have demanded that the
ideas - m the workers movement, shows itself powerfully in the trade unions. Labour MPs sponsored by the NUM
system, has reached a new plateau over the last period on a world These changes .are the ~es~lt of an objective process which i~ th~ product have to be accountable have to
scale~
World capitalism has tried to develop campaigns Of anti- of the t~tal cr1s1s of cap1ta~1sm on a world scale and the determinat1o_n of the follow the policy and de'cisions of
Communism and anti-Sovietism, whether over the Russian dissidents; p~oletanat not to pay for it. The margin for the reform of capitalism has the union. This is correct, but what
against Mrs Gandhi, against Portugal (where they now . take an interest disappearnd, crushed betwe~n these two powerful and fun.d~mental factors. is correct tor the parliamentary
in political prisoners, a subject they studiously ignored in the time of The frantic manoeuvres of Wilson and a sector of Labour Ministers shows the representatives of the working class
Salazaar and Caetano), but what has happened? A .m<1ss.ive victory fragility .of try_ing to stand between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat in con- is true tor the trade union re pre.
d1t1ons-m which the existence and advance .of ~he si.:s~em of the Workers sentatives themselves. They should
of the Italian Communist Party in the regional elections and a crush- States 1s a fundamental factor - wh.en cap1ta1,_s~ d1s1~tegrates and the be accountable to those who elect
ing'. _blow at the P~rty of the Christian Democracy.
Everywhere, proletariat gains strengt_h daily. In this context 1t 1s an important advance them, subject to instant recall, and
confrontations develop' between the masses and capitalism, as in that the .annual rconference of the A~.EW went beyon~ the adopt~on of an receive no more than the average
Argentina, in the Middle East, in Turkey. Zambia announces.nationa- anti-capitalist P ogramme to propose industrial .action to defend Jobs. All workers wage. There is a necessity
lisations and Zaire, formerly an instrument of Yankee imperialism, the maier trade unions have programmes which, If implemented, wou Id mean for workers democracy in the trade
the end of capitalism and the construction of the Workers State, of a Socialist unions and the basis tor this is the
enters into the course of the Afriean revolution with the crisis of the Repu_blic in Britain. But the policy. to impose these programmes is lacking. factory
committees,
the
antiMobutu regime. All these events are crises of collapse of the capi- The impulse 1or power, the leadership for t~e struggle comes from the factory capitalist programme and the mobi-.
talist system. On the. other hand, the Workers States - led by the - and the miners struggle and UCS are prime examples of this - but there lisations of the class. The forms of
Soviet UniOn - present a policy of phenomenal industrial prpgress, has been a la~k of organi.c me~ns .to g~neral~se any particular strik~, or organisms are directly related to the
the. constant development of enormous industria'I projects, extra.:.. facto~y occup~tion. The miner~ flying pickets went towards the cr~ation of programme and policy, and it is not
ordinary improvements in agriculture, presen_t_ing world capitalism with organisms which could genera Ilse the struggle, but the fact that a maJor trade possible to construct one without the
union decides on mobi Ii sat ions is an advance, the importance of which other.
a social, politicaland economic competition to which ft ·cannot res--· cannot be ove£estimated.
tal ism is total and, therefore, that
pond. At the same time there is a process of constant rectifications
The decision of the AUEW to use
in the policy of the world Communist movement, even if these are the industrial force of the working there is no room for 'half-measures',
not consistently acted upon. The most striking example recently of class in order to protect employment no possibility of reforming capitalism
! the return to. Marxism is the declaration of the conference of .Latin is a response - a limi.ted response The conclusions of the Meriden
experi.ence have to be drawn. The
I
in the sense that no concrete deciThe response of one miners
i American Communist Parties. There they declare that the conditions sions were taken _ to the civil war
'cooperative' at Meriden has been a
to change society to Socialism exist, that the bourgeoisie is not going which the bourgeoisie are preparing failure on any level, with a few leader to the proposal of Healey that
to impose a 'wage freeze of one kind
to leave the scene Of history without using all the means it has
to in this sfage of the death agony of workers running their 'own' firm, or another means that the miners wil I
whilst
a
large
sector
of
the
workers
resist, and finally, capitalism has to be confronted by force. These capitalism. George Brown's statelost their jobs and the rest of the have to treat the Labour government
. lessons. of Marxism have to be assimilated by .the forces of the left ment that. troops should be used
as they treated the Tory government
motorcycle industry is nearing total
in the Labour Party, adoptinn a world outlook, not ·beginning with against the working class is an inpreviously': this is not correct.
collapse. The necessity of nationa•
dication of the thinking of the
The miners 'detonated' a struggle
Britain and then looking at the world, but the other way about. There bourgeoisie and the fact that the
lising the whole industry as
is no special British road to Socialism, only a world road to Socialism printing workers took action to pre- workers in other factories in the which brought the Tory government
down, but the same pressure - the
group have demanded - under worbased on Marxism.
·
vent Brown's attacks on the working
mobilisation of the class - is now
kers
control
is
now
absolutely
There is the need tor a con- MASS MOBILISATIONS TO SMASH class from being printed, shows what
going to be directed to elevating the
obvious,
and
this
is
what
has
to
be
tinuQus and deeper discussion in THE WAGE FREEZE AND IMPOSE the response of the working class is
Labour government, to impel it to
discussed. In order to 'protect jobs',
the forces of the left.
the NATIONALJSATIONS.
going to be. However, if the bourgecarry out the anti-capitalist prothe only solution is nationalisation
oisie are. hesitant .to confront the
gramme of the Labour Party and to
Labour Party, to take account Of
The confrontations between
working class with armed force at
under workers control and workers
remove from it those elements that
control is not 'given' to the workers,
all the new .factors in the world the population .and capitalism
the moment (their social weakness
are not prepared to accept the proit
is
imposed
by
them
with
occupasituation, combining this with a are going to increase particularly
does make them hesitate), tliey are
gramme, policy and instructions of
tions of the factories. In Portugal,
more prepared to confront the wor.king
more elevated Programmatl..·c res - with the efforts to systematically
the working class.
(this is part of the world process
.
·t
th
·
·
f
class
industrially..
The
rising
rate
ponse and po I icy o .e Cfls.1s 0 reduce the stan"'ard
o·f 11·~e of the
We appeal to the militants, to the
which has to weigh in the discussion)
u'
''
of unemployment - and the threat of
collapse of capitalism. A pro- masses and fo postpone nationaits c.ontinuation - .is partly the
it is the workers occupations, wor- shop stewards of the AUEW to
granrne Of nationalisations has to lisations and avoid all the quesresu It of the total c.risis of capitalism kers control, which have imposed translate the decision of the annual
nationalisations on the banks, large conference into action, with strikes
be accompanied by a .policy, not tions of the planning of the econbut it is also a method of terrorism,
sectors of industry and the land, and and factory occupations on the basis
a passive registering of the pro- omy. The TUC has ma.de propoeconomic terrorism against the wor.
t
king class ..The th_.reat of the Chrysnow the radio stations. It is clear of a programme of the immediate
gramme and th en Par· I iamen
from the attempts of the management occupation of any factory threatened
f ·ary sals tor the nationalisation of the
ler management to close the whole
d eba t es, or even a senes o gen- printing presses, and attacked
i enterprise if the workers in a com- of nationalised industries to impose with closure, imposing workers
·
· · ·
· · ·
era I meetmgs m vaflous cities the· dl.str1·but·1·on of wea/·th, ·bu·t 1·t ' ponent factory d.d
sackings that the nationalisation of control as a necessary preliminary
1
not ca 11 off th e1· r
isolated enterprises and services in to nationalisation, the opening of the
as was .the case with the refer- is necessary tor the unions and
strike, is part of this. So also is
itself doesn't answer the needs of books to the workers commi ttees;and
enduin. It is vital tor the left in · left in .the Labour Party to prethe threat made by the ssc managethe situation, the needs of the wor- the nationalisation of al I major
t~e Labour Party
develop
pare tor a·much more audacious
ment to close.down the Port Talbot
king masses.
Workers control is industry under workers control and
lite with the factones, to esta- leadership based on a ·cOMPREworks and now Rolls Royce (engines)
essential and this means the con- without compensations. It is necesbl' h t•
k
· h th
·
are threatening to close the whole
· ·IS
ums in s wit · e umons HENS/VE PROGRAMME FOR
factory if workers do not end a 'work
s.truction of organisms which. can sary not to wait for the actions and
tu lfi I this task. It means the e leva- decisions of other unions and sectors
and the shop stewards committees THE
PLANNING
OF
THE
to wle'. On another level the recent
tion of the shop stewards committees of workers, action should be taken
to e'!cou!age a permf!n'ent dis- ECONOMY, CONTROL OF CREvictory of the railway workers has
by a more permanent mass function- against any factory closure, against
c.usston m the tactones, to pay DIT AND FOREIGN TRADE
been followed by the threat by the
ing with delegates directly elected unemployment no matter what the
special attention to the youth and LINKED TO DISCU.SSIONS WITH
management to· eliminate between
in each shop and subject to instant industry or what union the workers
Th
th
d
10,000 and 15,000 jobs. All these
women.
. e you
an women THE EUROPEAN TRADE UNIONS are measures of civil war and they recall on a clear anti-capitalist belong to. Imperial Typewriters at
are sectors largely contained in AND
WORKERS
PARTIES.
demand a response from the working
programme. At the same time the Hull would not be a bad start since
imposition of workers control and the workers a !ready in occupation
t~eir develop~n~ by the '!l'era-:World capitalism has no
class, from the workers movement.
the construction of the necessary are threatened with eviction. The
ft?n of cap1tal1sm, which is . perspectives, .it is openly prepaThe AUEW conference marks the
organisms doesn't negate the role of engineering workers are we.I I placed
fnghtened of such .fo!'c_es_. Local iing the climate tor the use of
beginning of a discussion on what
the .trade unions as organisations to provide an organising centre for
C'!ntere'!ces and m1t1at1Ves. an_d nuclear weapons - even if in
that response has to be.
which defend the interests of the the proletariat and, at the same time,
d1~cuss1ons are fundamental m part this is an effort to intimidate
working class and centralise the to organise conferences - locally
struggles and actions of the workers and nationally - to discuss a prothis respect.
the Soviet Union, it is also· the
nationally. This is parHcularly true gramme and policy for the unions,
The call by the engineers tor real policy of imperialism.
It
in the present stage when the Labour the Labour Party and the government
forms of nt>bilisation to confront tries everywhere to prepare the
Party doesn't act as a leadership and which responds to the tota I eris is
Th is respcmse has to be based
unemployment has to be supported the conditions of civil war, it
where the left sti II doesn't base of capitalism.
on the fact that the crisis of eapi-

Translate the decisions of the
AUEW Conference into action.

in

!o

a

r

Workers Control is not 'given'
but imposed by the Workers.

, by the -left. A campaign linking tries t<! .intimidate: by using the
the trade unions and the Labour problems of the economy, seeking
parties has to be waged, opposing to frighten the petit bourgeoisie,
all factory closures and dis- but its methods have tailed and
missals on the basis of WORKERS lacks resources to justify itself.
CONTROL. It is not sufficient It is only by leaning tor support
to speak of price controls in an on the working class directly,
abstract way. The only way tor and by posing the need tor the
effective price controls is on the' Workers State as the only means
basis of a mass intervention in to overcome the impasse of capprice committees. And this .ac- italist society, that the left in
tivity has to be linked with a the Labour Party is going to
weekly control of the cost of develop. Capitalist society is
living index so that the popu/a:... not going to go 'gently' or by
decide this, not leaving it to the elections, and the slow evolution
bourgeois statisticians , who are of a mixed economy; it is going
always 'proving' that wages are to go by blows delivered by the
the 'real: cause of inflation. But working class on the basis of a
all this requires a turn. towards programme of the nationalisation
the masses, based on the exten- of the economy and the indesion of the programme of nationa- pendent organs of the class in the
lisatlolJS and .. pointing out the factory and workers area commresistance (hat capitalism will · ltees. It is necessary to preresort to. It is not possible to pare tor mass mobilisations and
continue with the discussion ·on workers control to smash the
the state Of the economy without . . wage freeze; for workers control
reference to ,fhe role of· NATO leading to nationalisations withand the continued repression in out compensation; it is only by
Northern Ireland, the continuous unqualified support for all the
assassinations, and the complete workers struggles against capilack of any programmatic solution talism, that the way is opened
for Ireland.
The tendency to tor the transformation of the
fragment the discussion by iso- Labour Party and the elimination
lating NATO from the problems of of the centrist and rightist forces
in the government and the Party.
the ecQnomy is absurd.

FOR THE RELEASE OF THE POLITICAL PRISONERS IN
The world campaign for the
liberation of the political prisoners in Uruguay, and particularly
Gloria Correa (ex functionary in
the Family ·Allowance Department), Ruben Conea {Architect),
and Otto Radiccioni Sanchez
(functionary in the Department 31
of Family Allowances Department, ex-candidate in the Frente
Amplio, arrested respectively on
22nd, 24th and 25th of Februa~,
1975
t· ·
dd
' con inues an eepens. e
have.alrea~y repor!ed the ~ew.s 0!
the. llb~ratlon o.f M11te Radiccio~i,
which is the.direct r~sult of this
worl~ campaign. It is a demon.stratio.n of the success of. this
camP.a1gn .an.d of the necess.1ty to
c_ontrn~e It 111 order to obtain the
liberation of all. the others, who
who are held without change.
. The support has now extended
to.
ECUADOR: Associations of Residents in the Catholic University
(President:.Pedro Unica); Stu~ent
representatives to the Technical
Council of the University Opera

URUGUAY:

(Galo Erazo); CEDOC:EcuadorianA. Scargill (Yorkshire NUM);
Centre of the Catholic Workers; Derek Robinson (Convenor, Shop
CEDOC of Manibi (Ruben Garlar- Steward Longbridge); The Student
za); FESITRAC (Jorge Burbano); Union, Sheffield University; The
Peasant Federation of Rios (Cri- Bertrand Russell Peace Founstobal Sandobal); The President dation.
of the Insurance Companies workers (Absilon Rocha); Franklin
Torres, member of the CEDOC
We therefore appeal to you and
t th
k
• ·
MEXICO:
Headquarters of the o e wor ers organ1sat1on you
Popular Organisation (CNOP). may belong to, to send a telegram
of protest to Senor Juez Azarola.
GERMANY:
The JU SOS (the Juzgado Militar De SegundoTurno
German Socialist Party's Youth); Calles 8 de Octubre y Jaimes'
The· Spanish Communist Party Cibilis, Montevidio, Uruguay, or
has made a protest in a meeting a telegram/letter of protest to
in Germany.
Presidente Juan Maria Borda.
.
berry, Palacio del Gobierno,
ITALY .. A meet~ng of. Amnest.Y Montevideo, Uruguay, demanding
International, which was hel~ in the immediate guarantees of
~ome s~me days ago, has given safety and the immediate release
•n!ormat1on about .the .arrest of of Otto Radiccioni, Gloria Raquel
pn~o.ners an~ the s1t~at1on of the Correa and Ruben Correa, who
poht1cal prisoners in Uruguay. are held without charge; SuggesThe FLM (Florence).
ted text of the tele~ram: DEMAND
BRITAIN:
M. Foot {MP); E. GUARANTEES FOR LIFE AND
Loyden (MP); J. Maynard (MP); IMMEDIATE RELEASE OTTO
Ernie Roberts (Asst.Gen.Sec. RADICCIONI, GLORIA CORREA,
AUE W; L. Daly (Gen.Sec. NUM); RU BEN CORREA.

On trade union unity and the
class struggle in Italy
J.Posadas. 27.3.1975.
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Workers of the world, Unite

Trade union unity 1s discussed as unity at the top.
W,9 propose trade
union unity from below, with the right of discussion and tendency in the
factories. It is necessary to have the right of publication, writmg, making
and comparing experiences, and analysing them. It is necessary tor the
masses to intervene, n9t a unity of the UIL,the CISL and the CGIL at the top.

FORWARD TO THE
UNIFICATION

In France' in the past year when the bourgeoisie was on the offens1 ve to
contain Mitterand and the triumph of the Popular Union, we proposed that the
Communists and the Socialists discussed in the factories and that the workers
of the factories $poke and gave their opinions; that there were public assem".""
Mies in the factorJes, so that the workers could give their opinion and intervene, besides electing workers as leaders. in the factories, the trade unions
and the Parties together with.the intellectuals etc.
In Italy it is necessary to propose that they discuss in the factories, that
they discuss in the factories that a united front is established with a programme of the sliding scale of wages and hours ot·wi;>r~. of investments and
nationalisations. It is necessary to propose the nationalisation of the banks
without which there can be no progress, tegether with trade union democracy.
and the rij:jht of tendencies. In Portugal we have already agreed with a single
tfade union centre and a single trade union in the branches, but with the
right of tendency, the right to write and to give an opinion, to be represented
as a tendency, to have publications as a tendency while accepting the decisions of the majority. It is nlijcessary to learn to resolve problems with
different judgements, opinions and experiences, to discuss the level of an
experience with a democratic trade union I ife, and then it is necessary tq
propose a single trade union centre with tt:Les.e conrliti 0 ns.
In Italy a very great reaction is
H is necessary to be ready to disgoing to come from the trade unions.
cuss and to put forward a programme
The bourgeoisie is preparing to
for very profound changes in the
d.eliver a very powerful blow: an
country, to move the trade unions,
enormous increase in the cost of
the workers areas, so that the counliving and unemployment.
All the
try changes on the basis of ~this
payments which are made into the
mobilisation with'!' programme aimed
Cassa lntegrazione* came from the
at the base of the Christian Demoworkers, and the fund is exhausted. . cracy.
We want the mass of the
They can manufacture money, but they
Christian Democracy to support this;
devalue the lire and raise prices.
it has to be aimed at the Christian
What the government is doing is an
Democratic base.
index of the fact that they do not
The Christian Democracy is not a
have the means to contain the situpopular Party in Italy, it is a Party
ation.
And within the Christian
which has a popular base but whose
Democracy, there is a very great fear
policy and leadership are reactionary
that they cannot take the process to
and based on big business. To sea conclusion, not through the fascists
parate the Christian Democratic
of the right, but through fear of the
masses from their lead.ership, to
left. Hence Fanfani was defeated
impel the Socialist masses, agreewith the repressive measures which
ments have to be established in the.
he proposed. It was a great defeat
factories, in the trade unions, but
not a con<:ession. The resolµtions
with an anti-capitalist programme,
which were adopted were against his
otherwise they are not a9reement
strategy, for example in the case of
but remain trade union struggles for
the 'police warrants'. Perhaps they
wages and employment and leave in
are going to do something else tothe hands of capitalism the power.
m:irrow, but today it is a defeat of
Meanwhile the masses want and
:the Fanfani line. The left and the
feel through their experiences that
centre of the Christian Democracy
to be ab le to progress a programme
''Stp,pped .ti~mrand~they ··· stopped.>hJ.rn
is necessary.which confronts capibecause they saw the reaction in the
talism. The masses have this expefactories, abpve all in Milan with the
rience.
If capitalism could have
instantaneous demonstration to preprovided a solution it would have
vent the fascist meeting. The mobidone so. The conditions are open
lisation of the proletariat in Mi Ian
·to discuss an activity for the sotuindicated a very high level of the
ti on of employment, wages and democonsciousness, decision and concencratic rights and the development of
tration of the propletariat. it. did not
Italy. Italy is the masses.
demonstrate to defend trade µnion
All this is going to mature with
discussion with the management, it
events.
The Communists want to
did not come out to discuss with
avoid the question with the regiFiat, it came out to show that it was
onal elections and to centre everyready to resolve the problems of the
thing there. The elections are going
country, and they have been seen
to be a blow at the Christian Demoalso in Bologna, Sardinia in comcracy. But it is not going to solve
plete strikes and stoppages.
the problems because they are
CAPITALISM IS PREPARING A regional elections. From there to
weaken or take power from the
Christian Democracy there is quite a
COUP.
distance. It is necessary to discuss
this.
They
want pol ice measures
against the workers movement to
Portugal has t-0 be discussed.
repress the struggles against unemPortugal shows that the actions of
ployment. They want to give greater
the soldiers are not local actions
power to the police and the judges
determtned by local circumstances
to repress the process of the class
and by a group which has decision.
struggle and to intimidate the working
This action of the soldiers represents
class. They are seeking this and it
the wi II of Portuga I and through Porwas defeated, a defeat pure and
tuga I it is the petit bourgeoisie and
simple, independent of the fact that
the peasants, all the masses of the
they
secured one or two points
world which weigh. What difference
without any significance and which
is between Portugal and Ethiopia?
still have to be approved by parliathere is non:e.
What difference is
ment. It is a defeat, and this was
there with Dahomey? The attitude
achieved by the masses in the
of the Portuguese soldiers shows a
streets and by the strikes, because. who•le current which has matured and
the masses of the Christian Demohas seen that its function in history
cracy feel the power of the working
is the opposite of what it was before.
class and this has repercussions in
One cannot make an analysi's of this
the Communist Party. They see that
stage of history without showing the
the Italian Communist Party resolved
importance of the soldiers.
The
nothing in its recent Congress and
soldiers are not an indispensable
does not refer to th·is process. All
factor for the organisation of the
the
analysis which they make
revolution, for the programme and the
amounts to 'the Christian Democr cy
pol icy, but they are iod ispensable
has to change, it is necessary to
for the weakening of the enemy
change the country, it is necessary
because they are an instrument of
to change the direction', but who is
the enemy. When the soldiers rebel
going to 'do it. it is I ike saying to
against the powers that foster them,
the thief 'be Jionest'that bring them into existence, they
don't just rebel just to serve them
lt is necessary to see very cleartomorrow. This is to say that there
ly that capitalism is preparing for a
is an historic influence on them, and
coup d'etat in Italy. It is trying to
this means the Workers States, the
prepare it furtively and secretly and
revolution and the masses.
The
it is preparing it because it has no
echo of history in Italy is that there
other way out. One example is the
is no solution by bourgeois measures
rebellion throughout all the partiesThis has to be discussed, and this
It is necessary to make a programme
rnust be in the discussion of trade
nf full employment, democratic rights
tmion unity.
turn topage4
and the development of the. country.
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Mass mobilisations to smash the wage freeze
and impose a Government of the Left
The decision of the Newham North East Constituency Labour Party to remove
Prentice as their par.liamentary candidate is a heavy blow at the bourgeois
leadership of the Labour Party, particularly sioce Prentice is a Cabinet
Minister. It is not the result simply of manoewres within the apparatus of
the Labour Party, but essentially the result of the total world crisis of cap...
italism and the determination of the working class not to pay for the crisis.
The attack on Prentice is part of the atfftck on the bourgeois policy .of tM_
Labour goverwnent and on those that support it; policies like the 'antiinflation' laws of Healey whichJs an attempt to lower.the living standards
of the workers and whicl.1 allow the continued rise in the cost of living and
the rate of wemployment. The struggle takes this form because of the lack,
at this m:ment, of the organisms in which the working class and the mass of
the population can express themselves am of the lack of a conscious and
coherent leadership in the workers movement. However, the pressure
against the right in the Labour Party and the confidence with which the
militants in the Newham Labour Party intervened, comes from the working
class and is transmitted through the trade unions and the struggle in the
factories. . /t is not accidental that the removal of right wing L.abour MP's like Griffith in Sheffield a.rd Taverne in L.incoln - have taken place in
working class areas where the tiade union delegates have a greatei- weight.
In the same way the press11e of the working class is expressed in the fa.ct
that 22 Left Labour.MP's opposed. 'Healey's 1aw1:._ voting against the government am acting 'like a party within a par.ty'. This vote is a measure of how
IWch the par/iafll#ntary Lett now appears as a clearly defined tendency.
Together with this is the fact that the resolutions submitted for the TUC
Congress in September show a complete division in the trade unio11 leadership
on the question of the Healey 'wage freeze'. They are all .distant expressions of the pressure, the preparation of the working class for mobilisations,
strikes and factory occupations, and for the construction of organism of dual
power in the next period.

st.bmarines than the rest of the
world put together, is part of this.
At the same time, the Soviets intervene to impel the Eiiropean Communist parties to adopt a unified
anti-capitalist policy and programme.
The criticism of the Italian CP by
Novotny at the Prague confetence of
tfie Czech CP and, in another sense,
the visit of Shelepin to this country
is part of this process. The development of the relationship between
the working class and the Workers
States through the Commwist parties, Socialist parties and trade
unions, is a fufdamental axis of the
world revolution and it is something
which the Labour and trade union
left in this country have to base
themselves on.
THE WORKERS USE THEIR TRADE
UNIONS AS POLJTICAL INSTRUMENTS.
The struggle in this country is
part of the cotrbined world process
of the permwent revolution and the
rapidity and unity of this process is
~hown in the fact that the 'avalanche
of votes' for the Italian CP, the
proposals for workers councils -

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE PROLETARIAT AND THE
WORKERS STATES IS FUNDAMENTAL.
The crisis in the Labour Party
expresses the total world crisis of
capitalism, the level reached by the
world process of the permanent
revolution and, within this process,
the existence. and the world intel'vention of the Workers States is a
fundamental factor. The Helsinki
conference shows the interpenetrative aspect of Soviet policy, of
driving a wedge between each of the
European bourgeoisies and between
them and Yankee imperialism.
Helsinki is something of an anticlimax in the sense that it has been
an aim of Soviet diplomacy for a
number of years, and the final result is far below the level reached
by the world revolution, far below
the process in Argentina, Portugal
or Italy, and far below the process
of advance in the Workers States
themselves.
It is a policy and
tactic which, even if not incorrect,
does not answer the necessity of the
world struggle in this stage of the
total an:I final crisis of world
capitalism. However the reaction of
Thatcher and the bourgeois press in
this country is one of fear that

in the factories afd workers areas in
Portugal - and the triumphant
General Strike in Argentina, came
within days of each other. It is a
very profound process in Portugal
ina:smuch as they - the soldiers ahd
the workers - are taking directly the
experience of the Russian Revolution, the construction of the first
Workers State, and the first seven
years of Soviet democracy. It is
quite conscious: without having a
Bolshevic Party they a.re basing
themselves on the Russian Revolution. There is a world process of
dual power, a unified process in
wJ1ich the Argentinian workers
launch the first General Strike in
30 years over the heads of the
leadership of CGT (the trade union
centre), impose a programme which
includes the nationalisation of the
banks, am force the right out of the
goverment. Lopez Rega has gone
am Isabel Peron is on an extended
'rest'. It has been a death blow to
the Peronist right. The experience
of the Argentinian General Strike
is an il1fJOrtant one because it demonstrates the nature of the struggle
of the proletariat at this stage; it
uses its trade unions as political
instruments in order to impose itself

behiad these diplonatic manoeuvres
lies the reality of the disintegration
of NATO - with the loSS Of the
Yankee bases in Turkey being added
to the advance of the revolution in
Portugal - and the crisis (n all the
capitalist arrries expressed in the
struggle of NCO's in the Italian Air
Force. Whilst Yankee imperialism
tries to draw the war alliance together in preparation for the war
against the Workers States, the
European bo11geoisie still tries to
find their own solutions to the total
crisis by agreements with the Workers States• .Thus, Giscard d'Estang
visits Rumania in order to try to gain
some economic advantage; and he
was originally a representative of
the sector of the French bourgeois
100st prepa.red for the war and in
favour of the alliance with Yankee
imperialism. In a sense Helsinki is
an extension, on a European scale,
of the 'Ostpolitik' of Brandt, but now
the diplomatic policy of the Soviet
goes together with a direct intervention to support the revolution as with the statenent in favour of
workers committees, workers control in Portugal - afd with the
conscious preparation for the war.
The base in Somalia and the fact
that the Soviets have more nuclear
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Private property, the Louvre, the artist
8.1.1975
J POSADAS
and Socialism.
History is an uninterrupted succession of cultural, economic, scientific and
technical activity. The process is determined by the ruling classes in history, by the sectors which determine the process. It has always been like
this, and the development has been determined by the economy. Hence it
has been a slow and painful development. The economy determined the
course of history, until the conditions for Socialism developed.
One of the aspects which the existing classes have determined is expressed in the Louvre Museum in Paris: what class society has been capable of
constructing and contributing. It shows the possibilities class society has
given of developing human qualities of intelligence, sentiment and consciousness, the three fundamentals which go to determine the course of life.
This allows one to see the limitations of the regimes that have led
humanity, the limitations of these regimes determined by private interests.
Private property has limited the development of intelligence, culture and
science. Everything is submitted to the interest of the ruling class. Intelligence and science, independently of the ruling class, have their own life.
because intelligence and science develop the consciousness and the capacity
of humanity, and this surpasses the ruling class. For example, scientists
who serve private property - whether under slavery, feud.al ism or capitalismdeveloped knowledge which made possible the existence of Marx, that serve
the consciousness, the intelligence, the scientific functioning of the organisation for the class struggle.
Everything which is produced
under these regimes does not show
that this is 'what humanity can do'.
It shows what the human being
can
do under the conditions of the class
struggle and private property. We
cannot say 'if they had done better'.
This is what humanity has been able
to do, and achieved unti I now. And
now, humanity has the conditions to
be able to express itself much more
directly, not freely, but directly.
Before, it could not do this because
of being subjected to the conditions
of the class struggle.
Part of this history of humanity
is expressed in the Louvre, and irat
of th is work, which is very great,
shows the limitations in the developm:lnt of intelligence in all the regimes of private property, even in
the capitalist regime which is the
most developed and the most concentrated.
The regimes of private
property have made possible the
development
of intelligence, of
science and of technology. This was
inherent in the development of the
system. Competition, which is the
bai>.is.. oJ t!:L~. rngime.,.deterrn1nes and
promotes the necessity of science
and technology, for its utility and
use. And hence it has developed for
this also, intelligence, reason and
art.
Art is one of the expressions of
the search of the human being to
unify the external with the internal
life. All art was determined by the
conception of I ife originating with
the regime of prjvate property.
Afterwards, inte I ligence surpasses
private property. Art is subject at
its point of departure, in its origins,
to the existing social relations.
These relations impel the general
course of artistic ability and direction.
But art, like intelligence,
promotes a series of conditions which
cannot be subjected by the existing
social regime. The ability and the
sentiments which develop are centralised and rise beyond existing
society.

ART IS SUBJECT TO SOCIAL
RELATIONS

Th is is expressed fundamentally
in revolutionary art, even without the
creative consciousness of the ro-te
which the artist has played.
The
artists, in exalting his function or
his works, surpasses, is against, is
not subject to the equilibrium which
the existing class relations seek to
impose, whether under slavery, feudal ism or capitalism. Part of what
is shown in the Louvre, everything
which has been created artistically
in previous regimes, shows the power
of the development of intelligence
and of artistic aspirations. In the
general historic sense, they are expressions of the development of the
human being, who does not want to
remain subject to the economy, to
society, to war or to violence.
The source of art is the most
elevated expression of human relations, whatever moment it appears.
But art is subject to the existing
social relations.
These relations
determine and oppress the function
which art can play. Art is the discovery and the creation of humanity,
a discovery of qualities inherent in
.the h.uman~being •. This iS··One.. of... the
bases of intelligence which developed through social relations. Class
relations oppress this function.
Every social regime produces
artistically what al lows it to perpetuate itself.everything which gives
security, confidence and arrogance,
which justifies it in front of history.
Every existing regime seeks artists,
or inspires, or develops artists, to
justify it in history, so that they
justify before history the function of
a particular regime, showing its
quality and its greater or lesser
place in history. But, anyway, in
every artistic work part of human
creativity is expressed,. creativity
which appears independently and
against the existing social regime,
whether in Greek, Roman or Mediaeval art.
The Mediaeval period is a state of
transition between the Roman and the
present epoch. It delayed progress.
There was a stagnation inthe rhythm
of science, art and intelligence, The
feudal regime corresponded in its

stage of history to the regime of
Stalinism. Both showed themselves
to be impotent to detain the development of history, not through the
regimes in themselves, through the
ruling cliques, but because the
regimes are part of a process which
in its own development created
qualities and needs that by-pass the
ruling class, qualities in science,
in technology, in the economy and
in production, in the sentiments, in
the intelligence and discoveries.
This was expressed also in art.
With private property the perspectives of the individual are limited.
It places a barrier, an obstacle in
front of thought, which does not allow
the individual to see the origins of
the world, from whence we came,
where we are, and where we are
going to. Art is subject to a series
of limitations which private property
produces. And although there have
been very profound artists Ii ke
Michelangelo and Diego Rivera, or
very profound scientists, they were
also limited because they served or
developed i"n the middle of a class
which had no interest in developing
intelligence, only intelligence which
would serve private property and
competition.
This limited human
power. The works which are in the
Louvre do not demonstrate what the
human being can achieve, but the
limitations in which intelligence and
art developed in the regimes of private property. This is not a joke or
contempt for what they have created.
It is a characterisation arrived at
as a consequence of the social
regime in which they developed. One
can see the limitations in their
paintings, in their culture, even with
Michelangelo. This was part of the
I imitation of the objectives, although
they were unconscious of this.

UNDER SOCIALISM ART WILL BE
INFINITELY MORE PROFOUND.
In Socialism artists - and there
wi II be artists superior to those of
the present time - wi II have the
conscious objective of what they
want. In the regime of private property, they are unconscious of what
they want. The artist shows sentiments which develop and free themselves from relations stimulated by
private property.
The artist ia a
vehicle which makes this sentiment
aware of itse If, the cons cl ousness
of a sentiment which gives a perspective but not a consciousness to
foresee. Under Socialism, the artist
is going to foresee because he wi 11
have another function in history.
Music, literature, art, will be superior to what they are today. They wi II
not be subject to the relations which
arise in private property. Today, the
artist expresses the need for harmonious relations but without an
objective, without the search for the
conscious objective to construct.
Under Socialism it wi 11 be the
opposite.

Diego Rivera in his best paintings
was already the expression of what
would come, in the paintings which
refer to the Russian revolution to
the Fourth International of Trotsky.
The artist is not a centre, he is
not separated from human re lat ions,
but forms part of these relations.
When the artist has more consciousness, this wi 11 be more profound.
Capital ism poses as an essential
quality of the artist this 'independent action', that is not touched by
politics, which develops a separate
life. This is a lie. The artist is a
normal human being. He has qualities which are not generalised in the
average human being. In Socialism,
they are going to be, and every one
wi II be, an artist. All wi II exercise
this function, like the scientist who,
through necessity, extracts knowledge from nature, studies the development of nature, the existence
and the relation of nature with life.
In Socialism, life will be the point
of essential knowledge. The point of
departure of know ledge wi II be
infinitely superior to what it is
today. There wi II no longer exist
the ignorance, lack of certainty, or
the mystery oJ life. Certainty, conviction, security, dominion of life,
will be the norm.

In making the political revolution, the class struggle is not
eliminated. But in place of a process affirming social differentiation,
the revolutionary leadership would attenuate them, contain them,
without interfering with the development of the Workers State, as in
the epoch of Lenin. During the leadership of Lenin, there were the
same differences, but there were none of the conflicts as with Stalin.
PaJ'IJal Regeneration is a phase of the political revolution, it
arises through the objective process. Without the intervention of
CIUl.anised forces, it takes place through the objective development
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Between
the
scientists,
the
artists and the revolutionaries, there
Is a certain and very profound similarity, the objectivity of the three.
The three have to be objective to
fulfi I their historic function; the
scientist, the artist and the revolutionary: Marx, Engels, Lenin, Trotsky, al I the revolutionaries.
It is necessary to render respect
and homage to those who made tht
works in the Louvre.
We render
homage because they contributed to
the hi story of humanity, to the
security of the human boing. But al I
these show, in turn, the limitations
of private property. When we make
jokes about some work, it is not a
mockery, but simply the joy in the
security that we can do better, not
against the artist of that epoch, but
with the security that the human
beingtoday
can represent and
achieve, but in a more elevated form.
We render homage to all the
scientists, to all the artists of all
the stages of history. We understand
the I imitation of means in which the
artists developed, and also we compare them with Socialism. It is not a
contempt, it is a historic comparison,
a comparison to show that Socialism
creates the necessary conditions
which al low the human being to
advance sc!entifical ly.

In Socialism art wi II be infinitely
m·:>re profound and better than in
class society. Art now, though profound and great, is very I imited
because it is subject to the regime of
private property.
Humanity in all
stages of history sought to overcome
submission to the earth, to mystery,
to mysticism, to the sky, to the gods,
and to the economy. It sought always
to surpass the conditions which
private property imposed. Hence.art
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE
arose and existed. Hence, it sought
GREEKS
to make, for example, tomb sculptures - as can be seen in the Louvre
In the epoch in which the works
- as a form of encouraging itself,
were created in the Louvre, the
se~king to continue, to prolong, it.s
artist did not have means of creation.
e.x1stence and 71so to record that 1t
The artist could not think as we do,
..... iwed to .transmit...... 1t ..cGJ":r.es13onds ..to..~··fnerewiHn:cv"e"rf·ITmr'fea·rerauons1iTp
photogr~phy today. They were forms
with nature. Knowledge, with subof wanting to. perpetuate knowle.dge
mission to nature, was very limited.
and to transm1 t to the human beings
The artist was submitted to these
that came afterwards.
conditions of history. Th is was exA 11 the work which can be seen in
pressed in the thought, the form of
the Louvre, in Paris, is the product
art. But even in that period, there
of intelligence, of human passion and
was Socrates and Aristotle. They
sentiment. Without passion, nothing
inaugurated
and
developed
the
could be achieved. Those whocreacapacity for thought, the form of
ted the works which are in the
functioing of thought. They incormaseum communicated to the history
porated into the human being one of
of humanity the sentiment, the creathe greatest conquests: thought.
tion of sentiments, and one of the
In the artistic works of the
essential qualities of life: passion.
Greeks, for example, there is love
Without passion, nothing important
for the human being. Later regimes
can be achieved.
declined from this conclusion. The
Passion allows the organisation,
the centralisation,the communication,
and the uti Ii sat ion of al I the essential resources of I ife and intelligence
It promotes, organ i"ses and impels,
and confronts al I the difficulties.
The human being has to confront a
series of conditions which tend to
overwhelm, to oppress, to smash, to
oppose or reject him. The human
being develops the passion which is

The political revolution and the class struggle
14.2.1975.
J Posadas
The class struggle in the Workers States and the political revolution
are two aspects of the same process. They are not two distinct
features. The political revolution is the form of response of the
process to confront the expropriation by the bureaucracy of the
political power of the workers. The political revolution is not determined because there is a class struggle, but this creates the fundamentals which are plunder and the usurpation of the proletarian
political power by the bureaucracy. This makes the policy of bureauCMtic interests, and not of proletarian internationalism, of the development of Communism, as the proletariat would do. To restore power
to the proletariat, to restore the power of the Communist conception,
a political revolution is necessary.

the drive, the wi II, the harmonious
sentiment to be able to progress.
Passion is not private interest, it is
not limited to private property.
Passion is a sentiment to communicate with every one, to utilise all
the forces, to communicate the best.
These are the qualities of the artists
and of the revolutionaries.

whieh obliges the bureaucracy to change its policy; otherwise, it is
expelled. The economy, science and technology advance, but the
bureaucracy does not. The bureaucracy tries to run at the level of
history, but as it does not have any breath, it stops and is by-passed
by the necessity of history. The more this process advances, the
more the levels of the political revolution diminish. In some parts,
the most bloody aspects, armed insurrection and revolution, are
eliminated, tor example, in Cuba. There is there a process of political revolution and they try to make the masses vote, intervene, elect,
participate and decide. This is political revolution.
It is not that now they can do it and before they could not. Before
it could have been done, but they did not allow it. Now it can be
done and they have to put up with it. It is not a decision of a leadership but the imposition of the objective process. The masses do not
do it through means of assemblies with demands, but the participation,
the frequency, the intrepid intervention of the masses to demand
improvement, progress, participation, democratic rights, obliges the
bf,lreaucracy to change. This is part of the political revolution. It is
a camouflaged fotm of the political revolution. It is not that it happens and goes on inadvertently and the bureaucracy conceals it. It
happens openly.
J. POSADAS 14.2.1975

Greeks had an affection for the human
being even though they were a slave
society. One example is the Venus
de Mi lo. She is a very beautiful
woman, and there is an absence of
sensuality. She has a serene and
intelligent expression, a harmonious
expression. Among the Greeks there
existed an affection for the human
being. As Marx indicated, it was a
specific attitude towards the human
being, particularly children. Hence
from Greece the first philosophy
emerged and organised tee life of
thought. They taught that thinking
was the most complete form of I ife.
The Greeks created sculpture,
bringing out the organisation of the
human· organism and this without
perversion. Hence, also, they invented sport, and combined sport
with military action. There were the
athletes.
This shows that they
sought to communicate humafl beooty
and harmony. One can make a comparison with the sculptures of the
African tribes, who produced sculptures with vacant eyes, tensed
expressions
and
rigid
bodies,
characteristics which arose from the
I ife which they lead, related to
starvation; but also from a lack of
conception of life, from a lack of a
dialectical conception of life, sculptures of the life of a tribe, as opposed to the Greeks who had a dialectical conception of life.
The
Greeks developed the dialectical
conception, but on the other hand
the African tribes, more than 3,000
years after the Greeks, live the solitude of life. In their sculpture they
show dead figues, distant from life,
made with the sentiment of desolation, with lack of eyes and mouths,

with an attitude of anguish.
In the sculptures of the Greeks
and their works, there is no anguish.
They were the origins of the conception
of life organised with
'science, very superior to the Egyp'tians. It is a. lie when the capitalists
say.that 'this is all that could be
done'. This is al I that can be done
by capita list society, which leads
.to accumulation and to interest.
·Nothing interests capitalism that has
a transcendent qua iity. The Greeks
·Were interested in humanity.
And
this was in a slave society, and was
.part of the origins of the process of
accumulation which· then
showed
itself more openly in slave society
itself, in feddalism iind in capitalism.
In many of these sculptures the
Greeks tend to represent and prolong
themselves, which was the form of
representation of life, not to perpetuate themselves as a leading caste
or class, but to continue representing
themselves, continuing life. It was
an indication that the human being
had the conditions to pass from the
epoch of the Gre~ks to the function
of the proletariat today. It was the
regime of the economy which made
humanity retreat, it was not the lack
of science or of technology. It was
the economic regime which preventep
a harmonious advance: the economy
advanced but art retreated.
One
example: in comparison the Romans
·were inferior to the Greeks.
The Greeks bad a sentiment which
was very sensitive to harmony. They
made very dynamic animated forms,
sculptures wh·ich gave the sensation
of movement. They sti 11 express a
lack of conflict with nature. With
the development
property, conflict
enters. The system of appropriation
and accumulation brings conflict.
With. the Greeks, such a conflict did
not eicJst.

of

Their sculptures give a sensation
of harmony, a harmony which was
appropriate to the epoch, the forms of
conception of the epoch and the
forms of relation with nature. It has
harmonious forms. To the sight and
thot1ght they do not give an impression of deformation but of harmony.
Making comparisons, one would say
that the work of the Aztecs and of
the Incas gives the same sensation.
But with the harmony which does not
link with, which does not transcend
with thought, linking with us at the
present time. IQ the epoch of the
Greeks there was transcendence.
Every harmony must suggest superior
forms of thinking, more elevated and
extensive forms of thinking. This is
harmony, otherwise it has no value.
The harmony of a rose pleases: why?
In ..iome matters what pleases ii:< far
from intelligence. But the existence
of the Workers State shows. that every
harmony must b'! re lated to i nte 11 igence. On the basis of this, i.t must
'impel intelligence, otherwise it is an
adornment.
Harmony forms part of
the ways of thinking, of the capacity
to think, of expression in the relations of the human being with objects
and nature.
The works of the Greeks show
that, before mechanics exiBted or
existed only in an incipient form,
thinking. already existed which was
superior to the material conquests
and the products of human labour.
They show that the most important
human wprk is thought, then expressed in philosophy. They showed
what could be done.
Even slave
society prodvced some colossal
people in history. Even with all the
mi stakes and mystical inclinations
it impelled, the ways to think. The~
did not negate themselves and drown
in the slavery of living to get fat, or
indulge in Bacchus, but they thought
about the human being, giving an
explanation of life.

This was ttie development of
numan capacity in art, it was a form
of intelligence. The artist is intelli.gent, he has the capacity and
expresses one of the forms of human
intelligence. Hence, the artist penetrates ·and attracts, hence the most
complete form of art is music, in
which the senses are not directly
represented.
Other forms of art
attract and move by the eyes, music
by the voice, by the sound, and the
human voice is the most complete
sound of all, and the musical instruments are means of communication
with the voice. Music was created
as part of the continuation. of life,
of the continuation of work.
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through the errors and deficiencies
human being's behaviour is deterThe human being is the result of
of Stalin and the Communist parties.
mined by class society.
The
In al I the works of the Louvre
the class struggle, and of the techIt rs necessary to see the museum
economy creates all the conditions,
museum, there is no music. It is a
·nical means at the disposition of
in this sense. The human being has
the scientific and technical means,
demonstration of the limitations ,of
humanity.
It could not progress
as an essential condition of his
the capacity of construction, and
the capacity through its submission
more because history developed in
life, to progress. This imposes on
thought in connection with these
to the regime of private property.
the way it did.
Private property
him his relations with nature and
relations.
ln-sofar as the economy
. Marxism is neither against nor in
limited the development of intelliwith life.
The consciousness of
was determined by empiricism, the·
competition with artists, it sees betgenc.e and
of human capacity.
development in science and technoprogress does not retreat any more.
ter than they do. Marxism on the
Social ism is going to eliminate
This
does
not
appear
in
the
museums.
logy
was
very
limited;
bul,
in
its
basis of the development of capitaevery means of contention - Marx
turn, it was extended by means of
list society shows the devel.opment In them inanimate life alone appears.
understood
and
interpreted
and
inventions, creatjons and conquests
without limits of the capacity of
foresaw this course.
of
humanity
itself,
not
of
the
owners
sentiment and of consciousness. It
Capitalism
presents
humanity
or the possessors, but of normal
gives a base of security in life which as .though fixed in a permanent
humanity and of some scientists who
the artist does not have. Religion mould, as though the sentiment of
What exists in the museums is
elaborated thought. With the devearose through the insecurity of the property is inherent in human beings,
museums is only a cycle in history.
lopment of human rel at ions, better
human being in life. Socialism is and the sentiment of avarice. It is
It is a demonstration of the !imimeans were formed and among these,
based on a security of life, it is a lie. These sentiments. originate in
tations of art, and at the same time,
the artists, in painting, sculpture,
basf:ld on a complete relation with private property. All the consciousthat art was an expression of the
and in other creative activities innature. Class society is based on ness of seeing and reasoning is the
need of .!he human being to represent
cluding music. Musical instruments
·an antagonism with nature. Through result of the regime of private proI'! imself externally- showing that he
are the creation of the human being.
the limited relations of existence perty.
A.I I the consciousness of
was neither dominated by the machine
Beethoven made the creative use of
with nature, creative capacity is not seeing and reasoning is the result of
nor by the economy, or by nature.
instruments so as to be able to
able to develop.
In Socialism, it the regime of private property, which
This was the form in which the
communicate
by
means
of
music.
We
will be possible to create because is what determines human relationshuman being sought to reproduce
create forms of speaking, of analysthere is no antagonism and conflict Hence museums show backward, old
himself in his sentiments, in his
ing, of writing, of reasoning, to make
with nature. There is an identifi- aspects, . objects without present
consciousness and his intelligence.
understood
the
epoch
in
which
we
cation with nature. It is necessary cultural 1.<aiue. They do not show,
Only Socialism gives integrally this
·live. This epoch is pulling down all
to see the works of the Louvre mu- for example, together with historic
possibi I ity. The other is very I imithe supposedly monolithic structure
seum with the knowledge of what objects, that the Soviet Union in
ted because it is submitted to the
of
capitalism,
of
the
bureaucracies
humanity has done, but also with the 1917 was a peasant country. 80%
class struggle.
When the class
and
of
the
Communist
parties,
and
on
sense of repulsion and the rejection were i I literate and in four years the
struggle is el imimated, art wi II
the
other
hand,
intelligence
and
of this form of presenting art. The Russian revolution finished with
acquire another form.
It will exreason is advancing. This is sti II
objects are presented in a mechaii literacy and it had the greatest
press a more direct superior relation.
not
imposing
itself
as
a
norm;
but
nical, vacant and inanimate form, a social power in history. People do
now there is a reasoning which is
'form without the I ife of the history not develop with the sentiment of
advancing, and in art it is the same.
of humanity. But the works are part competition, or robbing other people
It is necessary to see the museum
of the history of humanity because, or countries. They do not snow thi.s
of the 'Louvre in Paris as a part of
with art, it was possible to give in the museums. They show people
We measure in the museums a
human history, to see the insigsecurity to the human being, to give clothed, as in Siberia, wit~ caps
part of intelligence. In the museums
nificance whrch the regime of private
structure to his knowledge, to his and going about with canoes, but
the contradictions of the class
property has produced, and to see
historic force to conquer nature, to they do not show the social regime
strug11le are developed. The printhat the human being is the result
elevate and create the relations of of the Soviet Union which went from
of a structure of a class struggle,
ciple aspect of art was in the
love and fraternity. The works of nothing to everything. These are the
and to see that, today, there are
service of those who command. But
the museum present them as inmuseums which are missing.
better conditions which allow the
intelligence developed with science,
animate and dead. They are inanidevelopment of history: the proletar....
with technology, with society, and
rpate because the rule of private
b,rcame independent.
Intelligence
iat and the Workers States.
property is inanimate. It is a regime
Humanity advances slow1y with
created art as a necessity to express
without possibility, it does not have private property. If collective prothe sentiments of humanity, the
historic decision .because it does
perty had developed as humanity h"!d
sentiments which are united to
not have the right, the basis to ad- in its origins, history would have
humanity.
This is produced when
J. POSADAS
8th January 1975.
vance, to progress, and be able to been different; but it was like this.
the mass movements are elevated·
reach the level of human intelligence The needs of consumption and human
The mass movements
stimulated
It cannot achieve superi-0r human reproduction developed more than
the artists to have a means of inrelations. Hence the museums are ,production to sustain and feed huspiration and interpetration, superior
forms, presented in an inanimate manity.
Hence the differentiation
to that produced by the ruling class.
way. We will destroy this form of
which provokes the class struggle
This is a process which was linked
presenting museums, but we wil I and social regimes.
with the class struggle.
leave intact everything which allows
the understanding of the history of
FOR THE RELEASEOF
humanity. They organise museums
like this to be able to perpetuate
class dominium.
This is the objective which they give to museums.
THE POLITICAL PRISONERS
We communicate a certain strength
and we make them live. With scientific explanation, the museum loses
inanimate
prostration;
we
give
1011011974
IN URUGUAY:
agility to movements which appear
ORDER
FROM
THE
PARTY'S
ADDRESS
20p
inanimate. We see the object as a
function of history, not as a function
of the ruling class to perpetuate the
Of the NEB? Certainly not 22 Left
The world campaign for the
dominion of private property. Hence,
Labour MP's in Parliament: the force
liberation of the political prisocolltinued
from
page
1
they make the museums with inaniis the working class organised in the
ners in Uruguay, and particularly
mate forms, they are places similar
Gloria Correa (ex functionary in
on its political organisations. And trade unions and the factories. If the
to centres of wealth, similar to big
the Family Allowance Departchurches. They are like people who
withOut breaking its centralisation Labour Left is to structure itself as
ment), Ruben Correa (Architect),'
want to perpetuate power, they se-eli<
in its own organisations.
The a tendency, to play a role in the
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to perpetuate the 'majesty' of the
life of private property. The objective of the museum should be to
corrrnunicate, to give a transcendent
value to increase the knowledge of
humanity, the confidence in itself of
humanity.
On the contrary in the
present forms, the museums are utilised to worship what private propert}I
has been capable of. They do not do
it to give security to humanity, to
advance, to conquer al I the obstacles
- the obstacles which are class
regime and the regimes of private
prroperty.
Hence they
present
mus-eufns Ii ke the Louvre in a
passive form, like a massive cave,
Ii ke a great block which seeks to
smash down and prevent thought,
which seeks to make people submit.
It is a great block in magnitude,
form and height, with the objective
to weigh on thought and to make it
feel inferior. What they have projected has been guided by mystical
and religious thought.
And the
museum is not mystical. It is human
creation, limited by the knowledge
and the technical and scientific
capacity of that epoch.
Socialism shows that it conquers
everything. Peter the Great and all
the Tsars produced in Russia quantities of churches to oppress and
smash down the Russi an peasantry.
Today, it is a Workers State. It is
not forms, or buildings or magnitu1dJe
wh icn detertlli ne the course of
thought.
It is not atomic armB or
any bullets or any instrument of
:destruction
that determines the
course of thought. It can contain,
divert and contain, but nothing more.
Hence fascism was an historic stage,
but nothing more. It was an historic

workers gaineq wage increases of
15(/J/o to 200>/o, but in depth it was a
struggle for power. In thfJ same way
the demand by the miners for a hu1>dred pounds a week is essentially a
pressure for a struggle against
H.ealey's Law', for an anticapitalist progamme and for a leadership capable of leading this
struggle. The General Strike of the
.Argentinian workers is characteristic
of the class struggle and the nature
of the working class.
There are
direct conclusions to be drawn from
it by the militants and leaderships
of the workers movement in this
country.
The threat Of a 'wage freeze' and
rising unemployment in this country
is not acceptable to the working
class, and the struggle in the TUC
is a distant expression of the preparation of the working class to
trl)bi/ise. The COnf'faints of Stuart
Holland that the government is not
applying the measures originally
projJosed for the NEB are, in this
context, a little naive. In the first
place, it is not possible to plan the
economy on the ba.sis of investment
in the 'most inefficient companies'.
On the contrary, the planning Of the
economy denands the nationalisation
of all major industry under workers
control, together with the land,
banks and insurance companies. In
the second place, what is the force
to impose even the limited measures

advance t'7Nards a Government otthe
Left in which the trade unions are
the essential weight, it ha.s to base
itself on this force.
A Government
of the Left means the removal of all
those whO won't accept the Labour
Party and trade union programme of
nationalisations; it means the intervention directly Of the full weight Of
the trade unions and a constant progress in the inf'osition of measures
of nationalisation under workers
control, based on the organism of
dua. I PQNer: the factory and workers
area C011J1Jittees• . The forces of the
Labour Left have to struggle for a
prograrrme which includes all wages
to rise with the cost Of living, and
work sharing without loss of pay; all
factories threatened with closure to
be occupied and run under workers
control; and all the factory books to
be q;ien to the workers committees.
The workers are not going to wait
for the Labour Left, but the intervention of the Labour Left, basing
itself on the workers centres, on the
shop stewards comrvittees fundamentally, will accelerate this process. The Labour Lett ha.s, then, to
link with the shop stewards corrmittees, to hold meetings at which all
workers can discuss and decide and,
in this way, to prepare for mass
mobilisations to finish with 'Healey's law', and to impose a Government of the Left.
29.7,1975

and Otto Radiccioni S.anchez
(functionary in the Departm,ent 31
of Fami.ly Allowances Department, ex-candidate in the Frente
Amplio, arrested respect!vely on
22nd, 24th and 25th of February
1975, continues and deepens. We
have already reported the news of
the liberation of Milte Rad iccioni,
which is the direct result of this
world campaign. It is a demonstration of the / success of this
campaign and of the necessity to
continue it in order to obtain the
liberation of all the other.s, who
are held without charge.

We therefore appeal to you and-.
to the workers organisation you
may belong to, to send a telegram
of protest to Senor Juez Azarola.
Juzgado Militar De SegundoTurno
Calles 8 de Octubre y Jaimes'
Cibilis, Montevidio, Uruguay, or'
a telegram/letter of protest to
Presidente Juan Maria Bordaberry,· Palacio del Gobierno,
Montevideo, Uruguay, demanding
the immediate guarantees of
safety and the immediate release
of Otto Radiccioni, Gloria Raquel
Correa and Ruben Correa, who
are held without charge; Suggested text of the tele1ram: DEMAND
GUARANTEES FOR· LIFE AND
IMMEDIATE RELEASE OTTO
·RA"DICCIONI. GLORIA CORREA,
RU BEN CORREA.

------.. ------··---- Printed by the Russell Press Ltd., Nottingham ( T U ) - - - - - - - - R E D
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trade union unity_ __ __ _

TRADE UNION UNITY MUST BE
BASED
ON A PROGRAMME.
Trade union unity in Italy, as in
other countries, must be made on the
basis of a programme, a policy, trade
union democracy and the right of all
tendencies to intervene. Why does it
have to be the leaders who decide?
What do they know more than the
workers? The opinion of the workers
has a value, above all because it
expresses objective discussion and
the wi II to fight. The will to fight
determines the objective. One of the
fundamental elements which determine the decisions is the will to
fight. The will to fight determines
the objective. One of tee fundamental conceptions is that 75% of those
who go to undertake the task are
ready to fight. If the working class
shows itself ready to obtain infinitely more gains than produced by the
CGIL, why don't they do it? What
prevents them? If capitalism says
that it doesn't want them to gofurther
and says that it cannot do it, it is
necessary to nationalise. There is
the example of Portugal which is
weaker than Italy.
Is capitalism
going to accept? It is logical, the
assassin is not going to change. It
is a problem of logic, and it is necessary to discuss with the workers the
necessity to include in trade union
unity a class programme, a pro-

gramme of struggle in which the
workers advance to the tasks of the
leadership of the country. And the
programme should be determined in
accordance with the will to struggle
of the proletariat. And how is the
combative will measured? In every
strike is complete proof,
and
every month there are two or three
big strikes in Italy.
In Italy there is a rise in the cost
of l~ving and the conditions of work
are growing worse. This, in accordance with bureaucratic calculation,
should lead to desperation. Such
desperation doesn't exist and the
workers struggle and advance in
their combative will. This has to be
decisive, to fix what programme,
what objective, at what point they
want to arrive.
This is what the
discussion should be about, but who
takes the decisions? The
leader
ship? On the bas is of what? On the
calculation of what the management
can give or what the workers can
secure? The workArs must intervene.
The right ot tendency means the
right to discuss, everyone including
the 'left groups'.
Why can't they
participate if they form part of the
workers movement? To act otherwise is to act with a form of property
They have a right to intervene, why
can't they do it? If the leadership
believes that it is right, then it can
educate the movement which will

accept reason, and reject the 'leftist'
view, and the 'leftists are going to
feel that there is a proper functioning
and they are going to accept trade
union democracy, and also trade
union centralisation. It is necessary
to discuss all this.

EVERYTHING
FAVOURS
WORLD REVOLUTION.

THE

The world situation is favourable.
In Vietnam imperialism has been
routed. It is a real rout in Vietnam
and also in the Middle East. The
assassination of Feisal is not only
an assassination but also a necessary cleansing. He was an assassin,
but he had made a series of reforms
as we posed two years ago in articles
and he freed Communists. It is possible that he was assassinated by
the CIA, but whatever the case, it
expresses the need for progress,
whether the Yanks ki lied him to stop
him going any further, or others
killed him so that they could advance
quicker. But it is evident that he
had to be eliminated. Progress is
not made just by bullets. The bullet is an instrument to advance, but
it does not replace measures or
progromme. Soon this situation is
going to find an echo. The weakness
of imperialism is immediately disclosed. They do not have strength
as before when they could organise
a coup by telephone, and decide.and
ahange.

- - - - -----Friday 1st August 1975--

The Venezuelan President went
to Mexico and almost two million
peopJe welcomed· him- This has a
very
great significance and is
against Yankee imperialism.
In
Latin America an agreement was
made between al I the countries to
recognise Cuba and to make a unification without Yankee imperialism.
Everything is favourable to the
revolution. In China there is a response. It is still necessary to see
what !eve I the process has reached
and what course- it is following,
whether it is a real change or a
measure to contain a force which is
Qoing much further to the left. But
even so it is a change more to mi:
left than to the right, because they
condemn private property, those who
make use of the Workers State. They
I imi t the use of private property and.
eliminate the sale of property, that
is to say that it is a blow at Chou
En Lai who has supported all this.

A very important aspect is the
Congress of the Hungarian Communist Party, and the speech of Bresnev
there which, even with a policy of
'detente' was against imperialism.
Portugal shows in a public form the
divergencies in the world Communist movement, on the tactic, the
objective and the policy. They do
not discuss an election, they discuss tactics and objectives, programmes and pol icy. It is necessary
to discuss in this way. They wanted
to close the gates on Portuga I, but

Portugal opened the gates and went
in. They are experiences which cannot be pushed on one side and they
are going to have a very .great echo
in the world Communist movemel}t.
The Communist Party of France,
Cuba and the Work.ers States, support
Portugal. It is necessary to discuss
the prob I ems which are posed in
Portugal, eco·nomic, social and
trade union, in the process of the
permanent revolution. Tile concrete
forms in which a backward country
passes directly to the most' elevated
measures. It is similar Jn Ethiopia.
In Ethiopia the problem of Eritrea
appears to be· a gigantic problem.
We' proposed that it was necessary
to support the unification and afterwards to discuss the problems, but to
support immediately the conditions of
unification which are going to be a
great impulse to the economy and to
Socialist measures. It is the same
with lrak and the problem of the
Kurds.
It is necessary to carry out this
discussion in the Communist movement and on this basis in Italy to
propose trade union unificatio·n.
J.

POSADAS

17th March 1975.

*'Casa lntegrazione': this refers to
a fund contributed to by the state
the management and the workers.
It is utilised in the case of lay-offs
to pay the wages vf the workers.

THE HAVANA CONFERENCE TENDS TO ELEVATE THE DISCUSSION IN THE SOCIAl:.IST AND COMMUNIST MOVEMENTS.
The recent declarations in Havana \here partly reproduced) of the Communist
parties of Latin America that the conditions exist for going to power, that
power has to be preserved 'with arms' and that the bourgeoisie is not going
to abandon power voluntarily, are an immense progress of the Communist
movement and show that_ very important aspects of Marxism are retaken by
the Communist parties. This means that the process of the Partial Regeneration in the world Communist movement has reached an advanced stage, and
that there is a correction, as Comrade Posadas analysed, of the line, the
objectives, and the tactic of the Communist parties. The recognition by
these parties that 'nationalism must be transformed into an anti-imperialist
and revolutionary position' means the rectification of the policy of the
of the Communist parties on a revolutionary road, towards a revolutionary
perspective. All this means that the necessity for the overthrow of capitalism is being recognised _and the world Communist movement is retaking
Marxism. - none of these advances eliminate the
Political Revolution
but favours it.
This is going to have an immense impact in the European Communist
parties, particularly at this present time, in the controversy which opposes
Carillo (Spanish CP) and Berlinger (Italian CP) to Marchais (French CP)
and Cunha! (Portuguese CP). This controversy is about the reformist road
which the Italian and Spanish CP leaderships are trying desperately to
continue, and· the- rol:rd-rtloY-e ana-more~ofieiffated towards' confrontation- with
the bourgeoisie which the French, and particularly the Portuguese,are taking.
At this moment, this is going to increase the forces of the left in the ComReproduced from 'Le Monde', 18th June 1975. (French bourgeois newspaper).

The Communist parties of Latin America affirm that the conquest of the
revolutionary movements must be defended "with anns'•.
Havana (AFP): The Conference of Communist parties of Latin America and
the Caribbean met this week in Cuba and proposed to the parties of the
Latin American left in spirit of a ·'mutual respect' to obtain 'a frank anc
total analysis' to lead to unity and to accelerate the conquests of the
'second independence' of the continent.
'The revolutionary struggle in Latin America', declared the document,
'is a hard battle in which all the forces which oppose Yankee imperialism
have their own positions. And against imperialism the revolutionary movement must know how to utilise different forms and methods of strufgle'.
According to the delegates present in Havana (the Communist parties of
the United States and Canada participated as observers), the recentcase of
Chile shows that all the forms of taking power by the democratic road can be
used, but the revolutionary movement 'must defend its conquests with armed
force'. After what happened in Chile, declared the document, 'the- validity
of the Marxist-Leninist conception is confirmed, according to which the
old ruling classes do not abandon power voluntarily; they will defend it
with all the means they have'.

In order to confront this and so that the working class does not find
itself isolated, it is necessary, according to ·the document, 'to apply a policy
of broad and flexible alliances so as to obtain a homogeneous and single
leadership within the forces of the anti-imperialist coalition'.
The adopted resolution indicates that the Latin American bourgeoisie
has for a long time lost the possibility of playing a leading role which now
belongs to the prol:etariat', whose 'il'Kle_pendence must never be subordinated
to lumediate gains although the incorporation of bourgeois .sectors into the
aoad front of the anti-ill'fJerialist and anti-oligarchic struggle possesses
great importance'.

For the Communist parties of Latin America and the Caribbean, 'North
American imperialism is the common and principal enemy'.
'Nationalism', assert the Communists, 'must be transformed into an antiill'fJerialist and revolutionary position to the extent that the popular forces
enter with resolution into the battle and the contradictions between the
nationalist governments of the continent and imperialism increase'.
'The three great currents of our epoch', continues the document, 'which
are the world socialist system, the international working class and the
movement of natiopal liberation, converge to struggle against imperialism'
The Conference of the Communist parties in Havana has elsewhere
condemned energetically the 'harmful policy of the Communist Party of
China'. The Communist parties of Latin America accuse the Chinese
Communist Party of •stimulating pseudo-revolutionary groups who only have
a revolutionary facade, but they divide .the left and attack the Communist
parties, they block the progressive process and very often serve as agents of
the enemy in the heart of the revolutionary movement'.
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munist parties of Europe, it is going to be a further blow at the policy of
'Democratic juntas' in Spain and the 'Historic compromise' in Italy, already
by-passed in every way by the struggles of the Spanish and Italian proletarlats. At the same time, this is going to strengthen the discussion on
why the degeneration of the world Communist movement which led to
reformism, 'revisionism' (as the Czech Communist Novotny has put it), and
therefore a discussion on the role of Trotsky in history, the necessity of the
Communist International, and the role of Posadas.
At the same time, such a process
conceptions are overt h rown and the
f th
·
wor Id c ommunis
· t c onis the result of and cannot be sepaor coming
rated from the process of Partial
ference is being prepared on the
.
Regeneration in the USSR itself.
roa d of correc t ion
o f th e ob"iec t'1ves
( power, no t conc1· 1·1a t'ion ) ; o f th e
Without the victory o_ t the Vietnamese
and the Portuguese, the Ethiopian
po I .icy (w1"th arms, not w1"th conces.
) ; o f th e me th o d , Marx1sm
·
( no t
masses, the masses of Latin Ameris1ons
th e ban k rup t be I .1e f t ha t th e ru 1·mg
ca, Asia and Africa who advance
towards Communism, thanks to the
c Iass w1· 11 1e t us t a k e 1·t s power away
Th'is ·is th e way ·1n
support of the USSR, such a process
gra d ua II YI)
· •
in the Latin-American Communist
which the USSR is preparing the
parties would be impossible. It is
world Communist movement for the
the objeptive reality which imposes
next stage.
The declarations in
itself on them, when they see that
Havana are part of this, ~even if they
it is possible to go to power, but it
are not directly in preparation for the
is necessary to go 'arms in hands'
world .Conference.
and 'the ruling class does not
abandon power voluntarily'·
But,
also, these are conclusions which
come from the USSR and find an
expression at a very high level in
the Conference of Havana.
That
these conclusions come from Moscow,
is demonstrated by the support which
·
· ·
h
·
·
the USSR is giving tot e revolutionary masses of the world, to Vietnam
and to the formation of Workers
Counci Is in Portugal. The USSR has
already warned Shlessinger that
'limited nuclear war' will not be
seen in th is way by the USSR, and
· t
t
· 11
t ha t th e C ommunis
sys em wi
triumph. The USSR is now discussing the experience of Stalin: that
Stal in was wrong to let the Soviet
Union be invaded; they criticise
Stal in and in this way declare to
imperialism that they are not going
to let the same happen again.

It is the nationalised economy

that decides

All this is a clear confirmation of
the line of Comrade Posadas who
foresaw this process of Partial
Regeneration which developed from
the time of the victory of the Soviet
Workers State in Stalingrad. He saw
that this process was determined
by the structure of the Workers State
in spite of the bureaucracy, which
shows the legitimacy of the W.orkers
State in history. The Workers State
transcends the bureaucracy and, in
the class struggle, it determines the
course of history, not the bureaucracy.
In this stage of the final
confrontation between world imperialism and the system of the Workers
States, the Workers States are increasingly deciding according to the
defence of the nationalised, planned
economy, less anq less according to
·
·egotistic interests
the conservative,
of the bureaucracy.

of Communist parties}, diminishing
privileges in the USSR, confronting
mor.e and more capitalism, and supporting the worlp revolution and the
left in the Communist parties! Th-is
is an objective process· which objectively isolates· the right wing in
the Communist, the Socialist, the
Labour and Social Democratic rnovements and parties. It goes towards
identifying the Communists with
workers control, workers councils,
as in Portugal, leaving people like
Soarez out. It has the inescapable
effect of smashing al I that is left of
parliamentarianism. The unavoidable
ano beautiful future is Communism
in the world, and in Britain. This
means the inevitability of tne construction ot a left in the Labour
Party which understands this process
and~organlses itseH according to it.

The right is being isolated:

We cal I on the left Labour
comrades, on the trade union left, to
discuss this objective world process
which goes· in their favour and is
going to assist the formation of an
organised left in the Party and the
trade unions and, indeed, is going to
impel it with the force of the world
revolution.
History constructs the
the instruments it needs. We call on
the comrades to base their understanding on the significance of the
declaration of the Latin American
Communist parties, on the cehtral
importance of the progress and role
of the USSR in the world, and on the
intervention of the USSR in Britain

itself.
The visit of Shelepin, as
Posadas
has
already analysed,
meant that the USSR is seeking to
make a tendency in Britain_, on ttle
basis of which it is going to be able
to help constructing Communism.
The Labour left must welcome this,
There is still a bureaucracy in
and re1·ect the 1'nv1'tat1'on made by
the USSR, and the Communist parties
Hayward to Soarez. They must disstill function as -apparatuses, but
cuss the texts of Posadas which
'the world is ready for Communism',
The interests of the bureaucracy
show that the world is ready tor
as has said Comrade Posadas. This
should logically conduce the USSR
Communism, and that Britain is ready
is really what is· imposing itself on
to decentralise the economy, to
for Communism, anfl give the prothe Communist movement, and this
stimulate inter-bureaucratic congramme, the method, the foresight
finds a qualitative expres~i on in the
fl icts, to stimulate private interests,
and the conscious understanding of
USSR, qualitative because •it is
to conciliate with capitalism, to
how to construct Communism. The
there that the decisions for world
isolate itself from the world revoluobjective world process rs ready for
strategy against imperialism are
tionary and Communist movements.
intervening to make Britain go to
taken. The USSR already concenHowever, the USSR is acting inCommunism, and the left in the
trates this process, and itself
creasingly according to the necessity
Labour Party and the trade unions
advances on a road which is no
of centralising production, unifying
has
to absorb, study and apply
longer one of complete conciliation
the system of the Workers States
Marxism, wh"lch means in this stage:
with the capitalist system, but
(preparing another World Conference
Posadism.
increasingly one of c o n f r o n t a t i o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - with it. Another very vivid example
of the fact that the USSR decides
this process is proved by the Prague
Conference recently, where Ladislav
Novotny of the Czechoslovak Communist Party condemned (in the name
of the Conference) the 'revisionism' 1
and the po !icy of conciliation at all
costs, which has affected the whole
of th~ Communist movement and
particularly the Italian , Communist
Party. This is a direct intervention
of the USSR and, moreover, animates
a wr:wi:e process of unification
of
etas~
the Communist parties on the basis
of finishing with reformism, the old
conceptions of 'non-interference in
other parties' affairs,' etc. All these
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Fundamental texts by comrade Posadas on the PARTIAL
REGENERATION, recently published.
'Economic development and the cleansing in the Workers States',
7.10.1974. Published in Red Flag 235.
The term: State Capital ism, and the construction of Socialism',
4.1.1975. Published in Red Flag 242.
'The bureaucracy and the historic function of the Workers States'
15.2.1975. Published in Red Flag 244.
'The meaning, the different senses and objectives of the
struggle in the capitalist countries and in the Workers States'.
14.2.1975. Published in Red Flag 245.
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THE TROTSKYIST. POSADIST
IV. INTERNATIONAL
TENTH WORLD CONGRESS,
HAS BEEN HELD
.

AUGUST 1975.
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The Trotskyist Posadist IV International has held its tenth World
Congress with participation of delegates from all the sections, with
comrades of Latin America, Asia, Africa and Europe. The meeting
was organised by a very great number of texts, resolutions, theses
and internal bulletins by Comrade Posadas, of the International
Secretariat, of the Trotskyist Posadist parties of all the world, which
were debated by the organisms of our parties. The majority of the .
texts were published by the Trotskyist Posadists press throughout
the world, in eight languages. In addition, the resolutions of the
extented International Executive Committee of May 1974 and the ,
texts of Comrade Posadas of the Vth andVlth World Cadres Schools
of December 1974 and February 1975 respectively, served as a base
of preparation, besides the documents produced in the successive
meetings of the Extended International Secretariats of the last three
years. The Congress was preceded by an intensive political life and
a world preparation of discussions and meetings in all the sections.
The delegates represented this political life and the development of ,
the sections of the IV International throughout the world. Many of the ·
delegates besides formed part of the leading organs of the masses of
the Communist, the revolutionary, Socialist and trade union move ments. Halt of the delegates and participants in the Congress were
woman comrades.
The Congress was centralised in the analysis of the present unequal and combined course of the world Socialist revolution, of the
form of the permanent revolution, of the Partial Regeneration, and of
the tasks tor the historic re-encounter with the world Communist
movement. Based on these theoretical principles of Trotskyist- i
Posadism, which are the centre of the present course of the revolu-1
tion, the Congress, with tour central reports, made an active assess- I
ment of our development from the IXth to the Xth Congress, made an
assessment of the progress of the Socialist revolution in this period,
and prepared centrally the forces, the programme and the functioning,
and the objectives tor the next stage. The reports were the following:
'The revolutionary world process and the course of the Partial Regeneration in the Wo1kers States', by Comrade Posadas; 'The present
course of the revolution in Eurooe and our tasks', by Comrade Bernard; 'The present course of the Latin Am11rican revolution and our
tasks', by Comrade Rosana Marquez; 'The revolutionary world pra:ess
and the function of the Posadist IV International', by Comrade J.
Posadas. Each report was discussed fully with interventions from
delegate.
All and each one of the reports analysed the immense development
of the forces in the quality of the IV International, the increase ol
its militant forces in Communist disciplim~, and particularly affirmed
that the fundamental principles of Marxism, sustained and defended
by Posadism (dictatorship of the proletariat, Soviets,, destroying the
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EDITORIAL

011/ty wltll tll• l11rop•t111 Worlt•r1• Mo••me11t
111tlle1tr1199/e for Ille fJ011er11me11t of tll•l•lt

Despite the tact that capita/ism on a world scale shows its
total crisis in every aspect economic, social, political and
military_ and, at the same time,
displays a complete absence of
.
any perspective or force, it is
still able limitedly to impose a
lowering of the standard of living
of the masses: It is.:? pa~ ~e
result of the mcapab1 ity o t e
syst~m to develop the economy,
an'! m pa~ the result .of a conscious policy to try to ml!'<~ the
mas~es. pay tor the ct1sis of
capitalism. The Tory conference
"IR1tttge&iStiftc-to"'eonwmtrsac1a1T$im;'tm:rrla~s1lffrflCfftr®'frcinatrsm·~to~· ~···fl:amonstl'l<te~ ~th" the·><S~e .. ·
Comm~nlsm; the conception of the Revolutionary State, th~ indepen- I
lack of any policy or perspect~ve
dent mtervention of the masses, the function of the proletariat in
on the part of the party.of capital
history and in society, the unification of the world Communist moYein this country and the desire ment, the inevitable war), are the themes and the centres of the
but not the ability - to launch a
present discussion of all the world Communist movement. The Condirect confrontation with the worgress registered and discussed the immense progress of humanity.
king class.
The depth of the
The historic triumph of the masses in Vietnam, in South East Asia
disintegration of the Tories is
and in Portugal; the elevation of the class struggle in Italy - with
shown in the complaint of one
the votes in the elections of the 15th of June for the Italian Commudelegate that they had no policies
nist Party and the establishment of left juntas in centres of more than
and it 'was like being sent into
half of the popul8;tion of ~taly; in A~gentina with t~e beginning of t~e
battle without weapons'.
The
tall of the reactionary nght; and m the world wide wave of antispeeches of the leadership eximperia!ist struggles.- correspond,. although not in a ha~monious and
pressed all the frustration of a
co-;ordm~ted w~y, with the elevation of !he program111~~1c 8;nd theoruling class which needs fascism
cet1~al d1~cu~s1on_ and the return to Marxism •. The _umf1cat1on ot the
to confront the advance of the
ant1-cap1tallst. will '!' the masses _and Manusm will be the task of
working class but knows that it
h
ot th
. /
th .t
the IV International m the forthcommg stage: the stage of the Communist International, of the masses, of the unification of the world
as n
e socia au 0 " Y o~er
Conrnunist movement, of the unification of all the Workers States,
those sectors of the population
beginning with the Sino-Soviet unification.
f!9Cessary tor a "!as~ movement
1n defence of cap1tal1sm. In the
midst ot speeches in favour of
The Congress showed in a combined way the developm~nt of the
Trotskyist Posa.dist IV International, new sections, regular publicarepression tor 'law and order'
tions in eight languages, lea~ing interv~ntions. with workers fractions,
and the reimposition of the death
stud~nts and peasants tractions, an~ d1scus_s1on on the thoughts and
penalty, in defence of private
the 1dea.s of Comrade J •.Posadas m leadtng centres of the wor~d
property there were interventions
C'!mmumst mo'!ement and 1.n the Workef1! States, The compfete_ vallin praise of the policies of the
dtty and foresight and policy of Posad1sm demonstrated with metuLabo Go e ment of Foot
_
table proofs in the world process of the Socialist revolution, and the
~r. v rn
'
' re
leading intervention of a world team, m1>nolithically centralised in
c 0 gmst~g that the best the
ideas, Communist life and morality which constantly develop, interbourg~ois could look for was to
vening in the changes and progress of the class struggle on a world
contam the advance towards
scale and in each country.
Socialism.
It, in these conditions, the standard of living
The Congress did not function with an individual and separate
can still be depressed, unemobjective, discussinJin itself the forces of the IV International, nor
ployment increased and the limiin competition or comparison with the world Communist movement
ted progranrne of nationalisations
and other revolutionary tendencies, but functioned by putting its for- shipbuilding and aircraft in
ces, its ideas, its programme and its teams to act through the texts
particular - still deferred, the
of Comrade Posadas, as the theoretical and political nourishment of
problem is not that capitalism
all the revolutionary movements which progress. The Trotskyist
has any force but that the leaPosadist IV International ratified its decision to act as an objective
dership in the workers movement
property of humanity. This is its fundamental force and this is the
which is prepared to confront the
decisive significance of its texts and docum:mts. The complete
crisis of capitalism is still
historic re-encounter between these texts and the decision and the
points of fundamental historic support which the Workers States mean,
lacking. Clearly sectors of the
the Revolutionary States and the world Communist, Socialist and
Labour left recognise the necesrevolutionary movement, is the centre of the pre-occupation of the
sity tor the programme of nationaIV International, of its teams and parties throughout the world, and
lisations, it is correct for Frank
it is the scientific basis for the construction of Socialism and ComAllaun to point out the idiocy of
munism. In this task the plans of independent growth of our movea situation in which there is conment are included and form part. 'The world is ready tor Communism':
siderable unemployment in the
this principle, elaborated by Comrade Posadas, verified in all the
construction industry and a lack
continents, in all the actions of the masses, in the actions of the
of houses, schools and hospitals
children, the women, the old people, of the youth, of the adults in
for the population, but the prothe human vanguard which organises the triumph of Communism on a
gramme needs a policy for its
world scale, was the base of the functioning of this Congress, and
implementation and it serves
of all the activities of the Trotsky/st Posadist IV International,
nothing for Eddie Loyden to 'retui:n to page 3
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mind' Wilson of Labour's programme, because it is not going
to be implemented by Wilson or
through Parliament, but by the
mobilisations of the proletariat
PORTUGAL SHOWS THE LEADING ROLE OF THE PROLETARIAT.
There is no basis in reality
tor uncertainty and timidity in
this stage (Jf history such as is
displayed by much of the Labour
left, and reality is the advance
of the world revolution, the leading role of the proletariat and
the workers States.
Port
/
·.·shows·'~us··
g
role of the proletariat in society.

I
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It is the proletariat which previously imposed nationalisations
and now comes into the streets
to defend the gains of the revolution against the attempts of
Soares and his allies in the
govemment to contain the a.dvance of the revowtion.
This
massive demonstration of the
working class, organised in the
lntersindicale (the trade union
centre), is the proletariat acting
as a leadership and transcending
the limitations of the army which
is fragmented and - although
there are sectors which have an
economic programme, which have
supported nationalisations
does not have the ability to
organise on a national scaleAt the same time they transcend
the limitations of the Communist
Party leadership, which doesn't
seek to contain the process but
shows itself incapable of leading
it.
It follows the process.
Cunha/ salutes 'the magnificent
response to the reaction', but
without posing a policy and programme of nationalisations, workers control in the economy,
based on the organisms of dual
power which already exist. The
reality of the world is also Spain
and the response of the masses
of the world, including those of
t~e Soviet Union, Latin America
and, without exception, Europe.
The days of mobilisations and
demonstration which followed the
assassination of the Basque
militants in the whole of Europe
_even in Switzerland, which has
a very small proletariat - expressed the level of the world
revolution and were sustained
by the preparation of the European proletariat tor a struggle tor
power. The conditions exist tor
the raising of the demand for a
European General Strike, for the
overthrow of Franco, tor the end
of NATO. Clearly the assassinations committed by the Franco
-·--··--·· -

regime have not produced these I
conditions; it is simply that the
response of the masses has emphasised that the class struggle 1
transcends national boundaries. i
What was true at the time of the
referendum is still true now -:- I
there is no solution to the total I
crisis of capitalism within the I
boundaries of this country! And 1
the Labour and trade union left
has to link itself much more with i
the workers parties - which I
means centrally the Communist
parties and the Workers States - 1
and trade unions on a European j

I
l

I
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anti-capitalistprogramme, policy [
and. strategy. The bourgeoisie I
and the bourgeois wing of the I
Labour Party do not confine I
themselves to this country, they
organise to support the reaction
in Portugal, and it is ridiculous. 1
for the left to remain isolated. ·
THE
SOVIET LEADERSHIP
CJEVELOPS A POLICY OF
CONFRONTING CAPITALISM.

i
i

The reason why Prentice
chose to attack the left of the
Labour Party NEC tor their links
with the Workers States and the
world Communist movement 11
that this is the centre of the pre- ;
occupation of the bourgeoisie. ·
They see - with the clarity of
their own class interests - that
it is the system of the Workers
States (with the Soviet Union at
the centre) which is the deciding
factor in the world process. This
is why Giscard d'Estaing made
his trip to Moscow. He sought as all the leaders of the bourgeoisie do at this stage - to find
agreements with the Soviets
which give some economic advantage, and, fundamentally, tor
agreements which w11Uld contain
the Communist Party in France.
The rebuff he suffered at the
hands of the Soviet leadership is
an important measure of the level
which the process of Partial
Regeneration has reached. When
Breznev says that there is no
'detente' as far as the 'ideological struggle' is concerned, he Is
expressing the fact that the Soviet leadersh;p has a policy of
confronting capitalism and it is,
at the same time, an orientation
tor the French Communist Party
and for the world Communist
movement. 'Detente' is a sham,
and the judgement is not that the
Soviets continue to talk about it,
but what they are actually doing.
In effect the hope which the
bourgeois leadership had in a
turn to page 3
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EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT OF COMRADE POSADAS:·

Soclt1/l1111. J. POSADAS
.

The worker in capitalist society is a commodity, just one more commoditl4
He is a human being but he cannot develop, because the regime of private
property, through the labour market, considers him as a commodity.
The
~worker does not act with all his power and capacity. Capitalist society
l develops intelligence and the integration and centralisation of the human
: being in a very limited way, because it considers him as a commodity, not a
·human being. This is how the capitalist regime regards the worker, and this
: is the basis for alienation. The proletariat is represented by work and sells
• its labour power. Marx says that the slave is handed over, body and soul,
: whilst the worker is formally free but has the same conditions as the slave.
·Hence, we say generally that the proletarian is a commodity. But what he
sells in his labour power, which is a commodity. Hence, the basis for
·what is called his alienation. The essential part of his existence is represented by work, the part by which he lives. Represented by labour, hiS life
: does not belong to himself, but to another. We generalise by saying that the
worker is a commodity, although in reality the labour power is the commo. dity.
In selling his labour power, he still remains free to intervene.

i

The worker is represented in society by means of production; his family
: is part of production because he goes to the labour market, and the worker
is constructed in society by the sale of his labour power. The production of
an object is the prolongation of the life of a worker. Between his life and
· his production - which does not belong to him - there is a separation. It is
an exclusion, a partialisation, a robbery of the life of the worker. This i~ ·
alienation. It is alienation because it means to divide the thought, life,
the function of the worker into two parts: himself and production. What he
produces he cannot dispose of, he cannot determine the course of what he Is
producing, nor the course of his life, because he depends on capitalist soci. ety, he is exploited. This provokes alienation.
Capitalism speaks of the inteof the human being. In the
1
proces,s of production, 'in the rela. tion with foe worker, it shows that
· such an integration is inexact.
'. Capital ism cannot produce an objective regime, a conscious regime,
because the worker cannot determinE>.
, The worker produces for another and
: hands over half of his life to another
He cannot determine his existence,
it is the capitalist who takes the
surplus value and what determines
is the class struggle. This shows
that capitalist society is a regime
which divides, atomises and breaks
up human relations, a regime which
prevents having foreseeable objectives. To have foreseeable obiectives the human being would have
to be integral, so that he can
- deduce, foresee and deterrriine.
Hence, a social regime 1,; requirea
in which there are no contradictions,
antagonisms or contradictions in
human relations and in human

l gration
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The harmony wn ich the Church
sought, and capitalist philosophy,
is a cortiplete lie. It cannot be so
because it is supported on the capitalist system of production and the
regime of private property.
The
Workers State is a contradictory
regime; in order that the nationalised property tunctions,
objective interest is needed, not the
interest of private property. In the
Workers State, all form of private
property is eliminated, and private
management, and al I the essential
aspects of property are concentrated

in the state, although smal I enterprises may continue. The Workers
State develops with all possible
amp I itude the economy,_ e.limi nates
the competition which is inherent in
the system of private property, and
plans. Production is determined in
relation to needs, foreseeing the
basis of consumption.
The organisation of the capitalist
regime allows the capitalist state
to accumulate, to re-invest, to
extend the power of private property,
and to accillmulate in one pole wealth
and power, and in the other misery
and exploitation.

ALIENATION IS LIMITED IN THE
WORKERS STATE.
In the Workers State the class
struggle exists, but in a diminished
form; alienation appears in a mitigated form. In the capitalist system
alienation form~ part of the accumulation· of capital. In the Workers
State, there is no accumulation of
capital in itself. It is an accumulation of the Workers State, and the
class struggle is not as in the
capitalist system.
The Workers
State is one of the most elevated
steps in the termination of the class
struggle. In the Workers State, it .is
not possible to have accumulation
or appropriation, unless it is the
political leadership which stimulates
it•••• There
is a contradiction between the superior forms
which go towards Socialism.and the
distribution of wages which is

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ARGENTINA:

FOR A WORLD CAMPAIGN TO CRUSH THE ASSASSINS
AND SMASH THE RIGHT IN ARGENTINA.
The brutal assassination of Comrades Luis Blinda, age 21, and Jose
Gimenez, age 23, of the Workers Party (Trotskyist), Argentinian section
of the IV lnternationa I, in Cordoba by the police and the AAA, is part of
the crisis without a solution of the right and of its complete failure in
Argentina. They do not have a social base of support and thus they have
to resort desperately to assassinations, to intimidate, preparing the
counter-revolution. These methods are typical of capitalism - Ireland,
Portugal, the Middle East, Vietnam, express the same brutal cretinism,
the face of private property.
There was an immediate response to the assassination of our comrades.
The university of Cordoba immediately launched a protest strike. The
Cordoba regional of the CGT declared the strike commemorating the
: assassination a year ago of their leader, Attilo Lopez, and against all
: the latest assassinations of revolutionary militants and of the workers
· movement, including and referring specifically to our comrades. Our
comrades were submitted to 14 hours of torture, but did not say a word.
This is an expression of the Communist structure which comrade Posadas
, has constructed in the Argentinian section as part of the task of the IV
International acting as a public instrument of history.
'

i

We appeal to proletarian solidarity, appealing to the labour Party,
the trade unions, to all the organisms of the masses in the factories, to
• all the revolutionary forces in Britain and Europe to launch a campaign
, demanding the punishment of all the assassins, and appealing for demo: cratic rights for the masses and the parties in Argentina. We appeal for
I support to the proletariat and all the revolutionary tendencies, with strikes
and resolutions of solidarity, unifying this campaign with the struggle
I against fascism in Spain and in Chile, impelling the organisation of the
vanguard and of the masses to smash capitalism and its assassh1 groups.
We salute with all our revolutionary conviction and passion the dear
Comrades of the Argentinian section and the two murdered Comradesexamples of Posadist militancy in their lives, dedicated to the struggle
for Socialism.
1
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bourgeois. In this contradiction lies
the class struggle in the Workers
State.
In the Workers State the bureaucracy makes an appropriation of
interest, goods, an accumulation of
political leadership, of a car, of a
house, of two houses, but it cannot
reproduce~and accumulate to invest.
Then the class struggle is very
limited, alienation ex is ts but it is
attenuated, it does not have the
character and the antagonistic form
of capitalist society, which makes
the social revolution necessary.
The political revolution is necessary in the Workers States, that is
to say, it is not a question of having
to change the structure of the social
regime, but it is necessary to change
the political leadership - hence,
the political revolution.
In the
capitalist state, it is the social
revolution, the transformation of the
relations of production, exchange,
property. Alienation exists in both
cases. In the Workers State it exists
in a mitigated form, which transcends relations through the basis of
the nationalised property, The state
synthesises, centralises, concentrates production, and
plans.
There is no private owner, there is
no private investment, the private
extension of wealth and property.
In the capitalist state, it is quite
the opposite.
Alienation does not determine
only the sentiment of oppression,
but fragments the individual; the
individual cannot represent everything that he is, and neither can he
do so in the Workers State, under
the leadership of the bureaucracy.
But the bureaucrat cannot accumulate to invest and increase his
power.
He increases political
power but not wealth, and if not
increasing his wealth, who in fact
is profiting? The bureaucrat 01 the
Workers State? In the Workers State,
even in the Soviet functioning of the
first seven years, there was alienation. The basis of the Workers State
now, and in the time of Lenin, are
identical:
nationalised property,
centralised planning, state monopoly of foreign trade.
But the
relation of the workers with the stat€
was, and is> through wage1>1, through
This
a bourgeois distribution.
divergence between one and the
other, leads to alienation. But in
the Workers State, it does not produce the consequences of the capitalist state, of accumulation and
class struggle which can only be
suppressed by the Socialist revolution. In the Workers States, the
social revolution is not necessary
but the political revolution is, which
means that the form can be very
simple and bloodless. In the capitalist state, no. It is necessary to
overthrow the regime.
Alienation is expressed in all its
forms in a thousand ways, and esspecial ly in the fact that the individual cannot be otherwise than
subject, submitted to the economy,
wages and production. In the Workers State this continues, but in a
mucn lesser degree, because wealth
increases with the relations of the
economy and the power of the Workers State, which is the basis for
the liberation of the human being
Alienation is the consequence
of the alienation in distribution, the
differentiation between production,
the human being and remuneration.
In the capitalist state, it is determined by the regime of private
property which carries out its
function. In the Workers State, no.
But, as the Workers State is dominated by the bureaucracy, it is
expressed only in distribution, not
in production. The class struggle
in the Workers State does not have
the historic and concrete consequences as in the capitalist regime.

....

The conditions which allow the
reproduction or the maintenance of
the bureaucracy are disappearing.
In the Workers State there is reinvestment and reproduction, not as
individual power but through the
economy and society and, in consequence, through science, technology
and intelligence.
Hence, in the
Workers State, alienation does not
play the same function as in the
capitalist state, neither does the
surplus value.

l
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In capitalism, surplus value
serves to fortify the system by
means of reproduction, by means of
accumulation of capital. It serves
to affirm the capitalist system and
the owner. In the Workers State,
this ls not the case. The surplus
value which arises from the proletariat in the Workers States, is not
to affirm the power of a class. of a
sector or of the bureaucracy in a
permanent form.
It favours the
interested distribution and planning
of the bureaucracy, but .it cannot
sustain and extend the power of the
bureaucracy.
Hence Stal in was
liquidated, otherwise he wou Id have
formed a new society.
Alienation does not depend on
the political leadership, but on the
social and economic relations and
property. The Communists do not
speak of this, because they do not
understand it.
-Otherwise,
they wou Id have to speak or the
Workers State, of the historic function of the Workers State.
The
Posadists are the only ones who
speak of this, and these are not
non-transcendent phenomena, they
have enormous transcendence because they al low one to understand
the necessity of the function of
Soviet democracy. Soviet democracy
eliminates the power of the bureaucracy. The function of the Party is
to .eliminate the power of the bureaocracy, and then what is in
question is political power, not the
social and economic power. It's a
question of the political power of
the bureaucracy whose basis does
not depend on the country where it
is, but on the rest of the world.
When the relations of world forces
were
favourable,
Stalin
fe 11.
Hence, our confidence in seeing
that all this necessity of history
always finds the strength to triumph.
It finds the wi II of the masses, the
con·sciousness of the understanding
and of intelligence •••
Trotsky explains in his 'Revolution Betrayed', al I these pro,blems ·- and the nature. of the . class
strug,gle in the Workers States which
does not have the. same function as
in the capitalist state.
Trotsky
defines the situation - as in another
stage Len in did, without arriving
at the depth of Trotsky- because it
was not necessary at that moment
- that the Workers State is a state
of transition. The Workers State ls
a stage of transition between capitalism and Communism, a stage of
transition which is going towards
resolving the problems of alienation
and surplus value •• • • •
Without surplus value,
there is no alienation. Alienation
is eliminated with every form of
state, every form of exploitation.
In the Workers State there is exploitation, the workers are exploited
but they are exploited, not through
another class, but through the conditions of history, a regime of
transition to increase the power of
a class to overthrow capitalism.
It is the political leadership which
does not fu lfi I ti;! ls function. Hence
it is necessary to make the political
revolution and not the social revolution. It is necessary to change
the political leadership, not the
social regime, which is the Workers
State, which is correct.
It is necessary to understand
this process, because it allows one
to understand the class. 'The professional dangers of power', which
Rakovsky sp6ke about, always exist
in conditions, like the present, of
lack of conscious leadership. For a
period, a leadership can exercise the
function of exproprietor without
becoming a class; but it behaves as
a class, like the bureaucracy of
Stal in behaved as a class, without
being able to be one. In the same
way, the Yugoslavs behaved as a
class without being able to become
one, and if it wasn't for the fact
that the political revolution was on
the march begun by the Yugoslav
masses and which Tito has to support, there wou Id have been the
counter-revolution.
It is necessary to see and feel
that the vital problems of the
economy are determined by the
bac kwardAess' with which the proletariat comes onto the scene, by the
backwardness of capitalism and bv

the backwardness of the political
leadership.

THE CONDITIONS ARE MORE
FAVOURABLE THAN IN 1917.
The proletariat must
take power in these conditions. It
takes the state, such as it is, with
the existing conditions, and it has
to produce and compete with the
rest of the world. Today, there are
better conditions than In the epoch
of Len in, because there are 14
Workers .states, there are Revolutionary States and a process of the
disintegration of the
capitalist
system.
The perspectives, the
pol icy and the tasks are better, but
the programme doesn't change. The
world relation of forces facilitates
the process enormously, but historica I ty the conditions are the
same.
Socialism is not measured because there is work and no unemployment, but by human relations.
Socialism is not a better economic
relation but a better human relation,
because it eliminates every form of
exploitation, eliminates the essential basis of human conflict, eliminates private individual interest
whether over money or position.
Socialism restructures thought in•
eliminating every form of property,
appropriation and accumulation, and
all the results which come fr.om this
process, including vanity. Vanity
is not an attribute of the human
being because the human being invented or created it. It is the relations of private property wh !ch
developed the conditions for what
is called vanity and egoism.
It is necessary to see that in the
Soviet Union, in the Workers States,
even in -China - with this leadership allied to the capitalist system
which in certain degree is an !lgent
of the capitalist system in relation
to Europe, Portugal and Mozambique
- the tasks are those of the political revolution and not of the
social revolution.
In the Workers
States it is not necessaryi.lo· transform the regime of property; buf the
political
regime,
the
political
leadership. To understand this is
fundamental. The one fundamental
basis of the development of the
Workers State is Soviet democracy
and the democratic right of the
masses to intervene. The objective
of Socialism is to eliminate every
form of power, of government and of
leadersh Ip.
Humanity wi II lead
itself.
For th is, it is necessary
to have the masses, the level of
capacity,
of
understanding, of
science, of security to apply, of
experience. This is the case with
Soviet democracy.
On the other hand the parties
continue working - even in the
Workers States - as a property
superior to the capitalist system.
The party acts determining, but
with out educating the masses. The
Bolsheviks, with a smal I number of
militants, took power in Russia.
Theiy were less than 5% of the
population.
That was in another
stage of revolutionary conditions
facilitated by the first world war.
But this new stage is superior and
facilitates the process more than in
the Russian Revolution. There is
an experience in the world; the
masses have seen that there are 14
Workers States and 16 Revolutionary
States. The masses of the world
have an experience which the
Soviet masses did not have in 1917.
The peasantry of the world is already won to the revolution which
was not the case in the epoch of the
Russian Revolution.
The petit
bourgeois was a counter-revolutionary weight. Today it is a weight
favourable to the revolution. The
soldiers in Portugal, who represent
the peasants and the petlt bourgeoisie, are a proof of this.
The
objective conditions are infinitely
superior to those of the epoch of
the Russian Revolution, but the
Party of Len in in missing.
There
is an advance, and this is going to
continue because the historic conditions allow it, but to construct
Socialism, the Party of Lenin is
necessary.
It is not possible to
mock at history. When history does
not find a genuine representative
for the necessary progress of ho-
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ALIENATION ..
manity, it invents people and leaders. But they are inventions which
tast for a transitory stage which is
very short.
The construction of
Socialism cannot be achieved with
inventions which last a very short
and transitory stage.
Socialism
cannot be constructed with inventions, but only with genuine representatives of the necessity of
history: the Party, the programme,
the policy, the working class. It
was possible to advance, as in
Yugoslavia, right to the edge of
returning to the capitalist system.
It went to the edge and one foot was
in the other camp.
The working
class recovered Yugoslavia. T.here
is a very clear symbol of this when
they put Tito on their banners as a
guerrilla leader, saying 'This is
what we want of you'. The Soviet
bureaucracy said to Tito that he
was responsible for this process.
It is not possible to accept the
excuse that Stalin impel led Yugoslavia onto the path which could
lead back to capitalism. Stalin also
. oppressed the Soviet masses; but
j the Soviet masses did not follow him
Tito went to the edge of returning
to capitalism. All this m13ans that
the Party was missing,

.
II

Socialism is a science.
At
present the conception of science
is taken as a special activity taking
the time, intelligence and attention
of special people. That is to say,
science is for the people who are
intelligent. No,
Sir. In Socialism
science is going to develop intelligence. Science. is the basis for the
development of intelligence. 'But
intel Ii gent people do it', says the
bourgeoisie.
But, in Socialism,
human .relations
can and
they
must intervene. On the other hand,
in the programme of the Socialist
and Communist parties, they do not
know what is going to come,and they
only pose as an objecfive making
better administration than capital ism

SOCIALISM CANNOT BE CONSTRUCTED WITHOUT MARXISM.

l

Hence, all of them do not have
the conclusion: how are we going to
construct the Workers State? They
1l are the,agel'.lt5r ot .a, correct hist,oric
I representation.
They do not have
: objectivity because they do not
! represent the necessity of Socialism
' and they have atomised Socialism
into twenty forms. There are not
: twenty forms of Socialism.
But,
· although they say, 'This road and
' that to construct Socialism', they
! all nationalise and all plan. On the
1
other hand, there is a current which
·
in the Italian Communist Party,
J proposes to include private property
I
on the road for the construction
' of Socialism. This is what Tito did
, before in Yugoslavia; Stalin also,
, although not in the USSR where
, there was a bureaucracy, but in the
· rest of the world,
Tito had te
change radically; Stalin could not
change radically because they eradicated him.
1

,
;
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Socialism cannot be constructed
without Marxism.
Marxism cannot
function without the Party. And the
Party cannot develop Marxist intelligence without functioning with
the method of Soviet democracy.
Tne lack of this functioning was a
retreat in history, but the retreat
did not lead to a leap backwards
there were thirteen Workers States
more, even with Stalin! The world
had to be mature otherwise it would
not have led to this process.
If
people were not mature they wou Id
have been content to defeat the
nazis and nothing more. But people
defeated the nazis, and the bourgeoisies of their own countries. The
Soviet army intervened, something
which every Communist Party of
every country constantly concealed.

I
:

The Soviet Army intervened througnout all Europe,including Yugoslavia,
In Yugoslavia, the Soviet Army
did not intervene in a decisive form.
But it was very close to being decisive because its mere existence
prevented the nazis from concentrating against Yugoslavia.
Tito
says, 'Our presence, our struggle,
prevented Germany taking forces to
fight the Soviets elsewhere', Th~s
is badly posed since, without the
Soviets, the Yugoslavs could not
have made the struggle, The Soviet
presence, the Soviets in Europe,
allowed the struggle in each coontry
against fasci'Sm and stimulated them
in spite of Stalin. All this is a
demonstration that Socialism cannot

be constructed without Marxism.
Alienation is a social relation,
.not an act. It can be expressed in
an act. It is the social relations
between the system of prnduction,
the regime of property, and the
social consequences.
It is the
social relations which do not allow
the human being to be integral but
divide
and separate
him.
It
prevents
him
from
developing
imagination. Hence the importance
of alienation is not simply a question
of pointing out or knowing a fact,
but of seeing what transcendency
the construction of the human being
has. These are the essential problems of what is called philosophy,
or what they call philosophy. The
Communist leaders do not understand all this.
The economy is the base which
centralises and provides the nucleus
fl>r human activity.
From there.
the structures, physiological and
biological formation of the individual arise.
Alienatioo· prevents
the unity of this formation, the conscious unity of it, or the conscious
objective which is huma.n love •
Alienation means that the individual
cannot express himself because he
cannot control what he produces.
And this is one of the essential
bases of ignorance, lack of knowledge, discouragement, anguish.
It is necessary to consider
alienation as a special relationship
which
leads to this situation,
including war. It is not simply a
relation between owner and proletarian, but one of the consequences
which develops in the construction
of humanity.
Hence the concern
of Marx to write on these themes,
otherwise he would not have done
it. Hence it is necessary to consider these problems.
The Workers State exercises
functions of alienation in the form
of wages ••
The alienation in the Workers
States does not produce the effect
and the counter-revolutionary historic consequences which 'it produced in the capitalist system,
because in capitalism surplus value
is to increase capital, to concentrate,'' accumulate and re-invest~
In that family, accumulation of
capital is the pregnancy, the gestation; and the child is the investment. The alienation and insanity
which capitalism produces affirm
its laws and its power•••
And now, tne other aspect: how
is the change brought about? The
Russian, Chinese, Cuban revolutions
have demonstrated this.
Each
coantry does not have its own special way.
It is achieved through
the class war, the class struggle,
and the revolutionary form.
And,
even if attenuated or limited compared with the Russian, the Chinese
or the Cuban revolutions, the
transformation has to be on the
basis of the class struggle. There
are no examples in history which
put this conclusion in doubt. And
it can also be demonstrated that
the proletariat is a commodity
which is considered as a commodity,
which is the basis of its alienation.
The relations in capitalist society
prevent the ·human being from developing in an integral form. He is
a commodity - and in Socialism is
not going to be a commodity. Hence
the Workers State develops between
capitalismand Socialism, but is not
Socialism~ It is absurd to suppose
that the Workers State is Socialism
In the Workers State the exploitatior
continues, which does not ha.,e
the effects, the consequences and
the function as in the capitalist
state, because there is no accumulation and the economic power of
the bureaucracy does not increase.

THE CONCRETE CONCLUSIONS
FROM
UNDERSTANDING
ALIENATION.
When the revolution triumphed
in the Soviet Union, it occurred in
very backward conditions but with a
very capable political leadership in the first stage.
On the other
hand, it did not have material
means. It was the most complete
revolution in history - after Marx but it cou Id not eliminate the
relationships which are an inevitable
condition of work, 'to each according to his capacity'. This is also
alienation. If the wage is eliminated
the human being is no longer a
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commodity, because then he works
in accordance with, the needs of
society and contributes to it what
he can. Insofar as W'iges exist, the
basis of alienatio.n exists. In the
Workers State there is no competition
as there is in capitalism, although
in some Workers States it exists (as
in Yugoslavia and Rumania). There
is competition as a consequence of
bureaucratic interest, of bureaucratic empiricism , of bureaucratic
superficiality and usurpation. There
is no competition by necessity.
Insofar as these bureaucratic particular conditions exist as in Rumania, as now appears in China, they
come closer to the most crude and
original forms of alienation.
The discussion on alienation
does not have importance, save to
draw theoretical conclusions for
practical conclusions, applicable
conclusions. For example, in the
Workers State there is surplus value,
but to strengthen the Workers State.
As a consequence, although the
the bureaucracy makes use of this,
it is not a class and, in not being
a class, it cannot renew and extend
itself as does capitalism.
In capitalism the proletariat is
considered as a commodity.
A
society like this cannot construct
reasonable human beings.
It has
to construct quite the opposite;
how is it going to reason with this
level of human relations?
In the Workers State, the proletariat is also a commodity, but less
so.
These are not grades which
we determine, but they are human
relat.ions as established,.
Hence the process is
dialectical, goes towards the negation of the negation. The process
is contradictory, it is not an uninterrupted functioning and progress.
It is uninterrupted in a global form,
a form which is most evident.
internally rt is contradictory, it is
necessary to understand this to see
how to intervene. It is necessary
to study the social forms in accordance with the forms that arise.
As part of this, the class struggle
is attenuated in the Workers State,
not because the bureaucracy or the
proletariat hides it, but because the
social relations are determined by
!he regime of property.
In the
Workers State nationalised property,
not private, prevai Is. Th is creates
the conditions for social relations
which notably diminish the class
struggle.
In capitalism the class
struggle requires the social energy
of the proletariat
to transform
society. In the Workers State the
social energy of the proletariat to
transform society is not required,
because it is not necessary to
transform it but to change the
political leadership, to al low the
advance to construct Socialism; as
in the capitalist state in lesser
proportion, it is possible to support
a series of progresses which are
the basis and point of support for
the advance of the proletariat and
the disintegration of the enemy.
This does not negate th.e revolution,
it facilitates it. Al'I these problems
which belong apparently to philosophical circles, are those which
are going to be discussed in the
Workers States very quickly.
It is necessary to study al I these
problems. They are the essential
principles of Communism. Love of
study is not a necessity for the
political line.
Love for study is
love for science, and life is science.
StJI! it is not in a generalised form,
because those who dominate do not
al low it, but already it can be seen
that science is the base for human
relations, science led by intelligence, not science controlled by
business, commerce, the boss, but
intelligence which suppresses lack
:>f objectivity. This means objective intelligence, meaning what is
the best, the most convenient, to
organise for development.
After
Marx,
Engels,
Lenin,
Trotsky,
Rakovsky, Bukharin, no one has
written on these prob Iems. Today,
we are the on !y ones who are concerned with this, and it is necessary to remember that Lenin was
the only one who thought that it
was necessary to fqrm a Party.
These discussions are going to
return. Socialism cannot be constructed without Marxism.
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previous period, ot gaining a
little social authority in front ot
their own class and sectors ot
the petit bourgeoisie by demonstrating that they have a relationship with the Workers
States, has been shattered. When
Gromyko went to the United
States, he went outside the
'normal' diplomatic functioning
by greeting the masses of the
United States and, in particular,
those of New York. That 'particular' is very significant, since
it is in New York that the masses
are facing the total crisis ot
capitalism - expressed in the
complete financial collapse ot
the city administration - with
preparations tor a struggle, and
where a trade union leader has
threatened a general strike.
This means that not only is the
Soviet leadership attempting to
give an orientation to the world
Conrn unist movement - and this
is the importance ot the insistence ot the Soviets that the
World Conference ot Communist
Parties should have a unified
policy - but it is trying to give
an orientation to the masses, to
the proletariat directly. This is
what disturbs bourgeois sectors
like Prentice in the Labour Party,
and the bourgeoisie itself.
It is true that Partial Regeneration is not a conscious
process, and the development ot
ideas, of a world strategy based
on a confrontation with the
capitalist system is an empirical
one. Thus, whilst there is still
talk ot 'detente', a Bulgarian
'ideologist, Mitev, takes the
discussion raised by Zaradov in
'Pravda' and, in the revue 'New
Timu, criticises the Communist
parties who pose only 'peaceful'
methods of struggle, and says
that it is necessary to use every
form of struggle against capitalism. At. the same time, he poses
to the .communist parties ot ·the
capitalist countries - in Europe
in particular - that it is not
possible to go to Socialism by
peaceful means, and that this is
the only policy ot the world
Communist movement. He also
draws the conclusion from the
experience ot Chile and, even it
it is qualified by saying that the
bourgeoisie use force 'as a last
resort', the tendency to go towards the conclusion that the
civil war is inevitable is clear.
It is not accidental, either, that
while Giscard is in Moscow being
attacked by the Soviet leade1ship
Marchais (General Secretary of
the French Communist Party)
raises the demand tor the nationalisation of the steel industry.
The decision ot the World Federation ot Trade Unions (WFTU)
at its recent meeting in Paris is
also significant inasmuch as it
proposed to answer the 'crisis
of capitalism' with unified action
by the world trade union movement. This concentration on the
trade unions is an indirect way ot
intervening in the world process
ot the permanent revolution,
which requires a political leadership. However, on the other side
ot this policy of the Soviets is
the recognition that, at this
stage, it is the trade unions
which the class is using as
political instruments in the
absence ot a sufficiently developed leadership in the workers
parties.

~·
--The role ot the trade unions
is clearly demanstrated in this
country by all the initiatives tor
struggle, tor the overthrow of the I
Tory government, tor factory
occupations have come from the ·
trade union base. The Labour
Jett do not need to remind Wilson
of the prograrrme, but to remind
themselves that the present ,
Labour government was impelled ,
into office by the mobilisations '
ot the workers, by the mass'ive
demonstration against the 'industrial relations act' and by the
niners' strike. It is part of a 1
world process as, tor example,
the way in which the Argentinian
working class have shattered the
right wing of the Peronist move-1
ment with the general strike, and
in Italy where elements of dual
power are imposed by the factory
councils and there is a constant
mobilisation ot the trade union
base. The Labour left have to
base themselves on this force:
there is no other! The initiative
ot the North West Trades Coun- !
cils in organising a lobby of 1
parliament on November 26th has !
a certain importance inasmuch as I
it proposes a mobilisation ot the I
class. It is limited to the extent I
that it makes parliament a focus j
of attention - as it there is some
soluti<>n through parliamant and its lack of programme and 1
policy. Nevertheless the proletariat is going to use it in the
absence ot any other means ot
,mobilisation being ottered. What
the Labour and trade union left
have to do is to base themselves 1
on such mobilisations and to use 1
them as a means of putting tor- 1
ward a programme of all wages 1
to rise with the cost of living, 1
1
work sharing without loss ot pay,
all factories threatened with 1
.
closure to be occupied and run ~
under workers control pending 1i
nationalisation by the Labour 1
government, all factory books to
be open to the workers com- !

!

I
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!
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i

mittees, and the nationalisation !
ot the land, banks and major in- I
dustries under workers control ,
and without compensation. They
have also to base themselves on· 1
the factories, on the shop
stewards co11111ittees, impelling
a discussion and the elevation ot
the organisms of control ot the
working class. Because ot the
lack ot a centralised leadership, 'I
a conscious, coherent left tendency in the Labour Party and 1
trade unions, it is impossible to l
predict exactly when or how the j
proletariat is going to mobilise ;
in the next period, but the nature i
of the class itself and the world !
conditions determine that it will I
mobilise. It is necessary then
to be based on this, to raise the :.
discussion and demand tor the :
Government of the Lett, with the j
direct representation - without i
a general election - ot the trade ;
unions in the, government, the ,.
removal ot all those elements
who resist the prograrrme ot ;
nationalisations of the Labour j
Party and trade unions, and a
progressive implementation of I
that prograrrme. There is the
necessity tor local conferences j
ot the labour movement, including 1
the trade union and Labour Party I
militants, the shop stewards !
comm/ ttees - with the right of
all to speak, tor all tendencies
of the left to intervene - to j
discuss the programme and 1
mobilisations to impose the
Government ot the Left.
20.10.76
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'The intelligent joy', as was defined by Comrade Posadas, whlcn !
humanity lives weighing on and superior to the transitory defeats l
like those in Chile, developed in the heart of this Congress. Revo-1
lutionary songs, the sentiments ot Communist fiesta, of Communist
victory and fraternity in which the Conference developed, was the
conscious synthesis of the relations ot Communist fusion which
humanity lives today. In the Congress this intelligent joy, the development of a world monolithic team, with an open and complete
aptitude tor application, was expressed in the embrace ot the delegates in the Congress to Comrade Posadas when he finished his
first exposition. The embrace was a recognition of intelligence and
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ON THE POLICY OF THE UNITED FRONT IN SPAIN
They are not preparing to make a
democratic junta in Spain, but a
Portuguese junta. And, although it
might not be with Cutinho,Concalves
or Carvalho, there are similar people
there. The masses want to discuss
Immediately, not as a means of criticising or condemning the teadersh·l·p of the Communist Party, but to
elevate the experience of the cadres.
In Spain, they can do the same as
in Portugal and better, because they
have the experience of the Spanish
revolution and, besides, they have
Communist and Socialist parties,
tendencies of the left, and left tendencies in the bourgeoisie. Together
with this, there Is the decomposition
of capitalism, the grinding down of
capitalism which has to grab hold
of Don Juan; that is to say, they
have very exiguous resources in
history.
The Communist vanguard
sees this and it is necessary to
discuss it.
There is no political life in
Spain and 'Mundo Obrero' (organ of
the Communist Party) reflects it.
There are two or three newspapers
and nothing more. The Soviets are
trying to organise a tendency against
Carillo. And Carillo, together with
the Italian Communist Party, is
opposed to Portugal and to the
French Communist Party. Although
the masses of the Spanish Communist Party are not called to discuss,
to participate or to give opinion on
these problems, the bourgeois press
communicates to the Communist
masses that there is such a discussion and such a situation in the
world Communist movement.
And
the masses are making an experience
and enrichment of a knowledge and
judgement, of capacity, infinitely
greater
than
their
leadershi P•
Every leadership wh lch today
does not live
Portugal, is condemned to death.
Although the
corpse can continue wat king around,
it cannot generate authority and
confidence.
Throughout the world
Communist movement, they are discussing Portugal. As there is no
leadership, the discussion is not
organised. It is not a discussion
.wh ioh has ·an organ •o sense t9r
seeking conc.lusions. But the bas~e,
the cadres, the vanguard of the
world Communist movement, of the
left and the trade unions, discuss
making correct appreciations of the
situation, i.e. the roots of this
process, and they support Portugal.
The masses see in Portugal the
objective progress of the revolution,
and they see it essentially in the
points .in which it can discuss,
discuss, judge and give an opinion.
They see that it advances in organs
of power linked to the class, and
that democracy advances linked to
the class.
They are not pre-

occupied so much with economic
progress, although it is important
and it is concerned, but see that it
is not decisive. They see that, to
advance, class organs are required
- organs wtlich th ink in the name of
the working class, not for the working class but in the name of the
working class - which has the
objectivity to develop the economy.
This is what the vanguard is living
in Portugal and in Spain also.
In Spain it is necessary to give
analysis and make concrete propositions, to propose the necessity
for preparing movements which can
make democratic agreements, including with the bourgeoisie, but
without programmatic ties with the
bourgeoi.sie, not remaining subject
- as Cari 110 remains - to the
bourgeoisie leading and deciding
programmatically.
He says that
they are making this policy because
the Communist Party is a minority
in the workers movement. We also
consider that it is a minority, but
the majority want to overthrow
Franco and to take the road of Portugal.
And so now, it is not a
question of the Communist Party
and what it can do, but considering
the Communist Party - which has
important cadres and can be won transcending the I imitations and the
levels which the Communist Party
wants to give to the Spanish revolution. It is necessary to discuss,
showing
Portugal and Ethiopia.
They are very decisive examples,
as with Mexico and Peru.
It is necessary to make a very
great criticism of Caril lo.
The
criticism has to be on the basis of
political discussion and analysis,
not a criticism of rejection, of
accusation, but of analysis, showing
that the policy of submission, of
agreements with the bourgeoisie, of
being submitted to the bourgeoisie,
is false and erroneous. Thie affirms
the power of the bourgeoisie, when
there are the conditions to win over
the petit bourgeoisie by means of
m·:>bilisations, with class and anticapitalist objectives. This can be
done.
The soldiers who are preparing the coup do'' it, not. ·~s a
function of the capitalisfl·egime but
of Socialist measures.

We do not want to intervene in
the internal disputes of the Communist Party, but neither do we want
to stop participating.What we donot
want to do is to intervene to throw
out, or to cut down, but to reason.
instead of giving positions to show
that they are traitors, capitulators,
or bourgeois, to reason. Instead of
saying that this position of the CP
serves as a point of support for the
bourgeoisie, to pose that this position tends to make the proletariat
abandon its positions and elevate
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the decision ot the intell(gent joy to apply and develop the imm·~nse
forces ot the Trotskyist Posadist IV International. This same sentiment was verified in the other reports which expressed, in their
intervention by other Comrades ot the team, the monolithic development and advance of the forces of the International·
The world Congress of the
the world has elevated and inTrotskyist Posadist IV Intercreased. Partial Regeneration
facilitates, but does not eliminational resolved, as part of its
objectlves ot functioning, to
nate, the tasks of the political
prepare theoretically and polirevolution in the Workers States.
tically all its forces, all its
The Trotsky/st Posadist IV
activity and growth, to weigh
International is hastening to
with Its ideas on the formation of
intervene nore actively with the
the Communist thought of the
programme of the Soviets in the
revolutionary world movement;
Workers States, for the leading
of very active ideas, and as a
intervention and with the organs
novement with a base and mass
of the working class, for Socia.authority in the construction of
list and Soviet democracy.
the world revolutionary leaderTogether with this it hastens to
ship; to weigh in the forms in
continue its activity in the
struggle for the programme of
which today this activity develops the Partial Regeneration
the construction of the Workers
of the function of the Workers
States: statification, workers
control, planning of the economy
States. The Congress ratified
and discussed the historic valiand of the Workers States
dity of this principle. It increaamongst themselves. This proses the function ot the Soviet
cess of increase in the forces of
Union in the camp of the world
the revolution, of intervention of
revolution and diminishes, as a
the masses, is the basis of the
consequence, the bureaucratic
world crisis of disintegration of
function of Its leadership. This
the system. This is the epoch
is an ob/ective course imposed
of the liquidation of private
property. The world Congress
and demanded by the world forces
of the revolution. The historic
discussed the immense retreat of
basis ot the formation of the
the forces of capitalism and imbureaucracy and of the degeneperialism which took refuge alone
in
its counter-revolutionar_y
ration of the Workers State has
.1::.:sence . to prepare the atomic
ceased. The basis of the construction of Socialism throughout
war agamst the masses.
Its

(Title of the Editorial Board)
the bourgeoisie, and this impedes
the proletarian movement.
If the
proletariat does not make such a
mobilisation, the bourgeoisie has
the abi I ity to continue to dominate
the situation, but if the proletariat
dominates or resolves, the bourgeoisie cannot determine.
This is
the example of objective analysis.

It is necessary to function to
intervene in al I this process to
organise a current within and outside the CP, among the left Cath olics,
the
left Social is ts, the
Comm.unists and people without a
party, and to consider also that
there is a very great number who
are now won through dis ii lusionment.
They find that fascism is not a
which
homogeneous
movement
functions through necessity.
A
number of fascists have given up.
There is no strong fascism in the
country.
It is a weak, gutless
fascism. It functions on the edge
of death, and there is a whole number of people who just abandon
fascism. Fascism is not increasing
its forces, but diminishing. It concentrates in a few sectors now, as
a prelude to death.
In these conditions, a very great
movement of resistance to Franco
develops in Spain on the part of the
bourgeoisie, who show a certain
drive to try to appear as the axis of
the anti-Franco movement - as with
al I their publications, like Cambio
16 But the policy and the interests
of the bourgeoisie cannot go very
far, they have very short perspectives. What they are proposing is
to change Franco so that the capitalist regime functions better. The
regime of Franco, which is a function of big business, perturbs the
function of big business. As the
bourgeoisie does not feel that it
has the strength to smash and impose itself upon the masses - who
have had 40 years of Franco and
the bourgeoisie have not imposed
their power - they seek to conciliate
and to develop the economy and
eliminate from it the obstacles of
the Franco regime. This means,; at
the same' Ume, ·the very "Qreat weak"":
ness of the Franco regime.
The
Communists try to use the situation,
to make what they cal I the 'democratic juntas'. Based on the analysis of the situation In Spain, this
policy has no rational basis.
It
stems from the fear of the Communists who are small, do not have
strength and cannot decide, because
if there· is a cl ass mov-ement the
Communists are not the majority, and
they fear to be by-passed by their
base.
In the 'democratic juntas',
which is the struggle for democratic
rights, they can compensate and
and develop themselves competing

vacillations in launching it
comes from its insecurity, and
from the fact that the conditions
are constantly unfavourable to it
and lead to defeat. The military,
religious,
juridical
superstructure ot capitalism is disintegrating. It is breaking up
because of the forces of the
world revolution. Sectors of the
armies and armies are won to the
revolutionaty struggle, as in
Portugal, partly in Peru, Ethiopia and Madagascar.
The Congress discussed and
resolved the programme for the
revolution in Europe and in
Latin America. In Europe, to
centralise the forces of the
Communist parties and of the
trade unions with the programme
of the Soviet Socialist Federation of Europe, based on the organs of the direct intervention
of the proletariat and a policy of
expulsion of NATO and of imperialism throughout Europe.
In Latin America, centralisation
of the masses in organs of the
anti-imperialist United Front,
workers parties based on the
trade unions, a single workers
centre, a Socialist Soviet Federation of Latin America.
For these objectives, the
Congress resolved to maintain
and extend the regular publications of the 15 newspapers of
our parties in the world, to edit
Marxist Reviews in the Italian,
British, French, Spanish and
languages, and to take as

J.Posadas
with others. They give reasons to
the Communist militants for their
timid policy. It is necessary to see
that this policy is not reasoned, it
is senseless. It does not respond
to the necessity of the situation,
nor to its perspectives. This policy
answers to a false analysis and
conclusions of what is happening
in Spain.
It is necessary to analyse the
necessity for the United Front of
al I the parties, the trade unions, for
democratic demands.
The right
wants to make organisational links,
hence it is necessary to make
the independent action of the Communist Party and of the trade unions,
push Ing forward the norma I demands
of the workers movement, and supporting the essential demands of
democratic rights, increases in
wages, and a certain planning of
the economy, giving a perspective
of what is happening in Spain. A
'democratic junta' comes, and then
what?
It is necessary to give a
perspective supporting a series of
nationalisations; there is already a
sector ol' the capitalist economy
which is statified with 40% of the
princi pie industries nationalised.
Some are in a bad way and the objective is to get rid of the debts,
the deficits and the backwardness,
to install modern machinery and more
advanced structures of production,
and afterwards hand them over to
This is their
private capital.
objective.
At the same time, this objective
has nourished a sector of leaders,
of administrators, of state functionar les, who are against this
policy and who want the state
function to continue. This is one of
the consequences of this stage of
the crisis of capitalism, which
exists In al I countries the
increase in the layers of planners,
co-ordinators,
presidents,
local
economists, a competition of state
economy and private economy. But
if they certainly do this with the
objective of their own interests,
they also do It pushed forward by
the needs of the development of the
economy, and they seek th.~ best
means. They do'not do lt w+th tile
programme which advances towards
s·ocialist measures, but they develop
towards this level and nothing more.
It is necessary to count on these
forces.
We are not against democratic
united fronts with the bourgeoisie;
we are against submitting to them.
The present stage requires a struggle for democratic liberties but, at
the same time, the independence of
the workers movement and the
workers parties, to continue struggling for their own demands. They
are not to be subject to the bourge-

a basis the five editions in a
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ois level because this commands,
determines and paralyses the workers movement.
What Carillo is
doing is to submit the workers to the
bourgeois movement. This is not
an alliance, it is submission to the
bourgeoisie.
And hence, we say,
it Is not going to be accepted. We
accepted in our opinion in the 8th
Congress of the Communist Party
that it is necessary to make the
democratic alliance with the bourgeoisie, but for particular objectives:
democratic rights, freedom of the
press, words, ideas, development of
the economy.
But we pose as a
class how It must be done, including
when we organise actions in common.
But we make our own life
independent of them, elaborating
the objectives which are superior
to those of the bourgeoisie. Carillo
acts I Ike this, because he does not
believe in the permanent revolution
but we do. An outstanding example
of it is in the Catalan Assembly.
What is this? And that of Andalousia? It is absurd and
criminal
that they favour the regionalisation
of Spain. It clashes with the mentality of any Spanish worker. This
is the pol icy which favours the
bourgeoisie, the backwardness of
the Catalan overlords, and al I this.
This is a backward and absurd
conclusion.
Instead of tending to
unify and centralise as the
Yugoslavs are just doing - they
tend to divide and respect the regional rights, maintaining the backwardness of the nationalities, which
is the product of capital ism. This
is the necessity of culture and of
science.
It is a lie, and it is
absurd.
It Is necessary to look at the
first strugg !es which Len in pushed '
forward in the Russian Social Democratic Party for a centralised
movement. There was a tremendous
extravagance on this issue. Lenin
opposed the separatism of each
Russian state from
the necessity
for centralisation to develop the
economy, and also to develop culture and technology. There was a
tremendous .. struggle,• anc:I in the
Social Democratic-Party too. Even
Plekhanov, who then had good
positions, was a partisan also of
the atomisation of Russia, and this
was an economic, social and cultural inheritance from the past.
There are Communists who still
have this position.

J. POSADAS
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* J. POSADAS: 'The problems of
the revolution in Spain and the Vlllth
Congress of the SpanishCommun!st
Party', 5th
February,
i 973.
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tor Trotskyism, in the foundation
year of the Marxist Reviews in
ot our parties, and in the fundaLatin America. The Congress
mental support for the under- I
standing of this stage of history 1.
discussed the foundation of new
sections and the extension of
and in the construction of a .1
world team of leading cadres of
the existing ones, with plans of
concrete growth. The Congress
the International.
discussed and elaborated docuThe Congress remembered and,
ments aimed at the tactical dissaluted Comrades Marx, Engels, j
cussion of each section of the
Leni'?, Trotsky and the SolInternational in the struggle tor
sheV1ks.
I1
the Governments of the Lett in
The Congress elected a new
Italy, in the development of the
re- elected
leadership
and
programme of the Popular Unity
Comrade Posadas as General
in France, based on organs and
Secretary. The Congress tune- 1
committees of the working class
tioned with the active participa- i'
and the population.
tion of Comrade children, who
Salutes. were made to all the
were part of the fraternal and !
Workers States, to the Soviet
Communist relations in which
Union, to the masses of the
the Congress developed. All the ·
world, to the Soviet and North
resolutions aad reports were '.
American proletariats.
The
supported and voted unanimously '
Congress saluted all the revoluThe interventions of Comrade ·
tionary militants in prison or
Posadas, the reports and speedead in the struggle against
ches wi II be published immedicapitalism, among these out
ately in the press, the news
comrades Federico and Anape. It
papers, bulletins and reviews of
saluted all the sections of the
Trotskyist Posadism.
Their
IV International. All and every
reading, discussion and diffusion
one ot the comrades expressed
will be an immense support in
their fusion and salutes to Comthe struggle tor the ideas of
rade Posadas, who had elaboraCommunism and Socialism. We
ted the decisive ideas of this
refer to the texts.
epoch of humanity. Retaking the
basis of Marxism and extracting
The Congress began and
the principles of our masters,
finished its deliberations with
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky,
the singing of the International.
Comrade Posadas has given
continuity and resolution to the
ideas of Marxism, in their theoThe International Secretariat of
etical and practical application
the Trotsky/st Posadist IV
in this phase of the s!r~gg!! ___''!.!e.~~~-tional,
August
1975.

!
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---Printed bY Tilt> Russell Press Ltd., Nottingham (TU)- - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - They do not represent secondary slovakia was no invasion. Invasion cracy. This is plurality. The plurality
people, but leading apparatuses who means to subdue the country.
And of fatso Soares, as that of Sakharov,
.
..
. . ··
have the pretensions to utilise the where is the reason to subjugate and as of the Italian Communists, is not
J Workers ~tate and nationalise~ proper- exploit? What exploitation does the the plurality to advance in Communist
..
ty for private ends, to function as a USSR
make
of
Czechoslovakia? measures, but to permit the existence
I
new class. They feel closer to capi- There is no exploitation, and economi- of ideas, of thought, of capitalist
Society to advance has
•·· .•.
1011111 dll
talism than to the Workers State. They cally it loses money. Where is the programme.
are united around the private sentiment invasion of Czechoslovakia? It is a to eliminate capitalism, otherwise it
of the person, and this is the concept bureaucratic defence of the Workers cannot advance. The bourgeoisie is
'
Soviet Union. When the nazis invaded
of their relations. As they are writers Soviet power, but a bureaucratic going, as a means of propaganda, to
The Nobel prize given to Sakharov
the Soviet Union, the Trotskyists
who do not depend on commerce or on defence, not a reactionary one. The excite, to stimulate discussion over
is against the Soviet Union.
The
defended it intransigently, as much
productive capacity, as they are in- method is reactionary, but not the Sakharov, as before with Solshenitsyn,
attitude of the Soviets is not the same
as the workers vanguard, because it
teliectuals who have an audience, then objective. Hence, we defined it as a but this is going to last one or two
as with Solshen itsyn - they are more
understood the enormous progress
they can have a certain independence, reactionary method, but not with a months, then it will finish. Soishenicautious, less incisive.
Also the
tsyn lasted six months. He stuffed
which the Soviet Union meant in relaincluding the interests of private counter-revolutionary objective.
declarations of the Italian Communist
himself with money and left.
This
tion to the capitalist system. This
property. They speak of discussing
Party have importance when they say
It is not a comparison between who
one is going to do the same. To write
Sakharov, of what progress does he
the regime of private property, of
that it is a prize given politically, not
can do more. Capital ism has already
speak?
liberty, and they make a comparison shown a II that it can do. Socia I ism now of concentration camps is stupid.
for scientific merit. This obliges them
There are no longer concentration
to make rectifications in which they
In his d.emanding freedom of opinion
of which is best.
needs the possibi I ity without interare going to find also that they cannot
why did he not speak of the freedom
People looking at the Soviet Union ferences to be able to show the camps in the Soviet Union. On the
defend
'freedom'
without
seeing
of the assassins of the United States
do not see the bureaucracy. More and capacity, as the Soviet Union, China, other hand, there is the freedom shown
liberty for whom and for what. The
who massacred in Vietnam? Why did
more in a preponderent way, they see Cuba and all the Workers States show, in the economic and scientific deveThe
assassins also want liberty to kilL
he not speak of the freedom of oppresthe function of the Soviet Union. Then that even with the bureaucrats , lopment of the Soviet Union.
punishments, the prisons, the tortures,
And Sakharov demands individual
sion which there is in the United
they see that the bureaucracy is not a nationalised
property,
centralised these belong to the capitalist counI iberty, for what?
States, and money which is the cause
historic impediment, but a transitory planning of the economy, monopoly of
tries.
Imperialism advances with
of oppression? There is the bureauobstacle which can be overcome. They foreign trade, showed the historic
What is 'liberty'?
Is liberty the
tanks,
planes,
bombs,
poisonous
cracy also, but as it is linked to the
see the immense power of the Soviet superiority, the crushing suoeriority
individual's resolution to do what he
bases, destruction of the oxygen to
interest
of
development
and
in
compeUnion
and
of
the
Workers
States,
but
wants, or the necessity to do what
against the capitalist system.
The impede progress because the regime
tition with the capitalist system, it
these types do not discuss and do not proof is that Stal in was liquidated
impels the most useful - the wellof private property all.ows it.
The
must give gre.ater freedom, it must
compare historical importances of and that al I the Workers States devebeing and the interests of the majority
Workers State clashed with Stalin.
develop itself with the greater freedom
regimes or states. They want another loped.
of the population? Sakharov demands
On the other hand, in the
Nationalised
property
liquidated
of
necessary
historical
opinion,
society, if it is necessary to correct, capitalist states a President is
freedom of opinion and of speech, and
Stalin, and nationalised property adagainst the capitalist system.
th en it is necessary to say what has liquidated, another takes over and the
has not made any condemnation of the
vanced and developed the Soviet
to be corrected: Workers State, natio- same crisis of the capitalist regime
war in Lebanon, any condemnation of
It is a stupid and abstract disUnion. This is going to be, and must
nalised
property,
or
the
political
continues.
A11~this
has
a
very
great
Yankee intervention which assass icussion by the Sakharovs and the
be, discussed in the world Com11unist
leadership, or the government of a repercussion.
nates, kills and tortures in Africa,
Solshenitsyns, because they do not
movement.
Workers State. They do not discuss
Asia and Latin America. Then what
refer to anything but themselves as
We propose to make a public open
this.
liberty
does
Sakharov
demand?
individuals. The world process does
discussion to liquidate the bureau- J. POSADAS
Freedom of opinion. Opinion for what?
not interest them. Hence, they do not
These are the consequences of a
When freedom of opinion is demanded,
condemn the Yanks and they do not
previous stage. Does humanity live
it is necessary to begin by analysing
speak of the progress which ex is ts
thinking about Sakharov? They throw
page 1
that the USSR is a Workers State, it
in the USSR. It is the same as if they
them out and go forward, as in Vietnam
peting
electorally
with the Labour
has nationalised property and origiI ived under Tsarism as they live now.
and Latin America. As Morales Bernated from a life which was enormously
In the USSR there are no peasants who
Party
has
brought
about the contain the masses.
mudez in Peru has just said to a
backward and 80% i !literate. 80% did
have to sell their daughters in order
question: 'The revolution is Socialist expected failure, as Posadas has no force and its
not know anything more than the most
to live. This no longer exists. After
and humanist'.
Even Anthunes has foresaw.
Today, the struggle deliver
elementary knowledge of life. Today,
1905 they shot the peasants,
Now
had to declare the Socialist objectives demands a programme tor the editors "freedom'
in the USSR there are no illiterates,
they shoot managers who swindle and
of the Portuguese revolution. This is,
continuous attack on
no unemployed, accidents at work are
deceive the workers a!1d the state; and
of course, a fraud because fatso Soa- construction of the left in the the
minimal; there is a cultural developnaticmalisations
even if this is not the correct method
means of .;:>a"'"·'""'r.;:>
res has also said, 'Socialism and Labour Party,
ment more elevated than all the capi- to shoot - they are not wasted
start with the most
plurality'. And plurality means that under workers control, the organs
talist countries put together, although
bullets.
imperialism comes to invest, and of the class, the necessary promen, do not
the
stil I they do not have the necessary
NATO.
And this is plurality. gramme tor power, and the con- means for its recovery.
We propose a public discussion
The
standard of life., There is not a single
throughout the Soviet Union. When a
We are against plurality. We are struction of the Socialist Republic proletariat wi II
about the
Soviet worker who has opposed supSakharov appears together with Sotfor plurality of opinion for the pro- and the CP does not have it. showdown. It has the initiative.
porting Vietnam. There is not a single
shenitsyn and the others, it shows the
gress of the Socialist revolution, of
citizen or comrade in the Soviet Union
This is the crisis in the Com- It has btoken the
authority, the very profound power
Socialist ideas. The plurality which
who has protested, saying, 'I want them
its own
munist Party, related to the and wi II intervene
which the• bureaucratic layers in the
comes
from
capital
ism
with
them
to negotiate over Vietnam so that I
crisis in the Labour Party, where organisms to clear out the
Soviet Union have which, until now,
having
the
power,
this
is
not
plurality.
don't lose any wages'. The help to
had representatives in art and literaIt is to make capitalism participate to better militants and leaders are
Vietnam, to Peru and other countries,
ture, among whom were included those
avoid the advance to Socialism, and amung than the Communists. one of
like Cuba, means something like
who painted Cubism and surrealism.
the development of society can only
$1,000,000,000 a year. All this comes
The . rejection o~ the so-call:d in the workers
Life is diaphanous.
Vietnam, the
take place against capitalism. When
from the wages of the Soviet workers
left
m the AUEW _is the expression the basis of
struggle of the masses of the world,
they demand plurality in this way, it
and masses,, And the Soviet workers
of
the
proceSS m Portuga!, from and intervention. We caU for .this
show
that
the
painters
have
motives
is
because
they
want
to
givElcapitl:ll
ism
do not protest, nor do the Soviet
for diaphanous inspiration; on the
an opportunity. Sakharov also demands the electora1 road, the parlla~e!'- to be discussed it1 the Labour
peasants. Is this liberty, yes or no?
other hand, the lucrubrations of surthis. They are al I backward repre- ta~y road, to the road of mob1ils- Party and the trade
and
Is this suppression?
realism and Cubism indicate a form of
sentatives of history~.
at1on and advance of dual power. tor the left to accelerate conThe Soviet Union supports the
thinking far from the life which they
If the Soviets do not combat them
struggle of all the peoples of the
The worke1s aristocracy in the sciously this process,
lived. All the human relations do not
with more important measures and
world: Peru, Mexico, Argentina, Africa show, do not orientate towards surLabout Partyis ttying to play an the conclusion that there is no
with
ideas,
it
is
because
they
are
and Asia. It supports them, bureaurealism or Cubism. These are a disBa1ba1a electoral
can be
bureaucrats.
They have advanced, impossible function.
cratically, yes: but with arms, and
integration, a dehumanisation, a parCastle,
after
having
made
conof
help
but is not the organ to
but
in
a
very
limited
way.
On
the
economic and material aid. This is
tial isation
of
the human
being.
other hand, we prop.ose that they dis- cessions to the hospital wo1kers to power. The
practically and materially decisive.
Painting, on the contrary, has to show
cuss publicly, why Sakharov?
What by means of abolition of the pay is a c.:;11,,,11'>¥'nmAn1!
And what does Sakharov say of al I the unity w:1 ich there is between human
does he want? What freedom does he beds, now confronts the junior on mass
this?
progress, ideas, and the whole of the
demand?
What plurality does he
population.
When these painters
trade unions.
His freedom is the same as fatso
demand? This plurality, does it affirm doctors.
abstract
themselves,
it
is
because
Soares,
calling
tor
'democracy,
ing out all the
the economy to advance society? No,
they represent layers abstract from
democracy, democracy!', 'Plurality and
but it affirms private property. Private Wilson sends a Lord to rep1esent sectors in the Labour nov.ill,rnrnA111t
Socialism'. What is plurality? Free- history, who represent the power of
interest, as a consequence, reanimates the government at the Franco and
them
small groups who aspire to a form of
dom of opinion, yes, but for whom?
capitalist power and leads to war. funerals whilst previously having which
continue
a process of
power.
If they want freedom of orientation
sent a message of protest to him natic:malisations,
and
in the economy, no; because we want
Capitalism is war and Socialism is
at
the
time
of
the
executions,
workers
control.
This
is
a
p10the economy nationalised, planned
peace, said Len in. We repeat what
They are not the consequences of
production, external trade monopolised
Stalinism only, but an absence of
Lenin said. Capitalism is war, and shows the impossible position of cress of contim1ous r.:nll'ltr·nn1f$!itin1111
by the state. That permits complete
world political leadership which, first
Socialism is peace.
If the Soviet this p1esent government. It can't the end of electo1alism.
liberty. Then it is necessary to pose
of all, Stalin ism led to through historic
Union has to prepare itself militarily,
22.11.1975
the basis of progress for all the popuconditions which cannot repeat themit is because imperialism has arms.
selves.
When there is a layer of
lation, that is the basis of liberty,
Otherwise, there would be no place for
interpreters in literature like this, it is
as we the Trotskyists have posed and
arms in the Soviet Un ion and the Worthe proletarian vanguard throughout the because the decomposition, the depth,
kers States. The decisive and conand the number, of these people is very
world which, without being Trotskyist,
stant proof is that the Workers State
has not made a single attack on the considerable in the leading apparatus.
did not make any invasion. Czecho-. 4 .,RED.
FLAG
·
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of experiences. of capacity, of links there is the crisis of the capitalist
with the working class so that this system in the economy, but this is not
may intervene in the country. It is fundamental. The disintegration is
necessary to mobilise the working the disintegration of the capitalist
class so that it weighs, but to mobilise system, not only economically but in
alone does not have any sense. It is the structure of its power. For this
necessary to mobilise and have posts reason, it is disintegrating. If it was
of leadership, so that the working only the economy there wouldn't be a
class has positions of the leadership, disintegration, there would only be a
in planning the economy, in leading, in crisis. If it was simply economic there
distributing, in finances, in general in would be economic crises. But half
the state apparatus; and these in the Church is going against its own
their turn controlled by the trade structure, and they are discussing the
unions. This is democracy, this is Pope. The bishops want to elect the
plurality, but not the bestiality of Pope and the people in the workers
plurality which they demand, which is areas want to elect the bishops. They
for the bourgeoisie. The proletariat distrust the Pope. Half the police are
still hasn't weighed as r class, it with the masses. The Portuguese
still weighs in a superfi.cial form. army rebels and they recapture rebels
who have been arrested. This shows
The rebellion is not retreating; it the method and complete armies go in
is already showing what is the method. reverse. This is not a crisis; it is the
Part of the judiciary is against them. disintegration of the capita list system
The experience of Portugal and Italy and hence we define this process as
is already recognised by quite a few one of the permanent revolution, the
generals and admirals who pose that political revolution, the Partial Remilitary discipline doesn't function generation, and the historic reThe Chinese and the
any more. As we have already shown encounter.

Soviets have already adopted this it is difficult to surpass the Soviet
which is very complete'. That is to
definition of disintegration.
say, he didn't say that something
In Portugal a regiment rebelled superior could not be produced. This
and attracted the support of other intervention is superior to the Soviets,
regiments and of the population and it is not against, nor does it negate
the government could not do anything them, but it exercises superior funcabout it. It had to let them go although tions because it exercises superior
it tried to disintegrate them. The methods of functioning and decisions.
soldiers leant on the support of the It is dual power. It is not simply one
population, they made public assembly soldier who represents the others.
to discuss the question of the govern- These are their own organisation, the
ment completing the agrarian reform most complete. Hence they have a
and the programme of the revolution. most complete function.
That is to say, they were questioning
Also the Bolsheviks had these; it
the power, even the revolutionary
power of the revolutionary state and is not a new phenonomen, but they did
introducing new norms, Soviet norms this after they took power when the
more profound than the Soviet. The Party already existed. Here there is
soldiers went to the population to no Party. The Communist Party is
make a movement in which they are very small, it doesn't have power;
already a power. It is a Soviet system, nevertheless the workers, the soldiers,
but with more profundity in action the peasants, do what would corresthan the original Soviets. They are pond t~ the Communist Party or the
creations of the revolution and Trotsky party m power. And they discuss
said that 'the Soviet showed that it everything. It is a power which conwas the most complete instrument of fronts orders from above and it obliges
history. Possibly with a progress in them to surrender the people they had
the revolutionary struggle, the masses arr~sted, and .they c~ll upon the popuwill create superior organs, although lation for a d1scuss1on to judge if the

resolution is going
not.
Without the
fulfilling a function
even to the epoch of the
Although it is in a form with a
base, it is
Soviets did not
they had the
without a pa1 ty, the workers on
own account,
forward these
positions.
This shows the world
climate of dual power which
This is the result. These are
but have a more extended function
because they have
what the
army sh'Ould be. 111 the Soviet Union,
it was the Party which
in the
factories and in the
won the barracks in the stage of
outbreak of the revolution. All this is
the defeat of the right, of
and of the
for they have to
make an insurrection and
got the strength to
just haven't got
and besides the
an insurrection.

J. POSADAS

ANSWER THE COLLAPSE OF
CHRYSLER WITH FACTORY
OCCUPATIONS

VIVA THE ABOLITION OF THE MONARCHY AND THE
ADVANCE TOWARDS A WORKER STATE IN LAOS !

TO IMPOSE THE NATIONALISATION OF THE CAR
INDUSTRY AS PART OF THE STRUGGLE
FOR THE PLANNED ECONOMY.
The fact that the Labour Government has finally committed
Itself - after a great deal of procrastination ~ to the nationalisation
of the Shipbuilding and Aircraft industries is another proof that
there is no other perspective in this stage of the total world crisis ·
of capitalism. This decision results from the pressure of the
working class which uses every means to impel the leaderships of
its own movement into measures which confront capitalism. The
demonstration of November 26th - even it it did not mobilise the
fundamental centres of the proletariat - was one means, and the
abstentions in the AUEW elections was another. The result ot this
latter method is that Bob Wright now has to talk - in a meeting ot
Chrysler Shop Stewattls - of the 'crisis of capitalism' and the
necessity of nationalising Chryslers. The engineering workers
have demonstrated to 'left' union leaders like Wright that a policy
of conciliation with capitalism is not acceptable. Even Mu11ay, who
opposed the November 26th demonstration, now has to warn the
government that 'there will be lobbies of Parliament and demonstrations' if the Labou1; government doesn't take measures to solve
the problem of rising unemployment. This is not the voice of the
TUC leadership but an e)(pression ot the profound process ot preparation which the working class is making tor mobilisations to
confront the total crisis ot cap(talism and to make changes in the
leadership and structure of the trade unions and the Labour Party.
This process, which advances towattls a Government of the Lett in
this country, in Italy, France and Portugal, is stimulated and fed
- is an integral part of - a world process of permanent revolution,
of a world balance of social forces which is entirely 'fs.vourable to
the Workers States and the revolutionary masses of the world.
THE CONCRETE INTERVENTION OF THE SOVIETS IS A
LONG WAY FROM 'DcTENTE'.
This world balance of social forces is shown in the resolutions
of the United Nations condemning Israel. lil an organism which
was created by Yankee imperialism originally, the Yanks have to
accept a resolution coademning a country which was created by it
as an imperialist base In the Middle East. This is the world
balance of social forces and the fact that Yankee Imperialism
Prepares for the wat, tor the final confrontation with the Workers
States and the world revolution, does not detract from the importance of this resolution. Social systems do not lest primarily on
arms, neither is history determined by armed force. What determines are the social, the class forces; and this resolution of the
United Nations emphasises ex,.ctly what those class forces are on
a world scale. That Yankee imperialism prepares tor .the war cannot be doubted but, such is the feebleness of the system, that it
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J. POSADAS
OPENING SPEECH BY COMRADE J. POSADAS:
We open the sessions of the
to the beginning of the
sessions, we pmpose, In the name of
the International Secretariat of the
IV International, to sing the International, to sing It in commemoration
of, and homage to Marx, Engels,
Lenin, Trotsky and the Bolsheviks;
in homage to the most beautiful, most
noble sectors of humanity, from whom
we learn to impel human civilisation,
to eliminate every form of oppression
and violence.
for
In the name of the struggle
Communism and Socialism, in the
Prior

19TH JULY, 1975

Xth World Congress of the Trotsky/st Posadlst IV International.
name of the. progress already achieved WHO
REPRESENT
THE MOST
towards Socialism and the world BEAUTIFUL, THE MOST DECIDED
united front, of the powerful and
invincible World United Front which AND THE MOST CLEAR SIGHTED
is being elevated towards Communism OF HUMANITY!
and of which we form an essential
part, we sing the International, VIVA!
ina.ugurating
the · Xth Congress:
VIVA
(The International is sung),
VIVA

THE BEAUTIFUL INTEGRA

GRESS

THE

TENTH

OF

POSADIST

THE
IV

WORLD CON
TROTSKY/ST

INTERNATIONAL!

TION OFTHIS TEAM OF DELEGATES VIVA!

. ,~i~r.itln%J1Ja~"r.1t~~~*'1iaf1ln~:,!!;,,~111,~1!ti:rr·~t':il~tJii~;!~UicTi,,
feels it is being abandoned by Yankee imperialism, but it was an
action of war against the masses of Lebanon stimulated by Yankee
On
imperialism. It is a preparation tor the final confrontation.
the other hand, the Soviet Union and the .Workers States intervene
in this process with confidence and openly. In Angola, it has been.
the support of the Soviet Union - both socially and w Ith arms which has determined the victories in the last period of the MPLA
against the FLNA and UNITA, which are agents of imperialism.
The Soviet Union continues
a great deal of the outwattl appearance of the policy of 'detente',
of diplomatic manoeuvres, but it Is the direct Intervention of the
Soviet Union in support of revolutionary forces on a world scale
and the discussion that it stimulates in the world Communist
movement on the necessity for the overthrow of capitalism, which
characterises and determines the policy of the. system of the Wor-

turn to age 6
Workers of the world, unite!

EUROPEAN
MARXIST
REVIEW
ORC...\'.\i Of THf. INTER:\ArlO"'·\t SECRErARIAr
OF Uff f\" l"\TER,>\TIO,·\L ( POSAf)IST)

\' WORtU C\ORE SCHOOi. \'0

\'I WORLO ('AORE SCHOOL OJ>'
POS~OIST

nn:

Ir l'<TER"TIO,·\I.

•The Bolshevik Party, the degeneration of the Workers Stale
and the construction of Socialism.
•The dosing speech of the \' World Cadre School
of the Posadist IV International.

The referendum on the .f.uropean Common ~arket. the abstentions
and the Soeialist solution to tire crisis of capitalism in Britain.
The world is ready for Communism.

J, POSADAS i
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VIVA THE PUBLICATION OF EMR No. 2 IN ENGLISH!
VIVA COMRADE POSADAS!
OBTAINABLE NOW FROM THE PARTY'S ADDRESS: 60p

The following is from lhe 22nd. JULY 1915 Session
It is necessary to consider that
we are holding this Xth World Congress of the IV lnternationat Trotskyist Posadist to discuss essential
Problems • Although ' at thl· s moment
· •
they are not generally accepte d or
developed by the Communist parties,
We are dl·scuss1·ng analyses and con. s wh'ch
are necessary for the
Cius ion
1
progress of humanity to· Socialism.
What ·l t 1·s necessary to wrt"te and
·
·
dl·sc·uss 1·s how to advance· the revo ·
on
and
what 1·mportance the
lutl
· the h ·is t ory o f h umaeconomy h as m
•t · th"
t ·
The a ·1tal1"st
ni Y in
is sage.
c P
economy has little importance. It is
powerful • but l· t 1·s not the economy
which determines the course of
history.
That is achieved by the
revolution,
the
Workers
States,
together
with
the
revolutionary
countries.
Hence, we touch upon
these problems, we develop them, we
orientate and educate our Inter-'
national in the most elevated and
severe seriousness, the most elevated
and severe pre-occupation.

sadness, but because the human
.relations of society are joyful; and
this shows that humanity has confidance that it can resolve all the
problems which it is necessary to
resolve. It is with this optimism that
we are making the Congress with
this resolution,and with this optimism
extended within the Workers States.
If the process succeeds in influencing the bourgeoisie, the petit
bourgeoisie and humanity remains
i·oyful, how not to oonceive that the
masses of the Workers States are not,
themselves, i·oyful?
Their leaders
are not; but the masses of the
Workers States are the most i·oyful!
The masses of the Workers
States have the plenitude of joy in
problems with out complication. Joy
means the joy of intelligence which
is preparing to resolve all the problems which it is necessary to resolve. They do not allow the masses
to
intervene, to participate; they
contain their participation, but they
cannot impede it, But this is not the
essential problem of history. This is
a characterisation of the state of
h uman re I at1ons,
.
t o d e termine
.
th e
stages, the tasks to carry out.

meant war, destruction, killing, the
class struggle; but the proletariat is
the opposite.
The modern proletariat develops
through conditions of history, through·
the development of concentration of
capitaL The modern proletariat of
this stage of history is explo.ited.
and to advance in their struggles with
class interests, against the interests
of the exploiters and capitalism, it
has no other solution in history than
to overthrow capitalism and get rid of
itself.· It cannot develop itself as a
new class. This gives it a conscious
formation, a formation of the conception of the world of egalitarian
sentiments.
From there comes the
Communist sentiment; from there
comes Marx.

Before Marx there were others who
wrote the same thing, but not with
the historic transcendency and depth
of Marx.
They were
mediatory,•
I imi ted, in the levels of h"istory.
This is to say that Socialism is a
necessity of history and it is the
Severity does not mean an attitude
proletariat, through its function in
of vexation, of ignoring other probthe economy and i·n soc1·ety, wh1"ch
lems, but the concentration of the
has the role of leadership. To carry
pre-occupation in which it is necesout its function, the mind of the
sary to feel that the problem is
Humanity has problems which
proletariat,
its conceptions, are
fundamental and has to be treated arise from economic relations; from egalitarian, just, collective, arising
fundamentally, It is not possible to scientific relations, from the existing
from its function in the economy and
treat it with general consideration, social relations.
These are the
in society which elevates it to
It has to be precise, very precise, forces which impose these problems,
consciousness. The cansciousness
Hence. we try to be, and always not one or other tendency.
Marx1 of all human beings is determined by
succeed in being, .very precise in did not propose Communism because
their function in society, and hence
definition and in analysis. Humanity he conceived or made a programme
in the economy. There cannot be a
consciousness
apart
from
the
does not live a stage of uncertainty for Communism, like an architect
or sadness. It is not the stage of with a project, who then presents it.
economy. Now, when the function of
sad poets. Do not they see that the Marx made an interpretation of hisideas develop then, in spite of the
sad songs either no longer exist or tory, based on the economy, society
economy, the idea prevails. The idea
· do not have any transcendental and the classes. And the resu It is
is the profound reasoning of the
quality? Humanity is no longer sad; that all the previous classes up to
interlinked process of the economic
it is joyful.
The whole world is the proletariat had a function in
and social relations which determine
joyful, including the sectors of the history which impeded the inexhaustthe possible course or the intimate
petit bourgeoisie, the top sectors of ible development of progress, Prorelations of this process which is
the petit bourgeoisie, to be able to gress was limited to the development
not seen on the surface, which is
feel and live included in the revo- of their own class interests, and, not seen in daily relations. This Is
lution, They live in the revolution, their own class interest went against
what Marx did in the study of capital,
with ideas,sentiments,with positions
the interest of the life of the rest of
and drew the conclusion of the
and activity.
the population. Their advance, their
inevitability of Communism through
th e
f unc t"ion o f th e pro I e t aria•
· t
Humanity is joyful not because the accumulation, was against the rest:.
human being is resolvin·g to annul And their advance and progress
turn to page 2
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through the exhaustion of the system
of private property which concentrated the forces of production,
machines and workers. To progress,
this economic form develops private
property, which leads to an obstacle
for development.
A new form of
economy was needed, of social
relations and society. To do this,
the proletariat which was the exploited class, which was going to
tend to take power, proposed to
develop the economy, a new form of
property,..·
The concentration O·f
production, product of the concentration of factories, of the concen'.""
tration of capital, led to the concentration of al I the forms of production
and, as a consequence, of thought.
Thought is the reflection of social
relations.
It Is a
reflection from which ideas emerge,
and Marx reached the conclusion
that the modern proletariat, the
proletariat of this epoch of history
which frees itself from capitalist
exploitation, had to free society
from every form.of class exploitation.
Then it gave.an egalitarian, objective
consciousness. that it could. weigh.
in the. objectives wit.hout otistacl.es
of interests of plunder and family.
Capitalism
cannot do this and
ne.ither
could
the
bureaucracy.

BUREAUCRACY
OBJECTIVE.

.:
;

.
;:
.

··.
··•

CANNOT

BE

The bureaucracy does not have
this quality in history; it is not a
necessity for the development of the
economy and of society. It. is an
excrescence of history.
It is a
smelly excrescence, very harmful,
but different from the material excrescence. The smell of the bureaucracy is the crimes that they have
committed, the crimes and the containing of the process of history.
The bureaucracy, as it has a function
of a usurper, cannot have the objective thought of justice, equality,
the objective to produce, to plan and
to dev&lop. As a consequence, it
does not have any v.ailue, decision or
historic homogeneity.. The bureaucracy does not have a past; where
does H come from? It comes from.·
plunder, from th.e usurpation of the
revolution. It does not have a past;
as a conisequence, as It is not a
neceissary . factor in. production, it
does not have a present.
In not
having a present, it does not have a
future. The proof that it does not
have a future. is that all the layers
of the bureaucracy are collapsing.
All the structure of tho bureaucracy
is compromised, it is reduced and
compromised. It does not extend, it
does not create a new bureaucratic
society. It cannot
exist
because
what determines the class formation
of a social strata is the ec()'nomy,
not.the. mind of humanity •. All these
conceited fools who believe that
Marx il:wented Communism, look at
history' from under the. earth. Marx
believed the conception of scientific
Communism, based on scientific
reality, and the essential basis is
. that_ capital ism is going to lead to
the concentration of capital, of
society. and the creation of . the
proletariat - a concentrated proletariat which had to eliminate
capital. To eliminate it, it has to
eliminate itself, not to substitute
itself as a proprietor, but to eliminate every form of property. Thus, it
does not lead to a new ruling
proprietor class,
In ttie Soviet Union, they do not
discuss au this which is the essential base of Communism. If, now,
Breznev went and gave a major
course on these problems, they wou Id
throw him out, saying, 'You are an
ultra-left.'
In the .USSR they do
not discuss these problems.
The
proletariat
has to be considered
as the most pure, the most sacrificing, the most disinterested class,
the most honest, which supports and
sustains the struggles.. They regard
it as an instrument of support like a
truck with powerful wheels, which
carries history about. The prol!'!tariat
is not like this; it is a lie. It is
true t!lat it is. responsible for history.
It showed that it was capable of ·
putting up with Stalin: this is to put
up with history!
To put up with
Stalin, it put l!P .With the assassins
of all the Bolsheviks; And afterwards,
it threw out Hitler and Stalin. But,
the bureaucracy sought and seeks and the Communist Party also
that the proletariat should be a

support, belreving that it is not
capable of reasoning, of thinking,
of developing political thought as a
function of the necessity of history.
The proletariat is not indiffeumt to
history; i.t has the mos.t direct and
objective interest in history, and it
has it because it represents progress, because it does not think for
itself alone. To think for itself, it
must think about progress, which is
not for itself now but for the population.
The proletariat in the Workers
States, as outside the Workers States,
thinks and reasons objectively.
It
seeks
and, develops the truth,
because its condition In history
imposes this and, at the same time,
in forming the Communist consciousness, the base is prov;ded to form
the Communist programme.
It can
think, reason, deduce and determine
programme, policy, economy, plans,
tactics, objectively.
This means
that it does not think as a function
of a group, of a camari I la, of a
caste, or of a class for. itself, but as
a class which thinks as a function of
humanity.
To advance, the class
thinks of humanity and not of itself.
It feels that it is responsible, not
becaµse it thin.ks that, it is responslbl!'. in itself, but because to
advance .history it has to advance in
such a way that it eliminates every
form of repression, oppression and
human indignity. This is the function
of the proletariat, and it is determined by its role in the economy and
in society.
This is the basis, the ABC of
Communism, of 'Capital', and of
history which is ignored by the
Corrmunist parties and by the trade
unions also. Hence in this monstrous
crisis of the capitalist system, the
trade unions are discussing how
capitalism can come out of this
crisis,,
In Italy the trade unions
say to the government: 'Invest here,
invest there, invest in this place'.
And they demand a greater increase
.in wages, better conditions of work,
increase of trade union power; but
they do not propose tl)e programme
for. th& crisis of the capitalist system;;
..:. a programme of transformation of
society.. On the contrary, they are
opposed to it, and they are opposed
because they do not know what to
propose.
They are disconcerted,
and they do not have a notion of
history. The comrades of the Communist and Socialist parties do not
have a notion of history and they
have an individual conception of
the
group, of being themse Ives
the leadership.
But history is
not like thisThere are leaderships in history,
but it is not them who determine the
course of history but what programme,
what policy. Then, with this, yes,
they are leaderships. The Communist
and Socialist parties do not discuss
either programme or policy.
For the capitalist system in crisis,
they propose that it invests, that it
produces omnibuses and other vehicles instead of Fiat cars. But this
is totally insufficient. It is a limitation in the reply to the crisis of
capitalism in society.
Capitalist society is in total
crisis.
Then it is necessary to
answer with the programme for this
total crisis of the capitalist system.
Neither the Communists or the
Socialists or the trade unions propose
an historic alternative,, An historic
alternative, for example, is the
programme of nationalisations without
taking power. An historic solution
is to take power, but they do not
propose this. They propose to leave
the capitalist system and enforce
upon it a government which invests,
Which does better, which administrates better. No sir, this cannot be
done. Undoubtedly, in the depth of
this polfoy there is the intention of
showing .that capital ism cannot come
out of the crisis,then the Communists
are necessary. They do not propose
to defend or to sustain or to be a
servant .of the capitalist system.
All the forces exist for the solution tor the changes of the capitalist
system. There are all the forces so
that in the wor.kers movement, in the
Communist
parties,
they
could
discuss the replacement of the
capitalist
system,.
transforming
society, changing ·the capitalist
system and overthrowing capitalism ..
There are all the conditions, hence

they avoid discussing the proletariat
and its function. And they take it
as an instrument, a support of which
they are the head. They determine
the policy, the objective, the perspective, in accordance with what
that leadership wants, not in accordance with what the masses want.
This is not in accordance with what
the masses .are ready to do, and show
that they are capable of doing. How
are . the objectives of the masses
ascertained? What can capitalism do
and how. far can it put up with the
What are the existing
process?
forces?
The masses have shown in
Bologna (in Italy), in the occupations
of the factories in France, in the
trade union elections in Germany, in
the endless procession of factory
occupations throughout Europe and
the world, that the proletariat feels .
that it is responsible and capable
of maintaining production, that it
does not feel intimidated, it has the
confidence to do this with the support of society.
The incessant,
continuous wave advancing more and
more of factory occupations, of
functioning with women, old people
and children - three sectors of
society pushed to the margin by
capitalism - shows the essential
part of this vanguard is carrying out
the essential tasks throughout the
world. · And how is it possible to
believe that the Soviet proletariat,
the Chinese proletariat, the proletariats of the Workers States, are not
observing and seeing this? It is a
lie when the capitalists say that in
the US.SR they do not report things.
Everybody has a radio in the USSR,
and, besides, the news cannot be
hidden.
The leaderships of the
Corrmunist Party and of the USSR
have to inform what is happening in
the world in o.rder to organise, which
is traescendent.
The Communist.
parties do not pose that the masses
are ready; but pose 'there is a danger
of civi I war, we do not want to be
the cause of ma.ssacres between
fellow citizens'.
These are the
arguments w.l;iich they use. . 'The
cohdi tlons do not exist to ach !eve
what we want; we want democracy so
that everybody can participate'.
How can all the world participate?
The progress of history goes against
something.
If it could advance
without obstacles, the class struggle
would not exist. If it is necessary
to advance and propose economic
measures of transformation, then
against whom? Against capitalism!
And capital ism, is it going to accept
and yield? What does history show?
That capitalism does not accept.
Secondly, what forces has capitalism
to oppose?
It has quite a lot of
forces, but less than is necessary
to sustain itself. Half of the armies
of the world are won by the progress
of humanity. The police also, and
the Church likewise, and the administrative apparatuses.
If
these
apparatuses do not play a role, It is
because the Communist parties do
not appeal to them for the transformation of society ..
The Communists avoid all this
discussion but Europe is nearing the
definition of the process.
The
European Common Market is· the
reply of capitalism. It is necessary
to consider that response shou Id be
given by the workers movement, the
trade unions, the workers parties,
the united front of the workers parties. How to intervene in the internal
struggle of the Communist and the
Socialist parties and the trade unions
to encourage the workers movement
to
develop
layers,
tendencies,
currents, which go forward seeking
for a class solution? What is the
perspective that we see? If there is
no perspective, there is no policy.
The policy can be just for today or
for tomorrow. The policy has to have
a perspective; and the perspective
means to consider the ba!anee of
forces that is developing and then
to foresee their possible course, and
in the possible course, the internal
struggles of the parties for us to
intervene. The internal struggle has
been expressed in a notorious and
decisive way, in the conflict between
the Spanish and Italian Communist
parties - which is a struggle around
tl'e road, the tactic of the progress
c the struggle in Europe and in the
r.,:st of the world. It is not an open
and declared struggle. it is not a
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In his analysis of the coun$e of
human history and its inev.itable
conclusion
in Communism, Marx
based himself on the will and capacity of the proletariat, the proletariat
of wage labour, brought iQto the
world with the emergence of the
capitalist system.
Marxism, as a
method of thought, is the most complete conclusion and the highest
synthesis of the profoundest discoveries of human thought in class
society.
And the best in human
thought has always transcended the
limitations if!1posed by class society
and private property.
But human
thought has always arisen as a concentrated expression of the experience
of social relations.
Thus, the activity of Marx was
not only an expression of his superlative gifts of synthesis and capacity
for prediction, but also the expression
of the growing concentration of the
proletariat in preparation for its
overthrow
of capitalist
society.
Marx gave the most conscious expression to this activity and the
historic objective of the proletariats.
The great revolutionary events of
1848 and the Paris Commune of 1870
together with the great force of the
Chartist movement in Britain in the'
1840s, were the living expression
of the historic role of the proletariat,
its tendency to lead the whole of
society.
The Communist Manifesto
appeared just prior to the experiences
of 1848 - finding immediate proof
there - and the experience of the
Paris Commune was fundamental for
the analysis of Marx on the necessity
of the proletariat to smash the apparatus of the bourgeois state. Since
that time the process of the concentration of the proletariat and of wor,ld
history as a whole has intensified
enormously, receiving a defini.tive
expression in the October Revolution
of 1917, with the resulting establishment of the first Workers State. What
we are seeing now are two opposing
concentrations on a world scale: .the
concentration' of the world masses
• around the Workers State, the ex. pression on the state dimension of
the· power of the proletariat and,
on the other, the concentration of the
forces of capitalism under the leadership of Yankee imperialism. Thus,
there is system against system,
class against class. The role of the
Workers States is the historic proof
of the role of the proletariat as the
leader of society on a world scale,
and this experience, which is a
fundamental proof of the basis of
Marx's thought, has to be assimilated
in depth by both the Socialist and
Communist movements.
The latter
pays lip service to the idea without,
in practice, basing itself on this con"""
ception as the basis for action.

THE
EXPROPRIATION
OF
CAPITALISM IS A NECESSITY
OF
THE
PROLETARIAT.
The basis for the social and
political role of the proletariat is to
be found in the economy. The proletariat is expropriated. It Is submitted to the life of the factory under
the eye of a management whose objective is to reduce the human being
to the level of a machine, and the
worker has no control over any aspect
of the organisation, sale or function
of production.
There is no other
solution to this brutalised system of
ei<ploitation but, as Marx put it,
'the expropriati'On of the expropriators', that is, nationalisation under
workers control without compensation.
There is no way for the proletariat
to free itself from the dead weight of
the capitalist oppressor, save by the
fight to the finish. The proletariat
has no Independent Interest.
The
organisation of production is on a
factory, collective basis,there cannot
exist the mentality of the small
scale producer dominated by the
needs of purely individual survival
or indeed the possibility of becoming
an employer of others. The col lectivised functioning of the proletariat
imposes a class discipline, and the
development of collective relations
imposing forms of collective sentiment, lays the basis for an objective
as opposed to a subjective vision of
society. This pr(>letarian functioning
is markedly different from the. mentality generated in other sectors of
society.
Thus, the independent
artisan or self-employed or pro:....
fessional petit bourgeois sectors work
inevitably in the sphere of atomised,

independent and separated relations.
leading to all manner of individual
so.lutions and impressions, dictated
by the life style of individual relations and decisions.
But the proletariat does not live
for itself, it cannot have any solution
independent from the release of the
whole of humanity from the expJoitation and torpor of class society~ It is
the source of production and the
wealth of society, but it has no
Individual solution. It has no means
of imposing a new class society
because its only logical solution to
the exploitation of capitalism has to
be the collective ownership and
control of the means of production,
distribution and exchange.
Automatically it tends towards the most
democratic and the most centralised
forms of organisation: the Soviets.
This form of organisation was not
invented by Marx or Lenin, it came
from the heart of the proletariat and,
in part the peasantry, expressing
collective aspects of their life.
Similarly, the Commune - with its
emphasis on the right of immediate
recall of delegates - was an expression of the automatic tendency of
the proletariat to remove all elements
of oppression and arrogance and
careerism in relation to social• and
political life. As there can be no
private solution for the proletariat,
as in order to free itself it has to get
rid of itself, this means objectively
it can rally around itself al I the
anti-capitalist forces, the peasants,
the urban petit bourgeoisie, quite
apart from disintegrating the organs
of the bourgeoisie through tts superiority as shown in the triumphs of the
Workers States.

THE WORLD PROCESS HAS ENTIRE
LY CONFIRMED THE ROLE OF THE
PROLETARIAT
This role of the prole.tatiat comes.
.from its function in the economy, but
this does not mean an idealisation of
the proletariat. It did not come into
the world flawless nor fµlly conscious
of its role. Before tht;l appearance'of
Marx, aria du~lng tte · time of. Marx,
there tiad to !'t.ie a .whole series of
experiences
necessary
for
the
maturing of the proletariat, In the
youth of the proletariat' all sorts of
utopian fantasies flourished, conceptions of convincing the ruling
class, anarchism, relics of Jacobm1sm. Marx and Trotsky later noted
marked traits of conservatism in the
British working class of their time,
the tendency towards insularity,
respect for capitalism, absence of
revolutionary passion efo. Immense
complications, particularly after the
high point of the Chartist movement,
were caused by the emergence of a
labour aristocracy bought over by
the capitalist class which, in part,
operated on the b.asis of limitations
in the maturity of the working class.
Trotsky noted elements of this in his
estimate of the. proletariat in his text
on the 'Communist Manifesto', but
the inevitable need of the proletariat
to dispense with capitalism In order
to use all the massive resources of
production for the elevation of the
whole quality . of life inevitably
asserts itself. This was the conviction of all the great Marxists, whatever the circumstances, and this
conviction in the iron necessity for
the proletariat to overthrow capitalism
has been proved a hundred-fold by
the victory of 1917 and
that has
resulted from it.
The annihilation
of all the weight of the riazis was the
achievement of the Soviet proletariat
and the Workers State.
It rallied
around it al I. the best forces to crush
the expression of a demented system
of private property whose logic is to
try to crush humanity into slavery.
Private property equals the concentration camps, atomic bombs the
massive destruction of, human beings.
The proletariat concentrated in the
Workers State means human progress,
Communist love and fraternity and
the infinite capacity of the human
brain.
Capitalism means stupidity
and inertia. The proletariat means
intelligence and movement. It is not
a question of idealising a class or
individuals. Marx drew his historic
conclusions. on the·. basis of the
logical development of the capitalist
economy and his observation of the
behaviour of the proletariat. In the
decision ofthe proletariat of 1848, its
readJ.ness to defy the capitalist class,

all
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·division In the world Communist
movement. It Is the expression of
the fact of the separation of the
Communist parties and of the absence
of a centralised, concentrated leader-..
ship transmitting experience, security
and objectivity.~
This is because
neither the Communist party of the
USSR, nor the Chinese, nor any
Workers
State
possess
these
necessities. Then there is an ab. sense of world experience, to develop
and apply in Europe.
Hence the
crisis. of these Communist parties
and their meandering. Carillo passes
from a declaration that 'the Trotskyists are Marxists and must belong to
the world Marxist movement', which
is a form of substitution for saying
1
'world Communist movement' (he said
this in a film); to saying a short time
1
• afterwards that they, the Commun is ts,
were against Portugal and that, in
Spain, the government of Franco
· wou·ld cause a great deal of harm if,
before departing, he would not hand
over the government to a democratic
. junta - because, otherwise, worse
things woul.d happenJ They invited
Franco to make a democratic testament and, besides, they were going
to mi;i.ke in Spain a 'Western democracy' and the Italians also.
There Is no objective class reply
which concentrates the experience of
the workers movement, which the
Communist parties already have gone
' through. This crisis among them is
going to intensify.
There is the
•··necessary historic tendency for the
··formation of a leadership of the left,
but still, there are not all the
elements for it. There are considerable forces which resist and which
· the bourgeoisie, in the final instance,
is going to grab hold of to survive
trying to advance to war in this form.
This is the final resort and, at the
same time, the final agony of the
capitalist system.
It is the last
resort of the patient who wants to
breathe~
They are seeking this in
a conscious and objective form.

,:CLASS CONCILIATION IS
ABSURD
At tile same ti.ipe, t.l\is character. ises how we must fritervene in a
process which is not only a problem
of
ttieoreti.cal
characterisations,
analyses and examples, programmatic
analy~es,
but of concrete, daily,
permanent conflicts. That is to say,
. history concentrates and summarises
all the tasks In the same sphere, not
in the same plane - because they
• are not all on the same plane- but
yes, at the same level, which requires leaderships and parties with a
superior
leadership than before ..
And al I the tasks are joined, there
Is no priority for one over the other.
Al I are 'ensemble', 'lutti lnsiemo',
'todas juntas'. All show that they
1 are necessary and deve fop on the
way. It is not empirical, it Is not
abstract, but the relationships of
··forces determine such a situation.
Then this requires a political and
theoretical preparation which is more
elevated,
ft is not an impossible
thing but more elevated, and it is
necessary to foresee the course to be
able to intervene in a discussion
which is already developing in the
Communist Party, but they avoid the
depth of the problem because the
discussion is made in abstraction
from history.
It is necessary to consider that
· the Communists are intimidated by
history. it Is not necessary to consider that they are cowards or fearful,
they are intimidated by the process
of history; they are afraid.
Fear
makes them withdraw and retreat.
It is not necessary to take this as a
problem
cowardice of the Party or
of comrades, but it is a problem of
lack of theoretical and political
preparation. It is the development of
bureaucratic layers who have a
bureaucratic conception of history,
who .cannot learn from the experiences
of history, because they are no use
to them.

of

It is not possible to advance
without taking account of history,
because that shows how the class
struggle develops through the owners,
marriage or production, all forms of
existence.
They do not resort to
history. They simply say, 'We are
against'. We want to make an agreement with the . bourgeoisie and,
afterwards, we launch the class
struggle. And they substitute a banal
desire for. the class struggle, the

experiences of history, because it is
not a desire founded on examples.
You cannot bang in a nai I in history
with a thumb. It is absurd.
The policy of class conciliation
cannot have any transcendence. It
impedes the process of history; it is
an obstacle, a trap; it delivers a
blow; it does all this; it retards the
process, delays, confuses, intimidates in part, but nothing more.
History cannot be made with confusion and I ies.
History is made
from necessity which comes from
economic
relations, from human
relations, from the experiences of
human relations. It has never happened in history .that an apparatus
has determined the struggle of revolutionary classes~ It determines it
in the bourgeois life, in the bourgeois
apparatuses, in the castles and the
courts, but not in history. History,
the process of history is de.termined
now, imposed and exposed in economic relations.
Political relations,
war, in the final insl'ance, i.s a
concentrated
form
of
economic
interest. Politics is a concentrated
form of economic necessity.

the elimination of the capitalist
system.
Many years have passed
from Marx to now. The class struggle has not changed, but the relations of forces have changed totally.
And, in changing the relations of
forces, the characterisation of the
process has changed in consequence.
It has led to an aspect of the proc.ess where consciousness determines
existence.
The
class
relations
and,
in consequence,
existence determine consciousness,
but this is for the capitalfst system.
But capitalism cannot exist without
the super-structure which means
technicians, functionaries, police,
soldiers, Church.
II cannot exist
without all this cacophony. Capital,
the owner, determine
their consciousness by their existence. But
the
servants, all those layers
without which capitalism does not
exist, are influenced by history; it
is in this layer that develops the
process of consciousness determining existence, because the influence of the relations of forces are
superior to the epoch of M"lrx and
Trotsky. In the period of Trotsky,
there was a single Workers State;
today there are 14 Workers States
and 16 Revolutionary States. The
main capitalist countries are checkmated.
Already the relations of
forces, wh lch gave rise to the
omnipotence of capitalism, have
disappeared. And al I these sectors
are won.

The ruling apparatuses cou Id
advance, put difficulties in history,
but nothing more. Franco represented
the world reaction of the capitalist
system, he conquered Spain but not
the Spanish revolution.
Well, and
what remains of Franco? Spain, the
capitalist system, Chiang Kai Sheck,
Part of the Church is won over,
Mussolini, Hitler, all the apparatuses part of the police, part of the bourundoubtedly without mass, but with
geois administration, part of the
enormous power?
The Communist army, are won to the revolution.
Party have the masses and more . How to define this process then?
power then Hitler and Stalin, because They are intelligent people, won to
they represent the necessity of the revolution. They are sectors,
history, objectively necessary, but globally very numerous, who come
not the intelligence of the masses,
to the revolution, reversing the
the experienceof history.
function which they had before, and
with which their consciousness was
It is necessary to consider that,
in perspective, all these movements formed. Influenced by the revolution
they elevate their consciousness
which begin to discuss in a very,
and
determine
their
existence
very untranscendent form like Elleithrough
revolutionary
influence.
nstein (member of the Central ComThis is the characterisation to
mittee of the French Communist
determine programme, policy, obParty), are .the expressions of the
jectives ana points of support, to
sounds of history which they receive,
foresee points of support,foresee the
l,lut. only ."let a note through. They
development of'.forces Which do not
arelthe expressions of very profound
arise from the working class, to
sounds which come from the need of
foresee the influence of the process
the development of humanity. When
of the revolution, of the working
Elleinstein writes the books that he
class, on the rest of the population,
does, when he must take as the
with out which there is no programme
centre, the essential enemy of all
and no revolutionary objective •
the bureaucracy and has to discuss
it as well (although he puts it in a
The relation of forces are deterprotective sheeting, in a bag, and
mined by the total unity, the total
leaves it all closed up - Trotsky
harmony of the class struggle. We
wi II find the way to open the bag,
have to be based on this, and the
come out of the sack, and say, 'The
Communists are not. They believe
permanent revolution'), it is necesit Is the resu It of manoeuvres, of
sary to decide to intervene in the
parliamentary or trade.union politics,
struggle as it is. We do not expect
which win over the church and the
that they can resolve the problem
soldiers. They believe that it was
among themselves because they do
the historic compromise that did this.
not have either Marxist tactics or
No, sir. It is not like this. We do
capacity, nor the theoretical and
not have any fear of making any
political experience, because they
historic co. mpromise, but it is much
do not represent the objective necesmore convenient to make a comprosity of history. They are teams with
mise with history, and then it is no
a bureaucratic conception of life,
longer a question of promises and
of power, of the Party, and of the
swearing oaths. It is a question of
programme and the tactic.
They
policy,
tactics and
Programme,
have bureaucratic conceptions which,
organisms - Otherwise there 1·s no
for a time, they are going to continue,
compromise with history,·
The
but they do not represent the necescompromise with history is that it
sity which comes from the necessity
is necessary to respond to the
of history, which is that the economy
necessity to change society. This
needs, i nev itab ly, the conscious
is an aspect.
•
representative leadership to plan and
The other aspect is that, in the
to be able to progress. If capitalism
wo rid Communist movement, the
falls, it is because it can no longer
concern tor experience does not
dominate the development of science
exist.
Hence, they discuss in
and technology.
They surpass it
abstraction.
For example, they
because the development of the
discuss that Vietnam is winning•
proletariat shows that it can utilise
'Viva Vietnam; what heroism!'.
science and technology, that capi'EI Picollo An'~ ...
They sing.
tal ism cannot; and that the proleThen, in four days, it is all over.
tariat can plan without any obstacles
In their analysis there is no consibecause it does not have any interderation thc.t it is the relation of
ests for itself, only the objective
world forces which led to the victory
interest of development without
of Vietnam - otherwise, they would
limits.
The bureaucracy cannot
communicate the heroism of Vietnam
do this.
and of Soviet help. They obscure
THE BALANCE OF FORCES HAS the reports of Soviet and Chinese
CHANGED
TOTALLY.
help, because they think in terms
It is necessary to consider witn
of bureaucratic interest and fear
full consciousness and confidence,
that tomorrow they will have to
· t s. T he resisd epen d on th e Sov1e
tha.t it is necessary to interv.ene in
this struggle which has
thousands
tence to the Soviets of all these
·
phases; there are three essential
parties which are apparatuses is
aspects .which are i"oined together:
because
they
defend
national
Permanent
Revolution,
political
interests, not because they educated
·
h"
b
revol.ution and Partial Regeneration,
t h em m t 1s way, ut because they
·
M
· t
which are all inter-linked,
It is
are no t ed uca t e d m a
arxis
.
d th
·
d
t
necessary to oonsider, together
concep ion, an
ey remain me i.
b
·
with this, the struggle to overthrow
a t mg ourgeois, national thoughts.
capitalism or going to the governHence, they have so many compliment electorally and there to impel
cations tn policy, in the economy,
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in philosophy, in the normal considerations of Marxism, which they
do not understand,
How can you demand the 'historic compromise' in the class
struggle? A certain Karl Marx said
that the capitalist bandits sign al I
sorts of documents and compromises
and treaties. At the same time as
signing the compromise, if they had
a stronger relation of forces instead
of signing with the pen, they would
sign with the cannon. And then bang!
that's it! The bourgeoisie does not
make any historic compromise. It
signs all the compromises that it
wants and which are convenient to
to them, to win time, to lie, to
slander.
All the bourgeoisie can
sign all manner of compromises
which, on the following day, they
tear up because their class
interest determines their behaviour.
On the other hand, the Communist
parties in signing the historic
compromise deceives the proletariat
and the petit bourgeoisie, stimulating them towards a perspective
which does not exist. Then this
leads to desertion and gives historic
time to capitalism. This 'historic
compromise' is a vacuous compromise, a compromise with the void
and, at the same time, an impulse to
capitalism to continue maintaining
itself.
What are the organs which are
developing
in this process in
Europe and the world?
The
workers cou nci Is.

WILL AND CAPACITY OF THE
PROLETARIAT.
Is it not something very beautifu I
and source of human joy, the workers
counci Is in Italy? France has its
factory
occupations;
Italy,
its
workers counci Is. How beautiful to
make a Soviet of the two! Well, the
Communists'
leaderships
have
these experiences of France on one
hand, of Italy on the other; and in
Germany, and in Britain also. What
is transcendent and what arises in a
transcendent form in Italy is that
the wi II and capacity of the masses
is inexhaustible. It creates organlsms; organisms, organisms, creates
creates, creates, on all sides. It
creates
and deve!flns
leaders,
leaders, leaders. The factory counci Is and the workers councils of
the workers areas are creations
from the base, from people. They
arise from the base of the activity
of the proletariat. The proletariat
seeks contacts
not ramifications•
but contacts with the population.
It seeks to extend the arm of the
factory with the rest of the population through organs.
They are
organs which show to the class
that they are ready to lead, not to
defend wages but to lead society.
A 11 the comrades have given an
infinity of examples, showing the
progress of the creation of organs
of the proletariat. These are organs
of Italy, France, Germany, even i f
less in Britain, Germany, and in
part also in Belgium, but they are
examples that the initiative of the
class leads in a concentrated form,
in a homogeneous form, seeking to
unify all the class, seeking to
create organs of leadership against
the existing leaders. If this process
does not advance more, it is because it does not have another
historic example. The Soviets do
not stimulate and impel, nor do they
give examples. Nor do the Communist parties. Then how to demand
of the British or the German proletariat, 'Well, how do you allow yourselves to be deceived by your
leaderships?'
How to expect the
formation of a revolutionary current
in Germany, in Britain, if there is
not the stimulus, the leadership, nor
the experiences, nor the support of
the USSR and of the Communist
parties? What is the world atmosphere?
In humanity there is joy.
Among the bureaucratic workers
leadership, there is the stupor of
the bureaucracy.
How to expebt.
· t can
an dbe 1·1eve th a t th e pro 1e t arra
have the way to organise leaderh
d
? 1 ·
s ips an currents
t 1s necessary
·
f
th·
th
f
d
to raw
e cone ustons rom
is.
Th ere ·1s a grea t d ea 1 of ru bbl e
h. h
t
1· d"
th
·1
w 1c
preven s
m mg
e ex1 •
And the proletariat is pushing
aside the rubble.It is creating organs,
organs, organs.
It is necessary to
unite the construction of the organs
of the proletariat in Europe.
The

developments in Argentina, which are
very
transcendent,
have
already
affirmed the role of the trade unions
in Latin America. This Is not new.
It arises from the trade unions beginning with Argentina and with Bolivia.
In 1963 there was the alliance of the
trade unions and the POR (Trotsky 1st).
the Peruvian section, which won
almost as many votes as the Socialist
Party of Tumbse in Peru. Thus, this
is not new. In 1962, the Trotskylsts
in Argentina got 55,000 votes, standing
in only five provinces, which is not an
unimportant thing. We are not distant
from this process.
It is necessary to consider that the
class does not have experiences,
there are not trade union and political
development,
structure,
relations,
theoretical life, policy and experience.
There are apparatuses which prevent
thought.
For example, there is a
fact which they have not discussed
today - it has to be discussed in all
the Communist parties - such as the
occupation of 77 factories, i.e. 77
triumphs in France. There is a transcendent element in some and they last
almost a year.
There are various
countries like this. It is a question of
discussing
and
interpreting what
social situation is reflected In such
an action.
But they write: 'Poniatowski (the French Minister of the
Interior) has attacked a Communist MP
in France! He came out of the aerodrome and they arrested him'.
The
Communists act as though they are
very annoyed.
But they are not
annoyed at seeing that the very rich
experience of the factory occupations
do not lead them to draw the conclusion that they could propose to win
all the French Socialist Party and
take power in less than a year.
If
they proposed and developed an action
in which they say: 'Yes, we want to
nationalise this and this under workers
control', 'We want to nationalise these
factories and plan in accordance with
the needs of the population', the
bourgeoisie is going to scream out; it
is going to launch atomic bombs.
Certainly, it is going to do that!
Today, tomorrow, or the day after.
But is it going to triumph, is it going
to impede this process? Why do not
the Communist Party discuss this?
They do not discuss it.
Neither do they discuss the experiences in Italy. In this stage of the
class struggle one of the most important things is the workers counci Is
experience in Italy. There are two
Important
conclusions
from
this
process, the Popular Union in France
and the Factory Counci Is in Italy.
It is necessary to realise that the
factory counci Is are organs of dual
power and that they confronted the
Italian Communist Party and the
Socialist Party, winning both, and that
the trade union leaders of the Engineering Federation, which is the
essential basis of the factory councils
h
ave a base of support, a firm and
solid basis in the proletarian vanguard, which is linked with the class
and the population.
This is what
attracts, and what the rest of the
population aspires to.
Without this
sector the Communists would lose
half the votes and the Socialists also.
It is not possible to make any calculation, to make any programme, without taking the engineers into account.
T
he experience, the confrontation of
this sector of the proletariat and its
pol itical maturing, allow it to exercise
this function.
Then it is necessary to foresee
how we are going to intervene in this
process - it is through the crisis of
the Communist and Socialist parties
but also through this process which
develops in these struggles. We have
to intervene on the trade union plane,
but politically for the struggle for
power.
It is necessary to discuss
Portugal in this process.
Without
anything, Portugal has been animated
to establish a Socialist programme,
much more from aspiration than from
possibility.
This shows that, when
they pass directly to the Socialist
programme, they do not express the
particular quality of Portugal. They
·go. directly to Cuba, to see what the
Cubans. are doing. 'We realise that
..
here they alct ne.t eat eggs, but only
the hens, and the rich knew about
eggs but
now every one has eggs.'
Everybody now has eggs, meat and
milk; not a great deal, but every one
has some. Before, they had nothing.
And the soldiers in Portugal go to
Cuba to learn.
Take into acoount
what it means to go to Cuba. It means
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to go to a Workers State, but also tc
a Workers State which is linked
directly to the great Workers States.
To go to Cuba ls to go to the Soviet
Union. Cuba would not exist without
the USSR. In Cuba, they have just
finished holding a meeting of the
Communist parties of Latin America,
where they condemned the Communist
parties, referring to the fact that the
Communist parties did not draw the
conclusions of Chile. Carvalho went
to Cuba; realise what it means that
one of the most backward countries of
Europe resolves to pass directly to
the Socialist movement.
This produces the discussion, the confrontaHon, the public polemic in the Socialist movement. When this produces
such a polemic, it is because already
all the conditions are mature. It just
needs someone to pu 11 out the cork
for the wine to flow.
This is the
crisis which exists among them, which
ls very profound.
This is going to develop together
with the other struggles. Then it is
necessary to plan our intervention.
The Communist leaderships are mistaken because they are not capable
of thinking. For example, the workers
can be mistaken in aspects but their
class position corrects them. They
can never make a mistake in that
respect.
On the other hand, the
bureaucracy does not take experiences
from, does not base itSelf on the
proletariat. They have bureaucratic
interests and conceptions. It is the
same with the bureaucracy of the
Workers States. It is not that they
are mistaken, they do not know, they
are afraid, and hence the policies
which they follow are policies of
limited conciliation.
This is expressed, but it is their conception of
history. They lack the objectivity of
the proletariat. · Then, we do not
expect that the bureaucracy w i 11
. transform itself.
And hence the
process is slow, because they do not
discuss Marxism.·
We give one
example.
In the USSR, Marxism is
read as just one more book. When in
. the Workers State the essentia I
· condition on the birth of a child
should be Marxism, they say, 'No, it
ls
going
frighten· the poor
chi Id'.
Marxism does not terrorise
anyone. It is the source of human
joy, because it means human intelligence, the product of human society,
not the product of the qualities of
Marx. . Marx is the consequence. of
human society, and it is human intelligence which develops humanity
to . equal the intelligence of Marx.
We ..propose that they shou Id teach
Marxism from birth.
And. what we
have been saying about maternity
and .preparing a chi Id in gestation
should be done In the Workers States.

to

Human relations determine the
character of the child, they determine
the security and the formation. The
embryo does not just begin with
gestation, it begins in the mother, in
the society, in the ideas. The Party
for this is the most elevated representation, the most elevated consciousness of humanity. It is necessary to consider that it is necessary
to prepare to intervene, elevating the
theoretical and political capacity.
·There are various problems: the
crisis of the Communists and of the
Socialists, the crisis of the trade
union leaderships. fhere is a struggle between the trade union leaderships, and the leaderships of the
Communist and Socialist parties of
France, and Germany also. Then we
plan 011r intervention in Europe,
drawing the conclush::m of the transcendent bharacter of the world process, to apply now in Europe with, as
a part of this, the pub! ications.
The publications are the vital centre,
not exclusive but, yes, essential.
It is necessary to publish newspapers
a.nd Marxist Reviews, but it is necessary also to create organs, currents,
and tendencies, in the Socialist and
Communist movements, in the trade
union movements.
All the references made to the
historic function of the proletariat do
not correspond to this point.
But
there were reterences, because it is
necessary in the analysis when we
analyse, or you analyse, in writing,
that the historic function of the
proletariat appears clearly and the
the point of historic support which is
the proletariat appears clearly. It has
to be considered in the discussion
with the Communists to write on this,
because it is necessary to find sup-

port in the worker base, in the proletariat, which lies not in its wl 11 to
combat, but in the objectivity which
is its way of thinking and seeing,
which makes it represent the legitimate interest of humanity. Hence, in
Ethiopia, the soldiers went over from
being assassins of workers, to planning, expropriating and making the
monopoly of foreign trade. This is not
a political, economic and social
thought from the military. It comes
from the proletariat, which does not
exist in Ethiopia, but does exist in
the Soviet Union. And when human
intelligence, as in Ethiopia, assimilates it, it is because there are the
conditions for it to be assimilated
anywhere. Even the goats in Ethiopia
have assimilated this, and it is
necessary to intervene.
Socialism is not constructed by
apparatuses.and lies, it is constructed
wlth truth, with a Party which is
alive and intelligent. And this is an
Intel Ii gent Party because it thinks
and reasons on the basis of experience and method. It cannot reason
without method. Method is Marxism.
The people who interpret by means of
empiricism are inevitably led by
empiricism, to be dominated by emp1ric1sm.
Hence, the method of
Marxism is irreplaceable, and Marxism
is based on the experience that
history is the class struggle. Outside
the class struggle there is caprice,
pre-occupation, interest, the wi II of
caste, camari Ila and bureaucracy,
which can last for a period - Stalin
lasted thirty years - but they have no
historic reason and they perish. But
this is not their stage. There is no
reason, nor means, nor historic
conditions for a stage of Stalin.
History has been structured for a
whole period in this way, with the
apparatus of the Communist parties.
Before it was Stalin; now it is the
apparatuses of the Communist Party.
Stalin could maintain himself for
thirty years, but history developed in
spite of Stalin, in spite of the Soviet
bureaucracy, in spite of the Communist parties who had the same
compenetrative position as they have
today. They did not have the leyels
of today, because today they have
anti-capitalist objectives whereas,
in the earlier stage, they were compenetrative within the system. Today
they are compenetrative, tending to
replace the capitalist system.
But
all this develops as a function of
objective fact. There are no Ideas
and no life. The Communist parties
do not have perspective. They do not
develop a line, they do not develop an
analysis, because they do not have a
Marxist method and they do not
defend the interests of history. They
are obliged to advance because,
between them and the masses who
compose the Communist parties, it is
the masses which oblige the Communist parties to advance. Moreover,
outside France and Italy and Europe,
the Communist pl'\rties are stunted.
Then it is not the problem of the
Communist parties but of the Socialist
parties and independent movements,
which are not structured.
The crisis
of capitalism
is
immense, it is total.
Capitalism
does not sustain itself because it
has strength and capacity to do this.
It is totally false, this. It is absurd
to suppose that it is the atomic
weapons which maintain capitalist
power. Capitalist power is maintained because the Workers States, the
Socialist and Communist parties do
not overthrow them.
This is the
situation.
Then, it is true atomic
arms weigh because, with these arms,
capitalism defends itself.
But, in
not having a historic justification, we
reiterate this dialectical, historic
appreciation.
The lack of historic
justification means that the economy
now cannot advance in the capitalist
structure. Nor in a combined way capitalist and Socialist.
It cannot
advance. Science has acquired such
a level, such a generalisation, that
it requires the direct leadership and
planning of the working class. It is
neither capitalism nor self-management, nor the teams of administrators
and planners who can direct the
Today, there are all the
economy.
historic conditions so that, through
the means of IBM, it is possible to
find the substitute for a 100,000
workers.
The concrete conditions
exist throughout the world to achieve
this.
But capitalism is impotent to do
this.
As the proletariat does not

exnress itself directly for the strui:igle for power, because it does not
have a leadership, it is expressed
for example in Dahomey. If capitalism·
had strength, historic justification,
It would have the material and military
conditions
to obstruct Dahomey.
When it cannot prevent changes there,
it is because it does not have the
historic conditions to survive. When
a country like Portugal comes out of
the obscure void of history and is
filled with the clarity of Socialism,
when it passes from one plane to
another plane, which is opposed and
antagonistic to capltalismwhichcannot
prevent it, these are not the consequences of the forces of Portugal, the
decision of the Soviets, or the
decisions of the soldiers. They are
the structured relations of history
which prevent the intervention of
capitalism. When there is an intervention, it is the whole structure
which is mobilised, confronts capitalism, which has to finish the war.
And capitalism is afraid. In itself
its structure is solid; but it is not
united. There is hardly any agreement between any of them, and the
system disintegrates constantly in all
countries.
It is necessary to discuss this, to draw conclusions,
examine experiences, slogans, to
push forward these discussions in
the Communist movement, in the
workers movement, in the Socialist
Party, in the nationalist and military
movements.

does not exist because the Communists remain quiet and do not make a
noise.
It does not originate from
this, it comes from the crisis of
capitalism, and part of the crisis of
capitalism is the will of the masses
to overthrow it. An essential basis
of the Christian Democratic masses
has already been w<:m. In the trade
union struggles, 4·)% to 60% of the
Christian Democratic base ls at the
side of the Com11unist and Socialist
proletariats~ Electorally, no. There
the proportion is less. But of the
two, which one decides?
Trade
unions or electoral action? Electoral
action is not political, it is electoral.
The Christian Democratic masses
unite
themselves and
centralise
themselves with the rest of the
proletariat and accept the Communist
and Socialist leadership, the Communist and Socialist class resolution,
but do not do it fully in the same
proportions electorally,
In
the trade union struggles they see
that they can decide, that their
problems can be resolved; and that
their
participation can help to
resolve. It sees that the Communist
and Socialist leaderships are resolved
- at least ln a limited way - in a
trade union way, even if not politically. They do not see the S9cialists and Communists proposing a
programme opposed to the capitalist
system, not only to Christian Democracy but the capitalist system.
They do not see the Communists
making an analysis showing that the
The world structure determines
the national course of every. country. capitalist system is responsible for
But, in its turn, In accordance with all these conclusions, and that the
the importance, the structure, the solution is the opposite: the planning
They see that the
national process o.f the country, of production..
Communists
have
a whole programme
every country contributes to the
world process and, at times, deter- which tends to modify and correct
How are the Christian
mines its
course for a period. capitalism.
Democratic
masses
going to be won
Portugal has done this for a period,
particularly in Europe. .It is a small within the capitalist framework? The
country with soldiers who cannot Christian Democratic masses elevate
march because they do not have their consciousness, thanks to what
enough boots, so they have to borrow happens in the world, and advance
But they have a resotution in accordance with what they learn.
them.
which enables them to express in But the Socialists and Communists
the world the. Socialist will for pro- believe that the Christian Democratic
gress.
Imperialism clashes with masses still do not think. They still
this; not with the lack of shoes and think that they have God behind them.
lack of arms, but .the will which And they do not see that they are now
succeeds in findlng;iarms. The Com""' in front of God. And he turns round
munlst movement does not discuss and says to the Christian Democratic
in th is way, but it is necessary to be left: •where am I going?' It is no
armed with these considerations to longer God who leads, but God who
discuss, and to discuss and deepen follows.
They do not analyse in this way
the knowledge, the will, the cultural
preparation of the class analysis. and they take as ·a success tor the
The Communists have abandoned Communist and Socialist policy the
class analysis.
They have not Increase in their votes. No, comthrown it .out ot the window, but they rades, it is not like this. The Comhave their own base which constantly munists should have increased as a
resorts to a class analysis. Tempor- minimum their vote by 3%. And now,
arily, they are obliged to resort to a if there are elections and there was
class analysis, but it ls necessaryto a united front of the CGIL/CSIL/UIL
return to a harmonious and consistent - even if the Storties and the Sarclass analysis - harmonious meaning tories (name of some right wing trade
there are no antagonisms or contra- union leaders) and all the others
diction. but c..ontinulty. Continuity split - if they made the United
and
consistency
are
necessary Front with. a programme of national ibecausethey havean immediate effect sations, planning, workers councils on the whole of the class struggle, in six months they would be in power!
and the Communists do not use this And the Yanks would bring .down
struggle but let it go on by itself. their marines, running hard; and half
For example, the crisis of capitalism the Yanks would say, 'Where are the
in France and in Italy.
factory counci Is?', and they would
THE
ITALIAN
COMMUNIST join them.

PARTY LEADERSHIP IS AFRAID
The Communists let the crisis
exhaust itself. If there was a correct
policy, we would support it. But it is
not correct.
The crisis of the
Christian Democracy in Italy is the
consequence of the wi 11 of the masses
to overthrow capitalism; and, in its
turn, at the same time it is the consequence of the total crisis of the
Italian and world capitalist system.
In Italy, France and Britain, capitalism cannot resort to fascism to sustain itself. It wants to do this; it has
material means, money and arms; but
it does not have the capacity, the
strength and the historic conditions.
It has whole groups of people, thousands, who can throw bombs, kill and
assassinate. But fascism is not this.
Fascism is a structure of the dominion
of society. Bombs do not dominate
society. What does dominate is the
wi II of the masses to develop the
economy.
It is necessary that the Communist
parties return to the class analysis,
the class experience, the generalisation of the class experiences, which
cannot be exhausted, nor substituted
for. All the agreements of the Communists trying not to make a great
deal of noise in Italy, so that the
crisis of the Christian Democracy
simply develops, are erroneous. This
crisis of the Christian Democracy

It is not the backwardness of the
Christian Democratic base, it is the
fear of the Communists. And why do
they fear? Communists and Socialists
have a .conception of class conciliation. They do not have confidence
in the programme. They have experiences of the USSR, of the Workers
States, on which ttiey base themselves and develop the fear of
Stalinism, of being submitted to
Stalinism. Well, we understand that
this fear can exist. But with their
fear of being submitted to Stalinism,
to defend themselves from it, they
submit to Italian capitalism. They
avoid Stalin and the USSR, and fall
into the arms of Italian capitalism.
Do not believe that, because the
leadership of the Communist Party
contains the function of the Party,
the developm3nt of the Party, the
tactic, the policy of the Party in the
margins of conciliation, this is going
to determine. They have to analyse
two things which we have reiterated
in two articles: the disproportion, the
contradiction between the trade union
base, the trade union struggle, the
profundity of the trade unions struggles, the objective.trade union unity,
and leaderships which do not see and
do not support themselves on this,
It is necessary to consider that the
process of the class struggle is not
immobile, there is constantly a pro-
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cess of changes and transformations.
The basis of these changes and
transformation is that the base stimulates them.
If the Party were led
intelligently with a revolutionary
policy, with revolutionary objectives,
capitalism would have ceased to
exist 15 or 20 years ago throughout
the world. As capitalism could survive, it prepares the next war, makes
the massacres in lndo-China of millions, and in the Middle East also;
it caused the droughts, floodings.
epidemics and pollution.
How can
they say that they made .concessions
but t1:1ey have impeded the war? All
these consequences which are millions and millions of murdered people,
the bureaucrats and the leaders do not
take l nto account.
They say, 'We
have impeded the war'; and continue,
'They have not liquidated us'. But
millions and millions have been
killed and imperial ism is preparing
with atomic weapons, with pocket
size atomic weapons. They are very
small devices which they can throw
and destroy the oxygen within a whole
area.

THE PROGRESS IN HUMAN
RELATIONS IS FUNDAMENTAL
There is a state of social relations, of world human fraternity. It
can circulate witll such rapidity,
with dynamism, that there is no IBM
that can equal It, nor the. laser beams
nor the sun. The process in the most
backward
countries communicates
rapidly with the most advanced, and
the social progress of the revolution
is quickly communicated. The most
backward country of the world,
Ethiopia, i.n which the land was. all
divided up, resolves to colle.ctivise
the land, nationalise, plan, . make
workers councils.
Ethiopia places
itself in the 'centre of the. world; this
is' progress! How is It possible not
to feel that this is the level of human
relations? They take into account the
relation with the bourgeoisie, the
petit , bourgeoisie, the individual
characteristics, or the charact.eristlcs of the camarillas which they
understand through numan rela~ions;
but no, it is a question of hist9ric,
class relations, and they are trans...:
mitted and circulated, they develop
the influence of 'the progress of
humanity. There is an evident progress, from every point of view from the way of dressing·, of wearing
shoes, of greeting people. Throughout humanity there Is a progress, but
the greatest one Which human intelligence achieves is that the very
backward people who do not have any
idea of how to progress in the economy, accept the most advanced principles of the economy and pass
through and leap over(with the permanent revolution), private property, and
go directly to Socialist property.
How not to feel then, an immense joy?
That is to say, to live with joy, to
develop joy in front of such a process
This must be a determining basis
for the interpretation of the state of
the world.
The state of the world; how do
they look at i.t? 'There is the capitalist economy. It is sti II powerful.
Look at the US, Britain and Germany!'
They look at it as very powerful.
Certainly it is powerful, they have
dollars and a great quantity of
machinery; but there is a more important process than ttle weight of
dollars and machinery, and they
cannot control the process any more.
The world crisis of the capitalist
system originates essentially, not
exclusively. but yes, essentially.
through the world process of the
revolution which impedes stability
and capitalist equilibrium. This has
been in retreat for years, retreating,
falling
back,
concentrating
the
effects of the crisis in the effort to
contain it. All the monetary changes,
the
monetary
reforms,
Monetary
agreements, the European Common
Market, were, are, and wi II be, al I
measures to try tlil h-0ld back and
control the effects of the crisis in
the most concentrated way. But they
do not negate it, they retreat and
contain it, but the er.Isis accumulates.
Now it has broken out, and not completely. They can still .find intermediate solutions, through means of
the state apparatus which, without
nationalisations, they can use to
intervene for. planning, giving loans
and subsidises as they are now doing
in great quanUty, to contain the
crisis. But this is simply accumu-:lating it at a higher level.
They

turn to page 5
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themselves say it.
We posed this
two years ago. Now they themselves
•
say it. The Germans say, .This is
·
possible, but afterwards it will be
worse than now'. And the German
bourgeoisie, which sees that it is
getting richer and fatter and sees
that al I the others are weak because they have. to carry the same
burden, otherwise they would collapse - sees that the rest of aapitallsm does not accompany it and
·
resolves, as a class, to help the
·
world capitalist system to survive;
to defend itself from the revolution;
but, at the same time, i.t has to
defend itself from the competition of
·
the world capitalist system.. There
lies the tragedy of Schmidt and
Brandt.
This is their tragedy..
They realise that the capitalist
world is collapsing and they have to
try to sustain it; but to sustain it
goes against their necessity of
development and
the proletariat
exerts
much
pressure on them.
Now the fissures appear. And thi$
Is going to be expressed in the
Communist parties and the Socialist
parties. They do not discuss in this
way, but we, yes.

The Communist cadres who, in the
trade union field maintain such a
combative class passion, how to
believe that this is a particular
quality of one layer of the .Italian
proletariat? It is .absurd. This .is a
social aml:)ience in which the decision
of the Italian, French, British,
German proletariats develop.
This
is the level of their actions, the
level of sensibility, of social relations, of elevation of. revolutionary
decision. This tlas to be expressed
. in the Communist and Socialist
, .parties.

We· must consider that. th'is is the
process of development. This is not
a rigid process, determined by stages.
They deliver blows, they are a
leadership and they determine that
there is. no discussion and that it is
necessary to retreat. This is absurd.
In spite of the conciliatory policy of
the Communist Party, the masses and
ttie trade union se.ctors develop to
impel the q()~muni,t. P~rty, and to
impel the . Communist and Socialist
parties. In the rest of Europe, where
there is no important Communist
Party, although some have some
significance as in Sweden and in
Norway,
which are
nevertheless
quite small, these Communist parties are generating left wings which
di.scuss the policy,
to replace
capitalism At the same time, Czecho·
Slovak tendencies - of adaptation to
the capitalist system, of opposing
the Workers States - have appeared

They seek
conciliation,
negating the
class
struggle, to try to utilise the world
situation, of the immense weakness
of the capitalist system, of the disintegration of the capitalist system,
to advance without the need for revolutionary struggle, without great
mo bi lis.ations, without big 'Strikes,
with out
a
major
anti-capitalist
activity.
It is a conception which
arose and developed in the world
Communist movement, which does not
come from now but comes from the
epoch of Stalin.
Now it is being
re-taken, but at the same time, what
are the historic circumstances in
which this conception finds support?
It is in the. most acute class struggle, more virulent than ever before,
which
clashes , with
the Soviet
bureaucracy.
The Soviet bureaucracy does not want the class war"
nor the civi I war, but feels that imperialism is preparing war and, in
defence of its bureaucratic interests,
needs the Communist parties to progress and eliminate capitalism, which
Is to eliminate the war. It the Soviet
bureaucracy
and
the ·Communist
parties were. able to eliminate war,
they would do it. And they are ready
to change at any moment; the bureaucracy itself is ready to change to
conciliate.
. two
The embrace In Space Of the
astronauts, is the representation of
·
the Sovlet bureaucracy. aut at the
··
same time, there is the support for
the revolutionary movements, even
partially.
The French Communist
Party also is in polemic with the
USSR, showing now that they cannot
ha.ve a rigid line as. Stalin had. It is
a line constantly oscillating, .which
shows the stage of history we are, in.
In this oscillating proces$, the ·force
which is going .to triumph is neither
the Czechoslovak nor the right wing,
because they do .not have the historical conditions to prevail, because
they cannot advai;ice .the economy
witho1,1t nationaUsed property, wit.hout
planning, and without .workers .Pontrol
and workers councils. These cannot
function, the economy cannot find .the
nutrition . of thought and ai;ialysis
without Soviet democracy.

PERSUASION
ARE
OUR

AND

REASON

INSTRUMENTS

The military apparatus is powerful,
bufit is not omnipotent in front of the
process of history. We have to consider that al I this is going to. be
discussed in the Communist parties:
th.e forms, the levels, the limi'tS, the
stages, are determined. by the class
struggle. It i.s necessary to be pre-

pared for a superior Marxist level to
give analysis, analysis, analysis.
We do not substitute this tor criticism
of the crisis, of the process of Partial Regeneration;
our criticisms of the Communist
parties aredeveloped in the form of
persuasion.
This does not lose
either re. spect or stre'ng'th, or historical level for ourselves. These are
the instruments of history, there are
no others. Although there are only
two Communist parties in Europe
which have importance - Italy and
France - there are 14 Workers States
which have already the experience,
the acquisition of history, which
show that in order t.o progress it is
necessary to do this. As a consequence of the process of history-,
bureaucratic camari llas were formed
il1 the USSR. The conditions of the
revolution,in the backwardness, the
weakness, the lack of means, al lows
the growth and the development of
the bureaucracy.
This gene.rated
throughout the world the same effect,
and crea.ted, developed throughout the
world the bureaucratic layers which
substituted their own interest for
reasoning, ana.lysis, programmeThey
developed throughout all the Workers
States and, as a consequence of this,
in the Communist partie. s,·
They
th'ink, reason and reflect ih accordance w. ith the interests of groups,
Sector s and camarillas. The bureaucracy d' oes .not correspond to a caste.
Trotsky h1'mself sa1'd th1's·, but caste
g ives a more appr-0ximate idea. As
this is no longer the ·epoch of Trotsky
there have been important changes in
the bureaucracy, and there are sectors
which have a conception of private
property. They do not have the concaptions which Communism originates.
fraternity, the sentiment of equality,
of justice and reasoning, to reason
and reason.
Lenin is reasoning. All of Lenin
is reasoning and reasoning. Hence,
when Lenin was partially mistaken in
1905, he said: 'We made a mistake,
and we are going to do better next
time'.
He did not say, 'I made a
mistake, what a barbRrity', but 'We
made a mistake, ·next time we'will do
better; we have learnt from history'.
He felt that he was· a constructor of
hi,story.
This Congress teaches. It is on
the most elevated plane of history.
Hence I spoke of the academy of the
Greek philosophers, and it is not by
chance. We are not the philosophers
of Greece, but not because we do not
feel .that we are .not by their side~
They exercised an important function
in history which. Marx continued, and
we ourselves, al.so. But this function
which we have ls preparini:i, develo-
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rights of reaction: to overthrow Indira
ping and ai)plying, n.ot preparing and Gandhi, which is to overthrow the
·
f
ff
measure$ of nationalisations.
So
developing and waiting or thee ects,
,
Wh
·
h
ff
th
much
for
the
result
of
this
'left.Ism'.
but app Iymg.
at 1s t e e ect, · e ·
f th
The experiences of the masses
necessary process o
e c 1ass
T
wh.o.are organised in the. trade unions,
struggle?
he Communists put the
seeking to exert a pressure th.ere on
class struggle into their pockets,
the Party, are among the most importhey do not throw it out, but they put tant events in the whole history of
it in ,their pockets.
They continue the class struggle, of the masses of
d
spea k mg an , suddenly the pocket Italy, of France also, but particularly
grows. A nd it is going to burst out,
b ecause ,it .is the class struggle of Italy in this stage• They are cen· h d ·d
th
tralised in the trade unions in a daily
wh 1c
ec1 es e process of history.
, · th
I
',
·
form, to impel the creation of organs
It is
e c ass experience, the class
·
•t·
h, h d
· ·
h
of dual power, qf the leadership of
necess1 y,
w 1c
etermmes t e
f h' t
A d th
society, to generalise and develop the
course o is ory.
n
e pro 1etariat
· , h h
b
k
common experience of the class to
wn,1c.t ·f as eent .ta en hsimply as a lead society. They are advancing as
pom o · suppor • as a orse to ad,
h
leaders of society.
The workers
vance h 1story, s ows that it is not a
h
th
councils of Italy are true organs of
orse and
at history does not
·
h
H'
the leadership of society. They have
ad vance on a orse.
1story adbeen posed against the leadership of
th
h
vances
roug the historic ex per i·
.
·
the
Italian Communist Party, whose
ences of human1ty. Then the point of
· h th
k ,
h
opinion was against and yet they
h
t
suppor · w 1c
ey see m t e pro· t ·
b
were imposed. This indicates that.
fe t aria
as a
ase, strength and
t
,
the class does not accept passively
.
b u I war k of h is ory is
a 1ready s 1ipping
or submissively, or in any other way
away f rom th ey. H ence t h e crisis in
th e wor Id C ommunist movement is t.he leadership of the Party,. which
wants to arrange the alliance with
expressed in the Carillo/Marchais
the Christian Democracy or wants to
d ,isagreement.
But, in their turn,
extend or prolong the agony of
b etween
C arillo,
Marchais
and
Moscow there isn , t such a difference capitalism. It is not a conflict which
means a break, it is an elevated
as there appears to be; and between
·
· M
· maturity of the class organised in the
Marc h.a1s
and
oscow there is not
h
'd
·
r hE:iy are all shaken trade unions, creating organs of dual
sue an 1 entity.
·
.
power, creating a pressure on their
h ey have to interpret
up, t b ecause
t
h is ory, wh,1ch is not made on the Party, and they do not enter in con·
t
t
h
d
flict wit.h their Party in order not to
basis
o appara uses nor t e pre ic~
t'
h
benefit the class enemy. This is an
ions nor t e proposals which they
d
f
attitude of maturity of the working
ma e - o detente, of agreements,
·
class.
of progressive advance. All this is
b
d b
th
In Argentina, there is the same
y-passe
Y
e class struggle.
process in the first rungs of the very
When Indira Gandhi has to intro- elevated bridge which the masses
duce a law which sends democracy are making in Italy. It is not only a
to hell, which is the bourgeois question of Argentina or of Italy, but
democracy, when she has to break throughout the world. And, in Spain,
the inter-bourgeois state of relations the recent elections of the delegates
and show 'All these are counter- of the factories, of the workers comrevolutionaries, they are preparing missions, has the same sense. The
the counter-revolution'• and applies class seeks to centralise itself in
the democ.ratic rights to eliminate the organs which allow it to show its
people who are going to attack demo- power and extend it, and to develop,
cracy • this gives an example quite its authority. Pay attention to this
opposed to what the Italian and process comrades! Live it! It is one
Spanish Communists ar~ asking for• of the most beautiful events from
and this comes from the bourgeois Marx until now in all the history of
camp!
Hence, the. Italians and the c.lass struggle.
It shows the
Carrillo do not speak. of Indira 111aturity of the class to try to resolye
Gandhi and they look at what is the problems of society.
In these
happening in Portu-gal. Neither does conditions
the Communist
Party
Cunha! base him:self on India. How res.ponds with a pc>'licy of the right.
not support oneself on india? They For a time, this can last. l3ut, when
are measures in the camp of the the proletariat arrives at a decision,
bourgeoisie, but to defend national i- it has 14 Workers States, 18 Revosations and agreements with the USSR. lutionary States, and such Communist
They are not measures to affirm the parties. How believe that the right
structure of the capitalist system;
is going to sustain itself?
The
they are measures to affirm
a
process is going to teach that the
capitalist government whi.ch weakens road for CzechO'slovakia is neither
the structure of the capitalist sys- the road of Dubcek or of Ota Sik. The
tern.
.
road for Czechoslovakia is the one
They do not discuss this, but we of Lenin. This is the road, and .thus
do, and we base and support our- Tt ts necessary to study this process.

lllE ROLE OF THE PROLETARIAT IS TO BE LEADER OF SOCIETY
FRAGMENTS OF A LETTER OF COMRADE POSADAS ON

Continued. from page 2
then/at the edge of a phenomenal
exP,ansion, its courage, its resolution
to fight to the finish, Marx could see
tha,t capitalism was industriously
and blindly. - consumed as it is by
greed tor more and more capital developing and maturing all the
gigantic f()rces that would bury it
forever.
All
the
experience of today
confirms the fundamental role of the
proletariat. ·World conditions show
its maturity for the reconstruction of
society. Its leaderships are another
matter, but f!verywhere the proletariat
shows its maturity to reorganise
society.
The interventions of the
Argentinian proletariat, with massive
strikes and occupations extended
over a who \e period since the second
world war, the. independent interventions of the Japanese proletariat,
the recent eruptions of the Portuguese
workers to break up the attempts to
stop the revolution, the smashing of
the Tory government by the struggles
of the British proletariat, the massive
concentrations around the Communist
and Socialist parties in Italy and
France, the force of the proletariat
even in countries such as Egypt,
where it has lesser weight, and
Greece, is outstanding. All this is

concentrated and encouraged by the
advance and decision o.f the Workers
States which, even with the weig.ht of
the bureaucracy, constantly progresses and acts as a means of
uniting all the oppressed forces of
the world: the peasants, the petit
bourgeoisie: against what remains of
world capitalism. This is the histori.c achievement of the proletariat
combined with the Marxist intelligence of the Party, the· expression of
the interests of the proletariat.

In Britaiin, the proletariat is preparing for new steps. Decisively it
demands nationalisation of Chryslers,
in the same way as it demands nationalisation .of Ley lands. This is the
path. The progress of society does
not relate to the organs of the Qourgeoisie; parliament, monarchy, civil
service; but to the independent
organs · of the proletariat always
thrown up in the course of the revolutionary
process,
i.e.
factory
councils (as now In ltaly) and
committees in the workers areas (as
in Portugal), which tend to supplant
all the old bourgeois organs of local
government and to begin to discuss
all the problems of society.
This

has always been the w i II of th.e class
when history has. provided the Gpportunities.
This historical nature and!
capacity of the proletl;\riat has to be •
assimilated by the cadres in the '.
unions, the L. ab. our Party and the·
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There are. melanchu.ic sol'lgs which correspond to a stage of humanity
in history. They were a creation of humanity to be able to communicate
.the sentiments which that stage of history created.

In Socialism, there .will not be anything of this. Anguish, frustration
committees which appear in factory :
and sadness are going to disappe1u. Crying is going to disappear. But
occupations,
the
shop
s.tewards ! the smile is going to increase and. develop in many ways, Including the
committees et9.
The proletariat is :
form of laughter •. The smi.le is an essential part of human comm.uni cation.
not a class which depends on pater-'.
The reaction of the guffaw is of less importance. The guffaw is a .type
nalism.
It has its own will and!
of explosion which is logical in this.stage of history, because it gives a
decision.
The left in the Labour
sensaHon of liberation. The guffaw is a type of liberation.· In Socialism
Party and the trade unions, and in;
there will no longer be any need for this. There will be a constant,
the Communist Party, have to com-:
harmonious functioning. The guffaw is not going to influence; but the
prehend this basic Marxist conception.
smile, yes; the constant smile, the constant joy. The children will be
It is the proletariat which decides •. torm ed with. a smile. They are going to receive in every way with the form
It is imposing changes in the Workers•
including the embryonic, the security of humanity which communicates a
States and through the Workers States,
socially superior functioning.
in the process analysed by Cde
Everything which exists is the result of human relations determined by
Rot:!ada•. as Parti.al Regeneration, and i
the economy and by submission to nature, a dispute with nature which is
1
it is imposing changes in the Coma violent behaviour with nature. When all this is eliminated, the cordial
muriist and Socialist parties.
To ·
and fraternal attitude with nature is going to create and develop and
understand the. function of the pro- ·
identify with it.

!

lefariat is a fundamental quality of
Marxism.
This is required in the '
Labour Party. The activity of the
Workers States, the intervention of
the British proletarlat and the Posadist IV International is going .to lead '
to. the discussion of this conception'
and the programme and the policy
to acco'mpany it.

MAJOR TEXTS OF COE POSADAS ON THE ROLE OF THE PROLETARIAT AND THE
TRADE UNIONS!
'TRADE UNION/ARMY ALLIANCE ·tN ARGENTINA', POSADAS, 14th AUGUST, 1975
'THE FUNCTION OF THE WORKING CLASS, MARXISM .AND THE CONSTRUCTION
OF JHE WORKERS STATES'. FROM TH.E 5th .WORLD CADRES SCHOOL SOON TO
BE TRANSLATED
INTO . ENGLISH.
----Friday, 12th

LOVE AND SOCIALISM.

All the hurnan reactions are determined in principle by economic
relations; afterwards, through social relations which, at times, surpass
economic relations. Still submission to nature is expressed in the form
of class society. When this is eliminated and humanity thinks in a
unified way, in a unified form, how to be human, .·a11 these pre-occupations
wi If disappear and the homogeneous th.ought will be· unified in love.
Human love will be the constant and perrnanent form of human communlcation. Theory wi 11 be the most elevated form of love, because it Is the
love of progre&s;.

Available Jrom the Party's address: 6 pages, Sp (excludina
postage). Bulletin by the British Section of the IV International
'For the organisation of the left as a tendency in the Labour
Party, on the basis of the mass mobilisation of the proletariat
and Marxism!'
For.the Government of the Left!
For a Socialist Republic!

----------....,------------------------"!'-----------------...a

Devolution is of no interest to the proletariat whose struggle
transcends national interests and boundaries

Editorial

.

Continued from page I

kers State led by the Soviets. The immediate and absolute tefusal
of the Soviets to discuss the Middle East with Yankee imperialism
unless the Palestinians are represented, also has the effect of a
slap in .the face for Yankee imperialism and is a long way from
'detente'.
When Wright or Murray - or the Soviet· leadership tor that matf$r
- have to speak in one form or another in a way which tends towards confronting capitalism, this is not determined by their own
desires or conciousness but by the nature and consciousness of
.the proletariat and the masses which the proletariat attracts.
Nowhere is this more obvious than in Portugal where. the proletariat
and the $Oldiers have, through mobilisations and the construction
of Soviets, transcended the limitations, timidity and lack of confidence of the leadership of the workers movement. Even when precisely because of the lack of understanding of the leadership
of the workers movement - the government of Azevedo is able to
make attacks on the workers and the soldiers organisations, it is
forced to continue a policy which is anti-capitalist. In order to
try to contain the advance towards the complete elimination of
· capitalism in Portugal, to limit the control imposed .by the Workers
and Soldiers Committees - the Soviets - they nationalise the
newspapers and radio stations. And nationalisation is not a method
to contain or eliminate workers control. As Comrade Posadas
analyses~ to retreat on the gains already made by the Portuguese
masses, it would be necessary to use armed force and the army, is
already won, in great part to the revolution, and the soldiers play
a role of leadership. The SUV (Soldiers United Will Win), has
a Soviet functioning and transcends the limitations of the existing
leaderships. In the absence of a sufficiently conscious and confident leadership in the workers movement, these organisms of the
class take on this function also. Thus, the SUV not only intervenes inside Portugal, linking with the.masses to pose a programme
for the advance of the revolution, but they intervf!ne outside the
country also. It is the SUV which has weighed directly in the
crisis of the French army, in the process of the construction of
committees of soldiers, in the development towards a trade union
ih the army. This should be the function of the political parties
of the working class - the Portuguese Communist Part~ in particular - but the soldiers who test on and are stimulated by the consciousness of the Portuguese proletariat fulfilsthis function.
IT

IS

THE

PROLETARIAT

WHICH

After a deal of procrastination,
the Labour Government has finally
produced some concrete proposals
for the or,_ganisation of local 'assemblies' in Scotland and Wales, for
so-cal led devolution.
These proposals are very typical of the sectors
of the Labour leadership which lack
a Socialist perspective and can 0.1 ly
manoeuvre for some rlittle electoral
advantage in the context of the
inter-bourgeois disputes which are
the product of the disintegration of
of capitalism. It is a measure which
has no perspective but to give WI Ison
and his team a little more time. The
pressure for 'devolution' comes from
local bourgeois sectors which, at
this stage of the disintegration of
capitalism, seek to look after themselves and to hell with the centralisation of the bourgeois state, of the
capitalist system. It is no accident
that the greatest pressure comes. from
the Scottish Nationallst Party (SN P)
which represents the local interests
of the Scottish bourgeoisie.
They
have a perspective of profit from
North Sea oi I and see a Scottish
Assembly as a step towards complete
separation and a chance to exploit
North Sea oi I. It is a false perspective and this is shown by the fact
that, wh i 1st the Labour Government
talks about 'devolution', it proposes
at the same time measures of nationalisation for North Sea oil and for
the Shipbuilding and Aircraft industry.
In other words, it has to react to the
pressure of the working class and
the necessity of the development of
the economy by taking measures
which go in the direction of the
nationalisation and planning of the
whole economy.

DETERMINES.

We shed no tears over the disintegration of the capitalist system,
of all its organisms - the police,
army, the Church etc. - which is
apparent on a world scale, but 'independence' in abstract gives no perspective for either the working class

The crisis in the Ftench army is a product of the ctisinteg1ation
of wo1ld capitalism, of all Its organisms. The Portuguese 1evolution stimulates it ditectly, organically, but the world process
determines it.. Now the leadership of the workers movement in
France intervene to base themselves directly on this process.
In the last days militants of the Socialist Party and the CFDT
(the Socialist Trade Union Centre) have been arrested for political
activity towards the soldiers, and the Popular Union - the united
front of the Communist and Socialist pal'fies and the left radicals
- has organised a demonstration in support of the politlqal and
trade iu11ion rights of the soldiers and against the teptession of
French imperialism. Thus in a very conctete form, the Popular
Union has gone beyond an electoral alliance - on a programme of
nt!.tionalisations - to act as a. workers centre to confront capitalism
directly. To Impose trade union and political rights In an imperialist army means to disintegrate it and to advance towards the
overthrow of the system altogether.

nor society.
'Devolution' is put
forward as being an advance in
democracy, as giving the masses
greater power and this illusion
receives the support of some sectors
of the left, In particular the Communist Party leadership.
This is
nonsense.
The basis of power is
the ownership of the means of production an.d these local assemblies
do nothing in this direction; they are
nothing bl.it a decentralisation of the
bourgeois state. Those who want
more power in the hands of the wor;king masses have to propose nationailoaUon under workers control.
The disgusted reaction of the SNP to
the 'devolution' proposals is that,
from their point of View, the 'Scottish
Assembfy' would have no power over
the economy.
The Tories react
against these measures because they
represent the centres of big capital
and the interests of British imperialism which are against these measures precisely because they do
represent the disintegration and the

The La'bour and trade union left has to take notice of what is
h$ppening in the French Socialist Party. It has to 1ecognise that
there can be no advance to Socialism, to the expropriation of
capitalism without the civil war. The working class is prepared
for this, and it is this pteparation which gives the confidence for
6,000 workers to face the assassination and terrorism directed
against them by British imperialism, to strike and demonstrate
against these aetions. When the workers of Chrysler propose the
nationalisation of the enterprise, they are conscious that this goes
towards a confrontation with the bourgeoisie, with the forces of
the bouraeois sta~; but they have been well fore-warned by
Ireland and have the confidence of the world balance of forces.
The collapse of the carindustry - including Chrysler - demands
a programme of nationalisation, but it also poses the necessity to
plan the economy, since nationalisation in itself does not solve
the problem of an industry which is producing a commodity which
is socially unnecessary~ The partial nationalisation of British
Leyland solves no problems whatsoever, and the nationalisation
of aircraft aml shipbuilding, whilst not being in the intetests of
capitalism, does not solve the problem of developing the economy
in the interests of the population either. Equally, the proposals
which are being made by the government itself for cuts In arms
expenditure a1e damaging to the interests of British imperialism,
but they are also an attempt to solve the problems of the total crisis of capitalism by taking finance from one sector in order to prop
up another. Since the aircraft industry which is to be nationalised,
is very much supported by arms production, a cut in arms expenditure raises the question of how the industry is to be developed.
Also the demands being made by some trade union leader.ships the T&GWU and the AUEW in particular - for 'selective import
control' and the measures by the government in this direction,
can only piotect some sectors of capital ism against the vicious
level of inter-capitalist competition. What needs to be proposed
is the state monopoly of foreign trade as part of the overall planning of the economy. At the same time, if the finance centres
remain In the hands of the bourgeoisie, no kind of planning is
possible and the nationalisation of the banks and insurance companies is a necessity. Nevertheless every measure of nationalisation - however limited - does pose the question of who runs
these enterprises and for ·whose interest. To plan the economy in
this way means workers control and the intervention of the population.

decentralisation of British imperial ism.
The Scottish bourgeoisie
accepted union with British imperialism in the early nineteenth Century
because they wanted a share of the
plunder of the empire. Now this hA~
disappeared and, with it, any advantage for these local bourgeois sectors.
The fact that 'devolution' or
independence does not serve the
interests of the working class and

the mass of the population is amply
demonstrated by Ulster - the six
counties of Northern Ireland.. This
province had almost complete independence in the first fifty years of its
existence, and what it mel'lnt was the
oppression and repression of the
working class and the masses by the
local bourgeoisie and big landowners.
Yes, the six counties of Northern
Ireland had a 'devolved' government,
a local Assembly - Stormont -.. and
a certain local control which was
more elevate<:! than is being proposed
for the Scottish and Welsh Assemblies, but the Unionists were c.ompletely
integrated
with
British
imperialism and with the Tory Party.
It was an arrangement between bourgeois sectors which allowed British
imperialism to give an impression of
'democracy' in Britaih whilst maintaining a repressive, fascist policy
in Ireland. It is another aspect of
the disintegration of the capitalist
system, of course; that this can only
be maintained now by the army of
British imp.erialism. In itself. Ireland
demonstrates how much the class
struggle, the struggle of the masses,
impels this process of disintegration.
It would do well for those in the
Labour Party and Government who
support 'devolution' to consider· why,
then, they support or do not oppose
the use of the British army in Ireland,
the continuation by the Labour
Government of the repressive policies
of British imperialism. In regard to
Ireland, it is clear that we do not
oppose the right of the Irish masses
for self-determination.
It is a
struggle which has existed for a
long time.
However, there is no
'self-determination'
without
the
control of the means of production,
of the land, industry, the banks, etc.
being nationalised. This being so,
there is no solution for the problems
of the Irish masses in lretand. The
solution lies in the unified struggle
with the rest of the working class in
the whole of Britain for a Socialist
Britain. The Socialist Brl.tish Isles
in which, if they wanted it, the Irish
masses cou Id have independence
within a Socialist Federation. It Is
the same programme as tile Posadist
IV International pu'ts forward fOr the
Israeli masses in the Middie East~
There is some basis for the struggle
for self-determination In Ireland,
but there is none in either Wales or
Scotland. An 'opinion poll' taken in
Wales recently showed that a majority
of the population was against 'devolution' and, if the SNP gains votes
in elections in Scotland, it is from
bourgeois sectors and some petit
bourgeois sectors, which only see the
proletariat
through the Labour
leadership and, therefore, see no
real policy or programme for the
sorution of the problems created by
the to'tal world crisis of capitalism
which they face. In a previous period
of history the perspective for the
struggle against the domination of
imperialism was less clear.
Now
humanity has before it the experience
of the Workers States. The Soviet
Union and China, for example, on the
basis of nationalisations, of the
destruction of private property, have
unified within the boundaries of the
Workers States a multitude of different
races with vastly different languages
It is an experience
and cultures.
and a consciousness already acquired
by humanity.
As with the Workers States, so

proposed in the factory before the 'lay-off' al the beginning ofthe
month. What is necessary now is discussions in the factories
and workers areas on the imposition of a programme of nationalisations, workers control and the planning of the economy in the
interest of the population. The action of the three rail unions in
organising a demonstration, a mass meetin,g in London, and making
appeals to the population which uses public transport, is a step'
in the right direction. It has to be taken further now with local
conferences of the Labour movement at which all tendencies of the
workers movement can intervene. Conferences which have the
perspective of the creation of organisms of dual power, of the
factory and workers ateti committees, and committees which link
both. A perspective for the creation of the means by which the
wo1king class mobilises to impel the advance from the Labour
Government to the Government of the Left, for the extension of
the programme of nationalisations, and to impose its control over
theeconomy. 8th December, 1975.
©

'The crisis of Portugal is the absence .of the revolutionary

LOCAL CONFERENCES OF THE LABOUR MOVEMENT.

leadership: for a Govemment of the Left, with an anti-

It is clear that the Chrysler workers are ptepared to occupy
the factories in order to impose workers control; this was being

imperialist, anti-capitalist.programme', J. Posadas, 13.11,75
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with the proletariat, since one is the
expression - raised to the level of a·
state - of the collective Communist
nature of the other. In this country_,
the actions of the working class, the
strikes and factory occupations, are
not launched on a 'Welsh' or 'Scottish' basis, but are national. UCS
was a centre of struggle for the whole
proletariat, the miners strike was
national, the struggles in the steel
ndustry, .are examples. More than
chis, the consciousness and struggle
of the working class transcends
national boundaries, and this can be
seen .in the miners strike, the dockers
- who received world support - in
the Dunlop/Perelli strike, in the
Shop Stewards Committee organised
with workers in this country, France
and Italy; in the organisation which
exists between the Ford workers in
Belgium, Germany and Britain, in the
developments towards the unification
- impelled by the Soviet Union of the two world trade union centres.

THE KEY

IS WORKERS CONTROL

IN A
PLANNED

CENTRALISED
ECONOMY.

AND

The wave of demonstrations against
the assassination of the Basque
revolutionaries in the whole of
Europe, in the support given to the
Vietnamese masses, to the Chi lean
masses, we can see the fact demonstrated that the struggle of the proletariat, the class struggle transcends
national boundaries. The European
bourgeoisie, forced by weakness to
huddle together in the EEC, can
agree on nothing, make no common
decisions with British imperialism
trying to impose its own interests
,regarding oil prices against the
interests of the rest. The masses,
on the other hand, live a world experience, centralise themselves in
the advance of the world revolution
and the Workers l>tates.
If decentralisation is to be discussed, it has to be on the basis of a
programme of nationalisations under
workers contro'I and the planning of
the economy on this basis. The key
to decentralisation iscworkers. control
in the discussion,· formulation and
application of the centralised plan-'
ning of the, ~conomy, in the factory,
in the workers areas. This is what
it is necessary to discuss. It has to
be seen that it is the mobilisations,
the independent actions of the working class that are going to impose
nationalisations. The miners strike
produced a new form of organism,
'the flying picket', which represented
the role and aspiration of the proletariat to act as a leadership of
society and to create organisms of
control. It was a development which
went towards the creation of a Soviet
form of functioning and it is going tc
appear again, particularly with the
stimulation of the experience in the
last months of Portugal. 'Devolution
serves nothing for the progress ol
hµmanity, for the advance of the
struggle for workers power, the overthrow of capitalism, and the construction of Socialism.
What is
necessary to the creation of the
organisms of power of the working
class, the factory committees, the
workers area committees, and the
committees which link the two.
Th is is what has to be discussed in
the .. workers movement, in the Labour
Party, trade unions and Shop Stewards

ERRATUM
In Red Flag No. 254, the article on
Australia, 4th para, where it says:
' ...that so they see the correct tactic
'to construct
capitalism', should say
clearly:
'to
construct Communism,•.
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The split between Labour Party and Labour government which
has still not found its complete programmatic expression, and
where the party is still not based on superior .relations with the
masses in the form of mass mobilisations and discussions, coincides with the immense scope of discussion in the world Communist movement.
This is dominated by the polemic over the
electoral road to power. The move by Marchais of the French
CP to abandon the concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat
is going to stimulate an immense discussion and resistance in
the Communist vanguard and will oblige the Soviet Union to persist in its line of posing the problem of taking power in Western
Europe and not waiting on purely electoral gains.
On the one hand Wilson says that bank nationalisations is not
tlte policy of the Labour Party, while the NEC brings out a text
proposing bank nationalisation as a conference decision of the
Labour Party and, at the same time, a text presented to the NEC
giving support to the line of Healey is ignored. The leadership
of the Unions have connived at the reduction in the standard of
living of the masses, but what they have not been .able to do and
cannot do in the present situation is contain the masses and
guarantee a recovery for capitalism. Under an enormous pressure
they are obliged to propose a policy alternative to the government,
but this is totally superficial and merely draws attention to the
tact that the leadership is incapable, and what is required is a
complete anti-capitalist programmatic alternative to the policy
of the government.
The complete ineffectiveness of the traditional leaderships
in the Unions, the Labour Party and the shop stewards movement
is a sign of a wholly new process in this country. Reformist
leaderships can only detetmine a process when capitalism can
make concessions, but when all they otter are a series of defeats
and abject failures, it means that their authority as a leadership
is going. The refusal to link struggles effectively in the oar
industry against the policy of redundancies, the prevarications in
the :steel industry - in face of a management which has shown
itself to be weak - the refusal to discuss solutions directly with
the workers clears the way tor new leaders, ne.w discussions where
revolutionary ideas count and not the placid stream of endless
negotiations appropriate to the conservatism of the labour aristocrats.
THE NEED FOR THE PROGRAMME OF THE NATIONALISED
ECONOMY UNDER WORKERS CONTROL.
...· The .. fundamental •weakness in "1he workerp .mo.vement at~this·
moment in this country is the lack of .a complete programmatic
response to the crisis of capitalism. At the last Labour Party
conference, Benn spoke of the need to advance to Socialism and
not have another Labour government simply propping up capitalism.
But this generality has not been accompanied by the deepening
of the public discussion on the need for the programme. Even in
the text on the nationalisation of the banks there is no suggestion
of the need for nationalisation of all the key industries, workers
control, and nationalisation of the banks as part of the total
planning of the economy. On the contrary, it is posed that 'public
ownership of banking can hardly be said to be an extremist course
action when it is so long-standing in France, Belgium and Italy!!
In other words, the nationalisation ot the banks is seen as a
prop for the rest of private industry. This is all part of the
illusion in the summits of the Unions and the Labour Party that
somehow capitalism can be ameliorated and obliged to invest.
This is a profoundly non-Socialist attitude and also utopian. It
is an aspect of the same outlook that looked to workers cooperatives as a way out, a means of avoiding direct confrontations
with the system. But the workers co-operatives collapse and
show that there is no way out but the solution of nationalisation
under workers control, as the basis tor the Socialist planning of
the economy. Talk of conversion of an industry to new areas of
production, while private management is retained (as at Lucas
Aerospace), is another hoodwink because the bosses still retain
the profit, and why should they?
These alternatives are accompanied by other proposals, particularly emanating from the trade unions. Thus import controls
are suggested; compulsory deposits of funds by firms tor investment, Euro loans tor the public sector, two-tier interest rate
schemes etc. But why, in any case, should the system be propped
up in such a way, supervised by the economists of the trade
unions? All such conceptions are based on a delusion. In the
first place capitalism will not tolerate, cannot tolerate a situation
where its resources are not yielding the highest level of profit
and what do the leaderships propose to do in face of the infinite
capitalist capacity to sabotage? Why sustain an incompetent system and oblige the workers to produce, tor the bosses to invest
and draw profit. It is an absurd perspective. The only claim to
tame capitalism once had, was that it was dynamic, could develop
markets, find the funds tor more investment tor technological
improvement. To seek to obscure the fundamental need for the
expropriation of all the key industries, and banks under workers
control, in order to plan the economy for the benefit of all, arises
from interested conceptions, i.e. tear of mobilising the masses,
fear of the disappearance of special group interest. When Marchais
proposes to abandon the conception of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, as Ole Posadas has analysed, it is not just because
of conciliation with capitalism; it is because he and the sector
around him feel hurt, reduced by the role of the proletariat.
Similarly those who constantly seek ways of avoiding the programme of nationalisations, workers control, no compensation,
Turn to page 4
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THE MILITARY UPRISING OFTHE 25THNOVEMBER
AND THE PROCESS OF REVOLUTION AND
COUNTER 1REVOLUTION IN PORTUGAL.

J. POSADAS
To d)scuss the events in Portugal
is of fundamental Importance.
It
serves to analyse, judge and foresee

~~ens:~~::c:,f :~et:;;c;::it~:~~. A~
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advance.
What has to be judged is that the
relation of forces does not al low an

Soviet type, infinitely more important
than any parliament, even the most
democratic from the bourgeois point

;~e v~~s:~ssi:~e wit~~rl;~:~~~~e~:i~

as
important retreat of the revolution.
It is a retreat, but not an important
the same time, It serves to acquire
one. An important one would be to
of the interests of private property.
confidence In the analysis, in the
The factors which intervene there to
return to private property the nationamethod, that the revolution in its
lisations already made, which are
decide are the organised i.nterest,
advance can retreat partially or
considerable and important, or to
the camari I las, the apparatuses.
profoundly, as in Chile, but that in
hand the land back to the landThey do not discuss what is right,
the world as a whole it advances and
owners. This would be to enter into
what is the most suitable and reaprogresses, and is a point of support
acute and serious conflict with the
sonable, but they discuss in relation
for the place which was subdued or
population and, besides this, with a
to the interests of groups, apparatuscontained or sabotag.ed. This process
very important sector of the army
es and organised interests. Direct
in Portugal is of very §reat richness
which is still there and cannot be
democracy discusses directly what
to understand, because it allows one
eliminated.
is in the interests of the population.
to analyse how the process of history
Direct democracy does not mean
What has to be seen is how the
deve Iops, h ow th e f orces o f th e
that they meet among themselves to
revolution, in wl:!atever way,advances,
process ~f t.he revol~tion develops
discuss and resolve. It means the
how in a process of a lack of leaderand how 1t finds a w1 II of progress
. .
.
f
'-~•~
f
th
·
_part1c1oat10D.....IIQID.~w_o. __a 11 _ EL
- ship-;·what'1etatns•ns not the·mass~1:tnr-peasams,tfle-- population;--of a Soviet· type. It 1~
but the leadership.
The masses
workers,
the
petlt
bourgeoisie
necessary to organise this so that
seek, influence and impel in order
express.
The masses took the
it functions
efficiently, in which
to advance. The process is delayed.
initiative to seize the land. to
the
soldiers, workers,
peasants
But the masses are not intimidated;
nationalise, surrounding the centre
intervene, so that everyone interthey continue advancing. They show
of the government, which is
a
venesf
the advance with the proposals which
profound initiative and political
When, in Portugal, it has reached
they make, the measures which they
resolution.
the level of besieging the governtake, the initiatives which they
The people who did this are ready
ment and this lasts 24 hours, without
develop. Nationalisations, occupato do it again tomorrow and not to
there being the strength to repress tions of barracks, making the army
be intimidated.
When the process
it is because the conditions exist
function as an instrument of political
reaches this level, it is because the
for enormous advances in the revoorganisation,
making
democratic
revolution
demands
a
polltic.:.I,
lution. This influences
the left
assemblies in the barracks, and
economic and social progress, much
groups, stimulates them to intervene,
extending Soviet fanctioning. When
more elevated than now.
When
This solution which they sought was
events like this happen, as in
150,000 besiege the central governnot an invention of the left groups.
Portugal, a is necessary to discuss
ment, followed by 200.000 afterwards,
It was not a putsch remote from
them without delay.
when there are demonstrations of
objective
conditions
or
outside
The events in Portugal, being a
100,000 to 200,000 workers, petit
conditions in the rest of the country,
blow or a defeat, do not mark the
bourgeois and peasants, coming from
or related only to conditions existing
course of the re-animation of the
everywhere, it is because the conin some barrack. There were similar
capitalist system.
But they are
ditions are mature to go much
conditions throughout the country!
circumstantial events, determined by
further.
Socially the forces exist.
This was shown in the demonconcrete relations of courses which
But the leadership is absent. It is
strations, in the siege of the governare local and unfavourable. It is not
necessary to unite the soldiers, the
ment centre, in the Communist
a blow in decision or quality, but a
peasants, the workers, those movedemonstrations and those of the
blow from the apparatuses.
ments with the soldiers who are
lntersyndical. These are all organs!·
stimulating the same conclusions,
These mobilisations were made after
THE INSURRECTION IN THE
to make the situation advance.
they assassinated the Communists,
BARRACKS WAS AN EXPRESSION
Without there being a programmatic
attacked the Communists' locales,
OF FAVOURABLE CONDITIONS
agreement, there was a concentration
with the connivance and support of
and harmony in the objective to make
the army.
This shows that the
This blow in Portugal is not the
the revolution advance.
masses did not allow themselves to
triumph of the counter-revolution,
It is fundamental to make the
be intimidated.
nor of the right, nor of fascism. It
revolution advance with organs of
is an attack by the conciliatory
These were the conditions for
very great importance, such as the
sectors of the revolution combined
the uprising in the barracks.
All
organs of 'dire·ct democracy'. Why
with the right, and also a sector
the process indicated the possishould there be disorder? There is
which wants to maintain the conquests
bility of advancing, and this was
a disorder because there is a lack of
already achieved. It is not a blow
the wi II of the masses to want to
organisation,
and
not
everyone
given by a leadership which domiadvance and to progress, socially,
intervenes.
If al I did intervene,
nates, but by a leadership which
economically and politically.
why
should there be disorder?
uses the weakness of others, It is
They showed it in putting up with
Everyone would give his opinion,
not strength which impels them to
the assassinations organised by
analyse and resolve. And what are
deliver this blow, but the weakness
the right, the attack$ of the right
the Soviets but direct democracy?
of the opposing camp.
And they
on the Communist locales, on the
It ls not the empirical attitude of any
counted essentially on the lack of
al lies of the Communists, on the
one taking a decision and afterwards
position and of intervention of the
lntersyndical, the assassination of
fulfilling it, but making the masses
Communist Party of Portugal and of
the Communists.
The attitude of
intervene to judge, analyse and
the lntersyndical.
It is not the
the masses was to seeK the political
determine in organs based on the
result of the forces of the right or of
response by besieging the governstreets, the workers areas, tne
the centre, or some sectors towards
ment' centre, with 150,000 to 200,000
barracks, the factories and the
the left, but comes from the fears
people involv~d and the soldiers
offices.
This is no disorder or
of the military leadership.
They
demonstrating by the side of the
alteration in social relations which
took the initiative of delivering the
impede the advance of the economy.
population! These were the condiblow because there is a limitation
On the contrary, they are the printions!
The duty of the Communist
in the programme and the objectives
ciples of organs where all the
Party, of the MOP and of the revo-of the revolution. It is not the right
population has to intervene.
It is
lutionary soldiers was to see that the
against the left.
The leadership
necessary to organise their functionconditions were ripe for the Governwhich gave the coup which organised
ing, this is al I. And to co-ordinate
ment of the Left. And, when they
it in the barracks, does not have the
them
with
soldiers-workersdid not do so, the left groups came
conception of QoinQ backwards or
peasants:
to
co-ordinate
them.
retreating in economic measures, but
out. This was not a leftist initiative
Turn to page 4
of containing the progress and the
There are Soviets, organs of a
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THE MILITARY UPRISING OF THE 25TH OF NOVEMBER, ...
remote from a favourable objectiv~
situation. Nol It took place within
these favourable conditions.

class. They saw it as a weight, as
an important support, but they did
not see that it Is what gave stimulus,
impulse and ideas.
The working
class originates ideas for the programme of nationalisations, workers
control and planning of production.
Hence arose the disorientation of
this team, the doubts and the
changes.
They are not soldiers
who seek individual interests, but
they
are
insecure,
indecisive,
because they do not have the previous political preparation. Of them,
the most secure was Goncalves.
He posed: 'The working class has
to lead'.

Italian Communist Party supported
Soares openly against the Portuguese
Commun1st Party in the name of the
abstraction of 'pluralist democracy'.

THE MASSES ARE FAR IN FRONT
OF THE LEADERSHIPS.

Real
democracy
develops
in
Socialism, in the dictatorship of the
proletariat, and in the Workers State
because it allows the discussion of
everything which is necessary to,r
the progress of society, of reason,
culture and science, not for the
benefit of private property.
Real
democracy, science, technology, culture, are not the result of the competition of private property, but
are the resu It of the concentration
of all the energy, the capacity, and
The
the intelligence of society.
'democracy' which is the resu It
of
inter-capitalist
competition
only expresses 1 % of what can
be achieved.

This was the course over two
years which showed that the process
matured
in the proletariat, the
peasantry and the petit bourgeoisie,
infinitely more than in the leaderTh
. 't 1
s h ips, in f mi e Y more.
e popula ti on was ready to do al I this!
The leadership was not disposed to
undei:stand, to have the audacity, to

On the otner hand with
nationalised property, there is no
competition, the economy is centralised in the state organ. In order to.
ensure that the organs of the state
do not degenerate and do not lead
to a Stal in nor... to the usufruct for
those who have the state and the
P art y of t he state, workers control
is necessary, trade union lndepen-

In not finding a response to the
United
Front, between soldiers,
Communists, left groups, lntersyndical, the movement weakened.
It
lacked political leadership to understand the situation and to develop
the United Front.
It lacked the
previous political preparation.
It
was necessary to show that, with
pressure and force, it could be done.
A Government of the Left cou Id be
achieved.

appeal for a united front, for a programme
of
expropriations
and
nationalisations.
All spoke of
Socialism, but Socialism has an

dence, the plur.allst right of all the
parties of the working class to
exist, all of them! All the tendencies and the left groups also! This

unavoidable base, the economy!
And so, for the Socialist base of

has not been discussed in Portugal
and this is what has to be discussed.

production to exist, it is necessary
to
eliminate
private
property,
otherwise
it Is not Socialism!
Socialism is not the right for every

The soldiers cannot explain this
because they come from another

The Socialists of the right led
by Soares and the PPD attemptt!d
uprisings,
with
assassinations,
bombs, crimes; and they failed. The~
did not succeed in doing what they
wanted.
On the other hand, the
left achl· eved the progress 0 f th e
revolution with concentration and
demonstrations, and with the army.
That is to say, there were the conditions for a very great progress of
the revolution.

who maintains power is the one who
has private property. If those who
have the power do not have private
property, the first thing which they do
is to eliminate private property• to
develop the economy for the benefit
of all. Private property limits the

The left groups and the revolutionary soldiers came out hoping
that the people would accompany
them to impel, to stimulate and push
forward the Communists to inter-;>ene.
This is what happened.
And the
conditions were already prepared!
Days before, there were all the
mobilisations. When the Communists
did not rr.ove and the lntersyndical
did not move, the movement remained
in the barracks. It was not counterrevolutionary
seditiousness,
nor
was it insurrectional. It continued
on the same road as the army in
throwing out those who were there,
and they were demanding the Government of the Left. It was a militarysocial and trade union pressure for
the Government of the Left, and there
were the conditions to do it! The
proof is that, days before, the
government had had to yield. It had
to put u11 with the siege of 24 hours,
and to yield to the demands of the
construction workers.

The

Communist

Party

should

~~:e for~:~eexi:~t fo~nt~e ~::~~~~=~~
of the Left; and appealed to the
soldiers for a general strike for the

one to speak whilst maintaining
private property. For then, the one

capacity of production, of. the dev.elopment of the economy, and the
relat1·on
between
consumption,
Private
Production and prices.
property is profits and the accumulation of capital.
Thus the first
elementary notion of democracy is
to eliminate the factors that impede
the
development
of
democracy.
Soviet democracy is the next stage

...

the Government of the Left. There
were the conditions for this.
The leftist groups did not demand
the assassination or the killing of
anyone. They asked for a Government of the Left, for a Revolutionary
Government. They did this empirically, in a disordered way, indivi-

property, otherwise what sort of
democracy exists? Those who have
economic power C'Ommand, because
they have the apparatuses and the
structure.
In Portugal, within two years,
there was no time to form a new
structured movement, for an anti-

dually, without consistency; but they
demanded this. If they had appealed
to the workers in the struggle for a
programme, if they had taken this
initiative, the workers would have
intervened and animated the Communist Party to Intervene. This shows
the limitation of the revolutionary
soldiers and of the left groups,
that is to say, the lack of leadership.

capitalist
and
anti-Imperialist
programme.
There have been very
profound measures taken In which
the depth of the revolution is shown,
for example, giving freedom to the
colonies and Antunes and Costa
Gomez proposed to recognise the
MPLA against Soares. The revolution
was and Is very profound, but it
lacked time because there was no

The

disorder

of

the

movement

was expressed also in the attitude
of Carvalho, who collaborated in
the fall of the government of Velasco
Goncalvez. That is to say, there is
the insecurity, the indecision of the
soldiers who are progressive., want
to advance, make the revolution
advance, but do not have the political
capacity to lead. They are full of
competition, of contradictions, and
they fear to rely on the organs of
audacity, of advance. Among other
reasons,
they do th is because
they do not have more historic
experience, and they do not have
contact with the working class.
They remain in the apparatuses and
they do not see the wi 11 of the class
wh ich can decide.
However, it is clear that the
right saw that H was going to lose.
Hence, it threw bombs, many bombs,
and assassinated Communists and
attacked
Communists'
locales.
The military team which made
this uprising wss well orientated
for revolution, but it did not have
the experience, the consciousness,
and could not play the role of the
working class. They never saw the
historic function of the working

This counter-revolution has not
just begun; the fall of Goncalvez
was the preparation for this.
The
right does not have the strength
to impose, and so it uti I ises the
Socialist Party, and Soares is the
representative of all tris manoeuvre.
It is a manoeuvre aimed at elimina..;.
ting al I the sectors of the left in
the army, weaken Ing the apparatus
of the army, to then impose by force
the right and the counter-revolution.
This is the objective of th'is process.
To achieve these objectives they
have to return the land to private
property, to deprive the peasants of
the land.
And the peasants have
proved that the present exploitation
of the land is superior to private
T
.
property.
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there is an increase in the consumption of the population, and there has
been an increase in the standard of
living in a short period. The nationa!ised factories and ehterprises the newspapers, reviews, the banks
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property for these ~;ounter-revolution·
ary objectives to triumph. This wi II
clash with the consciousness, the
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masses, now acquired, which is a
progress; and it is going also to
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is
is to say that this is not a simple
task of defeating the military left.
What they have defeated is the
military left which was with the
left groups. They have not defeated
the workers, the Communist Party,
or the MOP. It was a defeat for the
left groups, and not all of them
either!
It is absurd to believe that the
left groups had such a strength,
because there were only 60 of them
involved in the insurrection.
But
there were thousands and thousands
who have seen that the social relations became superior with this
system, superior to the system of

a platform in a short stage for the
apparatuses, so that they can decide
and give conscious blows to contain the revolutioh.

THE
COUNTER
REVOLUTION
CANNOT
TRIUMPH.
Angola shows that the conditions
do not exist for the triumph of the
counter-revolution, and Spain also.
This king, Juan Carlos, the Idiot
king, to sustain himself has had to
liberate Carmacho and various trade
unionists.
It is not a concession
in the arr, which has been made:
Because the situation is going to
mature, as we said in an article a
few days ago(1). These conditions
existed before Franco died. , Franco
for years had nothing to do with
life, not only with Spain, but with
life. The conditions for change go
back a long while before. The condt'ti'on that allowed the maintenance
of the regime was a lack of policy
and a lack of audacity, of a pro-;gramme on the part of the Communists
and the Socialists. This shows, even
morethat the conditions in Portugal
allow no margin for the right tp hand
back to private property all that has
been expropriated. There exists a
very extended base of nationalised
property, of functioning of organs
of the state, which allows a more
general functioning for the population
and shows
the value of nationalisations even in the utilisation of the
means of information, and this is
so even with the errors of the left
groups • wh1'ch showed tha.t .they
are ctoser to necessity even with
all their errors and excesses. The
left groups respond to the necessity
of making the revolution advance.
They do not propose to appropriate
for themselves. They acted in an
empirical form, but objectively they
w.ere not in favour of supporting or
sustaining private property.
They
were against private property. They
used the means of information· as a
f
.
.
means 0
progress, in a mistaken
th
h I k 0f I
d
way
rougw'thac t
P ant· an pror
b.
d
1
0
g amme,
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iec tves an
principles, but with the objective of
eliminating private property; and
with the more direct intervention of
people who intervened in the discussions and the proposals, with
more democracy than the whole lot of
. .

beyond bourgeois democracy. It is
Azevedo said so but because people
hierarchy.
They elected generals
to· ··ettminaw·-..,..rtvate--···are·going-ti:rsay··.-rt.···TiTe-·n-......-~,·-~uperiur·fci11n to what t11e<> dld-~!larnoctiicy.

Government of the Left. Not to kill, ··rrecessary·
to
assasiiTnafe, Throw bombs, hut tor··

In
Portugal the revolutionary
process matured infinitely more than
the leadership. It matured because
people, the workers, the peasants,
the petit bourgeoisie mature, and
are ready for progress. They were
not content with small progress,
with a better economy, but they
wanted more and more.

origin. But they were very profound
in all their conclusions. This is a
rich experience which shows that the
revolution advances much more than
the leadership.
People progress
much more and decide to Intervene,
to propose, to lead and to decide,
economically and politically. Hence,
in Portugal, the wi II of the people
advances infinitely more than the
capacity and the decision of the
leadership.
This is the strength
d th
d
t
f th
. ht
an
e a van age 0
e ng •
The right does not have social,
political,
economic
or
military
strength.
This means that this
situation in Portugal is not going to
last long. Chile is not going to be
repeated.
It is not going back to
the level of Chile, but not because

of the majority of the militant Socialists, of the Communist Party, of
the peasant masses, of the Socialist
left or of the MDP; but the lack of
the United Front with an objective
programme to mobilise the masses
for the objective of the Government
of the Left.

leadership
to
co-ordinate
the
distinct forces for the United Front
for this objective.
This experience has to be discussed politically, not with abstract
accusations.
It is necessary to
make economic discussions, i.e.
there has to be nationalisations,
for this reason.
There has to be workers control,
.
f or this
re~son, and the planning of
the economy for this reason.
The
accusation of the Soares' Socialists
to the Communists, 'You want to
monopolise, you are dictators', does
not demonstrate anythin.g.
The
Communists accuse the Socialists
of being with the PPD, but they
make no theoretical, political, practical or economic or social discussion. Thus, the soldiers cannot
learn and neither do the Soviets
intervene.
No Communist Party
intervenes. The Italian Communists
took a criminal attitude against the
objective process of the revolution,
supporting and sustaining Soares,
and the resul.t is th is. 'Pluralism' in
the economy is completely false, it
does not exist in history. It exists
in the interests of the caste, of the
groups, and of the bourgeois class.
The interests of democracy means to
develop the economy so that there
can be democracy. Otherwise there
Is no democracy.
In a capitalist
country, so that there can be democracy, it is necessary to nationalise
private property as a step towards
the elimination of every form of
property. They have not discussed
in this way in Portugal. And the

...~v....

six days ago, came out to besiege
the central government did not. propose to kill anyone in the government
but to win them. People proposed
to put pressure to win part of the
government for the programme of the
Government of the l:..eft.
They
demanded increases, not only for the
Construction Industry· workers but
also the Government of the Left.
They proposed this. All the people
who went to do this were excluded
from the decision of the uprising In
the barracks. This decision for the
taking of the barracks was made by
a small apparatus. It was a small
apparatus that did this. It was not a
mobilisation of the masses or of the
army, but it was lnitla·ted by a small
apparatus, nothing more. This was
a sma II apparatus that resolved all
this, and the masses did not intervene. Now, the masses are going to
come out and say, 'what happened'r
Still the masses have not intervened because they have not been
all ed t 0
t· . t .b t th
ow
par rcipa e, u
ey are
going to say, 'What happened, what
was this?', and they are
going to
intervene when the right wants, in
the process of the revolution, to go
against something which has already
been achieved - nationalisations,
workers control, direct democracy,
the organs of the proletariat, the
organisms
of the peasants, the
organs in the workers areas, and the
agrarian reforms which the peasants
carried out.
They are apparatuses who have
triumphed, but not a relation of
forces. U11doubtedly, with the return
of 300,000 Angolans of the right,
this has a weight against the left.
This is true, but It is going to
stimulate a much bigger intervention
of the left. These conquests achieved in Portugal are very profound,
in nationalisations, workers control,
direct democracy and in agrarian
reforms.
This situation Is not the
result of the retreat of the will·,
the masses have not 'lost ·the will
to combat, they have not become
disinterested? the Communist Party
has not retreated In its objectives
to want to Impel Socialism, nor has
the Socialist left. This is not the
result of a retreat or of a lack of
Interest on the part of the parties,
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before, and they discussed in the
army politics in the conditions of
equality.
And this is superior to
before.
They know this, and the
soldiers feel this as much as the
left groups. And they are going to
use this. That is to say, that it Is
an experience wh !ch is being made,
upon whlch there is no going back,
just as the peasants who see that
having the land and working it
collectively is infinitely superior
to property, with the land owned by
the landowners. These are experiences of the population, acquisitions
of consciousness, vivid examples
that cannot be retreated upon.
In
their consciousness there is no going
back. The reaction can undoubtedly
deliver blows.
Military strength
can hit hard, but only transitori ly.
This is not a defeat of the progress of the revolution, It is a
containing and an effort to limit the
progress, to eliminate the left, in
order then to open the road for the
right. In thr·s interim, the left whi·ch
does not belong to the army only, ls
going to draw conclusions.
The
comrades who organised the uprising
- wh lch is only a part of the military
left - were not mad.
It was a
spontaneous movement which came
out protesting in part against the
passivity of the Communist Party;
a partial passivity. because the
Communist Party organised demonstrations, movements, mobilisations,
but on a limited scale. They should
have made a more complete, more
profound United Front with the army.
Openly! Let them accuse the Communist Party, the left groups and the
rest! Let them say what they want!
The right launches accusations in
order to retreat.
The right, who
assassinated the Communist mi Iitants, did this in order to retreat,
to return to private property and.
assass_inate. This is going to have
repercussions in the world Communist
movement, begi'nnr·ng wi'th Portugal.
It is going to show that the inacti'vr·ty
and
passivity, the
conservative
attitude, the limitations of the
objectives, are what leads to the
triumph of the counter-revolution,
and to the blows which contain the
progress of the revolution and allow
the organisation and structuring of
the forces of the right. This gives

M-,~-~

All this process is going to lead
to a discussion in the world Communist movement, beginning with the
Portug4ese Communist Party, They
are going to discuss how, again in
Portugal, five days after having besieged the government with a demonstration of 200,000 people, with. the
principle barracks in the hands of
the left, they lost!
Audacity,
decision, and the preparation of the
Party for this task, were: absent.
It shows that it is not possible to
advance on the basis of waitrng for
permission; and democratic liberties
have to be conquered by force.
We advance with the parliamentary
basis, electorally to the maximum
possible level, but ready to advance
by force, as now. Had they foreseen
this, which was foreseeable, that a
coup was going to be made - with
the throwing out of Goncalves, a
coup was foreseeable - they should
have gone forward and the left should
have delivered the necessary blow!
And this attempted uprising was not
counter-revolutionary, or a dictatorship as the reaction. says against the country; but an effort to
impede the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie
against
the masses.
This government says (beginning
with Antunes and Azevedo) that
this is not a 'turn to the right'.
This is not a unanimous declaration
in principle.
Antunes was one of
those who organised the coup in
1974, and
produced
the
antiimperialist programme: freedom to
the colonies and an approximation
to Socialism of a moderate or<;ler.
But there are others who seek to
use the power of the army to retreat.
The right is seeking to contain the
left, and disorganise it in order to
retreat. But there are not tile conditions to retreat. The people, the
workers, the petit bourgeoisie wi II
not allow a retreat because they have
I
a ready made an experience of
intervention. This Is going to pose
a conflict at a superior level. With
the social and economic basis of
nationalised
property,
with
the
development of organs of workers
power, of land, work in a collective
form, progress is going to be shown
superior to that of private property.
To go back is impossible. There is
already the experience of the masses
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and they are going to base themselves on this experience, and they
are going to substitute for their own
leadership. This is going to increase
the critical functioning in the Communist and Socialist parties to impel
the revolution.
This process is going to impel
more
progressive
leaderships,
showing that it is not possible to
expect complacency or agreements
from leaderships who seek to maintain private property, and it is not
possible to make the revolution
without nationalising the economy
and developing workers democracy,
which is one of the forms of 'direct
democracy'.
DI rect democracy Js
not to come out in the street and
propose that one does what one
I ikes, but to discuss in organs
created by the population. This is
direct democracy. All this is created
in the workers areas, in the schools,
in the work places and the factories,
There, they can discuss everything.
Why cannot they discuss everything?
On the other hand, representative
democracy is the democracy of those
who sustain private property because
they have organs of power which, in
the last Instance, decide through the
representative democracy, because
they have the power. On the other
hand by nationalising property, these
have no more power left.
This attitude of the conservative
troops of the army is to use the
indecision which comes from the
lack of the United Front. The duty
of the Communist Party Is to appeal
to the United Front with the left
groups, the army, the peasants, the
petlt bourgeoisie, the Socialist Party,
with the programme. It is necessary
to
finish
with this discussion,
whether it is a 'dictatorship or not'
and to discuss the programme, the
nationalisations
of the
economy
and the planning in the factories
and the workers areas; that is to say,
a concrete and precise programme.
The Communists do not have this
programme and In the world Commun 1st movement there is not a
discussion, and in Portugal they
do not have it either. This is going
to have to be discussed.
This is a transitory stage; the
right can attack but they cannot go
very far; the decision of the soldiers
who took the barracks did not come
from just Go off.leers. It is a whole
structure of officers, NCOs, soldiers,
linked to the popular areas and the
population. It is a whole structure
which would have to be broken.
Caetano could not do it and neither
~an these. A transitory triumph of
this s·ector does not mean the downfall of the revolution but is a partial,
transitory retreat on the road of the
progress of the revolution. This is
going to give rise to the intervention
of the masses who are going to try
to seek to weigh, to intervene and
impel their leaders and create new
leaders.

THERE IS NO HOMOGENEITY IN
THE GOVERN~,ENT
Undoubtedly, the government is
ready to take measures impelled by
the right, which is going to seek in
every way to weaken the class
revolutionary tendencies and to try
to deliver blows in order, later, to
take measures of retreat: to retreat
to private property, to break up the
workers organs, to limit the right to
strike and to make demands for
wages etc., as they plan now in
prop.osing to eliminate eight newspapers without any reason.
They
allow the Socialist newspapers to
publish but they stop the Communist
ones.
This does not mean homogeneity in the government in taking
these measures.
It is an al I lance
which has triumphed between the
sectors which want to continue the
experience with Socialist measurps,
wl th measures of national lsations,
of planning, With other sectors who
want to use the opportunity to attack
the masses. As everything is deci.ded
In the apparatus, in the highcommand,
they try to make these organs weigh
to attack. But a very eloquent fact
and unfavourable for the right, Is
that Antunes, Costa Gomez and
Azevedo are allied with people who
are evidently, as with Carneiro and
others, assassins. They are al lied
to these and the al llance is not
going to last very long.
The government and the forces
wh ich support the government are
heterogeneous; it Is a heterogeneity
In which the right is going to try to
take the initiative to eliminate posts.

positions. apparatuses, and try to
concentrate everything within its
own hands. It is necessary to expect that there wi II be a very profound and important reaction by the
working class.
The proletariat is
going to intervene, the poor and
middle petit bourgeoisie, and the
army also. Over the last two years
in the army a very great depth of
revolutionary democratic sentiment
has developed. It is the army which
gave freedom to Angola, freedom to
the colonies. It is an army which,
although it threw out oid leaders,
poses problems for those who replace
them, because they haye to be
accepted and respected.
Force,
intimidation or shooting does not
succeed in this. Now these leaders
more to the right wi 11 have to create
a new staff and a new base in order
to be able to intervene.
This is
their problem.

It is necessary to consider that
this process has disconcerted the
proletariat a I ittle.
It has hit the
workers vanguard.
The weight of
the proletariat is small in Portugal,
but it is sufficient. It is necessary
to expect a reaction from the proletariat. Much depends on the attitude
taken by the Communist Party which,
for the moment, has a bad attitude
in saying, 'It is a defeat, it is a
failure, the left is defeated'. What
left .is defeated? It was not defeated
in its totality, a part of the left was
defeated because of · its lack of
co-ord i natl on.
It is necessary to expect an
attitude of reflection by the proletariat, the petit bourgeoisie, which
Is going to be used by the right to
·
d
contain t h e progress o f economic an
social measures, to regu 1ate t h e
functioning of t h e wor k ing class,
· t d
t'
· ht
B t
t o res t ric
emocra 1c rig s.
u
there are very great conques t s. 1n
· I
·
i
the army, is t not 1ust a quest on
.
of the generals an d the h 1gh command
d b
h
· I
but a w h o I e base inf uence
y t e
Congolese
revolution,
that
of
Mozambique, Guinea Bissau, Cape
Verde.
This is the army.
There
are still fascist officers, but the
base of the army has been influenced
by the revolution and this is going
to make itself felt, and weigh.
Hence, the left groups had so much
success.
They can eliminate and
thoy re going t 0 eliminate evidently
· •
v
a barracks, some regiments.
some
But the base of the movement con...;
tinues in the will of the proletariat,
and the masses continue to develop
the economy. And this is going to
influence again in the army. This
is to say• conditions are being
prepared for a confrontation at a
superior level, a very superior level.
At the same time, it is necessary
to feel that, in this process, these
soldiers, Antunez, Azevedo, Carneiro, have organised a counterrevolutionary coup, a coup to prevent the progress of the revolution.
They created the conditions for the
new process of Th erm1'd or, as h ap·
R evo I ut1on.
·
pened after the R uss1an
.
T his is to say t h at th e I ea d wrs h 1p,
which is produce d to make t h e revo·
1·1m1ts,
·
lutlon advance, contains,
defeats t h ose w h o ma d e t h e revo I ution an d b etray t h em. B u t th ere are
. ·
no con d 1t1ons
to d o t h'is. H ence th e
.
character
wh o ma d e t h is coup,
A ntiunez, h as t o come ou t t o d ec I are..
'T he revo I u t'ton con t'mues, s oc1a
· 1·ism
continues, th ere canno t b e any
· t
C ommunis
advance
without th e
'
A d A
d h
t d 1
Party •
n
zeve o as 0 ec are
that 'There is no doubt that among
those who made the uprising, there
were genuine revolutionaries, but
they favoured the counter-revolution'~
and that there wi 11 be 'democratic
justice with the right for defence'•
And that 'all the soldiers will be
pardoned'. This shows the relations
Of fra ternity, cordial relations with
the population. If it was the right
that had triumphed, it would use the
situation to smash.
When they
stammer it is because, within the
team which won, there is no security,
It is not Carneiro who decides, but
neither is it Antunes.
This is to
say there is an internal struggle,
And these differences will have to
be expressed in the next stage,
particularly with Soares,
Soares
went
immediately
accusing
the
Communist Party, to try to smash
and eliminate iL
In this way he
maintains the I ink in his party and
outside, but with no success,
On
the contrary the attitude of the
· n separating the Comgovernment 1

advance of the revolution,

It is necessary to make an appeal
for the United Front, to discuss the
process of the revolution and to
advance t'owards the measures for
Socialism, in a pluralist way, which
means all the tendencies to advance
who want to impel measures towards
Socialism, whose essential basis is
nat ·1ona11·sat1·on and elimination of
private property.
Otherwise, there
is no solution.
Socialism is not
based on the right of everyone to
speak, but on the right of everyone
to speak linked to the elimination of
private property. Otherwise the one
who controls is the one who has
property and power. The inequality
wh ich exists in history in the capitalist regime, is the inequality which
exists in the economy. From there,
come economic, social and political
rights. It is necessary to eliminate
this. In Portugal, this is going to
be expressed with great acuteness.
And this is also going to be expressed in the Communist Party, in
the limitation of timidity to intervene.
It is true that the Communist Party
is not the most important, but all the
proletariat is Communist, the great
majority of the proletariat is Communist. And it could decide a great
deal in a United Front with the left
groups, the centrists, the Soci<1list
Party, with the base of the Socialist
Party. The Communist Party did not
aim at the base of the Socialist
Party. It has to do this, and also
at the leadership. But fundamentally
at the base to appeal for concrete
economic measures: nationalisations
and planning. That is to say, 'We
want to do this, to produce this'.
It is necessary to make a national
campaign to support the MPLA.
There has not been a political
struggle, activity, discussion, but a
completely
superficial discussion
in which the principle problems of
the economy, of world policy, of
Angola,
were absent.

THE LEFT WAS NOT DEFEATE

ready to confront the most direct
intervention by Yankee imperialism.
It is necessary to see that, whilst
the Soviets intervene specifically
to help the revolution, the Communist
Party exclude themselves from this,
among them the Portuguese Communist Party which has not known how
to use the situation.
We believe.
that the discussion is going to
extend itself to the world Communist moveme·nt, and it is necessary
to stimulate it. It is necessary to
stimulate the discussion on the
experiences of the revolution in
Portugal.
It is not a retreat, but
the defeat of a sector of the military
left.
Besides Carvalho, Cutinho and the
other soldiers of the left were not
defeated because the opposing side
had the strength, but because they
capitulated. For example, Carvalho
why did he resign? He did not have
to resign. Why did he not r-rmfront
them?
He could have c:o:·,ironted
them with COPCON. He did not do
so because he respected orders,
and felt weak, not because in itself
he respected orders but because he
felt weak and
submitted to the
other side. He felt politically weak.
Had he been appealed to by the
Communist Party, he wou Id have
felt strong. Carvalho had COPCON
in his hand right to the las.t. Why
did he not mobilise it?
Thus, as
he was opposed to repression when
the government was besiege·d, why
did not he feel he had the necessary
political
confidence or political
preparation? not through fear, because he showed quite a lot of
I ac k o f
decision,
but
po 1·t·
1 1ca I
ori·entation.
Political orientation
.s
necessary and the programme to
1
achi'eve the obJ'ective of the revoluti on, which means to nationalise.
Th'is 18 the conclusion.
And this
i·s going to have great effect on the
world Communist movement.
This
is going to be discussed and, in this,
the Soviets are going to discuss.

D.

Portugal shows again that it is
not possible to advance by asking
This is not a. triumph of the
permission to p·rogress.
It is also
right, but it can prepare blows which
implicit that the left groups, even
favour the right. The masses have
with empirical positions, are not
not intervened. It is not a defeat of
adventuristic. What they have done
the masses nor of the left. Comrade
is not adventuristic,
It was the
Cunha! makes a mistake when he
necessary condition to advance and
says,. 'The_-dele1'1LOL.t.he_Jelt~d~.~Ih.e.~..i:&.tl-e.o.ted the i.neptitude., the .passicvity.
left was not de f eated, because t h e
of the Communist Party and of the
left did not enter into . the fight.
Soci'ali'st left.
The left groups
It was a part of the army separated
expressed this, and they showed a
from people.
People wanted to
necessity.
Hence the Communists
intervene, they were not allowed to
did not attack them, they hardly
do so. Thus, it is a partial defeat.
mentioned them; because this was
H ence the t1m1dity
. .
of t h'1s I ea ders h ip
the case. When the left groups do
which said, 'Socialism continues,
h
ht'
Wh
this and have such support, it is
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•in
team itself of the government there
are people who want to go back to
the right and what does the 'right'
mean? It means to return to private
property; the repression to makltain
private property, to take the land
from the peasants.
This is the
right.
And it means, besides, to
support the counter-revolution in
Angola, in Mozambique, in Guinea
Bissau. The arrival in Portugal of
300 ,ooo people from Angola is going
to strengthen the right.
But it
strengthens it undoubtedly, if the
left - beginning with the Communist
Party - does not aim at the masses,
appealing for the advance of the
revolution, with economic measures:
measures
of
nationalisations,
planning, of intervention, of workers
control, and in the army also. The
.
t
t
th
.t If
1
right is gomg 0 s reng en
se
because it is the force which is
allowed
to
intervene,
discuss,
decide, resolve. on the other hand,
if the Communists, the Socialist left,
the MOP, appealed to the masses,
all could intervene and the right
would not be strengthened.
in
1
It ·is necessa ry to ·ntervene
. pro c e ss and ·promote 1·n the world
th is
Communist movement a discussion
on Portugal.
After Chile, this
experience in Portugal shows that
the revolutionary United Front is
necessary, the revolutionary objectives. This is the conclusion. In
Chile the right maintains itself with
the massacres, and the economy does
not advance. There is a destruction
of the economy• and in Portugal it
wi II be the same.
If, in Portugal,
they make a policy of repression the
economy wi 11 be smashed. !mperialism is undoubtedly going to support
and also NATO.
But, now, the
Soviets are intervening. The Soviets
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Four days before, the government
was besieged by the masses. What
was this? There were all the conditions to succeed; they were besieged
by the masses, and the government
yielded!
The right saw that the process
was on the road to liquidate them,
so they hastened to take these
measures.
It is not excluded that
in this attitude the right of the army,
the sectors linked to imperialism,
had stimulated this uprising in
order to repress, keeping it separated
Thus,
from the Communist Party.
it was easy to do this and it is not
excluded that this happened.
The
obJ'ective was not imperial ism, but
the decision of the left groups, who
felt that they were strong but did not
see the necessity to link up with the
proletariat.
There was not one
appeal to the proletariat. If from the
barracks they had appealed to the
proletariat and the population, the
situati.on would have been changed.
The weakness, the lack of preparation, the lack of understanding
of the Commun1·st Party and of the
Socialist left, prevented the occupation of the barracks and the occupation of the factories with the occupation of the country, to impose the
Government of the Left with the
programme of the Left. They did not
give the perspective of the Government of the Left with the programme
of complete nationalisations, and
this meant that the Communists
maintained
themselves
separate
from this movement.
But, at the
same time, the uprising in the barracks made no appeal to the workers.
They should have appealed.
This
is not a complaint for a process,
or an accusation; it is not a criticism
. .
"bl
but it shows that 1t is not poss1 e
to make an isolated movement,
because it allows the enemy to
intervene and to concentrate. Then
it means that the centre-left, like
Antunez, united with the right of

the right - because they are al I
united by the fear of th.e process.
Thus, those who tend to control in
the last instance are the right,
. .
because it stimulates tile containing
of the process.
The left groups should have
appealed to the workers to mobilise,
and appealed to the Communist
P
t
k
I t a
al f
arty 0 ma e appea • 0 ppe
or
the Government of the Left, to appeal
to come out in the streets.
It is a
political function which the army did
not tulfi I, which it did not feel that
it could do in defence to the comrades who occupied the barracks;
this shows the weakness, the lack
of leadership and conscious objectives and programme. If they appeal,
they have the total support of the
population.
This defeat, which is the containing of the progress of the revolution is transitory.
It is not the
triumph of the right, nor the containing of the revolution.
It is a
containing, but it is going to be
decided in the next stage in relation
to the world situation. The triumph
of the masses of Angola is the sign
of this; and the United Front in
Angola against imperialism, against
the armies which imperialism commands show what they wi 11 do in a
short time.
The world Communist
movement must discuss Portugal.
The process in Portugal is not
terminated. But it is a phase of the
containing of the revolution, of the
partial disorganisation of the forces
which stimulate the impulse of the
revolution,
as with the military
comrades who occupy the .barracks.
But this is going to be retaken. It
is necessary to discuss, it is necessary to appeal to the United Front
and to the world Communist movement
to discuss these conclusions. It is
not possible to participate passively.
It Is necessary to make a discussion
throughout
the world
Communist
movement, why this stage has been
reached which allows the right to
contain the revolution, when there
were all the conditions to progress.
In this sense it is a very severe
criticism of the Italian Communist
Party a.nd of 'U nita', which stimulated
and impelled the right stimulated
by Soares against the progress of
the revolution.
In Portugal, with such a progress
of nationalisations, of intervention
of the masses, with such a development, it is not possible to make a.
government of the right. If a government of the right can win, it has to
denat'1onal1'se, depr1've the masses
of the liberties that they have conquered, and it has to confront the
whole of the population. Hence, the
right does not have perspectives,
socielly and politically, and neither
are the masses going to allow them
to act, because they have aiready
acquired the capacity to intervene
and they are going to intervene.
They have already acquired this
security, as when th. e govern men t
centre was besieged, as w h en t h ey
went to the barracks to see k f or
arms.
The right does ,not h ave
perspective of finding the masses
·
passive, or
economic
con d'1t1ons
· the
which favour it. The reverse 1s
case.
Hence, our judgement t h at
the right has the initiatives in the
apparatuses, but it does not h ave th e
possibility
to develop, an d t h e
apparatus can only go so f ar b ecause
half of the apparatus of the government is against.
In Portugal they formed the SUVs,
which
were such
an
important
initiative and which was not used
It
t
by the Communist Party.
was no
used for the United Front of all the
tendencies. It is necessary to discuss this, and to make the soldiers
feel° that they were not defeated.
Even if some of their leaders were
d'1sm·1ssed, they were not defeated.
It is necessary to discuss these
conclusions in the world Communist
movement, in the workers movement,
and a lack of co-ordination and
United
Front between the trade
unions, the workers centres, the
peasants, workers, petit bourgeoisie
and soldiers.
The most conscious
leadership must have this consciousness in making this appeal.
It
should have allowed the stimulus to
the government of Goncalves. This
is an experience which is not going
to die, it is going to continue. It
was contained in PortuQal, but there
k
are the SUVs, the wor ers areas
committees, which are organs which
the population, the soldiers, have
already created, the youth, the
peasants, the workers, the poor and

munist Party from the responsibility
are intervening more directly and
of the uprising, shows this.
It is
very well, very correctly. We support
necessary to expect a process of
integrally the intervention of the
discussion,
and reanimation
of
Soviets. They have intervened very
discussion and conflict, for the
well in Angola. The Soviets are now
wrn topage4
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planning on the basis of the public discussion ot the masses,
do so because they would be obliged to resort to the masses,
would be obliged to leave the safety of filing cabinet and the
company of the apparatus, and actually confront reality as it is.
As Marx said,, no ruling class will abandon the scene of history
without doing everything to remain in power.
A very rich and powerful process is developing in the Labour
Party and the trade unions. It is not entirely visible and it finds
no adequate representation at this moment, because the functioning of the Labour Party and the Unions does not permit the fullest
intercommunication and development of ideas, and there is no life
of publications and exchange of opinions in texts which allow the
new current to express itself. But when a whole sector in Scotland is on the way out over devolution, when the technocrats in
the Labour Party are unable to provide a firm perspective, but
when nationalisation of the banks is proposed - whatever the
motives of the writers - which means a social weakness tor
capitalism and, at the same time, the effort to develop a campaign
against Marxism in the LP has failed abjectly; then it is clear
the bases are constantly maturing for a better life of discussion,
ideas, perspectives. Fundamentally, it is necessary to propose
a comprehensive anti-capitalist programme with the objective of
planning the economy for the masses without the capitalists.
At the same time, this has to be linked with the need to develop
a dialogue between the LP and the trade unions and the population
THE WORKERS STATES WILL GIVE CONFIDENCE TO THE
LABOUR 1,.EFT.
The world situation is going to perpetually elevate the discussion in the Labour Party and stimulate the confidence and
security to propose a comprehensive anti-capitalist programme.
One means to elevate this discussion is to see the significance
of what has happened in Angola. The Labour Party supports
the MPLA but does not discuss the significance ot the Soviet
intervention (neither do the Italian and French Communist parties
draw the conclusions). It is not possible to argue the case for
the programme of nationalisations, workers control and planning,
without referring to the experience of the Workers States and the
role of the Workers States in centralising the anti-imperialltt
and anti-capitalist united front against what remainsof·c11,pitalism.
Angola goes beyond Vietnam, it anticipates the final conflict
with imperialism and is a further proof that the programme of
nationalisations and centralised planning is the way forward for
humanity, and that the functioning of capitalism nowhere gains
support. It is in retreat everywhere. The intervention of the
proletariat in Spain is not going to be satisfied with the crumbs of
bourgeois democracy. Capitalism evidently does not possess the
strength to determine the process there. The attempted Portuguese 'Thermidor' has already failed, the re-animation of the
~-·-·:-·"'·,.··- ·. ~~.~o!atarJat oontinues..·aB·~~hhris-oontirmation that· the
social bases for capitalism on a world scale are being eroded
away. When Frei, who stimulated the army to take over in Chile,
is now obliged to denounce them, this is a proof that capitalism
possesses atomic weapons but no social strength.
Without
question the sectors in the French and Italian Communist parties
trying to conciliate with capitalism, can complicate the process
but they do not have the time perspective of Stalinism and, on the
other hand, the open polemic in the world Communist movement
allows a process of immense clarification tending to elevate the
forces of the left in the L.abour Party and the trade unions.
Capitalism is in crisis not simply economically; although, at
this moment in Britain superficially it appears to be uppermost,
but in every aspect of its functioning. Thatcher endeavours to
develop an anti-Communist campaign which is then rejected by
the Young Tories because of its evident crudity. Sectors of
capital ism feel that there is no ambience for crude antiConrnunism. it tends to boomerang. In fact, it has done so very
quickly. The answer of the Soviet government was very fast and,
although well confined within diplomatic bounds, it was a form
of intervention, reminding capitalism what time of day it was,
that the period fnr anti-Soviet crap was over, and it allowed also
an intervention towards the Labour Government and Labour Party
to hit at the anti-Soviet tendencies and weaken the social base
of capitalism. It was very limited, but it is an aspect of the
Soviet Union using pressure to weaken capitalism, to show it up,
remind them of Soviet strength. In due course more profound
interventions will be made by the Soviet Union as part of the
necessary stimulation of the left currents throughout the world
to overthrow capitalism.
IMPOSE THE ANTl-CAPITALIST PROGRAMME THROUGH THE
GOVERNMENT
OF THE LEFT.
While a series of conflicts with the working class are developing in Britain with the steel workers, the miners., the car workers,
the present leaderships are trying to maintain a passive attitude.
At most they make a commentary warning the government that
trouble is on the way 'unless something is done'. but they try to
prevent discussion, call no meetings, do not discuss either the
world of national situation in an objective way. As with the
leaderships in the French and Italian parties, they try to pretend
it Is not a crisis of the whole system but recovery is possible,
provided certain steps are taken. The calling of an assembly of
the labour movement for a discussion on unemployment by a
sector of the Confederation of the Engineers and the Co-op is a
means to develop a discussion, and the forces of the left and the
trade unions should intervene towards it; but this type of meeting
should be developed on a much more profound basis, on the basis
of appeals to the population so that meetings to discuss all the
problems become a norm in the workers areas and factories and
discussing not just unemployment in isolation but the need for
the alternative programme and policy.
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COMMENTARIES ON THE DISCUSSION IN THE SOVIET UNION
J• POSADAS ' 16' 9• 75
(title of the Editorial Board)
This report"has importance because
it indicates the level of interior
struggle and crisis. This has a very
great and
fundamental
importance
because it is not a problem of the
manager sentenced to death for expropriating property#, but the report
refers to one of the essential aspects
of the necessity of history, that is to
say of political revolution..
These publications are part of the
political necessity to effect logical
thought. When these people are animated to bring them out - they are all
writers of authority of the apparatus it is because there is a very great
impulse coming from below, otherwise
they would not appear. This is not
happening through their own initiative;
in the apparatus of the party they
don't have the life to draw the conclusions they have arrived at. This
is to say that they emerge independently of the apparatus. They bring
it QUt linked with people of the party
and in the rest of the world. They
express a necessity, not because they
prepare to study it, but because
science, the economy, the progress of
the class struggle, the world development of Socialism demands it.
They represent this: the necessity to
discuss. They take all the arguments
of our texts on Sol:z:henitsyn:@ what
they don't say is why Solt.henitsyn,but
when they speak of discussion 'in a
Marxist form' they leave open the road
to discuss why $olzhenitsyn appeared.
When this discussion breaks out, it is
because the conditions are mature in
the Soviet Union and in other Workers
States for this necessity.
This is
linked, and must be linked, with other
activities in the Workers States.
For example, the speech of the
delegate of the German Workers State
in the Festival ot Humanite, posed the
necessity now to overthrow the capitalist system. He spoke of the class
struggle not of the revolution, but he
proposed the replacement of the capitalist system and that the conditions
were ripe for this. All his appeal was
the vehement dE\Sire that in Italy they
finish with capitalism and advance to
Socialism..
They are not sporadic
conclusions, spontaneous or unforeseen.. We have foreseen it.. All our
capacity was based on this process..
All these idiots who live for themselves with guerrilla conceptions,
conceptiorfs of the groups, and expect
that the USSR is going to be what it
always has been, do not see the
changes in history and do not know
how to adapt themselves or to understand the changes that arise in history
and they participate in these changes,
changing also. All these groups are
stunned. They say: how can this be?
Many groups defended Solzhenitsyn.
'Rouge' in France defended him and
'his right to speak'. The Idiot Mandel
defended Solz.henitsyn with an article
in which he said that 'the best writer
in Russia has the complete right to
speak'. We said that he had no right
to soe 8 k.
We have shown that a scientist
can be as much a means for the progress of humanity as for the killing
of humanity.
We are in agreement
with the scientists to make humanity
progress; with the others, no: Demo-

cracy
for that
is assassination.
Democracy for progress
is to contribute to the development of humanity.
When there is a discussion in the
Soviet Union and they take action
against the people who want to discuss these themes, it is because the
influence of Posadism is mature, and
in the USSR there is the necessity to
elevate relations.. Hence, Brejnev is
put to one side. Now, he is no longer
the first star nor the second; he appears as the mouthpiece of the orders
they give him. He is not the one who
has the initiative.
Together with this discussion in
the USSR it is necessary to look at
these people who bring out this publication,
because they can take
aspects which are correct with aspects which are not, or are mixed with
bureaucratic interests.
But on the
general 1ine, in accordance with what
the article says, they are individuals
who propose to return to MarxismLeninism and they take the case of
Sol:!henitsyn to show that he does not
come from anything., They do not say:
'He arises from nothing', but yes, that
it is necessary to study and discuss
from the Marxist-Leninist point of
view.
This is to pose, why does
Solz.henitsyn appear?
They did not
throw him out so that the others who
gave him life could remain; but they
wanted· to discuss with him to break
the base which gave existence to
Sol-ehenitsyn.
This means that the
political revolution is maturing: not
in a consistent, vehement form but it
is maturing, otherwise this discussion
would not arise.
The importance which this discussion has is that there is a crisis
in the USSR, because the bureaucracy
cannot contain, finish with, divert the
discussion or adjust it. It is a process
which is based on the economy and
the class struggle on a world scale,
on the maturity of the class struggle.
We have to realise that this is not
going to go in an uninterrupted line of
advance. They are bureaucrats, and
it is in the camp of the bureaucrats
in which scientific thought is being
introduced. Scientific thought, which
does not come from the consciousness
of the apparatus, is imposed by necessity
Th
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middle petit bourgeoisie have created
them and they are 'not going to retreat.

The
eff01t of this counterrevolutionary sector, basing itself
on the centre and on the left of
centre, is to contain the revolution.
It is the road which they want to
take, of Thermidor; but they do not
have either a Portuguese or worldwide base to succeed in doing this.

It is different from the French
revolution, and distinct from the
stage of Stal in who encountered world
conditions. Here it is the opposite.
The revolutionary process is fed
constantly; and, in that, Angola.
The
world
Communist movement
must discuss these experiences,
draw conclusions and learn. And
we, also as a leadership, must
discuss constantly and in every
instance because it allows a very
great enrichment of theoretical and
political capacity in the precise,
concrete application of the process.
This is going to enrich the capacity
of analysis and foresight. And, in
that, the foresight that Portugal is
going to provoke a discussion of,
'Why has this coup triumphed?' It is
not a coup to adjust the revolution
because there were excesses. This
is a lie. There· is no excess in a
revolution. It is a blow to contain
the process, the dynamism, the
dynamic rhythm of the revolution in
which the SUV was a very great
factor in the dynamic rhythm of the
revolution.
In Portugal there was no precise
programme, but yes, the organisms
for an effort and a progress at a very
dynamic rhythm.
Th is has to be
discussed in the world Communist
movement, and it is necessary to
propose to discuss, and .discuss
constantly.
Another aspect is the lack of
reaction of the Communist leadership; they are absent, because they
feel that in discussing in the Communist Party itself, they wou Id have
to develop critical considerations,
learning to see that it ls not possible
to await with complacency' or that
the organs of power of the bourgeoisie or the right of the centre are

b'J;~~~tth~~~~n:~~l!t~~a§·t;;;<!.~:~~f.:·- "',omg·-t<J"'a'l·i~~~~ff".'"ts
ships. This demands the consciousness and the pol icy which responds
to
this necessity.
J. POSADAS
16 th September, 1975•
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This refers to the separation of
the three leaders of the Konsomol
and
,
a mem b er o f t h e review Peace and
·
1·
•
f
d·t·
Soc1a ism , or e 1 mg a clandestine
. at·
h. h •
k
b t M
PUbl 1c ion w 1c
spo e a ou
arxl· sm • and that So lsh ent·tsyn s h ou Id
be Combatted WI. th argumen t s and not
with
police methods.
II This refers to reports in the USSR
condemning to death the director of
a textile factory in Armenia for having
'stolen
from
Socialist
property'.
@ See J, Posadas:
'Solzhenitsyn, the
Soviet Union and the struggle for
Socialism',
14th
February,
1974.
Obtainable from the Party's address
in a bulletin form, 15p.

The process already shown in the massive abstentions after
the Referendum is generating a new selection of cadres in the LP,
the Unions and the shop stewards committees. Capitalism feels
its days are numbered in Britain. The Tories launch hysterical
attacks on Communism and the spreading power of the· Workers
States. Anxiously they count Soviet tanks and Soviet submarines
because ultimately the struggle of system against system will be
settled by force and they feel they are nearing the end of their
system.
The Yanks, a little stronger, increase the military
budget; British imperialism, exhausted and with a Labour government, cannot find the means to show a convincing torce. Capitalism i.s socially prostrate. Mass murder by the agents of capitalism
in Northern Ireland resultsin a most important response by the
Irish trade unions, who organise meetings and appeal for support
to the British trade unions for a better way of life and at least
open the way for the discussion of a serious programme to achieve
this. So all the terror, the brutal, cynical, predatory policy of
imperialism ends in yet another disaster and the intervention of
the Irish trade unions and the tendency to unification with the
British workers, which requires a common programme.
We appeal to the forces of the left in the Labour Party and the
trade unions to raise a public discussion on the need for the
alternative policy and programme to capitalism, to propose the
nationalisation of all the major industries under workers control,
the nationalisation of the banks to plan the economy and, with
this, to develop a programme of discussions with the Workers
States, their parties and trade unions, on the perspectives for
Socialism, particularly in Europe, to develop a campaign in favour
of the intervention of the Workers States and their achievements.
This is the answer to the campaign of anti-Communism. This
has to be developed in local conferences and meetings of the LP
committed to a rapid extension of nationalisations, planning and
the unification of the struggle of the British and Irish masses for
Socialism, on the bflsis of mass popular committees and mobilisations.
23.1.76
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necessary to advance with force,
and there it was possible to see
very well that the general strike is
a factor, but not the only 'one. It is
a means; that is to say, there is a
lack of
decision, audacity and
decision, to impel the population.
Audacity and resolution in Portugal
would unite the immense mai·ority,
win over the immense mai·ority.
It is necessary to take into account
that the coup is historically rmpelled
by the sentiment of containing the
revolution, of stopping it.
Meanwhile, there are other sectors which
are counter-revolutionary.
There
is going to be an internal struggle
between them, which is going to
facilitate the intervention of the
proletariat.
To return nationalised
property, the distribution of land,
the collective work on the land or
co-operatives on the land, to go
back on this cannot be done without
great upheavals anc;J social revolutionary reactions. This is going to
al low
again
unification and
to
establish a sector more to the left
than at present. A 11 the efforts of
the government to want to contain
and go back to the old passivity of
the democratic relations with the
bourgeoisie - parliament, law, army
- wi II be rejected because people
have shown that there are superior
organs to develop the. economy,
population,
culture,
overcoming
illiteracy, something that capitalism
has never achieved.
It is necessary to appeal for
a process of reflection and of discussion in the world Communist
movement and in Portugal, particularly in Portugal. It is necessary to
intervene and we are going to
intervene to stimulate the discussion.
They are going to try to repress and
contain.
What they did with the
newspapers shows this; they cannot
go very far. And, if they go further
back, it will not last. Neither the
world, nor local conditions, allow
them to go any further; neither for
Thermidor, nor for an important
retreat.

J. POSADAS

30th November, 1975

<1> See J. Posadas: 'The death of
Franco,
democratic
liberties
in
Spain, and Marxism', 22nd November,
P
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